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PREFACE

Bubbling, clear water in Mill Creek, lush greenery and massive trees on
undulating hillsides, roads that ford streams, Penn mile markers, stone mill ruins, and
distinctive residential architecture that spans the history of the community--these are

all

part of the natural and built environment that contribute to the sense of place that

makes Lower Merion Township unique. Geographically,

the township's location on a

westward axis between Philadelphia and Valley Forge has contributed

to

its

history

and development from the moment Quakers of William Penn's Great Welsh Tract
settled

along the Schuylkill River and

history,

and the buildings of the

reason for writing this thesis.

its

settlers

As

tributaries.

To

help protect this land,

and past architects

politics, society,

is

the

its

acknowledged

economics, and technology have

changed, the population has grown and many aspects of the design of the township

have been affected.

Some

results

have been good, others bad.

Township control of

land and structures has often been reactive, occurring only in response to a loss, but
the learning curve has nonetheless

moved

steadily

upward.

A

recent recognition of

the importance of the community's land has enabled the last hundred parcels of

residential

open space

to

Merion Township stands
enacted an

Open Space

be identified for potential conservation.
as

one of the few communities

in the

Today, Lower

country to have

Preservation District to encourage limited development

(Zoning Ordinance No. 3222, December 19, 1990) on these

While no

last acres.

full

survey of the architecture on these parcels has been completed, twenty-three buildings

have been associated with the

whose

architecture

is

local revival architect,

the subject of this thesis.

Walter K. Durham (1896-1978),

The present inventory and

analysis of

the 235 Durham-built or altered buildings in the township will hopefully foster

preservation of his outstanding, historically patterned structures.

I

came

to

vestiges of early

American history had been destroyed. While

observed destruction of 19th-century houses
buildings.

By

contrast.

and appreciate history

to

make way

Lower Merion has provided a

in the

for

there,

new

I

frequently

high-rise apartment

special opportunity to study

suburban setting of a major metropolitan area with a

As a

wealth of historic fabric.

where most

as a former resident of Manhattan,

Lower Merion

child

I

was taught

to appreciate the past

understand progress through a grandfather and grandmother

who

and

described their

memories of wooden houses, goats grazing on Park Avenue, and swimming races
Real contact with the material culture of the city's

the East River.

only when

my

father enticed the family to further excavate a

Lower Manhattan where

artifacts

settlers

Con Edison

in

took place

site in

from "Nieuw Amsterdam" had been discovered.

Unearthing the bowls and stems of Dutch clay pipes and glass and pottery shards

from

New

York's early inhabitants made social history truly come

particularly grateful to

and teaching
City or

me

my

parents and grandparents for opening

to appreciate history

my

and appropriate progress, be

Lower Merion Township.

XX

alive.

it

I

am

eyes to the past

in

New York

Completion of the research and analysis for a project such as

have been possible without the cooperation of

would not

this

institutions, agencies, organizations,

and the inhabitants of the township whose Durham-built homes are the focus of the
study.

In

Lower Merion

Historical Architectural

all

phases of

my

I

am

indebted to Robert DeSilets, AIA, Chairman of the

Review Board,

for his enthusiastic

preservation education.

Walter Durham and

Bob

first

encouragement and help

introduced

me

to the

name of

to the township's historic districts that incorporate the 18th-

The cooperation of

century buildings that served as Durham's models.

the various

departments of Lower Merion Township's administration has been outstanding.

Planning and Community Development Department,
generously enabled

patiently

me

to use

township records,

answered many questions.

always made

me

feel

Ann Hutchinson,

lists,

In the

in tight quarters.

Joe

their help

Newby

and

history of the township and for providing the necessary

Department of Building Regulations and Permits

I

wish to thank James

Burdsall, Jr., a former builder, for reproducing old zoning books for

sharing his memories of Walter

From

Director,

Liz Rogan, Karen Rhoads, and Theresa Rossi

welcome even though we were

knowledge of the planning

In the

and maps with ease and

and Charles Baker of the same department were invaluable for

maps.

in

Durham and

other areas of the community

me and

for

early township construction practices.

came

further assistance.

The Ludington

Library staff accommodated frequent requests for atlases and township reports, and at
the

Gladwyne Library,

in particular, the staff

was

sensitive to

my

needs when pages

of the railroad atlases were stolen (but then happily returned) half-way through

XXI

my

research.

William Wermuth of Yerkes Associates,

Inc.,

Bryn Mawr, surveyors who

have mapped Lower Merion properties for years, allowed
then reproduced

maps of various Durham

Wermuth's knowledge of

Durham

house, saving

&

effort.

to search their files

me

to verify a questionable

A newcomer

to

Lower Merion whose

support and knowledge of preservation has been invaluable was
President of the recently formed

Lower Merion Preservation

Donna Ann

I

am

Harris,

Donna's energy

Trust.

and enthusiasm for conserving open space and important structures

have been impressive, and

and

Mr.

Irvine developments for me.

the township also enabled

much time and

me

township

in the

especially appreciative of her reading of

my

last

chapter and the positive suggestions she provided.

Still

members of

residing in the township are

his firm.

to interview them.

am

their

knowledge and information,

this thesis

would not

Richard S. Durham, Walter Durham's son, living in Bryn

not only talked frequently with me, but shared

photographs, and

past

greatly indebted to all of these people for the opportunity

Without

have been complete.

Mawr,

I

members of Durham's family and

articles.

family papers,

In addition, he kindly read Chapter Three,

biography, in draft stage to ensure that

and continued willingness

many

to assist.

all facts

were

Interviews with

correct.

I

Durham's

appreciate his time

members of Durham's firm

included Frederick Bessinger, AIA, Villanova; Aquino Brunone, foreman,
Philadelphia; Robert Ochs, contractor, Broomall; Frank Sagendorph,

Putnam Stowe, engineer, Villanova; and Alice Ward,

AIA, Haverford;

secretary, Narberth.

Obtaining

a picture of Durham's personality and his architectural practice through oral

communication was especially enlightening. In addition

now

shared and

was

that

staff,

to the facts

incorporated in this thesis, the message transmitted from everyone

Walter Durham loved his business, enjoyed working with his clients and

and was a jovial man with a quick

Annenberg, Wynnewood, Mrs. Clarence
Roach, Gladwyne

all

wit.

Three

he valued the product he delivered.

Though he was a shrewd businessman,

clients interviewed, the

J.

Two

confirmed the same feeling.

other interviewees did not

directly, but they lent understanding to the

Crosby Brown

Estate, the largest tract of land that

AUston Jenkins, stepson of Brown, now
stories of life

on the family

original property.

I

am

estate

began

my

Durham

Ardmore (Gladwyne) was
Manhattan:

thus closely tied to

there.

wonderful

and a sense of the undeveloped qualities of the

Brown

did

III) to

I

discover that the James Crosby

my

James Crosby Brown,

and

Only

after I

Brown of

Jr., I

knew

in

piano teacher and father of Sally, a good

The Brearley School.

my own

have

I

thank for the suggestion to talk to

family's merchant banking firm.

the father of the

he was the husband of

friend and classmate at

& Irvine developed.

special family information during an interview

a helpful book on the
research on

Durham

appreciative of Mr. Jenkins's time and memories, and

Locke herself provided

me

development of the James

living in Chestnut Hill, provided

Locke Brown (Mrs. James Crosby Brown

loaned

Honorable Walter

Lewis, Haverford, and Charles and Peggy

know Durham

him.

and information

My

research on the

past and to personalities

I

had known

Brown

estate

who had

was

lived

This created a significance and link not originally anticipated.

To

all

the

Durham homeowners

in

Lower Merion,

too

numerous

to

list

here,

I

offer

my

appreciation of their cooperation and helpfulness in
Interior tours or

research.

impromptu discussions with

information not documented in any

files.

all

my

phases of

residents provided invaluable

Chris Jones of Gladwyne also deserves

thanks for permission to photograph her 18th-century home, the historic John Roberts
house.

It

should be acknowledged here that

more about

many Durham homeowners

their property than this thesis details.

herein on any given house

current architects

may be incomplete

who have

Furthermore, the information

or inaccurate.

There are also many

Durham's buildings and may thus have more

re- worked

A

hands-on knowledge of his construction methods and materials.

specific,

goal of this thesis was to provide an

know

will

initial

major

inventory documenting the structures as

they stood between 1991 and 1992 in order to enable a typological analysis of

building exteriors.

facts will

It is

be shared with

my hope
me

whenever information

that

or sent to

in their architectural archive,

where

all

is

wrong, the correct

The Atheneaum of Philadelphia

for inclusion

papers and drawings of Walter

Durham have

been deposited.

While Lower Merion provided

the "living" laboratory of

Durham's

production, this thesis could not have been undertaken without access to the

collection at

cards at

The Athenaeum of

The Athenaeum

Philadelphia.

identifying Walter K.

properties in Haverford, Bryn

Mawr

It

was

the large

Durham

and Gladwyne that

number of catalogue

as architect of

first

spurred

numerous

my

while carrying out research for the township's Open Space Task Force.
particularly grateful to

Durham

I

curiosity

am

Roger Moss, Executive Director of The Athenaeum, for

his

initial

encouragement

to pursue the study of

access to the building during a period

renovations.

willingness to

let

independently.

I

a master database

me

special thanks for his

investigate the

trust that the

file will in

me

when The Athenaeum was undergoing major

Bruce Laverty, Gladys Brooks Curator of Architecture

Athenaeum, deserves

Durham

Walter Durham and for allowing

at

ongoing assistance, patience, and

many boxes of unexplored Durham

outcome of

turn serve

The

my

material

research in the form of this thesis and

The Athenaeum and

future users of the

collection.

Appreciation to another Philadelphia collection must go to the Free Library of
Philadelphia for their availability, efficiency, and friendliness.
the only library in the area that contained a complete run of

The Free Library was

House

& Garden

and

other popular magazines, real estate publications, and newspapers crucial to research

on 20th-century

taste

and fashion

in architecture.

the working conditions in their main building on

The professonalism of
Logan Square were

the staff and

particularly

laudatory.

Many

individuals at the University of Pennsylvania deserve special

acknowledgement. There

Loan

office in

Van

Fumess Building

and reproductions

from the cooperative Interlibrary

Pelt to the friendly staff of the Fisher Fine Arts Library in the

are to be

Librarian, and Kurt

too, the library staff,

commended

Winkelman were

for their fine service.

Alan Morrison, Head

particularly helpful in procuring books, atlases,

in difficult situations.

Julia

Moore Converse,

Director of the

Architectural Archives, shared information on her collection and provided hints for

researching architects of the Philadelphia School.
In the Graduate School of Fine Arts special gratitude goes to

Mark

Aseltine,

computer instructor for the Architecture Department, and Persephone Braham,
Information Systems Specialist.

Persephone always came quickly

solve database, wordprocessing, printing or hardware problems.

those less versed in her trade

I

is

admirable.

to the rescue to

Her patience with

Within the Historic Preservation Program

appreciation to the whole faculty for their continued encouragment.

owe

I

especially

thank Jeanne Marie Teutonico and Christa Wilmanns-Wells for their willingness to
listen in

Frank G. Matero, Associate Professor, deserves thanks for

times of stress.

sharing materials from his personal library, answering questions on masonry, and

providing company on weekends and evenings at the computers.

AIA, Adjunct Associate Professor of
visited

him

in

Gladwyne,

and for teaching
early

me

I

Architecture,

who knew Walter Durham and

investigative techniques and a "behind-the-walls"

my

studies.

the Historic Preservation Program, David G.

my

Milner,

extend thanks for serving as reader of this large volume

American buildings throughout

express

To John

And

De Long,

to

my

knowledge of

advisor and Chairman of

Professor of Architecture,

gratitude and thanks for his insightful architectural suggestions, editorial

expertise, and willingness to read chapters even while teaching in Australia.

his support

and encouragement

architect, this

to

Without

complete a typological study of a lesser-known

work would never have been accomplished.

When one
sacrifices

I

pursues an academic degree while working full-time,

must ensue.

I

forfeited time with

my

many

family and the care of house and

garden to research and write on Walter Durham.
with

me

the most throughout this labor

was

duties of cooking, shopping, and cleaning.

photograph Durham buildings, loaned
to

complete the

bought

final product, let

me my own copy

me

me

hope

I

to preservation of family

tolerance.

Our

my

I

took on the

me

new camera

a

to

His support and

cannot thank him enough for his

children,

Maria and John, deserve deep

pursuit of a degree while they

have not been too neglectful.

and home

who

share his faculty card at the library, and even

appreciation for their understanding of

I

gave

suffered and bore

a computer to write on, purchased a printer

of The Chicago Manual of Style.

good humor, and

finishing theirs.

husband, Gene,

In addition he

encouragement have been phenomenal, and
patience,

my

The one who

Herewith

is

a

were

vow

to return

in conjunction with future preservation endeavors.

Jean K.

Wolf

Ardmore, Pennsylvania
April 1993

Chapter One

INTENT AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Intent

On August
Delaware Valley

Durham

1,

1991, the

Main Line Times of

listed five real estate

in Haverford,

advertisements for houses built by a Walter K.

Gladwyne, and Villanova

The ads describe

to $997,500.'

the Philadelphia suburbs and the

at sale prices

ranging from $589,000

"Gracious English

the houses variously as:

Cottage"; "Outstanding mini-estate surrounded by large private acreage,

built";

"Walter

country

Durham

Durham

Durham
Durham

Colonial"; and "French custom-designed Walter

home on over one

acre."^

The

fifth

house

is

in the ad, but is called a "Brick Col[onial]."^

not directly associated with

Of

the 140

homes

listed

on

'Four ads occur in the Prudential Preferred Properties listing and one under Roach Brothers
Main Line Times, Thursday, August 1, 1991, I3A-14A.

Realtors in the real estate section of the

^These houses are located
designated by the prefix

at the

chronologically starting in 1925

inventory of Walter Durham's

Appendix

1

.

addresses given below and identified by a

"DHN." Durham numbered each
at the

Durham house number

custom-built or altered residence

A

time of commission or inception of a design.

Lower Merion

residences according to his chronology

This can be consulted for an image of a building

when

a

DHN

is

complete photo

may be found

in

provided but no

The buildings advertised are: DHN 337 at 206 Elbow Lane,
DHN 318 at 135 Conshohocken State Road, Gladwyne; DHN 297 at 206 Maplehill Road,
and DHN 311 at 1130 Brynllawn Road, Villanova.

illustration is cited in the text.

Haverford;

Gladwyne,

^This house

is

located at 431

Company House No.

1.

Glynwynne Road, Haverford, and was

labeled by

Durham

as Glyntaff

these

the newspaper, only one other advertisement cites the

two pages of

Why

designer or builder/
to include his

name

in

Walter Durham?

ads but not others?

Who

Why

was he?

Why

name of

the

did realtors chose

are five of the 140 listings for

Durham houses?
The simple answers

to these questions are that

was an

architect, developer,

quality

custom homes for

and builder

socially

Township between 1925 and 1968
worked with James
referred to as

Durham,

Architect.

&

Irvine.

established a reputation for constructing

prominent families
(see

Irvine, a developer

Durham

who

Maps

Walter K. Durham (1896-1978)

1

to 4).

and financier.

in

suburban Lx)wer Merion

Between 1925 and 1942 he

As a team

they were frequently

After 1942, his firm was merely Walter K.

His houses were

built either

on a significant

tract

of land or so

well positioned on a smaller tract that privacy and seclusion were retained.

Durham

achieved popularity by individualizing designs based on the classic models alluded to
in these advertisements.

alternate)

He

used principally local stone (stucco or used brick

and incorporated fine architectural

interiors, up-to-date conveniences,

historic flavor.

were

critical),

detailing, living spaces with

is

an

customized

and archaeological architectural elements to retain

Light (long windows), sight lines for views (floor and ceiling heights

and immediate access

to or

view of the outdoors ("see-through"

houses) were construction features of Durham's buildings.
Realtors have learned that Durham's houses are popular, and a client

lived in

one house

will often

choose a second Durham-built home.

who

has

The number of

"Ann Capron, designer, and Ned Costlett, builder are listed under the Prudential ad for a house
Radnor at 4 Harford L-ane. Main Line Times, Thursday, August 1, 1991, real estate sect., 13A.

in

houses

listed

on these pages of the newspaper

but more importantly to the fact that
career in residential architecture in

was

great and land

social graces

he catered
built

was

anew or

altered at least

one was given a number

taste that

235 homes

in the

the housing need

who

used

a wealthy clientele.

township during his lifetime.

it

As

Each

was commissioned or conceived.

Today, Durham can be singled out as the architect who

built the largest

number of

Bryn Mawr, Haverford, Gladwyne, and Villanova

significant residential structures in

Map

a

sought style, class, and tradition, he

in chronological order as

during the 20th century (see

He commenced

a latent "gentleman architect"^

to establish his reputation with

Main Line

to a conservative

built prolifically.

Lower Merion Township when

He was

available.

and connections

Durham

relate not only to the real estate market,

5).

These answers are generalizations, however, and only summarize the picture.
Little has

been written on suburban Philadelphia architecture in the second quarter of

the 20th century, and nothing on the architecture of

Durham from

Fortunately, interest in historic preservation has created

architecturally significant fabric in the last decades.

this time.

community awareness of

Historic district surveys or

municipal or neighborhood inventories have begun to identify lesser-known architects

and

their houses.

initiated, but

In

Lower Merion Township

mainly for buildings

the 20th century begins,

built before 1908.

Durham's

^Mark Alan Hewitt discusses

this

certain efforts in this regard

In 1992, as the last

have been

decade of

long-lasting success as an architect, developer, and

genre of architect and their activities prior to World

Chapter 2, "Gentlemen Architects," of his book The Architect

Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), 25-67.

&

the

War

II in

American Country House (New

builder can be evidenced through such real estate advertisements that include his

Durham

name.

recognition of

properties remain firm with realtors and

Durham

homeowners, but

little

or his contemporaries exists through the inventories or

architectural history of the township.

This thesis has thus been undertaken to provide

increased understanding of Durham's architectural contribution to the shaping of the

built

environment of Lower Merion Township on the Main Line.

The

present chapter discusses the methodology of the project.

The second

chapter pursues the country-wide and local influences of the time that influenced

Durham's

architectural ideas.

Durham and

first

extensive biography of

describes the two periods of his architectural practice:

Irvine, architect

Architect,

Chapter Three provides the

&

Durham

and developer between 1925 and 1942, and Walter K. Durham,

from 1943-1978.

Chapter Four analyzes Durham

&

development and subdivision techniques of former 19th-century

Irvine's land

estates, discussing

protective parcel size and deed restrictions; small and large developments are

exemplified using the

Brown

Newbury and Glyntaff Company Houses and

the

James Crosby

Estate.

Chapter Five contributes an assessment of the firm's design principles,
construction features, and use of historic building materials— aspects that typify

Durham

houses.

The

definition of these architectural traits should enable appropriate

maintenance or modifications to be made

to

Durham

discussion of the 235 identified residences in

houses.

Chapter Six

is

a

Lower Merion based on Durham's

chronological house numbering system and a photographic inventory of the main

facades completed in 1991-92 (Appendix
classification of the residences into

after

World War

I

after

World War

II.

fabric,

1).

This survey has resulted in a

two primary periods of construction:

those built

between 1925 and 1946, and those constructed from 1947
Within each period, characteristic

and technology become apparent, often

fashion trends of the day.

A

traits

to

1968

of the designs, building

relating to the social, cultural, or

typological analysis of the residences built through 1946

establishes eight basic types and classifies these buildings accordingly.

The

typologies

provide a framework for quality evaluation and should enable the township or an
individual to determine whether a

Durham

residence

may be worthy of

local or

national certification as a single structure or as part of an historic district.

The concluding
Residences,"

is

chapter, "Evaluation and Conservation Guidelines for

timely, for recent surveys of the township's

identified one-hundred parcels of land of five acres or

more

Durham

open space have
that could

be "threatened"

by subdivision.^ Twenty-three of these parcels contain Durham-built or altered
houses.

The irony

even Durham

& Irvine's

smaller parcels.
sale as an

this last

is that

after fifty years the subdivision cycle has returned.

respectful treatment of large estates

subdivided into

Should the moment arrive when owners of these properties consider

economic solution

chapter

may be

Now

may

to high costs

of maintenance or realization of capital,

resolve whether the buildings and sites have enough architectural

or historical significance to warrant protection from demolition, encroaching

'The study of the threatened open space known as "The Threatened Properties List" (TPL) was
conducted

in

1990 by the Planning Department of Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, PA, and

available through that office.

is

development, or loss of land.

Using the basic typologies established
ranks the

Durham houses

in the

previous chapter, Chapter Seven

located on these threatened properties according to a pre-

existing rating system for significant architecture in the township.

architectural descriptions of the twenty-three buildings

Appendix

Finally, suggestions for using certain

11.

and

The

full

their sites are included as

Durham

&

Irvine development

principles, in conjunction with current conservation and regulatory procedures in the

township, lead to a set of guidelines for protecting the
their houses.

chronologically numbered residences in

for

street address,

whom Durham

first

accurate listings of

Maps

from 1681
systems.

1

Durham number, names of

worked, development

to

tract

original

Durham's
identification

and subsequent owners

names, identification by community

Durham

addresses with current street

4 provide information on the history of the township's growth

and transportation

to the present as well as the configuration of streets

Map

all

13.

Lower Merion Township with

address and zip code, and a concordance of old
addresses.

open space parcels and

These guidelines are presented separately as Appendix

Additional appendices provide the

by current

critical

5 identifies the location of

the general areas where

Durham

&

Irvine's

Durham's buildings are located

in the

main developments and
township.

7 relate to the development of the James Crosby Brown Estate.

Map

8

locations of the twenty-three parcels on the "Threatened Properties List"

feature

Durham

residences.

Map

Maps 6 and
shows the
(TPL)

9 identifies the communities by zip code.

that

Research Methodology

Background

When
Durham were

this thesis

was begun,

1

known published

materials on Walter

a brief article in the Biographical Dictionary of

the following:

Philadelphia Architects:

the only

720-1930' that refers to the

Athenaeum of Philadelphia and

lists

Durham

collection in

The

a series of projects and residences completed

before 1930 found in the Philadelphia Real Estate and Builders Guide; comments on

Durham

Montgomery County and Lower Merion Township

in

articles in

House

&

Garden magazine'

cited in the

and four

Avery Index to Architectural

After Durham's death and the dissolution of his architectural practice,

Periodicals.^^

and photograph collection were donated to The

his drawings, account books,

Athenaeum of Philadelphia." The published catalogue of

The Athenaeum of
Durham's

histories;*

Philadelphia provided the most comprehensive itemized listing of

individually catalogued projects, but with

^Sandra L. Tatman and Roger

1700-1 930 (Boston:

architectural drawings of

W. Moss,

minimum

details:

Durham's

Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects:

G. K. Hall, 1985), 237-239.

J. Schwager, eds., Montgomery County, the Second Hundred Years,
Montgomery County Federation of Historical Societies, 1983), 1446, and Phyllis
C. Maier and Mary M. Wood, eds.. Lower Merion—A History (Ardmore, PA: Lx)wer Merion

*Jean Barth Toll and Michael

vol.

2 (Norristown:

Historical Society, 1988), 45, 98.

'Additional articles were found by using geographical locations under the architecture listing in

Readers Guide
date on

to Periodical Literature.

Durham's

See the bibliography for a complete

^"Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, 2nd ed. (Boston:

"According

to

Philadelphia, Mrs.

of

articles

found

to

G. K. Hall, 1973),

5:

367.

at The Athenaeum of
Durham's secretary, Alice Ward,

Bruce Laverty, Gladys Brooks Curator of Architecture

Durham donated

the material at the suggestion of

and a friend of Durham's, Reed Longnecker, an
Historians.

list

architecture.

architect

and member of the Society of Architectural

"

chronological house number, original client name, street address

geographical location.'^ The chronologically numbered
least

twenty archival boxes.

certain omissions, and date

The house
from 1925

files

to 1968.

relatively uncatalogued, but projects labeled

alphabetically ordered in at least four boxes.

Durham drawings

numbered from

are

(if available),

1

to

first

at

fill

417, with

The remainder of the

by the name of the

and

collection

is

owner are

Three boxes of photographs

exist,

one

containing four boxes of slides of architecture photographed while traveling plus a

Two

small selection of projects and family pictures.

albums of black and white or color

archival boxes contain photo

prints of architecture

and architectural elements

the United States and abroad, apparently intended for study purposes.

contain photographs of interiors of Durham's houses.

and photographs are unidentified.
principal accountant.

all

Alma Evenson, show

Unfortunately, most albums

expenditures and income from

Each one

numbered residences with

the

is

name of

the first

1:

41-58.

In order to access material

projects

on the

owner are included

name of

contractor, mortgage, land, total costs, sale price, profit are included."

'^Bruce Laverty, Catalog of Architectural

all

differently organized, but

sequentially, and expenditures for each aspect of construction, the

K. Hall, 1986)

Other albums

Four account books maintained by Durham's

undertaken between 1928 and 1973.

whole,

in

the sub-

To

Drawings The Athenaeum of Philadelphia (Boston: G.
"DRH" before the respective house number.
,

This catalogue uses a prefix of

from

this archive, the critical

collection and the relevant house number.

"DHN"

information

is

referenced to the

Durham

has been used in this thesis as a simple acronym for

"Durham House Number.
"For purposes of
III,

or IV.

this thesis, the

Their contents

account books have been identified

may be roughly

defined as follows:

"Finished Jobs to 1950" (paginated from back to front);
"Finished Jobs 1964-1973."

should be checked for

AB

III:

AB

I:

as:

DHN

Account Book (AB)
22 to 223; AB II:

"Houses 1951-1963";

AB

I,

II,

IV:

The later books contain additions or changes to earlier buildings and
accounts on previous structures. An in-depth review of these books has not been

8

complement

this material,

in the collection that

catalogue

is in

two

The Athenaeum maintains a typed

list

was prepared by Alice Ward, Durham's

parts:

the first

of the numbered

secretary.'"

The

chronological, listing the year followed

is

files

by

Durham's chronological house number. This house number was apparently assigned
upon

initiation

of a commission, or

in the case

inception of a design for a subdivision.

and the name of the

Durham worked. The second
names coordinated with

Durham

used.

the

part of the catalogue

DHN

The Athenaeum of

If there is

address and town (when

street

is

owner

an alphabetical

chronological house number.

throughout

Philadelphia.

any question as

necessarily relate to the

second, and sometimes third

first,

Durham

archival material by

collection at

The numbers do not

Following each number occurs a

date of construction.

avfdlable),

of speculative developments, on

to the location

whom

of owners'

References to the

this thesis relate to the

No

list

for

Durham

further bibliographical citation

AP

of a source,

is

is

the abbreviation

used for The Athenaeum of Philadelphia.

The Durham

collection in

above served as the basis

Athenaeum

collection,

The Athenaum and

to initiate research.

however, showed

were inaccurate, incomplete, or
might not be part of a numbered

with the owner appeared only rarely.

preliminary survey of

that street addresses

non-existent.

file,

A

the published material cited

Furthermore,

had frequently changed,

full

elevations and plans

and written specifications or correspondence

It

became

clear that authentication of the

undertaken.

'"Alice

The

Ward, interview with author, Narberth, January

9

18, 1992.

.

houses in Lower Merion Township built by Walter

Durham could

not be completed

through The Athenaeum collection alone, and a method combining different research
resources and collections was developed.

Athenaeum

Time

constraints and renovations to

that closed the collection to the public for

The

over six months also influenced

Durham house was

this decision.

Once

methods

below, a photograph was taken to identify the building for an inventory

listed

the exact location of a

and typological analysis.

established through the

Indeed, as a thesis fulfilling preservation requirements,

rather than an architectural monograph, the photographic survey of the primary facade

could be justified for an overall assessment of the

Durham

structures.

Location of Houses and Developments

To

track

all

Durham's houses

in

Lower Merion Township and maintain a

catalogue of information on these structures, a database management system was
established using dBase 111+.

This has provided the means to generate different

by address, owner, chronology, and geographic
linking the old

address.

Durham

These

referencing purposes.

2.

all

Durham

Lower Merion

to find the correct current

structure:

The Durham chronological house
The drawings,

concordance

included as appendices for identification and cross

The following resources were used

address and locate each

1

or Athenaeum address with the current

are

lists

locations, as well as a

lists

list.

for verifying elevations

10

when

necesseuy.

3.

The account books

4.

Railroad atlases of the

for

any documentation.

Main Line from 1913-1952 and other

available

township maps.
5.

Deeds and tax records from Lower Merion Township's Planning
Department or the Montgomery County Register of Deeds, Norristown,
Pennsylvania.
Interviews with

6.

members of Durham's firm and contact with

local

township residents.
7.

Current real estate ads and contact with realtors.

8.

When

all else failed

and only a

street address

was

available, often a

Durham structure could be identified by characteristic facade
The house number was then noted and the address confirmed

traits.

using

methods 2 and 5 above.

Once
be used

names

the correct, current, street address

to define the historic tract that

(either the

Durham

was

&

available, railroad atlases could

Irvine developed.

former owner and often the name of the

"Colebrook") have been used to label development

tracts.

estate,

These

historic

such as

Deed research through

the

township or the county enabled further verification of such information when
necessary.

Current geographical locations have been established by traditional boundaries
or names existent over twenty years.

when Durham
"Ardmore"

built his

These are often different today than they were

houses (e.g., James Crosby Brown's property was located in

in 1930, but today the area is

known

as Gladwyne).

Zip codes are

determined by the United States zip code map for Lower Merion Township, but they

may

not coordinate with a geographical

community of

the

same name. They are used

here because the township employs zip codes as part of the numerical classification
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system for the township Inventory of Historic Structures and because they are part of
the mailing address (Appendix 6 and

Location of Houses on Threatened

The township survey of

Map

9).

Open Space

residential threatened

open space of five-acres or more

consisted of a typed table of numbered parcels, their locations, and their acreage, plus

a township

by

map marking

street address,

it

the parcels.'^

was possible

Once Durham's houses had been

to coordinate

them with the

TPL

and

identified

isolate twenty-

three of the classified one-hundred as parcels featuring structures designed or adapted

by Durham.

The

parcels with

Durham

structures are identified

on

Map

8.

The

buildings are evaluated by typology and discussed in detail in conjunction with their

Appendix

sites in

11 associated with

Chapter Seven.

new limited-development

these properties and for

Guidelines for protection of

construction near a

Durham house

are provided as Appendix 13.

Information on

Durham and

The Athenaeum

His Architectural Practice

files established for

production of the Tatman and

Moss

Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects provided hints for further pursuit
of biographical details on

microfilm of the June

and

this

opened doors

1,

Durham

but included

little

in-depth material.

The

1978 weekly Main Line Times supplied Durham's obituary,

to other resources, including the

'^TPL, 1990, Planning Department,

name of

his surviving son,

Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, PA.
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Richard

Durham of Bryn Mawr. Richard Durham

S.

through interviews and by loaning what
Additionally, he supplied

the firm.

To make up

for a lack of extant personnel listings,

Putnam Stowe,

late

Bissinger, architect, Rosemont.'^

Ward,

Durham's

in

secretary, Narberth;

much

information

written material his family retained.'*

little

names of other contacts who knew

completed with three architects
Haverford; the

shared

practice:

his father or

Frank Sagendorph,

members were

staff

in

interviews were

architectural engineer, Villanova;

Three

worked

architect,

and Frederick

also interviewed:

Alice

Aquilino Brunone, driver and foreman, Philadelphia; and

Robert Ochs, construction manager, Broomall.

who chose Durham

Interviews were held with two clients

houses and were not associated with the firm:
the Honorable Walter Annenberg, Ardmore.

and
the

his wife

Peggy,

who knew Durham

Gladwyne community, provided

an addition to their

home he

"This material consisted of an
auction of the

Durham's

Durham
The

Mrs. Clarence Lewis, Haverford, and
In addition, the realtor Charles

professionally and personally as a

details

on Durham,

helped design.

article that

to build or alter their

Roach

member of

his architectural practice,

and

Further, in the course of locating

appeared

in

Oldsmobile magazine, a brochure on the

property in Gladwyne, various minor newspaper articles, and two

files

of

was a file called "Fanfare," which contained letters of praise regarding his
architectural accomplishments from clients or other admirers. The second file contained two sections
of typescript, one being minutes from an Urban Land Institute meeting of 1957 and the other a
paginated text on legal paper of only pages 227-29, 256, 260-61, 263-287. Each paragraph on these
pages is numbered. TTie text appears to be ideas on land development, house construction, and
financial management written during his retirement. In future references, this document is referred to
as the WKD MS. It is in the possession of Richard Durham, Bryn Mawr.
papers.

first

'^A fourth architect, Gregor McFarlan, Jr., died on February 16, 1991 at the age of sixty-four

before an interview could be arranged.

The Main Line Times, Thursday, February

21, 1991, p. 9

reported his death, indicating that he had received his architecture degree from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1951.
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Durham's

structures, contact

was made with many current homeowners who shared

special information about their Durham-built houses.

tours of their

homes or allowed photographs

These contacts furnished
the

to

to a

new

The

Durham

practiced and

The

of his business.

lists, initials

on the drawings

the draftsmen were, and addresses of the firm that indicated

obituaries, wills,

details.

in all aspects

materials included certain typed specification

show who

moved

be taken.

insight into the philosophies

methods and techniques he employed

Athenaeum

to

Sometimes they kindly provided

location.

When no

when

it

information was available on a living architect,

and school or college alumni records often supplied necessary

final result

of the investigative process has enabled a clear picture to be

painted of the manner in which Walter K.

Durham used

and

his architectural

entrepreneurial expertise with James Irvine to develop and build custom

homes on

both large and small tracts of Lower Merion Township between 1925 and 1968.
architectural features of these

homes and

the historic forms they

The

drew from were

researched by examining Durham's structures themselves and comparing them with
the early architecture of the Delaware Valley.

The

strong similarity to

Welsh

vernacular architecture was further confirmed by personally examining the dwellings

of Wales, especially Merioneth,
structures the 17th-century

in 1992.

Quakers who

There, scattered over the

sailed to

Pennsylvania had

hills,

left

were the

behind.

The

building materials and shapes verified the historic architectural precedent used by the
early

Lower Merion

inhabitants.

Additionally, the stone country houses of the

quarter of the 20th century found in the English Cotswolds helped to explain

14

first

Durham's Anglican designs reproduced on

Information on

No
Durham's

Durham &

the

Main Line.

Irvine as Developers

business records other than the account books remjiin extant from
architectural practice.

&

do not disclose Durham

While these contain detailed financial

Irvine's

development methodology.

The

figures, they

available

information has been obtained through examinations of survey maps from Yerkes
Associates, Inc., surveyors in Bryn

Mawr, and deeds and

Crosby Brown property— one of the

largest tracts of land

between the wars.
that today

it

Deed

restrictions

estate records of the

Durham

&

Irvine developed

have protected the original Brown acreage so

A

remains mainly unaltered from Durham's original subdivision plan.

survey of grantor and grantee books as well as individual deeds in the

County Register of Deeds
must have accomplished

office, Norristown,

this.

A

full analysis

Lower Merion

is

provided facts showing

Montgomery

how Durham

Interviews with executors and relatives of the James

Crosby Brown Estate unearthed information
available.

James

that

would not otherwise have been

of these practices in the context of land development

is

presented in Chapter Four.

Typological Analysis

The

precise method used to establish house typologies and the final analysis of

Durham's buildings
characteristics

is

presented in Chapter Six.

Durham employed

It

draws upon architectural

as well as the historical precedents his

15

homes

The

featured that are discussed in Chapter Five.

between 1925 and 1946.

built principally

The

analysis focuses on the residences

two houses considered are Durham

last

houses numbered 240 and 242 that were begun in 1946.
in

Gladwyne and

the house built in Haverford for

This terminus

with the firm.

housing construction,

styles,

is

These are Durham's home

Frank Sagendorph, an architect

based on economic and social changes that affected

and land

availability after

overview of Durham's architecture showed

World War

II.

A

primary

that after the war, greater diversity in

design and less use of quality materials, traditional modes, and classical detailing
prevailed.

more

The

eclecticism and attempts at modernity in his later buildings

routine and less special in the context of

of homes of the 1950s were published
in the context

of

this

overview.

in

Lower Merion.

House

&

made them

Articles on a

number

Garden, and these are mentioned

Adapted stuctures— residential or non-residential~are

also discussed briefly.

The

established

Durham house

types defined in Chapter Six are applied in

Chapter Seven for qualitative ranking of the Durham houses located on "threatened
properties."

These types also provide a design framework for compatible new

construction or for alterations or additions to a

Durham's design and construction

Durham

house.

Awareness of

principles, his sense of scale, materials, color,

and

detailing, in conjunction with reuse of historic building elements, should help

homeowners

The

retain the traditional, classic

availability

appearance of their Main Line facades.

of documentation on Durham's original architectural intentions

Athenaeum of Philadelphia may supply

further answers to construction details,

16

at

The

materials, or original color intentions

when

necessary.

Long-term protection of Durham's architecture may only come about when the
township recognizes

that his pervasive revival pattern

type established the foremost architectural fashion for

development of

this

suburb before World

stone, gable- roofed, shuttered,

this classic

dwelling pattern

II.

Lower Merion during

The enduring presence of

monochrome, rectangular

distinctive sense of place established

of

War

of the Welsh Quaker dwelling

is

these

structures maintains the

by the township's Quaker founders.

predicted to continue in the 21st century.
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the

Repetition

Chapter

Two

EVFLUENCES ON ARCHITECTURE AND

DURHAM IN THE FIRST

QUARTER OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Throughout
stagnant.

history, architectural styles

Change has been wrought by

and modes have seldom remained

the effect of economics, politics, technology,

and society more frequently than a single man's

Durham, who was bom

homes with a

the

work of

to formulate

The country-wide

his contemporaries,

forces changed,

World War,

was

external factors that shaped

the existing architecture of the area,

and the desires of wealthy, Quaker society, combined

initial architectural

Durham's

it

architectural fashions of the time, the suburban

that followed the First

Durham's

For Walter

1896 and began developing land and building custom

partner outside Philadelphia in 1925,

his creativity.

development

in

brilliance or talent.

architecture

concepts after the Second World War.

designs.

was

A

During

his career, as the external

affected, causing less traditional design

brief survey of the

mood and

status of the

country during Durham's formative years will provide an understanding of what

shaped his production.
Nationally, the "Golden

Age" economics of post-Civil War America had

patterns for residential architecture by the turn of the century.

18

Wealth enabled

set

industrial barons

and railroad magnates

to

become

land outside the urban setting and commission

economic

status, they hired

the proud

new

owners of large

To

housing.

estates" served the landed gentry in addition to their

mansions

structures nor families could survive without servants.

main house were bedrooms, bathrooms, and
middle-class, free-standing or urban

maids' rooms and a bath.
carriages gradually

As technology

became converted

Socially, meanwhile, the cities

the inner city

verify their socio-

These elegant "country
"in

town."

Neither

Incorporated in a wing of the

living areas for the household staff.

row houses were

built with

one or two

progressed, stables originally built for

to garages for cars.

were experiencing the influx of a black

population from the south and immigrants from Europe

As

of

gentlemen architects to design individualized gilded

mansions reminiscent of architecture from around the world.

Even

tracts

became crowded, and

in

search of industrial jobs.

the railroad and trolley transportation

improved, the wealthier and professional populations moved to the fringes and the
suburbs.

rail

and

Eventually, suburban "tract" housing began to develop around established
trolley lines, resulting in structures labeled as industrialized architecture or

jerry-built housing.

The suburbs

thus often consisted of

two main populations-the

very wealthy on their country estates and the lower income families along the

rail

lines.

The

rash of immigrants had also caused the need for old stock Americans to

assert their social status, resulting in the

1890s.

development of the Social Register

With the growth of a wealthy upper

19

class

came

elite social

in the

and country clubs

and exclusive summer enclaves

in locations

such as Newport,

Rhode

Island.

Additionally, the interest in history that had been established by the Centennial

Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876 brought forth a variety of ancestral and historical

societies

and the Daughters of the American Revolution.

This awareness of historical

heritage and a patronage of the past, influenced the development of

styles that represented colonial stability

Finally, just before

and rejection of the Victorian

Durham began

upheavals brought on by the First World

and strengthening of the American
following 1918 brought a

boom

new

his practice,

War

political

economic and

architectural

era.

political

caused further national consciousness

image.

A

housing shortage immediately

of construction across the country.

Building and loan

associations that had developed at the end of the 19th-century to lure families into

homeownership suddenly were working overtime.' The post-war economic spurt and
the ability of industry to react quickly to housing needs caused massive development

of instant pattern-book or catalogue structures.^ The undeveloped land on city
fringes quickly disappeared as houses were built.

flight again,

and once more pushed onward

The middle and upper

to the suburbs.

class took

By now, however,

the

'David P. Handlin, The American Home: Architecture arid Society, 1815-1915 (Boston: Little,
Co., 1979), 238-241. Handlin quotes figures on page 238 that show the following increases:

Brown

&

1902, 50,000

new mortgages;

1910, 87,000, and in 1915, 114,000.

Philadelphia, itself

was a strong

movement, having over 400 associations by 1874. See also H. Morton Bodfish, History
of Building and Loan in the United States (Chicago: United States Building and Loan League, 1931),
center of the

80-83.

^Sears,

Roebuck

&

Co. maintained a

Modem Homes

Department

that

manufactured and sold 450

ready to assemble designs of mansions, bungalows, and summer cottages by mail order.

Between 1908

and 1937 over 100,000 complete homes were sold. Katherine Cole Stevenson and H. Ward Jandl,
Houses by Mail: A Guide to Houses from Sears, Roebuck & Co (Washington, D.C: Preservation
Press, 1986), 19.
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elite

their country estates

on

estates

saw

were sold as the servant

less

class

need for their landed existence, and

began to diminish.

The

grew with a more economically mixed population. Wealth

and migrating society effected changes

in the

large

density of the suburbs

existed in the suburbs,

still

but the affluence and ostentation of the country estate era was past.

politics,

many

Economics,

domestic dwellings of the 20th

century.

The

Victorian architectural fashions of the 19th century had fostered large

houses with gables and

turrets,

wrap-around-porches. Queen

ornamentation, and polychrome shingles.
ascribed to two factors:

class distinctions

The move away from

by turning back

Initiated instead

and

was

and

to historic precedents

crafts for industrialized

this pattern

has been

and

roots,

and a desire

the colonial revival period, a time

when

was thought

the

to represent the

and culture of America's forefathers through association.

architecture, alternate revival

modes represented

to

mass production of building

architectural shape of a colonial house or material objects

dignity, education,

building

society's need to stabilize nationalistic values, ideals,

substitute the beauty of arts

elements.

Anne

For

national or regional housing:

Spanish mission, southern colonial, Dutch colonial, Georgian colonial, or even

Mediterranean and Hispanic might occur.

The

selection of

mode depended on

the

desire to either define locale (either local or distant) or blend with the surrounding

landscape or housing stock.

Use of a

particular

mode

in a specific area of the country

eventually established the growth of the regional architects and a particular "sense of
place" for the given area.
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The

colonial revival

movement before

the turn of the century

by regional ideas of

produced early

American revival architecture shaped

further

The

that fostered the architectural trend

historical

partially

and national awareness

from the successful Centennial Exposition

Exposition in Chicago (1893).

local designers.

in Philadelphia

The media helped spread

the

new

stemmed

and the Columbian

ideals,

and in

particular, periodicals devoted to architecture provided opportunities to publish

drawings, designs, and criticism.
structures

were published

in

As

early as 1876,

measured drawings of colonial

American Architecture.^ Advertising

literature for

house

construction, packaged building designs, and mail-order architectural services for the

growing mobile society

flourished.

By

the end of the First

World War magazines

for

the populace specifically extolled the economic, ready-made, house designs

guaranteed to solve the housing shortage.

and Decoration
House-Builders"

time.'*

entitled "Early Colonial

is

a prime example of

Harold Donaldson Eberlein's

Types and Their Lessons

how

the colonial structure

to

article in Arts

Present-Day

was viewed

at this

Eberlein states that structures of the 18th century are compact, efficient, and

provide domestic necessities in an economic but stylish fashion.

He

encourages their

adoptions as prototypes for present-day builders struggling with the high cost of
construction materials and labor.

Books and

series such as the

White Pine publications

specifically fostering

'William B. Rhoads, The Colonial Revival, Outstanding Dissertations in the Fine Arts

Garland Publishing, 1977), 77.
architectural interests

from

this

(New York:

Rhoads list various other samples of early publications on colonial
period on pages 77-81.

"Harold Donaldson Eberlein, "Early Colonial Types and their Lessons to Present-Day House
Builders," Arts

and Decoration

11 (September 1919): 224-26, 246.
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colonial construction with historical documentation and analysis of architectural

periods and regional differences provided additional fodder for the designers at the

beginning of the 20th century.

was

colonial,

how

structure could

architect

had his

own

authentic revival design should be handled, or

become.

of William Herbert
the progress

Each writer or

in

concept on what

how

eclectic a

For instance, Herbert Croly, writing under the pseudonym

Houses for Town or Country

America had made

first

published in 1903, talks of

in stabilizing "general types

of design" since the

start

of the building craze of 1899.^ While he does not pin-point colonial revival, he

seems

to

imply

it.

Later, he extolls the style in a discussion on the

American country

estate:

But a house which possesses style, which answers permanent aesthetic
needs by the use of appropriate and pleasurable forms-such a house
may be perpetuated by its own perennial value, and by its own flexible
charm. The so-called "Colonial" house has been the only type of

American residence

to possess anything of this quality;

houses are preserved for
Finally, in a chapter entitled

and "Colonial"

this reasons.*

"New Uses

of Old Forms," he

Colonial architecture has got to be almost as well

states:

known and

as effectively and

West as anywhere in the Atlantic States. So accurate
is the architect's knowledge on the subject nowadays that one might look at
any one of dozens of houses and imagine it were in New England. There is
nothing in either composition or detail to undeceive one for a moment. There

correctly rendered in the

'William Herbert, Houses for Town or Country

(New York:

Duffield, 1907), 3-4.

'Herbert, Houses for Town or Country, 87. Immediately following this passage Herbert provides a
comment on the country estates of his time that clarifies his preference for the colonial: "... it looks
as if many of the most expensive 'palaces' will fail to be interesting at the end of thirty or forty years.
certainly hope that such will be the case, because these houses, whatever their architectural merits
and temporary propriety, are places in which a man not stupefied by his own oppulence could not
I

possibly live."
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is

something frank, something naive and ingenuous about Colonial houses that
word— homely. The exteriors are

an Englishman would perhaps sum up in one

On

inviting but not pretentious, decorative but not ornate.

the interiors they

are frank, giving what their exteriors promise— cosiness, delicacy and

refinement of detail.^

Colonial Architecture for Those About to Build, written in 1913 by Herbert C.

Wise and H. Ferdinand Beidleman,

presents photographs of colonial structures built

The authors

before 1807 in the Philadelphia, West Jersey, and Delaware area.

provide 207 illustrations as a survey for architects designing buildings of a geographic
area they feel has heretofore been neglected.
In the Pennsylvania Colonies a

mean

Additionally, they claim:

is

to

be found.

The type of

Colonial country house best suited to the needs of most Americans to-

day

found

is

houses

of

its

in the

houses of the early Pennsylvanians.

testify to this fact in

cost, the fire hazard

an age when

is less

Numerous new

used on account

and the expense of maintaining

Interestingly, a preservationist's attitude

An

wood

is

it

.

.

.

.*

also presented in this introduction:

appreciation, however, keen, of the early days of one's country

unfortunately, of

once the

little

avail in preserving landmarks.

setting for a fine old edifice is

present day.

demanded

for

Ground

new

is,

was

uses by the

Rapidly these acres are being "improved," as the real-

estate

market terms their transformation, though the result

abject

.... Before

it

is

ugliness

goes farther, however, as the disapproving eyes

of impotent sentiment alone look on,

it

would seem worth while

record in permanent form the Colonial structures that

^Herbert, Houses for

that

still

to

remain.^

Town or Country, 246.

'Herbert C. Wise and H. Ferdinand Beidleman, Colonial Architecture for Those About to Build

Being the Best Examples, Domestic, Municipal and

Institutional, in Pennsylvania,

New Jersey and

Delaware, with Observations Upon the Local Building Art of the Eighteenth Century (Philadelphia:
Lippincott, 1913), v.

'Wise and Beidleman, Colonial Architecture,

vi.
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A

third

architecture

is

book from

the first quarter of the century that surveyed colonial

Joseph Everett Chandler's The Colonial House, written in Boston in

1915 and published a year

In the preface, Chandler indicates that the

later.

book

intended to provide examples for use in home-building in the colonial style.
particular,

purpose

its

is

to help those

"who wish

operations, certain short-comings recognizable in

vein

modem

work."'°

He

is

criticizing

detail out of the "domestic" context

The emphasis throughout

the

what

is

to

is to

In

avoid in their possible building

much of

the supposedly-in-the-old-

considered improper use of colonial

by Beaux- Arts

volume

is

architects since the 1880s."

teach the characteristics of colonial

architecture for use in quality domestic architecture.

A

recognition of the basic principles of Colonial work—proportion,

scale of features in relation to the whole, delicacy of detail, and a
direct

and simple straightforwardness of rendering the problem—will

accomplish wonders

in the

way of

wholesomeness which seems

to

obtaining that effect of grace and

emanate from a

truly fine

example of

Colonial work.'^

Chandler advises the architects

to

measured drawings of houses and
structures

on

their travels;

immerse themselves
details, just as they

examining prints and

learning devise, he proclaims.'^

by making

might have sketched European

illustrations

cannot be an adequate

Additionally, Chandler includes one chapter that

'"Joseph Everett Chandler, The Colonial

House (New York: Robert McBride, 1916),

"Chandler, Colonial House, 4-5.
'^Chandler, Colonial House, 6.

"Chandler, Colonial House,

in the structures

6.
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ridicules

poor colonial revival architecture and another

that provides suggestions for

carrying out proper restorations.

This type of book provided the academic advice for those in the practice of
architecture and restoration before

such as the American

Museum

in

Wing

at the

World War

I.

Metropolitan

Additionally,

Museum

museum

(1924),

The Henry Ford

Dearborn, Michigan (1925), and the development of Williamsburg by the

Rockefellers after 1927 encouraged

new

opportunities for documentation, analysis,

evaluation, and historic interpretation of colonial building materials in a

setting.

installations,

These combined

the time could

factors created a set of

dominant influences

museum

that architects

of

draw upon.

Various recent evaluations and assessments of the development and effect of
the colonial revival

movement

in

America must be mentioned. They are William B.

Rhoads' dissertation on the colonial revival; papers presented

at a

conference

at

Winterthur, Delaware, in 1981-82, and an article by David Gebhard on architecture

of the

1930s.'''

Alan Gowan's book The Comfortable House brings together a

strong analysis of the

many

trends in suburban architecture between 1890 and 1930

with an overview of the construction publications and three chapters classifying

'"Rhoads, The Colonial Revival; Alan Axelrod, ed.. The Colonial Revival in America

W. W.

Norton, 1985), an edition of fourteen papers presented

at the

(New York:

Winterthur Conference on the

Colonial Revival in America in 1981 and 1982; David Gebhard, "The American Colonial Revival in the

1930s," Winterthur Portfolio 22 (SwrameT 1987): 109-148.
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Mark

Hewitt's The Architect

&

the

American Country

revival styles.'^

Additionally,

House has most

recently provided a section on colonial revival associated with the

"country house" genre.'* Despite lauditory aspects of

all

of these publications, each

has certain limitations (none, however, even claim to be comprehensive).

Rhoads

uses 1924 as his cut-off date for evaluating the period, thus serving the current study

only as a source of established historic precedent for Durham's development; the

Winterthur conference includes papers on architecture, but only one related to
Philadelphia, and on Wilson Eyre in particular.'^

While informative and expanding

into areas of Eyre's architecture not discussed elsewhere, the Philadelphia scene as a

whole

is

barely touched.

David Gebhard provides a strong overview for the 1930s

his article, but for Philadelphia cites only

was not

one

as productive as others of the time.'*

architect,

Gowans

Richard

in

W. Mecaskey, who

limits his publication to a

comprehensive typological analysis, thus omitting extensive regional discussion.
Hewitt, on the other hand, provides a biographical sketch of lesser

'^Alan

known

regional

Gowan, The Comfortable House: North American Suburban Architecture 1890-1930

(Cambridge,

MA: MIT

"Mark Alan

Press, 1984).

Hewitt, The Architect

&

the American Country

House (New Haven: Yale University,

1990), 83-92.

"Edward Teitelman and Betsy Fahlman, "Wilson Eyre and the Colonial Revival
(New York: Norton, 1985), 71-90.

in Philadelphia" in

Colonial Revival in America, ed. Alan Axelrod

'^Gebhard, "The American Colonial Revival in the 1930s," 126-128. The articles cited on
Mecaskey provide photographs of four revival Pennsylvania farmhouse buildings. No evidence has

been found

to verily his prominence.
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yet

architects

and a section

titled the

"Philadelphia School."''

mainly on large estates of Mellor and Meigs.
structures

and

Unfortunately

Upper or middle

it

focuses

class suburban

Despite Durham's prolific

their architects are only mentioned.

production in the Philadelphia area before 1940 (over 200 residences), Hewitt does
not mention

Durham among

architects of the country

homes

principally designing custom suburban

"country houses" (although

many of Durham's

in either the

This could be for three reasons:

colonial revival or Philadelphia School sections.^"

Durham was

house genre

for year-round use, not

structures could equate in size

value with houses by architects Hewitt does cite from

this generation);^' until

and

now,

few writings have been published on Durham's buildings constructed before 1940;^^

"Hewitt, Architect

&

Country House, 197-207.

Hewitt,

&

Country House, 83-92 and 197-207.

Architect

^'Hewitt provides his basis for use of the term "country house" on pages xi-xii and in the

chapter of Architect

&

Country House.

Many

first

of the houses Hewitt discusses, however, are really

who also had a country house in a more natural setting, such as Maine.
on Philadelphia architecture focuses, among others, on the Caspar Wister
Haverford in 1916 by Mellor and Meigs (pp. 203-06). Hewitt explains that it

suburban dwellings for families

For

instance, the discussion

Morris house buih in
could be used year-round because of its proximity to the city. In actuality, this house was built as a
Main Line suburban dwelling, though at the time it may have been referred to as a "country house."
Such ambiguity poses an overlapping of definitions for the country house and the suburban house
during the development of the suburbs in the

Lower Merion Township and

the period after

first

For clarity, in the context of
would consider the Morris house a

quarter of the century.

World War

1,

I

suburban residence of "country house" grandeur, a definition

that

could also apply to certain

Durham

houses.
^Citations of construction intentions by

Durham

or

Durham

in the Philadelphia

Real Estate and Builder's Guide 37 (April

listing structures in

Ardmore.

The

earliest writing

found thus

&

Irvine

5, 1922):

may be

traced back to 1922

225 and (May

far describing

Durham's

3, 1922):

290,

architecture

Llewellyn Price, "A French Farmhouse Set on A Quaker Country Hillside," House
Garden 59 (January 1931): 72-73, 92. This article describes DHN 42, the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence J. Lewis at 414 Rose Lane North, Haverford, started in 1927 and completed in 1929. The
next article found on a Durham house dates from twenty years later: "A Pennsylvania House with a

stems from 1931:

&
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and

Durham was

finally,

not only an architect but a developer and builder, a

combination that went against "A Circular of Advice, Relative to the Principles of
Professional Practice and Canons of Ethics" published by the American Institute of

What Durham

Architects."

-architects

who

represents

is

a different class of architect from this era-

specialized in the elegant, upper-class, "all-year house of the

suburbs"^"* in affluent

communities where "country house" architecture had formerly

prevailed.

In summary,

when one

turns to architectural literature specifically

Philadelphia region and colonial revival influences that shaped Walter
architecture, the shelves are relatively bare.

of the architects

who had

was designing, review

Durham's

assess, instead, the influences

executed structures in the Philadelphia area before

the established social and historical patterns,

Durham's contemporaries. When
trends and

One must

on the

Durham's schooling,

these aspects are

personality,

and

Durham

and evaluate

combined with the country- wide

artistic talents,

the

making of the

architect can best be understood.

Space-wise Plan," House

&

Garden 99 (February 1951): 92-93.

is published by the American Institute of Architects as A. LA. Document No. 182,
book The Handbook of Architectural Practice (New York: AIA, 1923) i-x. Item
no. 8 in the "Circular of Advice" states: "The architect should not directly or indirectly engage in any
of the building trades. If he has any financial interest in any building material or device, he should not

^This document

Appendix B

in their

specify or use

it

without the knowledge and approval of his client. " See Chapter 5 for further details
conflict of interest concerns and quality of workmanship while carrying out

on how Durham avoided

much of his own

construction.

^An article by the Philadelphia architect Edmund B. Gilchrist entitled "The All- Year House of the
Suburbs" in House Beautiful 51 (April 1922): 325-328, 358-59 provides this terminology to encourage
the concept of a suburban home on a larger, more livable plot of ground than conventional lot size.
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TABLE 2.1 PHILADELPHIA ARCHITECTS CATEGORIZED BY DATE OF
EDUCATION

DATES

ARCHITECT

BIRTIP'

Born Between 1850 and 1870
Cope, Walter

1860-1902

Day, Frank Miles
Eyre, Wilson

1

Keene, Charles Barton

1

Pearson, George T.

1847-1920

Trenton Academy

86 1-1918

1858-1944
868- 1 93

Secondary
University of Pennsylvania

MIT
University of Pennsylvania

1861-1916

Secondary

Stewardson, John

18587-1896

Harvard

Trumbauer, Horace

1864-1938

Secondary

Boyd, David Knickerbacker

1872-1944

PA Academy FA,

Boyd, Lawrence Visscher
Brockie, Arthur H.

1875-1941

Secondary

1875-1946

University of Pennsylvania

Duhring, Herman Louis

1874-1953

University of Peimsylvania

Hastings, Theodore Mitchell

1876-1950

Harvard/Lawrence

Meigs, Arthur

1882-1956

Princeton University

Mellor, Walter

1880-1940

University of Pennsylvania

Okie, R. Richard Brognard

1875-1945

University of Pennsylvania

Savery, Addison Hutton

18727-1931

Secondary

Price,

Bom

William L.

&

Ec. des Beaux-Arts

Between 1871 and 1884
Spring Garden Ins.

Scientific

1871-1939

PA Museum &

Scheetz, William

Cram

1872-1945

University of Pennsylvania

Ziegler, Charles

August

1878-1952

University of Pennsylvania

Addis, Roland Taylor

1899-1972

University of Pennsylvania

Durham, Walter K.
Brumbaugh, George Edwin

1896-1978

Drexel Institute

Savery, Albert Henry

School of Ind. Arts

Born Between 1885 and 1899

Edmimd

1

890- 1983

University of Pennsylvania

& University of PA
& Ec. des Beaux-Arts

1885-1953

Drexel

Howe, George
McGoodwin, Robert

1886-1955

Harvard

1886-1967

University of Pennsylvania

Mecaskey, Richard Wesley
Wallace, Brenton Greene
Warner, Frederic Gross

1894-1929

University of Pennsylvania

1891-1968
1890-1945

University of Pennsylvania

Gilchrist,

University of Pennsylvania

list derives from the appendix "Three Generations of Architects" in Mark Hewitt's
Country House, 285-286. For current purposes it has been altered to include only
Philadelphia architects and additions and changes have been made.

^'The current

Architect

&
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"Philadelphia

two

articles

House

The photograph captions alone from

Architecture."^*

provide the names of the architects discussed:

Duhring, Okie

&

Ziegler; Brockie

McLanahan; Savery, Scheetz

&

&

Savery; Charles Barton Keen and Frank

reveal clear architectural characteristics:

combine half-timber, stucco and

stone);

The majority of

&

Meigs.

&

Mead; D.

The photographs

stone structures (a few use brick, a few

revival

modes

such as American colonial or Georgian, Tudor, Gothic,
"picturesque."

Cope and Stewardson;

Hastings; George T. Pearson; Price

Knickerbacker Boyd; Lawrence Visscher Boyd; Mellor

the first

(listed in

Italian,

order of prominence)

and British "farm" or

the houses are two-and-a-half stories, large scale,

asymmetrically planned structures with varying roof heights and differing block
depths.

Tall chimneys and various types of dormers and bays prevail.

have porches with wrap-around

roofs, two-story columns,

and

railings.

Many

houses

Both Tudor

and picturesque buildings use casements or bands of windows; colonial structures

show double hung

sash with an upper of multiple panes; second-floor shutters are

painted a dark color,

first floor

are light.

With the exception of a few

classically

symmetrical buildings in these photos, most show multiple, irregularly attached blocks
cluttered with an overlay of purely decorative, non-functional building elements

derived from historic precedent.

A jumble

of masses of different heights with

overlapping roofs and an abundance of porches, bays and dormers create a sense of

^John Taylor Boyd,

Jr.,

"Philadelphia

House Architecture," Architectural Record 42 (September

1917): 287-88.
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These buildings represent revival structures

"clutter" typical of the Victorian era.

using sets of characteristics to create a specific mode, but in conjunction with 19th-

D. F. Hamlin

century concepts of organization of mass and space.

In 1898, A.

explained the stylized eclecticism of residences

end of the century:

at the

which is arranged to afford the
of convenience rather than to conform to any traditional
type, has been an element of great artistic success. It has resulted in
exteriors which are the natural outgrowth of the interior arrangements,

The

artlessness of the planning,

maximum

frankly expressed, without affectation of style.

The

^'

designs of these tum-of-the-century structures were based on

many

factors, but

overall they represent a transition from the country-house grandeur and eclectisism of

the past century to early attempts at regional suburban revival typologies.

The

results

exemplify a hybrid of design and space concepts.
In the article of 1912 such buildings were classified as "The Pennsylvania

Type-a type

in

which there

more

is

local than

borrowed precedent, and

in

local materials are frankly expressed in terms of honest craftsmanship."^"

comment

fully describes R.

was probably

-'A.

A

1898 edition, which

is

Durham and

in

who

certain of his contemporaries.^'

Text-book of the History of Architecture

Thomas Nolan

This

Brognard Okie, of Devon, Pennsylvania, an architect

the most influential on

D. F. Hamlin,

Co., 1930), 420.

which

(New York: Longmans, Green and

"Recent Suburban Architecture," 180, quotes this passage using the

substantially the same.

"•"The Pennsylvania Type," 306.

bom in Camden, New Jersey, on June 26, 1875 and lost his life
on December 25, 1945. He studied civil engineering for two years at Haverford

"Richardson Brognard Okie was
in a car accident

College and then transferred to the University of Pennsylvania to complete an architecture degree in
1897.

After employment with Arthur S. Cochrane he joined

33

Herman

L.

Duhring and Carl Ziegler

to

rural architecture of Pennsylvania,

Okie loved studying the farm buildings and

and

captured their simplicity of shape, woodwork, and fine local masonry in renditions for
clients along the

Main

Line.

The

scale of these structures

was moderate; forms were

usually rectangular or

L

structure; gable roofs

and multi-pane windows flanked by shutters appeared most

shaped, showing additive sections reflecting the growth of the

Well proportioned, generous-sized chimney's were

typically.

overall language and vocabulary

was a

his

reiteration of vernacular

benchmark.

The

Pennsylvanian

building materials and elements, translated by using tape measures, photography, and
authentic materials or even old hardware from his collection.

Perfection and detail

were important, and Okie prided himself on

of the client and

suiting the needs

creating a comfortable, simple, structure, without ostentation.^^

It

may have been because of Okie

that five years later

John T. Boyd, a

Philadelphia architect, questioned whether "Philadelphia architecture

vital art

development

school.""

He

in this country today," as

classified the

is

not the most

he talked of the "Philadelphia

group as "architects working sincerely and without

ostentation" and attributed the superiority of their architecture to the fact that

establish a firm that lasted twenty years.

In addition to his reconstruction of

Women's Committee, he was

selected to recreate William Penn's

Manor, and

Ross House on Arch

restore the Besty

historical accuracy
et al,

and authenticity, not merely

Street.

effect.

home on

High

Street for the

the Delaware, Pennsbury

His restorations were

known

for precise

(Information taken from: Ronald S. Senseman,

The Residential Architecture of Richardson Brognard Okie of Philadelphia [Philadelphia: AIA,

1946].)

'^Senseman, The Residential Architeaure of Okie, n.p.
''Boyd, "Philadelphia House Architecture," 287.
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Philadelphia civilization

more

some

is in

respects superior and

clearly defined than the civilization of other cities.

community, it is
lands, where the

is

certainly

An

old

of great industrial resources and rich farm

in a district

homes and comfortable

ideal of fine

living has

been

cherished for generations without interruption.^"

Boyd's

article provides four attributes to the quality

architecture of this time:

of Philadelphia's suburban

community expression (harmony of houses and landscapes),

strong tradition, honesty, and no burden of formulae or bookishness.^^

historic context these are perceptive

comments and ones

evident in structures built after 1926 by

Not

all critics

well, however.

Durham and

that

Viewed

in

become even more

his contemporaries.

or historians of the time understood the Philadelphia School as

G. F. Edgell, Professor of Fine Arts and Dean of the Faculty of

Architecture at Harvard University wrote the following in his book The American
Architecture of To-day in 1928

when

discussing the use of local materials in colonial

revival structures:

Perhaps the most charming and successful examples we have of the
tasteful use of local material occur in or near Philadelphia, where a
group of brilliant designers have made a study of the use of the
attractive local limestone. In most of these buildings they have made
no attempt to express a local style historically, and the character of the
buildings is more often English or French than "Pennsylvania Dutch."
It

muddies our conception of the work, however,

with any historic

style.

It is

to try

and associate

straightforward building and honest

design, with an eye to fine proportion, picturesque composition, and

''Boyd, "Philadelphia

House

Architecture," 287.

^Boyd, "Philadelphia House Architecture," 288.
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it

the use of the full possibilities of the material.^*

Edgell has misinterpreted three main points in
stone used in the area

Valley, not limestone.
less so than

is

most typically a Wissahickon

this

paragraph.

schist

The type of

from the Schuylkill

English or French typologies were frequent at the time, but

what would be the "colonial vernacular

style,"

which

locally is at least a

stone main block of two-and-a-half stories with five bays, a gable roof and a pent roof

across the main facade— a type frequently referred to as the "Pennsylvania

farmhouse."

"Pennsylvania Dutch"

is

Mennonite or Moravian Germans who

a misnomer that usually refers to the

settled in the

Lancaster County area.

Edgell

probably was attempting a reference to Pennsylvania German architecture associated
with the founders of Germantown,
construction and pent roofs.

who were

purportedly

As

for their stone

^^

Further influences to the Philadelphia School
events, the First

known

World War and

came from two

international

the 1926 Sesquicentenial that took place in the city.

the housing shortage that caused an expansion from urban areas into the suburbs

drove the building market, a broader awareness of international

styles, ethnic

dwellings, and respect for different cultures provided greater selection of architectural

'*G.

H. Edgell, The American Architecture ofTo-Day (New York: Charles Scribners, 1928), 114.
Architecture," pages 87-193 provides a brief discussion of

The chapter "Domestic and Academic

various Philadelphia architects of the time,

none

specific to

McGoodwin,

Gilchrist,

Mellor

&

Meigs, and Duhring, but

Lower Merion.

'^See A Lawrence Kocher, "Early Architecture of Pennsylvania, Part I," Architectural Record 48
(December 1920): 513-530 and especially page 516 for a discussion on the pent roof. The continuation
of this article is in Architectural Record 48 (January 1921): 30-47.
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typologies and modes.

economic trends

The newly

to create

modest

trained architects in Philadelphia followed

structures, but combinexl in

them the philosophies,

Eventually, these architects

customs and traditions of

their architectural forefathers.

and developers,

landscape outside the metropolitan areas with either truly

filled the

"vernacular" upper-class revival dwellings reminiscent of the area's 18th-century
structures, or they selected renditions of other regional types.

Quaker

modes and were noble but unpretentious on

these suburban houses defined identifiable

the outside;

the finest

In

the interiors were customized for the individual client

manner depending on

While

this exposition

1876 Centennial (poor planning and

High

Street,

city politics

conceived and planned by the

successful attractions, boosting over

masterminded

this

and appointed

5000

in

Philadelphia to celebrate the

never attained the acclaim of the

were blamed) the Colonial Village or

Women's Committee, was one of
visitors per day.'"

the most

The women who

segment of the Sesquicentennial had clear visions:

awaken an

awareness of Philadelphia's history and culture through architecture displayed
historic

community

materialistic goals,

'"Ellen

in

their wealth.

1926 the Sesquicentennial Exposition opened

150th birth of the nation.

Whichever,

setting; reaffirm patriotic ties

and demonstrate women's

and

abilities

artistic

in

an

values to counter

and competence

Freedman, "The Women's Committee and Their High Street Exhibit

in

at the

American

Philadephia

Sesquicentennial Exposition of 1926" (M.S. thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1988), 106; footnote
11, 139.

The footnote

cites an unidentified

newspaper clipping of November 22, 1926, found

Record Book VI of the Committee of 1926.
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in

The Committee

society.^'

hall

selected twenty representative buildings plus the

and market place from Philadelphia's High Street (now Market

town

Street) of

1776

for reproduction in temporary materials to create the effect of a colonial village.

Brognard Okie and the firm of
project/"

The

structures

Bissell

artifacts or furnishings;

High

Street

became an

publicity exposed

and Sinkler were chosen as the architects of the

were designed with

replicate the originals in every detail.

some served

historical accuracy, but did not

Interiors

were used

to exhibit

American

public or administrative needs of the exposition.

instant success,

America

R.

to a revival

and for those

who

could not attend, media

of colonial architecture, decorative

arts, ideals,

customs, traditions, and craftsmanship as seen through Philadelphia's historic
buildings.

While the impact of

this colonial village

cannot be quantified precisely,

existence, success, and

renown reached and influenced

architects of the time.

Okie himself, with

his

historical architecture in vernacular traditions,

stimulus for the

new

at least local historians

its

and

enthusiasm and precision for recreating

was already prominent. The

greatest

generation of designers was the American public's acceptance

and desire for the Americana, colonial imagery, and

patriotic

and nationalistic ideals

'Ibid., 12-13.

"Austin, E. L. and Odell Hauser, The Sesqui-Centennnial International Exposition, A Record
Based on Official Data and Departmental Reports (Philadelphia: Current Publications, 1929), 153.
Freedman, "The Women's Committee and the Exposition of 1926" discusses the architects in fuller
detail on pages 35-37. EUiston Perot Bissell and John B. Sinkler both studied architecture at the
University of Pennsylvania.
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expressed

new

at the exposition.

historical approach.

Architects and clients quickly

became involved

in the

Redefinition of the doctrines established at the turn of the

century by Joseph Everett Chandler of

New

England

to study the structures,

measure

the buildings, feel the mortice joints, and create clean, simple, honest architecture

Although Okie had been practicing the same concepts for years,

suddenly rang clear.

his rendition of the Sesquicentennial streetscape as defined

Committee had greater and broader impact on
However,

houses."'

for Walter

Durham and

by the Women's

the public than his individual

his contemporaries following

the Philadelphia area, the redefinition of a purer historic precedent in

architecture

and events

was

that

critical.

It

represented one of

many

new domestic

brought American heritage, history, material culture, fine

became more

in

links in a long chain of trends

patriotism into a strong "Americana" pattern after 1926.'*^

structures

Okie

arts

and

Colonial revival

restrained and archaeological; the eclectic ornamentation,

porches, bays, and random massing of the

first

quarter of the century disappeared.

Plans became rectangular, elevations were usually asymmetrical but in good

"'Okie's

work may have been

partially responsible for influencing the

academic restoration efforts

1930 (see Cynthia A. Rose, "Architecture
as a Portrait of Circumstance: The Restoration Career of George Edwin Brumbaugh," [M.S. thesis,
University of Pennsylvania, 1990]). The lasting success of the Women's Committee through the
of George E. Brumbaugh

in the Philadelphia area starting in

Public attention was brought to the city's historical
Germantown, on Market Street, and in Fairmount Park, with eventual restoration work
proscribed and completed for various Fairmount Park Houses. In 1931 the Committee was put in
charge of the restoration of Strawberry Mansion, a site they still manage today (see Freedman, "The

Exposition was more than just High Street.
treasures in

Womens Committee

and the Exposition of 1926," 103-114).

"^The growth of the interest in Americana has recently been summarized in an article by Michael
the 1920's, A Growing Appetite for Americana," New York Times, April 12, 1992:

Kammen, "Out of
31H.
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Materials and detailing were particularly

proportion, and showed additive masses.

reminiscent of the historical vernacular traditions attributed to the Delaware Valley.

The

local architects

and combined

it

who

took on the imagery of historic vernacular housing

with fine craftsmanship and artisanry, did not forgo

modem

technology, contemporary trends, family lifestyles, automobiles, gardens and the role

of the

home

Ease of living with quality mechanical systems were

as a status symbol.

important; the house could appear "colonial" (and often British picturesque or

Norman) on

the outside, but

historicizing elements inside

modem-day

compromises
were

to

accommodate

totally authentic

These houses had

less acceptable."^

to

work

for

living of a sophisticated clientele, not for an agrarian, feudal, or

Cotswold Village

society.

technologies, the use of

The

architects thus

new and

had

to resolve:

client requests,

new

old building materials, escalating costs, and site

constraints while creating historical typologies with archaeological detailing.

The success of
to

by the popularity of

this

generation of architects in the Philadelphia area

their

handsome

revival structures even today.

Merion Township the architecture of Roland Taylor Addis, Edmond

McGoodwin, Arthur Meigs, Walter Mellor (Mellor
Frederic

Wamer

(Wallace

&

Wamer),

&

in addition to

In

is

attested

Lower

Gilchrist, Robert

Meigs), Brenton Wallace and

Walter Durham, pepper the

for his use of authentic materials or objects within a home,
This has been verified by Frank Sagendorph, an architect who

"R. Brognard Okie was known
regardless of their inconvenience.

worked

for

Durham and once became

involved in "modernizing" an Okie house.

a zinc kitchen sink that Okie had apparently carefully installed for authenticity.
interview with author, Haverford, December

8,

1991.
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This meant removing

Frank Sagendorph,

fields

and valleys of

former agrarian Welsh Quaker community with structures

this

that blend into the landscape.

Those fashioned

after the vernacular traditions are often

indiscemable from the extant historic buildings.
In

America or Lower Merion

there

is

no

specific precedent for

timbered structures, picturesque British cottages, or French

medieval half-

Norman farm house-these

typologies stem from the transfer of culture across the Atlantic through traveling

architects, publications,

and design schools, plus the whim or calculated plan of the

19th- or 20th-century architect or client.'"

17th and 18th century

left their

mark

But British and German

in the area with

dwelling types that served the revivalists a pattern for

two

settlers

of the

distinct, free-standing

many

variations:

the gable-

roofed Pennsylvania stone house with pent roof and end chimneys and the Georgian
brick mansion (see Chapter 5).

Despite their differences, both were affected by an

underlying element indigenous to the area:

Quakerism.

This meant minimal or

unpretentious external ornamentation, clean, simple lines, good proportion, high

quality,

monochrome

colors,

characteristics that served

and a noble structure of lasting value.

Durham and

It

was these

his contemporaries as they built prolifically in

the second quarter of the 20th century in the

Lower Merion Quaker community.

Identifying these architects and their buildings, however, has posed a problem.

"^udor

revival

homes

in

American were so frequently owned or

built

by people who wished

to

use

symbolize confirmation of either their British lineage, an association with family wealth,
or their status as a financier, that they became referred to as stock-broker Tudor. Sometimes such
homes were even named after a family's British estate, though archaeological rendition was not
their

house

to

necessary.
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In 1988, a

Pre-World

War

I

Lower Merion Township

Historic Building Survey documenting

township buildings built before 1908 classified over 300 buildings or

neighborhoods as having historic or architectural significance/^ The survey
furthermore, that census data shows there
buildings in the township.

No

attempt has yet been

neighborhoods dating from 1910
locations of a given architects

may be 10,000

to 1930."*

work

made

to

12,000 pre-World

War

II

to survey the buildings or

Lack of a method

creates difficulties.

states,

to determine the

Until a full inventory is

completed, the only system to identify buildings of each specific architect in Lower

Merion
few

is

through articles or photographs culled from architectural literature.

Since

definitive writings exist on architects of this period, the process is laborious.

Extant drawings and architectural material housed
positive resource, but

little

in various archives

provide a

appears to have been accomplished yet in this regard.

The

resources therefore, for comparing Durham's architecture with that of specific works

of his contemporaries are few.

Additionally,

whenever a photograph of a dwelling

is

provided (often not even a community).
additional surveys are completed

is

it

seems

that for privacy's sake,

included in a publication, no street address

The

is

best that can be accomplished until

a brief comparative overview of the

Brenton Greene Wallace and Frederic Warner of Wallace

&

works of

Warner, Architects, and

"'"Lower Merion Township Historic Building Survey, 1988," completed by ElizaBeth A. Bede and
Pamela W. Fox under a grant administered by the Pennsylvania Bureau for Historic Preservation to the
Township. A typescript of this material is available at the Planning Office, Lower Merion Township
Building, Ardmore, PA.
"*Ibid., I.
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Robert McGoodwin,
are less well

known

architects

all

thein the

and developers

who worked

firm of Mellor, Meigs,

&

Lower Merion

in

Howe. The Arthur Newbold

residence in Laverock, Pennsylvania, designed by Mellor, Meigs, and

from 1919

to 1931, provides a

sample of

how

picturesque English vernacular farm complex.

but

Howe

and

built

these gentlemen architects dealt with a

Their houses on the Main Line usually

defined British traditions, using half-timbering, stucco, stone, and picturesque modes,

in large

War

pre-World

I

and precise and sensitive
In 1930 The

The firm

ideals.

site

planning.

Work of Wallace

also set a precedent for quality detail

''^

&

Warner, Philadelphia was published

city as a folio size photographic catalogue of their

foreword

to the

architects of

accomplishments to date.

the heritage, time, and place in

that the truest expression

of the cultural

life

.

It

The

which these

of a people—a

race, a civilization or a nation— lies in the character of
.

in that

Durham's generation worked:

seems

It

volume summarizes

work

was

natural that the

American Colonies should

its

architecture.

.

reflect, as in a

mirror, these symbols of the national taste of the lands from which
their settlers

had come and

that the influence

force in North America, should be

of England, the dominant

more generally impressed upon

the

builders of the northern part of the growing Nation.
In Philadelphia and

New

York, but more especially

in their

pleasant countrysides where the architectural opportunities were
greater, the wealthy planters, traders, and bankers of the

new

land

erected those splendid Georgian country houses which today are

still

the models for the most successful examples of our domestic suburban
architecture.

.

.

.

But the times have indeed changed.

"Hewitt, Architect

& Howe (New

York:

&

Country House, 201-206; see

The

Architectural

Wealth and opportunity,

also:

Book Publishing Co.,
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Monograph of the Work of Mellor, Meigs
1923).

combined with an overcrowded condition of the cities, have sent many
people into the country to live. Every man who could afford an acre of
land could afford a house to put on it. The character of American
living brought about by the improvement of the automobile has
changed, one might say, almost over the weekend. Men of wealth and
taste learned of the greater opportunities to enjoy their lives. Winter
and Summer, under conditions that proved ideal. Here, then, was the
opportunity to do something rather fine in an architectural

suburbs of the great American

cities,

way

for the

an opportunity that Wallace

&

Warner, the Architects of many hundreds of houses, along the Main
Line and Chestnut Hill branches of the Pennsylvania Railroad, were not
slow to grasp and put to use. The adaptation from the styles of an
earlier culture which the builders of the Middle Ages and Renaissance
made were now used again to fit the need of the modem problem; but
with taste and discretion. For good design, after all, is what one has
learned from others, plus a

little

added from one's

self.

The Book of Architecture was there to choose from and Messrs.
Wallace & Warner used it freely, as all architects have always done
and will do, adapting a

style to an

environment, an ambition to a

purpose, producing very often, when their taste and

hampered by

financial conditions,

skill

were not

work of extraordinary beauty and

these two men, working in a well-balanced partnership,
and those associated with them, have produced work that enhances the
beauty of a countryside that is as beautiful as any in the world, and that
their combined efforts are a very definite and excellent contribution to
the Architectural History of suburban life."*

charm.

.

.

.

This lengthy quote

is

included because

it

could easily apply to Walter

and other architects of the Philadelphia School working before World
developed the suburban land.
architects played in the

The

community

title

War

II

Durham
as they

page further substantiates the role the

at that time:

"The

Work

of Wallace

&

Warner,

Philadelphia; Brenton G. Wallace, Fredric G. Warner, Roland R. Fields, Registered

"^George Gibbs, "Foreword" in Wallace, Brenton G. and Frederic G. Warner, The Work of

Wallace

&

Warner, Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Wallace
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&

Warner

Architects, 1930).

Architects, Architecture, Development, Construction, Finance.""'

teams became involved

in all

The

architectural

phases of the building business, from financing to

construction, and they served their clients well.

The scope of Wallace
the revival

&

Warner's work, as presented

modes they mastered and

Georgian, colonial, French, and
include

Wallace

more than one

& Warner

classified as

in this

book, exemplifies

"Types" before 1930:

Italian (Figs. 2.1-2.4).

English,

The photographic

building in each category, but each

is distinctly

plates

different.

used historicizing elements and national vocabularies in regionally

vernacular manners to create finely-detailed, well-proportioned, elegant structures that

blended into the landscape but retained individuality.

and symbolize

class, but in a simple,

and venerable patrimonies.

As

These homes exemplify quality

noble manner representative of Quaker tradition

architects,

Wallace

&

Warner could be

the quintessential revival architect/developer of the Philadelphia School.

"'Wallace, The

Work of Wallace

&

Warner,

title

page.
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classified as

REilDEXCE OF

Fig. 2.2

MK HE\|AMI\ t>HLEMAS

Colonial type residence by Wallace

Warner. Philadelphia (Philadelphia:

Wallace

47

•

ROSEMONT. PA

& Warner.
& Warner,

From The Work of Wallace
1930).

&

RESIDENCE OF

Fig. 2.3

•

MK GREVMLLE DODGE MONTGOMERY

English type residence by Wallace

Warner, Philadelphia (Philadelphia:

•

HRY\ MAWR

& Warner. From The
& Warner, 1930).

Wallace

48

P.\

Work of Wallace

&

RE5IDE\CE OF

Fig. 2.4

MR. JOHN' C McKEON

English type residence by Wallace

Warner, Philadelphia (Philadelphia:

WYN'N'EWOOD. PA

& Warner. From The
& Warner, 1930).

Wallace

49

•

Work of Wallace

cS

In comparison, Robert

McGoodwin

presents his architectural achievements in a

In the preface he explains

catalogue of 1942.

it

contains examples of his

record solutions to a number of architectural problems presented
clients during the period 1910-1940.
size, they

McGoodwin

may be

classifies the

then substitutes either:

Wallace

&

^°

"Colonial America, England, France, or Italy,"

(sections

attests to the

Work

of a

economic conditions

market crash of 1929.

McGoodwin 's

featured houses represent upper-class suburban homes, though not

that

as

His consciousness of the moderate size of these

that arose after the stock

Those

much

on "Low Cost Housing Projects and

and the inclusion of low-cost buildings

Philadelphia area.

me by

photographs of his structures under "The Influence of" and

Warner had done

and depression

that

Since the largest are moderate in

considered typical of this period.

Public Nature" are also included).
structures

work

do are

distinctly similar to

Wallace

all

&

represent the

Warner's

buildings in materials, national characteristics and overall design, though perhaps

more

eclectic (Figs. 2.5-2.6).

were thus established; the

The

architect

typological formulas for the area and the time

and

client

merely had to provide their

individualism, and this was done with mastery, according to G. H. Edgell in his

discussion of Philadelphia architecture in 1928.^'

'"Robert

McGoodwin, Monograph of the Work of Robert

McGoodwin

R.

(Philadelphia:

William F.

Fell Co., 1942), Preface.

''Edgell states
this period as a

on page 111 of The American Architect ofTo-Day

group mastered the small house, making

in proportion, planning,

of

St.

and surface texture."

it

that the Philadelphia architects

unobtrusively

Of a house by H.

modem,

of

with "careful study

L. Duhring in the Philadelphia suburb

Martins he says "one senses the domesticity, the privacy, the aristocratic economy of means that

proudly avoids self-advertisement and as discreetly glorifies the
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taste

of designer and tenant"

(p.

116).

CHARLES THOMPSON,

ESQ-,

ROXBOROUGH,

PA.

1931

Fig. 2.5

Roben

R.

McGoodwin. From Monograph of the Work of
McGoodwin, 1942), plate 18.

Colonial type residence by Robert

McGoodwin

(Philadelphia:
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GEORGE WOODWARD, INC, CHESTNUT

HILL, PA.

1926

K, Dilworth lloiar, Thi rniich X'llLi^c

Fig. 2.6

Robert R.

McGoodwm. From Monograph of the Work of
McGoodwm, 1942), plate 73.

French type residence by Robert

McGoodwin

(Philadelphia:
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Walter Durham's individualism

Merlon Township
through World

after

War

II

in this context

of revival architecture in Lower

1925 becomes clear when one studies his building typologies
(see Chapter 6).

In

summary, he differed from

his

contemporaries because only two types prevailed and both symbolized the Anglo-

American

tradition, heritage,

farmhouse and the associative

and

class:

British parallel, a stone (or combination stone

timbered) picturesque mannerhouse.

Italian details.

the pre-revolutionary stone Pennsylvania

Even when seeking

variation,

Durham

New

balconies typical of the Spanish colonial

homes

featured

in

Monterey, California.

were the vernacular

Mill Creek Valley, not a nebulous academic colonial image.

where the early buildings survived, and he recreated the

new

American regional

Orleans iron work and the wooden

strongest historical prototype

building details he saw using old and

half-

Only occasionally did he build using French or

typologies and historical motifs, such as

Durham's

and

materials.

He

historic

lived in an area

house shapes and

His methods,

visually based, not academic or historically documented.

The

traditions of the

in the

results

main, were

were often

re-

creations of imperfect or incomplete 18th-century facades as a regional revival

architect of

Welsh building

traditions (see Chapters Five

In 1926 the multitude of influences cited above

stabilizing a

new

architectural practice.

combined Quakers, wealthy Main Line

and Six).

came

The Lower Merion

together as

Durham was

setting in his

backyard

society, available land, pre-revolutionary

housing precedents, and clients anxious to

resettle in the
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suburbs away from the

city.

Walter Durham, representing a new generation of American architect and suburban
developer, manipulated

all

these forces and

patriotic climate of the times

training.

With

his

combined them with the

and the pedagogy and traditions of revival architectural

own whims, freedom

of expression, reuse of antique materials,

love of a natural setting and Beaux- Arts trained
large or moderate suburban

homes

members of

his firm,

he designed

that replicated, externally, 18th-century

Pennsylvania stone farmhouses or pattern-book British homes.

contemporary, high-style, custom-designed features for easy
skilled craftsmen

nationalistic,

The

interiors included

Durham's own

living.

completed the buildings with quality materials, artisan-like

perfection, and fine detailing typical of the arts and craft tradition of the time.

results

were individualized, custom homes

that represented domiciles

forefathers and appeared, plain, unpretentious, and traditional, but

wealthy Main Line patrons.
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The

of America's

were showcases for

Chapter Three

BIOGRAPHY AND ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE

bom

Walter Kremer Durham was
Pennsylvania, as the second son of
naval officer

who was

music and played the

on December 25, 1896

Emma

on Church Road

in

Germantown, and

attended elementary school.

with her

new husband, John

His mother enjoyed

In 1897, less than a year after Walter

father died of an appendicitis at the age of 30.^

live

there

Emma Durham

Through

'Durham's birth date has been confirmed by

this

As a widower,

Durham

was bom,

Emma

his

continued to

spent his early years and

remarried during Durham's youth, and

Rogers, the family

eventually Seaford, Delaware.^

German town,

Jane Bradley and Samuel Durham, a British

active as a teacher and entertainer.'

guitar.

in

moved

marriage

his family,

to Riverton,

New

Durham gained a

by records

at

Jersey, and

half-

Girard College where he

Odd Fellows Cemetery, Righters Mill Road, Gladwyne.
Durham's brother was named Joseph. He died the year before Walter's birth at the age of about one
and a half. I am grateful to Richard Durham, Walter's son, for supplying me with information on his
father and facts about his family (Richard Durham, interview with author, Bryn Mawr, November 17,
attended school, and on his tombstone in

1991).

^Samuel

Durham

Durham

is

buried in the Cheltenhills Cemetery with Walter's brother, Joseph (Richard

interview).

'Emma Durham Rogers

returned to Philadelphia after the death of her second husband.

the later years of her life as a matron at the

Orange

Home

for the

Hatboro cemetery near the home (Richard Durham interview).
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Aged

in

Hatboro and

is

She

filled

buried at the

brother, Nathaniel,

who was bom

in 1921."

Because of the wide age differences,

they apparently never shared a very close fraternal relationship.

On

January 31, 1905,

age of nine, Durham was admitted to Girard

at the

College in Philadelphia, a unique boarding school founded
for fatherless or orphaned boys.^

influential in

molding

For Durham,

have often been likened

to ideals of

1831 by Stephen Girard

experience was undoubtedly

this

and career goals.

his character

in

own

Girard's

attitudes to life

Benjamin Franklin, and the school he funded

through his will incorporated some of his basic philosophies:

benevolence toward

fellow creatures, love of truth, sobriety, industry, and efficiency, and the adoption of
religious tenents only after maturity.*

The

building to house Girard's institution was designed by

a young Philadelphia architect

who won

Thomas U.

the design competition in 1833 for

construction of the school on a forty-one acre tract on Girard Avenue.

Hall, the

monumental Greek

revival education building that

''Nathaniel married

(Richard

Durham

He became

and had three sons.

As

more grandiose design

a successful business

man who owned

several

a retiree he lives in Oreland, Pennsylvania, and Nassau, the Virgin Islands

interview).

^The school was established
1831), a native of France

in

1831 by a two million dollar bequest from Stephen Girard (1750-

who came

to

America

in

Trained in ship building, Girard quickly used his
shipping firm.

Founder's

was completed fourteen

years later, complied in part with Girard's will, but also with

machine companies.

Walter,

With

1776 seeking

skills

political

and individualism

his wealth he acquired banks and real estate, and

the largest fortunes in America.

community, he outlined

Because he

felt that

in his will the structure

poor, orphan, white boys, but no religious
•tjeorge W. Maxey, "Stephen Girard,
Owen D. Evans and Raymond I. Haskell,

and religious freedom.
to establish a successful

upon

his death,

he held one of

wealthy citizens should return something to their

and philosophy for Girard College:

dogma could be

Individualist," Proceedings
eds. (Philadelphia:
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a school to educate

practiced behind the school's walls.

of the Girard College Centennial,

Girard College, 1948), 42-43.

specifications

1,

from members of the board of

1848, and as imposing as

and loving philosophies of

it

life

trustees.

The school opened on January

must have been for a small child, the security, nurture,
and education that were taught and shared within the

school community supplied a familial atmosphere.

Over

fifty

years later, in 1910 while

Durham was

still

new

goals of the school were restated during the induction of a

College "becomes the
instruction, but to

common

father of

all,

a student at Girard, the

president:

and not merely bound

to

The

impart

watch over the growth and development of character, and

to inspire

the boys with a sense of duty, with a love of work, and with such standards of truth,

honor, and self-respect as will win and retain the esteem of their fellows throughout

The

life."^

merit

it

educational curriculum was planned so that:

"those scholars

who

should

should remain in the College until they should arrive at between fourteen and

eighteen years of age, and the curriculum which he [Girard] outlined includes

all

the

branches of a sound education, comprehending not only elementary and practical
subjects, but arts, sciences, and

modem

and ancient languages."^

Between the ages of nine and eighteen, Durham lived and studied
environment, learning a

set

of ethics and values as well as practical training

According

drafting that he carried into his later career as an architect.

from the College,

his "trade training

recommended

work

for

in this

was

room

a

letter

of drafting,' and he was

listed as '3 years

as a 'tracer or drawing

to

in

assistant' at the

time he

left

on

'Samuel Dickson, Esq., "Introductory Remarks," Induction of Prof Cheesman A. Herrick, Ph.D.
.

President of Girard College, April 2, 1910 (n.d., n.p. [Philadelphia, 1910?]), 16.

^Dickson, "Introductory Remarks," 15.
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December

25, 1914."'

employment with
Philadelphia.

Through recommendation of the school, he entered

the Harrison Chemical

Company

35th and Grays Ferry Road,

at

'°

From 1915

to

1916 Durham was registered for physics, chemistry, math, and

drafting courses as a general mechanical engineering and architecture student at

Drexel

Institute in Philadelphia."

On October

a leave of absence for no explained reason.'^
the First

Class,

World War,

Yeoman, on

It

may

show

that

he took

well have been in relation to

for he served in the United States

Navy

as a Petty Officer First

the U.S.S. Pauling between 1917 and 1918 based at a port in

Military service provided

Ireland.

25, 1916, records

'Letter to Patricia Wright,

College, September 21, 1983

Durham an

opportunity to visit Ireland,

become

The Athenaeum, from Edith Feld, Assistant to the President, Girard
(Durham biography file. The Athenaeum of Philadelphia [AP]). The

information in this letter was reconfirmed by telephone against extant records at Girard College in the
fall

of 1991.

'"Ibid.

Student records are considered confidential and could not be examined in person.

Harrison Bros.

&

Company was

a chemical and paint

company founded in 1793 in
By 1902 it had become one of

Philadelphia by John Harrison for the manufacturer of sulphuric acid.

the most prominent manufacturers of white lead paint and chemicals (see "The Chemistry of Paints or

A

Partial Description of the

&

Co., Inc. with a Practical Treatise on Painting," [Philadelphia:

White Lead,

Paint, Color, Varnish

1917 the company was bought by DuPont, the company

Durham's exact job with Harrison Brothers has not been
personnel archives,

it is

and Chemical Works of Harrison Bros.

that still

Harrison Bros,

owns

&

Co., 1902]).

the plant today.

In

While

identified despite a request to the

DuPont

possible his drafting skills were used to produce the advertising literature on

house paints.
"This information was conveyed by a telephone

call

from the office of Carol Stanley, Director of

the Office of Student Information and Records at Drexel University in April 1992 in response to a letter

of March 23, 1992 from the author.

The information came from a single microfilmed card that was
Durham's obituary in the Philadelphia Inquirer,

considered confidential and could not be duplicated.

Tuesday,

Durham

May

30, 1978, 7c, states that he attended the University of Peimsylvania.

exist at the University of Pennsylvania, indicating this is

'^Ibid.
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an error.

No

records for

acquainted with European architecture, and photograph certain combat situations."

Upon

his return,

Drexel Institute records indicate he was registered for a building

construction course during 1919-20, but no indication that the course

is

included.'"

Information on formal schooling after this date has not been found,

though Durham wrote
architect

years.

was completed

who had

to Girard

College

in

1927

he was then a practicing

that

attended Drexel Evening School of Architecture for about eight

'^

Although Durham's training as an architect was never formally completed, an
examination of architectural pedagogy

at this

time—especially

in relationship to the

domestic dwelling—provides an understanding of the principles that he was introduced

Two

to that probably shaped his design concepts.

books written by architects

associated with the University of Pennsylvania, one from 1910, the other from 1921,

review design principles, construction

The

earliest is entitled

ideals,

and methods for architects

in training.

The Family House, written by Charles Francis Osborne,

Professor of Architectural History and editor of "The American Architect.'"^

Eleven years

later, L.

Eugene Robinson, a licensed

Professor of Rural Architecture

at

Oregon,

who

architect in Illinois

and Assistant

received his B.S. in architecture from

the University of Pennsylvania, published a textbook with design and sketch problems

"Richard Durham reported

that this

photograph collection

is

no longer extant (Richard Durham

interview).

''Information conveyed by telephone from the Office of Student Information

&

Records, Drexel

University, Philadelphia, April 1992.

"Letter to Patricia Wright from Edith Feld, Girard College

'^Charles Francis Osborne, The Family

House

(Durham biography

(Philadelphia:
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Perm

file,

AP).

I'ublishing, 1910).

titled

Domestic Architecture}^ Both works

through simplicity, unity, and a genuine

strive for the creation

artistic effect.

They

state that individuality

owners or the conditions of the site—not necessarily an adopted

style.'*

concerns himself specifically with the smaller structure for a city

consideration to

streets, time,

He
all

art

be paramount, attained either through special requirements of the

in a structure should

suburban home.

of good

lot

Osborne

or a modest

stresses careful choice of the location of the house, with

the pros and cons of suburban railroad or trolley travel, dusty

and fatigue." Both books include sections on

siting the house, taking

into account exposure to sunlight, weathering, neighbors, roads,

and the natural

landscape.

Robinson includes prototypes of regional typologies and plans for large
suburban structures as well as small

city houses.

He

suggests studying the

architectural styles of the immediate vicinity and the lay of the land for compatabile

design.^"

When

discussing the characteristics of a colonial house, he states:

thorough study of the exteriors of historical examples of colonial architecture
only

way

historical,

"A
is

the

to acquire familiarity with exterior design, since the style is essentially

and more than

For the plan,

that, historically

American."^'

architects are told to consider the life style of the family, types

"L. Eugene Robinson, Do/nei'r/c /Irc/j/VecTMre

(New York: MacMillan,

'^Osborne, Family House, 121; Kohvasoa, Domestic Architecture, 32.

"Osborne, Family House, 30-36.

Robinson, Domestic

Architecture, 54.

2'Ibid., 127.
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1921).

of rooms desired,

their function in relation to their locations, the

members and

servants, and

According

Osborne, the

this

to

above

all

economy of space and

modem American

can become costly; three, however,

is

number of family

free circulation.

one bathroom per bedroom, but

ideal is

not overly extravagant.^^

typical closets, cabinetry, fireplaces, and interior

woodwork

Designs for

are classical in detail,

with an indication that architectural orders must always be used harmoniously.

Robinson provides principles for the use of massing
the basic structure:

number
recur. ^^

are

if

to establish unity

few masses are used, one should predominate;

employed two or three should prevail and

Balance must be achieved by good proportion

and balance of
if

a great

similarity of shapes should

if parts

contrast

asymmetrically; repetition of details should be used to achieve a "pleasing effect."^"

Honesty through clear compartmentalization of a

unit is critical ;^^ horizontal

bays

should always be an odd number.^*

When Osborne

discusses the merits of different construction materials, he

points out specifically that in the Philadelphia area local stone

brick and thus used

dimension as

more

frequently. ^^

critical for the interior

Both authors

and exterior.

^"Osborne, Family House, 103-04.

^Robinson, Domestic Architecture, 56.
^Ibid.

"Ibid., 58.

^Ibid., 56.

^Osborne, Family House, 76.
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is

much cheaper

stress scale, proportion,

than

and

Osborne suggests raising the

window heads

to the ceiling line to

maximize

suggestion for ventilation purposes.^*
eight feet, a

is stressed,

maximum

He

Robinson includes the same

daylight;

also provides a

minimum

ceiling height of

of twelve.^' The importance of harmony of color and texture

though more in regard to interiors (which are not discussed

The treatment of gardens and landscaping

for both

books

house and garden must be treated as "one;" materials from the

is

tandem:

in

site

in this paper).

should be

incorporated in any designs or plans to create harmony with the dwelling.

pedagogy found

In essence, the domestic architectural

how

the

in these

the blossoming revival styles at the turn of the century laid the

^°

volumes shows

groundwork

for

educational goals promoting conservative, classic, historic ideals in comfortable,

functional, well-appointed, living spaces for

Simultaneously, the arts and crafts

America, supporting artisanry and

Durham's generation of

movement

architects.

flourished in different pockets of

fine craftsmanship.

It

was represented

locally in

Rose Valley under

the direction of the architect William L. Price briefly between

A

desire for beautiful, crafted detailing and an awareness of the

1901 and 1910.

means

to obtain

it

in

simple architectural materials such as masonry and

resulted in refined and stabile structures.

An

article

by Charles H. Moore

"Training for the Practice of Architecture" from 1921

methods of training

for the practice of architecture,

states:

we

"In our

entitled

modem

are losing sight of the fact that

^Osborne, Family House, 131; Robinson, Domestic Architecture, 90.
^'Robinson, Domestic Architecture, 87-88.
^'Osborne, Family House, 188; Robinson, Domestic Architecture, 283.
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wood

architecture

it is

is

an

zirt

recommended

"^'
.

.

.

To improve

.

proficiency as an artist or a constructor,

that

every student of architecture ought to be exercised in the building craft
—even in bricklaying, in stone cutting and in carpentry— as well as in
the superintendence of building.
architecture

is

manual means by which

Moore

.

.

.

Every process of design

in

governed by an imaginative sense of the material and

also

promoted purity of

The

historical courses

it

is to

style

be realized.

^^

over the diversity of eclecticism:

of the school contribute

little to

proper

equipment for architectural practice. They naturally tend to create that
promiscuous electicism which has been the bane of modem
architecture. Students are bewildered by the multiplicity of styles and
get little exact knowledge of any style."

The

trends to create a structure in a given "style," or associate

its

design with an

historical period, or regional or ethnic dwelling type helped stabilize the free-for-all

of country-house eclecticism into smaller and more formalized suburban typologies

away from Victorian or

Stick Style traditions.

Durham and

his

contemporaries were

taught to use classical architectural components with regional or local elements to
create a well-designed contemporary house with crafted, customized features.

The sequence of events
been

fully explored, but

^'Charles H.

it

in

Durham's

life after the First

has been established that

Moore, "Training

World War have not

Durham worked

for the Practice of Architecture," Architectural

1921): 56.

"Ibid., 58.

^^Ibid., 59.
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briefly as a

Record 49 (January,

draftsman for an architect

met

his future wife,

By

School.

in Pottstown,

Pennsylvania in 1918.^ While there, he

Margaret Prizer, of the Prizer family associated with the Hill

Philadelphia, where he listed himself as a draftsman at a

Paxon

Street. ^^

home

the

The

first identification

address on S. Paxon. ^*

Prizer, but

where they

lived

is

Street, but the

home

the suburbs and verifies

April

not clear.

only Durham's business address.

Walnut

On

home

relocated to

address of 1023 S.

of himself as an architect occurs in the 1921

where a business address of 323 Walnut

directory,

Durham had

1919, according to the Philadelphia directory,

1,

Street appears in conjunction with

1921,

Durham married Margaret

The Philadelphia

In the 1923 edition, the

address cited

is

directory for 1922

lists

work address remains 323

Ardmore." This

indicates a

Durham's construction of a twin home

move

to

for his family at 641

Lorraine Avenue, Ardmore, in Havertown Township, Delaware County.^*

According

to a client, during the early 1920s,

Durham

entered an architecture

contest for the best residential structure of the year, sponsored by the North

'"Richard

was

Durham

American

first firm his father worked for was in Pottstown and that it
became acquainted with his future wife (Richard Durham interview). The
consistent with the fact that no address listings occur in any city directories for Durham

disclosed that the

in this locale that he

date of 1918

is

during this year.
^^Boyd's Philadelphia City Directory Published Annually, 1919 (Philadelphia:

C. E.

Howe,

414.

^Boyd's Philadelphia City Directory, 1921, 403.
^''Boyd's Philadelphia City Directory, 1923.

'^Richard

Durham

identified the location of this twin

interview).
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house

in

Ardmore (Richard Durham

1919),

newspaper of Philadelphia.^'

When

his design

recognition set his career in motion.

Guide

lists

various structures built by

won

the prize, the honor and

The Philadelphia Real Estate and Builders

Durham on

the outskirts of Philadelphia

between 1922 and 1925, but they have not yet been
In 1924

Durham developed

identified.

a brief association with Ira S medley, an engineer

and contractor, as shown by the Philadelphia directory
Walter K. (Smedley Durham Co.)

'*''

h.

Ardmore."^'

listing

of 1924-25:

Prior to this time,

himself was listed as a "construction engineer" with a

home

at

"Durham,

Smedley

523 1 Webster Street

1919-2(f^ and associated with "United Engineering Co." in 1921-22.''^

The

S medley-Durham partnership terminated during 1925, for

that year,

Durham commenced

his association with

James

at the

end of

Irvine, a financier ready to

in

pursue

Mrs. Lxwis
and rather ugly. They are evident today

''Mrs. Clarence Lewis, interview with author, Haverford, February 18, 1992.

described the house as a Dutch colonial with short,
particularly in the

Lansdowne

area.

fat pillars

Documentation of

this

award through the press has not yet been

undertaken.

'"See Sandra Tattnan and

1930 (Boston: G. K.
construction.

No

Roger Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects, 1700list of building addresses, owner, and year of

Hall, 1985), 238-239, for a partial

attempt has been

however, in an unfinished

made

to research or locate the buildings prior to 1925.

text written during retirement (ca.

Durham,

1977), mentions an ongoing need to create

homes— something comparable to a quality mobile home— and he discusses a resolution
He copied, to the inch, a Philadelphia row house plan and placed it on a
small, narrow comer lot in the Borough of Narberth. In his text, Durham said it still existed, but the
location and house has not yet been ascertained. Durham claimed the house worked well and was sold
for one half the price of a small conventional structure (WKD MS, p. 260, par. 1506; possession of
small affordable

he attempted

in the 1920s.

Richard Durham, Bryn Mawr).
"'The Philadelphia directory for this citation has not been located, but the information was found in
the

Durham biography

file,

AP, used

for the preparation of the

Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects.
'^^Boyd's Philadelphia City Directory

,

1919, 1090.

*^Boyd's Philadelphia City Directory, 1922, 1120.
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Tatman and Moss Biographical

The Durham

land development opportunities.
1942.

&

Irvine collaboration lasted through

In retrospect, the firm appears to have been the leading residential architect

and developer of the western Main Line suburbs of Philadelphia for more than sixteen
years.

While Durham was

establishing his architectural practice, he purposely

Main Line. He joined

integrated himself into the social life the

Racquet Club and

in

the Philadelphia

1926 was elected a member of the Merion Cricket Club, social

positions he cultivated not only for playing squash, his favorite sport, but in order to

The growth of

contact future clients."^

Junior,

was

bom

on October 26, 1926, while the Durhams lived

Their second residence was

Havertown.

which became the

first

home

1928) and Benjamin Wharton

to their

(b.

life

at

253 Hathaway Lane

August

with an architect-father

2, 1934).

sp)ent

During

summers

who was

at

would stop

to

photograph

on these jaunts, causing

1,

Durham's

Maine.

Durham made

his sons to

is

become bored and

housed

in

restless."^

Family

were

frequent

Durham

interview.
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What must be

The Athenaum of Philadelphia and

*^The Merion Cricket Club 1865-1965 (privately printed 1965), n.p.

Durham

in

June

aspects of the built environment and haunt antique stores

resultant photography collection

''^Richard

S. (b.

their youth,

camps

in

Wynnewood,

Lancaster County by car with his boys.

trips to

all

in

home

also interested in antiques

recounted by Durham's son Richard in terms of tedium.

photography and antiquing

at their

two subsequent children, Richard

boys attended the Haverford school and

memories of

Walter

his family followed, for his first son,

the

provides definite documentation of the influences that shaped Durham's architectural
designs and ideas.

Other ventures
at

dump

sites

that involved the

of demolished historic structures.

elements destined for flames,

much

boys were

as could be loaded

Durham would

on the truck by

his

trips into

Upon

offer the

Center City to scavenge

arrival at a stack of building

workmen

a few dollars for as

The

boys and helpers.

materials

then be driven back to the suburbs for storage until selected for use in a

built

by the Durham

&

The process was not only

Irvine team.**

new

would
building

cost saving but

preserved historic, crafted building elements for future generations.

Durham

&

Irvine

commenced

their partnership

between October 1925 and

January 1926, shortly after James Irvine moved to the Philadelphia area. As partners,
they evidently choose to number their significant residential buildings in the Delaware

Valley as they were commissioned.
inception of the commission (or

subdivision) and each

homes

was

indicates houses

and 1942.

Numbers were assigned

the houses

if

numbered

1

list

an office for Walter

1) at

chronological order at

in conjunction with a

The

list

of their

through 223 were commissioned between 1925

Merion on eleven major development

(DHN

were speculative,

related to a present or future client.

In reality this includes 139

house number one

in

numbered

structures built or adapted in

sites (see also

Chapter Four).

Elevations for

351 Laurel Lane, Haverford, dated October 14, 1925,

Durham

at

312 South Broad

Street.*^

The

file

for

*Ibid.

"File for

DHN

1,

AP.

Lower

Draftsman's

initials

on these elevations
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are:

"E.J.C.-W.K.D.

DHN

3

contains elevations dated January 24, 1926, that state
the firm's existence

is

by

further substantiated

at least the first

month of 1926.

&

Irvine," confirming

Irvine's presence in the area

by the November 1925 publication of the Philadelphia Social

Register, 1926, which includes a

at the

"Durham

first listing

of Irvine and his wife, Gertrude Winter,

address of "The Mooring," Radnor, PA."*

James Irvine (December
Delaware Valley.
Pennsylvania as a

He

7,

4, 1968)

was not

totally

new

to the

had attended the Wharton School of the University of

member of

the class of 1918, matriculating as a second and third

year student in 1915 and 1916."'

Corps during World War
economics

1893-December

I,

He

served as an ensign in the U.S. Naval Air

and then completed

at the University

his

of Pittsburgh in 1921.'"

Bachelor of Science degree in
His financial expertise,

business acumen, and social connections allowed him to easily procure funding for
land purchases. ''

According

to

employees of the firm, Irvine had

little

interest in

architecture per se, but his facility with words to the right people at the correct time

^Philadelphia Social Register, 1926 40

(New York:

Social Register Association, 1925), 140.

"University of Pennsylvania matriculation cards for James Irvine, University of Pennsylvania
Archives.

^General Alumni Catalogue of the University of Pennsylvania, 1922 (Philadelphia: University of
This is further confirmed by information in the James Irvine File,
University of Pennsylvania Archives, indicating that as of 1917 Irvine served at the Brooklyn Navy
Pennsylvania, 1922), 342.

Yard and

the

USN

Aviation School in Boston.

'"The Philadelphia Social Register, 1959

James and Gertrude Irvine as

living in

(New York:

Social Register Association, 1958) lists

"Snug Valley," Wayne, PA.

They were members of

Cricket Club, the Racquet Club, Huntingdon Valley Club, and the Sons of the Revolution.
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the

Merion

^^
always resulted in financial support.

The team of "Durham
developers, or

James

Irvine"

were referred

by the firm

specifically

itself as,

to variously as builders,

"Walter K. Durham, Architect,

Developer."" Durham was a registered Pennsylvania architect whose

Irvine,

earliest seal,

more

&

found on many drawings,

listed the

number E 41871. According

to the

National Registration Board in Harrisburg, as of 1940 Durham's registration number

was

RA -00 18710.^''

The goal of Durham

construction of exclusive, custom-built

on the development of large

tracts

&

Irvine

homes

was procurement of land

to suit a specific client.

historic city

World War. Building

homes was

They focused

of land in Lower Merion Township available from

sub-divided 19th-century estates as city populations chose to
after the First

for the

move

into the suburbs

material from demolished country houses and

available for reuse.

The

well-established transportation

system of the Main Line railroad supported suburban housing for wealthy clientele

who

could

commute

easily to the suburbs, had servants, multiple cars,

children to quality public or private schools.

property and financing,

Durham

and sent

their

Irvine masterminded the procurement of

crafted the houses

and oversaw the

final

construction.

Revival styles were the architectural trend of the time, and the 1926

'^This information has been confirmed through interviews with

Alice Ward, and Richard

"For example,

Durham

see files for

'The National Council of

Putnam Stowe, Frank Sagendorph,

(see Interviews in the Bibliography).

DHN

47, 810 Mt.

Moro Road,

dated

March

Architects Registration Board, Harrisburg,

telephone conversation on December 12, 1991, that Walter K. Durham's

would have expired

in 1979.

with a business address

at

Until then his valid registration

125 Coulter Ave., Ardmore,
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PA

14, 1928,

AP.

PA, confirmed through
last registration as

number of RA-0018771G was

19003.

a

an architect
associated

Centennial had drawn an interest in the recreation of local vernacular architecture.

The support

for these ideals

was combined with

traditional Philadelphia

Quaker

conservatism, wealth, quality craftsmanship, and lasting value.

The numbered houses

by the firm were custom-built by Main Line craftsmen on large

tracts

local building materials often

built during the

combined with reused or

of land using

The homes

historic elements.

1920-30s generally favored the Anglo-American patterns of the

Pennsylvania stone farmhouse and the picturesque stone British manner house or
cottage encouraged through colonial revival ideals.

American motifs were incorporated
developments of small homes on

by Durham among
Precise

but

initials

in their production.

dated

initials

March

Durham

14,

"EJC" found on plans

who was

of the firm.^* The strongest and most influential

was Aaron Hostetter Spencer, known by

'^These developments were

for

&

DHN

known

Haverford (see Chapters Four and

as the

1

The

with the firm

at

and appearing through
letters

"CW"

stand for

highly respected by other architects

member

the

Irvine have not been found,

who worked

1928 have not been identified.

Charles Whittacker, a talented draftsman

ability

two

more exclusive "numbered" houses."

of personnel involved with

The

Additionally,

of less than an acre were built but not classified

lots

of draftsmen on drawings provide clues to

different times.

DHN 49

lists

his

During the 1940s other regional

for his drafting

knickname "Spence."

and design
His

initials

Newbury Company and Glyntaff Company houses

in

Six).

''Frank Sagendorph and Putnam Stowe both spoke highly of Charles Whittacker's drawing abilities

(Frank Sagendorph, interview, Haverford, December
author, Villanova,

December

7, 1991).

No

8,

1991 and Putnam Stowe, interview with the

record of Whittacker's schooling exists either at the

University of Pennsylvania or Drexel University.
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first

appear on plans for

Mawr), but according
started

DHN

to a

work with Durham

55, dated June 21, 1928 (411

form
in

filled

Rose Lane North, Bryn

out for the University of Pennsylvania, he

1927." Spencer was

bom

on September

son of Louis N. Spencer, from Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

He

14, 1901, the

graduated from Franklin

and Marshall Academy and then entered the Graduate School of Fine Arts of the
University of Pennsylvania as an architecture student with the class of 1923 on August
26, 1919.

His attendance was sporadic from 1920 through 1924, and he

have worked with Edmond

Gilchrist, a

Beaux-Arts trained architect, where he

learned the detailing of elegant English country houses before he joined

His talents as a draftsman and a realizer of Durham's

creativity,

only through the spoken word, were acknowledged by

was

without

Although evidence has not yet been found, Spencer was said

obtaining a degree.^*

to

left

the true design force of the

Durham

&

all

Durham. ^^

conveyed usually

who knew

Spence

him.

Irvine firm until his untimely death

following cataract surgery in 1971.*°

^'File for

DHN

55.

A

sheet filled out

by Spencer on March

6, 1946, titled "Personnel

Index" for

was then working for Walter K. Durham at 1713
Rittenhouse Place, had an interest in the business, and had been employed there since 1927. He
described the firm as "architect, developing"; his involvement was listed as "designing, land plaiming,
and complete construction. " University of Pennsylvania Archives, file for Aaron Hostetter Spencer
the University of Pennsylvania, indicates that Spencer

'23.

'*Date of birth, parents, secondary education, and enrollment dates at the University of

Pennsylvania were made available from the matriculation cards of the Records Office, Graduate School

of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania.
''Sagendorph interview.

"Spencer died on

May

28, 1971, at the age of 69.

Lane, Bala Cynwyd, and was married to Denetta
sons, Jordan L. and Nicholas S. were

J.

According

Spencer,

named executors of

to his will,

he lived

who preceded him

his estate.

Will dated

at

in death.

May

338 Trevor
His two

18, 1956,

probated June 9, 1971 Book 296, p. 199; Montgomery County Court House, Norristown, PA, Register
of Wills, Estate No. 46-71-1153.
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In 1935

architect with

Frank Sagendorph joined the firm

whom

he wanted

to intern

after seeking

he worked full-time for Durham, and considered
life.

Combrucks

named David Tatman, who was

After graduation in 1937,

one of the happiest, rewarding

War

Durham

he served

in the

until 1948,

engineering

when he took over

Sagendorph was also apparently

his family's business.*^

responsible for bringing Carson

architect

it

During the Second World

corps in the Pacific, but returned to work with

Penn Metalworks,

out as the

while completing his Bachelor of

Architecture degree at the University of Pennsylvania.*'

experiences of his

Durham

in as

a draftsman for a few years.

gifted in detailing in the

An

manner of R.

Brognard Okie, also served the office."

As Durham and
and the homes shows

Irvine

worked with

their

that certain characteristics

and the natural environment

in

which they

the lavish greenery and streams of

built

team and

clients, a study

of the

and philosophies prevailed.

was always respected.

Nature

Durham

Lower Merion Township. He heeded

sites

loved

the lessons

of his architectural training and studied the topography, the views, the waterways,
trees,

and plantings

to carefully calculate driveways, street accesses,

and house

sites

while creating subdivisions.^ Large trees were carefully documented and structures

*'Frank Elijah Sagendorph

(b.

June 25, 1909)

is

a graduate of Episcopal

Princeton University class of 1931, where he majored in art history.

from the Graduate School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania

in

Academy and

1937 was officially converted

a Masters of Architecture in July, 1976.

'^Sagendorph interview.

«Ibid.

*^The

number of

optional development plans found in various files attest to the fact that

consideration of the land was a primary issue.
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the

His Bachelor of Architecture
to

positioned to avoid their destruction.*'

tested

by building temporary platforms

Sight lines from

to

determine correct foundation or floor

heights/* Privacy and quiet was always assured by
street or neighbor.

very closely with

among

As an

early

or second stories were

first

member of

maximum

Urban Land

the

this organization to maintain high-quality

setback from the

Institute,

development standards

fellow architects and developers of the time.*^

Durham's personal individualism was probably responsible
have each house he created maintain individuality of appearance or

The

Durham worked

earlier houses

distanced

Individualistic traits within a typology are thus

lots.

obvious than

were usually of two basic typologies and on

which were

later structures,

built

on smaller

immediately distinguishable from a neighboring building.
attributed to the desires of a client.

getting to

know

accommodate

Durham and

lots

for his desire to

artistic

expression.

large, widely

more

subtle

and had

to

and

less

be

Uniqueness was also

his staff spent a great deal of time

the lifestyles and living habits of the future occupants in order to

their desires.

number of drawers

Pride in solving particular requests, such as the exact

for linens, special ventilation in closets for riding clothes, or

"Robert Ochs, interview with the author, Radnor, January 23, 1992.

*Ibid.

''Durham's association with the Urban Land

and Alice Ward

in particular (Alice

Ward

Institute

was confirmed by many members of

interview with author, Narberth, January 18, 1992).

to their aimual meetings provided opportunities to travel as far as Hawaii.
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his firm

Trips

niches or spaces for special artifacts or collections brought about innovative
solutions/*

Distinguished workmanship, finely crafted woodwork, and aesthetically
pleasing results were goals of the team encouraged by the craftsman s

Durham

period.

succeed at

by using

this

produce the special elements or

results

his

own cabinetmakers and

he sought.

from

means

was using

to qucdity construction

He

his years at Girard College.

his

own

the

carpenters to

Additionally, he found no

restrictions in convention, rules, or traditions, but let high standards

prevail, probably an attribute

movement of

project

manager

and values
decided the best

to handle the

construction of his buildings~a concept that went against the ethical rules of the

American
salaried

Institute

by the firm

to serve as a general contractor.

subcontractors and oversaw their

Spencer worked closely with him
plans.

was

To

Ted Hudson was

of Architects.*'

work on

the firm's project manager,

He

negotiated with the

the different job sites.

to expedite

changes or additions

ensure that no unethical practices occurred and that

to specification

all

Durham and
in the original

construction

work

and appropriate standards, Durham hired Percival Sax, a non-

partisan engineer to provide weekly assessments of the construction progress.^"

problem arose, or changes had

to

be

made— even

if

If

a

only for aesthetic reasons—

'^Many stories have been recounted regarding such requests. A documented illustration is provided
by the Henry Breyer, Jr., "Mug Room" described in "Adding a Family Room Gave this House
Adequate Play Space," House

"See Chapter

Two

&

Garden (August 1954): 50-51.

for an additional discussion of this.

™Sagendorph interview. This information was
found in various house

verified

files.
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by reports from Percival Sax, the engineer,

Durham

&

Irvine

would usually absorb the

took great pride in the

final

loss

and make the

alterations.

product and always strove for the client's

Durham

total

satisfaction.^'

The
the First

interests in

Americana, colonial architecture, and nationalism triggered by

World War and

interests in craft

the Sesquicentennial clearly aroused

Durham's personal

and antiquities and brought about the reuse of salvagable building

materials such as bricks, paving blocks, statuary, doors, mantles, marble, roof

stone, beams, hardware, and the like in his

constructed

to

home

new

buildings.

On

tile,

the outside, a newly

designed to replicate an 18th-century Pennsylvania farmhouse was

appear antique, not new.

The

inside,

however, would be finely and elegantly

fitted

with contemporary needs, yet often incorporate archaeological building elements.
perfect this sense of the past and

instill it in his staff,

To

Durham might spontaneously

close the office and take his team "up country" to study and photograph old

buildings. ^^

collected

The person who

was a general foreman, Aquilino Brunone, who commenced working

He

Durham

in 1930.

home

134 Maplehill Road.

at

assisted in maintaining the building elements that

stayed with the firm and family until the sale of the

current owners of the former

Today, he

Durham

^'Richard Durham's family shared with
the years.

They were

all

laudatory of the

still

were
for

Durham

works part-time as a gardener for the

property.

me

a file of letters

homes he had

built.

Durham had

received from clients over
Someone, perhaps Durham, had labeled

the file "Fanfare Letters.

^-Sagendorph interview and Charles Roach interview with the author, Gladwyne, February 17,
1992.

Roach

stated that

Durham was

the only person he ever

Thursday.
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knew who would

close his office

on a

In 1936 the

Durham

&

Square, a location that served

to

war

in 1942,

Durham's

and

moved

Irvine firm

Durham

until

their offices to

1945.

James

Irvine,

this essentially terminated the partnership.^^

office staff during this year, however,

was

1713 Rittenhouse

however, was called

A new

addition to

his secretary, Alice

Ward.

She

complemented Alma Evenson, of Rutledge, Delaware County, the accountant and
bookkeeper whose precise methods are demonstrated

Durham

maintained for

until her retirement in 1960.^''

development practices of the firm

Ward worked

with

further assisted

Durham

him from

between Durham and

By

the time

is

all

and knew

''

clients

until his death.

Philadelphia after his death.

James Irvine was

in the

files

in

1975, and

She was the link

their idiosyncrasies well.

of Durham's architectural

Ward was

also

were transmitted

to

^^

called to war,

established architect and builder on the

drawn

Evenson's involvement

of his office in Ardmore

Gladwyne home

his clients

account books she

described further in the following chapter.

until the closing

his

instrumental in making sure

The Athenaeum of

in the detailed

Durham had become an

Main Line of

Philadelphia.

His reputation had

of the highest caliber, both socially and financially, including such

December 6, 1968, announcing his
Navy pilot in World War I and a lieutenant colonel in the Air
India-Burma Theater in World War II. After returning from the War, Irvine become

According

to Irvine's obituary in the Philadelphia Inquirer,

death on December 4, Irvine was a

Force

in the

president of Pak-Rapid Inc., a packaging firm in West Conshohocken.

He

maintained a residence in

Coconut Grove, Florida as well as his home, "Snug Valley," at 876 Brower Road, Wayne. He was
survived by his wife Gertrude Winter and a sister, Mary Agnes Irvine of South Cape Code,
Massachusetts. The University of Pennsylvania Archives file on Irvine contains obituaries from the
Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Bulletin, and the Suburban and Wayne Times.
'''Alice Ward, interview with the author, Narberth, PA, January
books are currently available at AP.

"Ibid.
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18, 1992.

Durham's account

names

as Annenberg, Cadwalader, Dorrance,

needed no further help

handling real estate and financing.

in

of the following members

Frank Sagendorph,

Alma Evenson,

Ted Hudson,

architect;

His office

Durham

staff consisted

project manager, Al Brunone, foreman,

accountant, and Alice Ward, secretary.

When

a need for additional

from the University of Pennsylvania or Drexel

were called upon.

The firm of Walter K. Durham,
of James Irvine.

By 1946

Street, Philadelphia.

of

others.

Aaron Spencer, head draftman;

in addition to himself:

architectural assistance arose, students

Institute

Pew, Warburton, and

real estate for his

show

own

use.

at

home (DHN

was established

that the office

Nearly simultaneously

of 8.02 acres of property
built a family

records

Architect,

On August

had moved

after the departure

to

Durham purchased two

1600 Latimer

significant pieces

27, 1946, he and his wife took possession

134 Maplehill Road

in

Gladwyne.

Durham designed and

240) with numerous outbuildings to accommodate his

hobbies and expanding business.^*

During a three-year construction period for

this

house, the family resided at rental property of Joseph Wainwright at 208 Righters

Mill Road, Gladwyne, and in another

Less than a year
at

later,

on July

15, 1947,

124 Sibley Avenue, Ardmore,

"Deed Book

home on County Line Road,

to

Durham purchased

be used by

1816, p. 287, Register of Deeds,

Villanova.^^

a lot with a town house

his architectural firm.^*

Montgomery County Court House, Norristown, PA.

"Richard Durham interview.

™Deed of July 15, 1947 between James and Kathryn B. Hawkin and Walter and Margaret Durham,
Deed Book 1848, p. 344, Register of Deeds, Montgomery County Court House, Norristown, PA. A
Deed of Correction for Property filed on July 12, 1950, involving Joseph and Mary Mandes, Deed
Book 2098, p. 49, is also related to this site.
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Durham's home

Gladwyne and

in

his offices in

building philosophy and his architectural practice.

Ardmore epitomized

The design of

his

home

his

reflects a

playful treatment of a three-story, Pennsylvania pre-revolutionary house with a

neighboring smoke house (see Fig. 6.3 and Fig. App. 11.2 and the

this

property in Appendix 11).

full

description of

Stone for the structure was quarried from land

southeast of the house, and most interior building elements were recycled from houses

that

had been demolished

wood

in Philadelphia.^'

Richard

Durham

explained that the

paneling was rescued from a house on Second or Third Street in Center City

where General
Philadelphia. **"

Howe

had purportedly stayed during the British occupation of

Used brick

for the driveway

were

all

for the garden walls

brought from city demolition

burned Main Line church defines the gardens.*'
a fully paneled playhouse

fragments of cut stone,

and rectangular granite paving block

Durham

slate,

built

sites.

Altar

rail

from a

Today, only a chimney remains of

on the property for

his children.

Odd

concrete slabs, and cast-aside stone building pieces

allude to the fact that in the field north of the house, large sheds had once existed to

The

hold Durham's salvage warehouse.

structures are gone, but the residue provides

clues to the past use of the property.

The Durham boys
to college.

spent their teenage years in this

home

before they went off

Walter, Junior, graduated from Amherst College and became a consultant

"Richard Durham interview.
«»Ibid.

*'The railing was apparently from

St.

Catherine's Church in
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Wayne

(Alice

Ward

interview).

He

for Alexander Proudfoot of Massachusetts.

The Durham's youngest

1987.*^

taught at Oakland

son, Benjamin, graduated

New

Academy,

York, and

at the

being stricken with Hodgkins disease, he died

Both sons are buried

in the

at

nurse.

from Hobart and then

Phelps School in Malvern.

in

Gladwyne with

Richard S. Durham, the surviving son, has been a teacher

Mawr

30,

After

age thirty-three on February 6, 1968.

Odd Fellows Cemetery

since 1958 and currently lives in Bryn

May

died at the age of sixty on

at

their parents.

Episcopal

Academy

with his second wife, Suzanne, a

*^

The business property

at

124 Sibley Avenue, Ardmore, contained a three-

town house and

story, stone, mansard-roofed

at least three additional outbuildings

backing on to the east side of the railroad tracks and adjacent to the Suburban Square

shopping center

in

Ardmore.

main building was

Initially the

rental apartments

and

work shops by Durham's

the smaller buildings at the rear were used as storage and

building crew.

In 1951

Durham moved

exact date of the

move

to the

least 1954, conversions

of the

offices established Walter

*•^Vaker

now

was married

his firm to

Ardmore
first

Durham

to Sallie

Roach

1606 Latimer

offices has not yet been established, but

floor space in the

as a resident

(d.

Street, Philadelphia.

October

1,

main building

Main Line

first

by

at

to architectural

Architect.

The

buildings

1986) and they had two children, Walter

living in Collegeville and Margaret St. John Harrell, in Strafford.

^'Richard Durham's

The

III,

Neither have any children.

wife was Beatrice P. Carpenter and they had two children:

Richard H.

Montgomery County who lives in Bryn Mawr with his wife and
daughter and Edith W. Durham, now married to Arnold Hynes and living in Massachusetts with one
Durham,

a deputy sheriff with

daughter.
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became bedecked with
and greenery.

sculpture, grill work, cornices, ornate entrance doors, trellises,

and garden from the

Visibility of the entrance court

buildings from the train provided a full-scale advertisement of

Today

with building elements of the past.

complex

is

Durham's

new

the building awaits

street £ind the rear

fascination

tenants, but the

only slightly altered after serving other businesses and architects (Fig. 3.1

and Fig. 3.2; see also Figs. 5.12 and

5.13).*''

Significant changes in personnel that occurred during the years after the

were the

Putnam Stowe

substitution of

for

Frank Sagendorph

of Robert Ochs as assistant to Ted Hudson
the

Montgomery School and completed

in

1955.

1948 and the addition

in

Stowe was educated

War

11.*^

Upon

his return in 1945,

in architectural engineering courses at the University

of Pennsylvania and

With Durham's firm, Stowe was responsible for

Drexel for three years.

locally at

a year of architectural training at the

University of Virginia before serving in World

he enrolled

war

interior

detailing (electrical, plumbing, flooring) as well as landscape-based engineering.

When

Robert Ochs joined the firm as Hudson's assistant he had just graduated

from Williamson College

^"80016 aspects of

Sibley Ave., AP.
article,

A

in

Media, where he had been trained

Durham's changes

to this property

may be found

brief description of the property since

"Legacy of Walter Durham Lives

Thursday, March 26, 1992,

in

in drafting

in the

Durham

files

Durham's use was reported

Ardmore 'Green Countrie

Office',"

and

under 124

in a recent

Main Line Times,

p. 40.

*^Putnam Stowe shared information on his training and his association with
the author (Stowe interview).

Stowe was

February 15, 1992, before completion of
Thursday, February 18, 1993,

p. 32,

bom

in

Durham

personally with

Columbus Ohio on April 27, 1920 and died on

this thesis.

His obituary appeared

in the

Main Line

Times,

and Philadelphia Inquirer, Thursday, February 18, 1993, F9.
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Fig. 3.

1

West entrance facade and gardens of main building at 124 Sibley Avenue,
office of Walter K. Durham. Photo 1992.

Ardmore. the former

81

Fig. 3.2

East entrance of rear building

at

124 Sihiey Ave., Ardmore.

shop of the Walter K. Durham office complex.

building technology.'*''

He worked

Hudson departed, became

with Hudson for ten years, and then

the project

manager

for

Durham.

everything he knows to what he learned from working with

firm in 1973.

Today Ochs heads

interest, quality,

Over

The cabinetry

Photo 1992.

Ochs

when

attributes

Durham

a construction enterprise with the

until

he

left

the

same personal

and exactitude as he did under Durhain.

the years,

and Aaron Spencer

many

other young architects

came

to learn the architect's trade in their

to apprentice with

suburban office.

Durham

Two who

have been identified from the 1960s are Frederick Bissinger and Donna Deasy, both

""^Robert

Ochs shared information on

his traming

and his a.ssociation with Durham directly with the

author (Ochs interview).
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now

practicing in the

Main Line

area.

The focus of development and
World War

differed considerably from the practice of

availability in the suburbs

and new family

lifestyles

had begun

The premium on

caused different space needs.

lots

tracts

land meant

when

and houses diminished

became popular

living concepts of

articles

rooms

In

Second

Land

Irvine.

had changed,

Lower Merion, many of

Gladwyne, and Haverford had been developed.

smaller tracts

became available

the price

Compact designs

in size accordingly.

for servants or chauffers

were incorporated

was high

for smaller

were eliminated.

into the designs.

on Durham's houses document

contemporary housing

styles. ^^

Modem

Numerous popular

methods for staying abreast of

his

Formality and tradition were put aside for ease of

At the same time, typologies became

living both inside

and outside.

Durham emulated

a regional type

vernacular.

&

after the

open space, family rooms, entertainment areas, or special features

for parents or children

magazine

as

Durham

to diminish, architectural tastes

the largest tracts of land in Villanova,

and

Durham's firm

construction by

it

was

international

less rigid.

If

now, rather than American

Carribean colors, British Regancy motifs, French mansard roofs, and

modernism came

into play.

typology and

bred eclectic designs.^*

this

Compact developments

necessitated a greater variation in

Workmanship and

materials

became more

*^Samples titles of these articles from House & Garden are: "Large Living in Small Space: This
House Meets Changing Family Needs," "Small and New, This Georgian House Fits Today's Way of
Living," "The 1953 Transitional House Combines the Best of Past and Present. A Romantic Colonial
House Opens Out to a Modem Walled-in Patio. " See the bibliography for full citations and Chapter
Six for a discussion of these houses.

**Examples of Durham's architecture from

developments of the Wheeler

this

period can be represented by

homes

built

on

(Caversham Road, Colebrook Lane, Potts Lane), the Phillips tract
(Brynllawn Road and Red Rose Lane), and the Windsor tract, Windsor Lane (see Appendix 5 for
tract
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n

V

I,

'.I-

routine as labor costs for artisanry and craftsmanship escalated.

Cement or cinder

block construction with stucco surfaces often substituted for stone exteriors, and
wallboard and stock moldings were conventional.
In the 1960s, as the high-quality, single-family suburban housing market

diminished,

Durham saw a

commercial enterprises.
are a small one in

potential for multi-family dwellings, shopping malls,

Two

Gladwyne

local shopping centers representing

at

efforts

Youngsford and Righters Mill Road and a large

complex of Georgian-designed brick buildings on Henry Avenue
the

Durham's

and

Andorra Shopping Center.*' His expertise

in

in

Roxborough

called

developing small or large tracts

brought him transactions and commissions from as far as Hawaii and Helsinki,
Finland, but the drawings of these projects have not been studied.

exuberant individualism

is

Durham's

seen in his later structures— either residences or commercial

buildings— when client tastes were

whim,

Finally,

less influenced

by

playful ideas, and the eclectic use of old and

modes were combined within one

structure,

tradition or style.

new

Creativity,

materials in contemporary

though sometimes not with success either

specific street addresses).

in the Durham files at AP. Those for Gladwyne have
The series of two-story Gladwyne shops that form a comer complex on the west
of Youngsford Road are beige stucco with tall chimneys and a roof surface of large stones. The

^'Plans for the

Andorra Center may be found

not yet been noted.
side

stone roof appears to have been less than successful, as a portion has

The Philadelphia
in

Inquirer obituary on

Carmel, California.

Durham

states that

now been

replaced by shingles.

he had been involved with a shopping center

While no record of Durham's involvement

substantiated through the Carmel Plaiming Office during a visit in

in this

community could be

November 1990,

a two-story

shopping complex there of beige stucco with large lanterns has an appreciable similarity to the
Gladwyne shops. Durham probably had some interaction with architects working on this project
Carmel.
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in

A

aesthetically or practically.'"

review of Durham's

last

achievements shows that

often mass, scale, and proportion are lost as less familiar design motifs were

incorporated together.

Durham and

Spencer, his head draftsman, were clearly at their

best working with revival designs and traditional materials.

Alumni Association of Girard College of Philadelphia presented an

In 1969 the

Award of Merit

The

Walter K. Durham, Class of 1914.

to

summary of

periodical provides a brief but rather naive

his

tribute published in their

achievements as an

architect:

Take an
styles all

architect with the intriguing experience of studying

over the world, the

projects, interests,

warm

understanding of integrating

and desires and the knack of blending these
setting, and you have a builder of
Walter K. Durham, '14, who will

harmoniously into a pre-determined

homes. Such an individual
receive a 1969 Award of Merit.
fine

The

fashionable

is

Main Line

is

a show place for Mr. Durham's

custom-built homes, where over the past 45 years millions of dollars

worth of private residences have been constructed. His popularity as
an architect has never diminished because he has a philosophy of design
which does not allow for stereotype building. His homes are
contemporary to the time they are built. They also have an exciting

and charming aura influenced by the personality of the client.
Mr. and Mrs. Durham are nearing their 50th Wedding
Anniversary. Sharing a common interest in gardening, it is Mrs.
Durham who has the "green thumb" and her gardens have been on the
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Tour list for years. Mr. Durham's
forte is antiques and this includes everything from furniture to fine
prints.

Mr. Durham

'"DHN

398, at 521

is

New Gulph

arched plywood entrance portico.

as solid,

warm, and

as hospitable as his

famous

ums on top of posts for an
Durham had purchased these in

Road, Brjn Mawr, combines cement

Mrs. Clarence Lewis reported

New

that

Jersey as something unique, and decided to incorporate them in the house he was building for her.
Apparently the quality of the plywood used for the archway was not adequate, and during a storm it all

blew apart and had

to

be repaired (Lewis interview).
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He

homes.

is

This award was not only accurate

May

years later, in

Durham's firm

in

"Spence" was the

at

at

who had

man who

Thus,

in

One

year

later, after

Gladwyne

working with
its

Durham

put on paper what

age of 75.

1974 Durham sold his offices

more than

custom houses on the Main Line, Durham took down

the

started

124 Sibley Avenue and moved into a small office around the

125 Coulter Avenue.

materials into his

but timely, because two

lost his strongest partner at the

he retired from his practice.

and carpentry shop

comer

Merit.'*

1927 and provided the academic design expertise throughout

wanted created; Durham had suddenly
later

in its description,

1971, Aaron Hostetter Spencer,

existence, died unexpectedly.

Four years

Award of

a worthy choice for the Alumni

home

at

134 Maplehill Road.

property, where Margaret

fifty

his shingle

The Durhams

Durham devoted

years of building

and moved

his

lived out their lives

on

herself to gardening and

horticulture and Walter pursued a written manuscript on architecture and land use.

Eventually

Durham

decided to

sell his

remaining building materials.

hardware and metal collections polished and repaired and hosted a

He

He had

local auction.'^

apparently was not saddened by the occasion, but enjoyed seeing the public

acquire his collection while he profited.

doleroux and experienced a heart attack.

In his last years he suffered

A

from

award was made

in a letter of

Girard College to Patricia Wright,
'^Charles and

Peggy Roach

tic

second heart attack caused his death on

"Published in the Girard College alumni periodical, Steel and Garnet 4 (Fall 1969),
this

his

3.
Mention of
September 21, 1983 from Edith Feld, Assistant to the President,

AP (Durham

biographical

interview.

86

file,

AP).

May

26, 1978, at his

home

at the

age of 82.'^ Services were held

at St.

Episcopal Church, Havertown, where the family had been members.
the township

was more than 235 custom

built or altered residences,

George's

His legacy to

many

located on

significant tracts of land that remain unaltered today.

Margaret continued

Bryn

Mawr

to live at their

Terrace nursing home.

The Maplehill Road property was
$760,000
in

at

an auction

1995 have thus

Maplehill

Road

1936 and 1962.

home

Deed

restrictions

far protected the acreage

It is

homes

she was

built

at the

Durham's

on the land

moved

age of

will. It

to

89.''*

brought

that are reviewable

from subdivision. Today the south end of

and designed by Durham's firm between

a unique complex of properties that represents samples of his

architectural achievements within a lifetime (see

Durham were published
Main Line Times on June 1, 1978, p.

'^Obituaries for
in the

when

She died on January 30, 1988

sold in accordance with

in 1987.'^

contains six

until 1986,

Appendix

2,

in the Philadelphia Inquirer

54.

Both

Maplehill Road).

on

May

30, 1978, p.

articles state incorrectly that

Durham

7C and

attended

the University of Pennsylvania.

**

According to her tombstone

Durham was bom on August
'^Durham's will of March

in

Odd Fellows Cemetery, Gladwyne, Margaret Emma

Prizer

24, 1898.

7, 1967,

with a codicil of June

authorizes Provident National Bank Trustee, under

proceeds of Durham's estate to various family

1,

1973, probated June 2, 1978,

Deed of Trust of

trusts

the

and beneficiaries.

County Court House, Norriston, PA, Estate No. 46-78-1289.
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same

date, to administer the

Register of Wills,

Montgomery

Chapter Four

DURHAM &

The

first

Quaker

IRVINE DEVELOPMENTS

settlers laid

to Philadelphia in 1682 (see

Maps

claim to Merioneth in the Welsh Tract adjacent

1-2).'

By

1930, nearly 250 years later, this 23.64

known

as

Lower Merion Township experienced

settlement of citizens in

its

history.

square mile area

Population

statistics

census show the rapid escalation after 1910, resulting

the largest

new

from the United States

in the large increase seen

by

1930.'

'The Welsh Tract was to be a barony, where Welsh traditions could be preserved.
arrived in 1682 under the leadership of

Merion. For further details on the

and

Edward

initial

arrangements see Jean R. Soderlund,

the Founding of Pennsylvania, 1680-1684:

Forty Welshman

Jones, from Bala, Merionethshire, Wales, and settled in

A Documentary

et al., eds.,

History (Philadelphia:

William Penn
University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1983), 174. For recent research on the Welsh in Lower Merion see Gloria O. Becker,
"Mill Creek Valley: Architecture, Industry, and Social Change in a Welsh Tract Community, 1682-1800"

(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Peimsylvania, 1984).
totals were taken from A Plan for Lower Merion Township, Montgomery County Pennsylvania,
1937 (Ardmore, PA: Lower Merion Plaiming Commission, 1937), 34 and the population volumes
U.S. Bureau of the Census (usually volume 1, part A) listing the number of inhabitants by state,

^The
April,

of the

county, and township for the years 1940
are provided in the bibliography.

(p.

920), 1960 (pp. 40-28), and 1970 (pp. 40-38).

Full citations

Table

eleven minutes for those just across the city line (see

Map

Additionally, estate

3)."

land from wealthy 19th- and 20th-century industrialists became available for

development as the Depression,

owners or executors

to

taxes,

and a diminishing servant population caused

reduce acreage.^

Geographically Lower Merion Township has a natural boundary on the
northeast created by the Schuylkill River

(Map

Philadelphia, to the southwest Haverford

Township (Delaware County) and

The boundary

2).*

to the southeast is

to the

northwest, Radnor Township (Delaware County)-political lines that have not altered

since the 17th century.

separated by

The township can be divided

Montgomery Avenue (Map

Montgomery Avenue.

It

4).

into

two topographical sections

The most rugged

section

is

northeast of

consists of distinctive, scenic, hilly land along the

banks of

the Schuylkill with small streams that feed into Mill Creek, the main waterway within

Montgomery Avenue

the township.

The second

a

for railroad lines and highways, but including small tributaries that flow

flat

into

plain

fit

section lies south and southwest of

Cobbs Creek and south

"A Plan for

to the

Lower Merion Township,

Delaware River.

123.

as

Because of the topography.

In 1870, the Pennsylvania Railroad took over the earlier

Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad that had opened in

1

832 and ran

parallel to

Montgomery Avenue. This

system was part of what was known as the "Main Line of Public Works of Peimsylvania, " which had
established a transportation system from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh consisting of railways, canals, and

portages.
originates

The term "Main Line," now associated with the geographical area of Lower Merion, thus
from the name of the transportation system.

'The Pennsylvania Railroad had another influence on the

real estate

of Lower Merion.

In

1870 they

reserved or bought acres of property in the township to straighten the old Philadelphia and Columbia
line.

Once

the tracks

for personal estates to

were established, the remaindered property was sold
railroad executives such as Alexander Cassatt.

off,

sometimes

rail

in large tracts

*The Schuylkill (Schuil-Kil), meaning "Hidden River" in Dutch, was named by a Captain Hendricksen,
Dutchman, who sailed up the Delaware in 1616 but never saw the mouth of the Schuylkill because it was
hidden by low islands until his return downstream (A Plan for Lower Merion Township, 23).
a
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housing and commercial developments have coordinated most heavily with the

rail

and highway

In the

lines,

1920s, therefore,

that

became

it

bringing greater population density to the south and west.

was

the lush, wooded, scenic land north of

Montgomery Avenue

the focus of subdivision and residential construction for developers and

architects of the time.

Control of land subdivision or development in the township was negligible in

Lower Merion became

the early decades of the century.

in

1784 and was declared a First Class Township

required a plan for

all streets

and

legislation of 1917, stating that all

alleys.

part of

in 1900.

Montgomery County

This status merely

Regulatory power was not provided until

mapping of

streets

had

to

be approved by a Board

of Commissioners.^ After various revisions, a new First Class Township

Law

of

1931 provided power to create a Planning Commission to approve subdivision plots.*

The Board of Commissioners
great,

March

in

Lower Merion apparently considered

and signed an amendment on

May

the

power too

31, 1933 repealing certain sections.'

21, 1934, through outgrowth of citizen interest in town planning, a

ordinance of the township created a Planning Commission.
strength

was Ordinance No. 360

any road,

street,

that required

Initially their

On

new

only

a permit to "construct, open or dedicate

lane or alley, or any drainage facilities in connection therewith, for

'John A. Bailey, "The Control of Land Subdivision in First Class Townships in Pennsylvania with
Specific

Reference

to

Lower Merion Township, Montgomery County" (Master of Government

Administration thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1949), 36.

^Bailey,

"The Control of Land Subdivision," 37.

'Bailey,

"The Control of Land Subdivision," 38.
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public use or travel."'"

In actuality, the

main regulatory process was called

"Regulations by Persuasion" or a gentleman's agreement that was defined in

for Lower Merion Township of 1937:

any phase of design and
was, that

if

.... may be used

"Persuasion

its possibilities

are unlimited.""

A

Plan

to influence

Apparently the theory

a builder requested permission to construct any accessway or drainage

system that affected the public, the Building Department would have a chance to look
at the

development plans.

If the supervisor did not feel the plan

was appropriate,

persuasion and suggestion to improve the design was the force considered
effective than legislation.'^

even

this control,

A

Private roads, of course, presented a

and some were

built

and

still

zoning ordinance was not adopted

in the

frontage, rear, and side yard requirements for an

subdivision

was

By 1937

the

left entirely in the

township

until

districts

to

March

16, 1927.

evade

with specific

"A" residence (single-family

Commissioners admitted

that "In the past, land

hands of the real estate developer with often good

'"Ordinance No. 360 of the Township Code as stated in

"i4

method

remain private.

Ordinance No. 244 established five classes of residential

detached dwelling). '^

more

A

Plan for Lower Merion Township, 97.

Plan for Lower Merion Township, 97.

'^Ibid.

''Ibid.,

101,

102.

Lower Merion Zoning Ordinance No. 244 of March

16,

1927, provides the

summarized here
was not to exceed 20 % of the lot area; front yard was to
be at least forty feet; the aggregate width of the two side yards was to be thirty feet, but with neither side
yard less than ten feet wide; the rear yard had to be at least twenty-five feet. A copy of the Ordinance is
available in the Lower Merion Township Department of Building Regulations and Permits, Ardmore, PA.
following basic requirements for a "A" residence on pages 5 and 6.

without various

listed exceptions:

building area
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TTiey are merely

Simultaneously they were aware of the importance of

but sometimes bad results."'"
quality development:

real estate

"...

experience throughout the country has shown that the

development which

is

most attractive and generally desirable to the

prospective buyer and the community at large

is

also the

most successful from the

To produce good

financial standpoint of the developer."'^

results, the

Commission compiled a booklet "The Development of Real Estate
Township," which was made available

Thus

it

was

that

when Durham

Lower Merion Township
were

restrictions

after

&

Lower Merion

1936.'*

Irvine initiated their land prospecting in

had virtual freedom of subdivision and design;

in 1926, they

negligible.

May,

in

Planning

Only the gentle Quaker

ethic of persuasion regulated

roads and sewage lines or overruled the

minimum

dwellings to create larger

Lower Merion Township depended upon

ethics

lots.

Clearly,

and ideals of the developer as well as the

landowner

to provide quality

yard setbacks for single family

class, wealth,

development and architecture.

standards were understood and expected at the time.

that "the general welfare is not served

four to five houses to the acre."'^

As

by an 'A'

and values of the

These unwritten

was assumed

community developers would abide by a two,

areas of the

and

It

the

that in certain

three, or five acre plot size

district classification that

the decades progressed and

permits

American society

'"Ibid., 97.

'%id., 98.

'*Ibid.

'^A

A

copy of

this

booklet has not yet been located.

Plan for Lower Merion Township, 103. This statement was made as part of a recommendation for
district to a minimum lot area of one acre.

higher zoning classification in the "A"
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became more mobile,
social consciousness

past traditions and values lessened.

among

Committee, who claimed

land developers

By 1939

the absence of

was noted by the National Resource

that

most developers emphasize sales appeal, particularly those details
which other developers cannot match. The developer ignores the
future, his competitors ignore it, and buyers do not understand it;
consequently, large segments of

new

construction are not being

adequately planned and are likely to grow into slums as happened in the
past.'*

Durham

Fortunately for Lx)wer Merion,

community

that they

&

Irvine

were residents of the

were developing. Furthermore, they had taken on the role of

"gentlemen architects and developers."

They respected

the land, understood the

values and desires of their wealthy patrons, and built sympathetically with traditional,
vernacular, regional

brought about

modes and

materials of the past.

This combination of elements

tasteful subdivision practices using large acreage for architectural

structures that maintained their identity but blended into the natural beauty of the

landscape.

The

goals of land subdivision in the 1930s were broad:

creation of sites for

building that would ensure the best urban development, good financial investment,

and

fully realize the requirements for

fulfilled these standards

modem

without question.

urban living.'^

Durham

&

Irvine

Irvine masterminded the procurement.

'^Bailey, "The Control of Land Subdivision," 4. This quote summarizes material taken from Urban
Planning and Land Policies, Supplementary Report of the Urbanism Committee, vol. 2, 1939, pp. 114-15
cited in footnote 9 on page 4 of Bailey.

"American Society of Civil Engineers, Land Subdivision (American Society of Civil Engineers, 1939),
Land Subdivision," 1, and footnote 1.

as listed in Bailey, "The Control of
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Durham and

his architects designed the house,

and

his construction

built the

Typically, large tracts were purchased and broken into smaller parcels.

structure.

The acreage per house was

usually always

house was individualized by

site,

more than

the zoning

minimum, and every

typology, and interior detailing, eliminating the

These

"cookie-cutter" concept of routine, unimaginative developments.

endeared

team

Durham and

his architecture to the clients of the

traits

Main Line during

his

lifetime; they also retain the popularity of his houses today.

No

special formula for financing

found, but

it

methods used by Durham

was

who among

available and

construction.

the wealthy

designed residence.

their firm

it

men

was seeking property

to

know when

for residential

Their clientele was thus predetermined, and most property was

purchased with a prospective owner

Financially

Irvine has been

appears that personal and social contacts through the Merion Cricket

Club, the Racquet Club, and business associations enabled both
land

&

in

mind who contracted

for a

Durham custom-

Turn-around time was short and production was

appears that

Durham

&

were able

Irvine

to maintain

because they rarely purchased an entire development

efficient.

an equilibrium

tract outright.

Instead, they subdivided a tract on paper, negotiated with potential purchasers,

had the new owner buy directly from the original grantor.

&

Irvine played middle

men

less often than

This meant that

one would have anticipated.

and

Durham

Durham's

account books record expenses for each property, and sometimes "land,"

"mortgage," or "real estate commission" are included
costs.

A

full analysis

of

Durham

&

in addition to construction

Irvine's financial affairs remains to
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in

been

undertaken, but from hearsay, high profit was not the goal.

Advertisements, real

was also not the norm;

estate listings, or speculative construction

(Two

contacts and a quality product reinforced business.^"

instead, personal

speculative houses from

1959 apparently became the laugh of the firm, thus not every design was an instant
success.^')

A

survey of property deeds shows four basic transaction processes were

employed by the firm following subdivision
by a survey of the

When

possible, the

tracts

diminished

full

development

main

tract

tract

into parcels of three acres or

sale to the

new

commission

to

subsequent sale to a

^Durham
realtors.

Times

directly

Durham

followed); purchase by

Line

purchase by "Durham

from the grantor based on Durham

for architectural services

Durham

client;

Attempts to find

alone, or by

purchase by

himself apparently had a

in the 1950's

(as

&

Irvine" followed

property owner, usually before construction of the house; purchase

by the property owner
(the

more

maximum). Each parcel was negotiated

individually by one of these four methods:

by

Subdivision was usually preceded

by Milton R. Yerkes, C.E. of Bryn Mawr.

was divided

in size, so did this

plains.

and sometimes

Durham and

Irvine's plan

real estate

his wife, followed

Alma Evenson, Durham's

real estate license, thus

&

accountant.

he did not need the services of other Main

listings for his firm or properties in the real estate section

proved negative.

Business

Line also carried no mention of Durham

lists

& Irvine.

by

of the Main Line

of architects in Philadelphia and those on the Main

(Sources consulted were:

The Philadelphia Classified

Lower Merion Township
The firm was prominent and

Business Directory [Philadelphia: Philadelphia Directory Co., 1940], 14-15, and
Civic

Handbook and Business Guide [Ardmore: Main Line

stabile

and apparently saw no need

Printing, 1941].)

to advertise.

^'Two members of the firm, Alice Ward and Robert Ochs, remembered DHN 358 and 359 built in
at 1620 and 1624 Montgomery Avenue as speculative houses that did not sell immediately. Durham
apparently requested ongoing changes to the exteriors to attract potential buyers. (Alice Ward interview
with author, Narberth, January 18, 1992; Robert Ochs, interview with author, Radnor, January 23, 1992.)
1959
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followed by subsequent sale to a

and

structural integrity,

included

when

In meiny cases, to ensure land conservation

client.

deed and construction restrictions for the property were

the property

was

inclusion of such restrictions

transferred from a firm

by Durham

&

member

Irvine provided the

most effective

regulatory process for land protection and construction design and

significantly

The

The

to a client.

may have been

advanced for the time (see below).

railroad atlases of the

Main Line

often identify

Durham

&

Irvine's land

purchases after 1926, but because the atlases were published periodically, not

many

annually,

tracts that

have been noted as "Durham

Road, the Barr

Those larger

properties changed hands without ever being recorded.

tract,

and the Wheeler

&

Irvine"

estate. ^^

on published maps are

at

Mt.

Moro

Individual property deeds and

published real estate transactions provide further documentation of the firms holdings,

trzmsfers,

and construction.^^

(formerly

known

Yerkes Associates, surveyors

in

Bryn

as Milton Yerkes), a firm that has served the township for decades,

provided access to other surveys completed for
resources, in conjunction with the

Durham

Lower Merion

&

Irvine.^"

street addresses, a

table of developed tracts has been compiled as Table 4.2, below.

^The Barr

Mawr

tract is identified

on the Franklin Atlas 1933, the Wheeler

estate

Using these
chronological

These

and Mt.

tracts,

Moro

may

tract in the

Franklin Atlas 1937, plates 16 and 23 respectively.

^Three published real estate transactions regarding land of the former Griscom estate have been clipped
from an unidentified newspaper and glued onto plate 9 of the Bromley Atlas 1926, located in the Gladwyne
Library. They all indicate a sales agent for the property other than Durham & Irvine was involved. One
citation states that the

Edward
^I

E.

am

CuUen,

Jr."

house "has been solde by Durham

&

Irvine, builders through F. P.

This house has been identified as 401 Mulberry Lane,

particulary grateful to William

in accessing the relevant surveys

Wermuth of Yerkes

and making copies for me.
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Associates, Bryn

DHN

Carter, to

5.

Mawr,

for his assistance

be located on

Map

5 by using the names in bold face type.

are involved and appear within fifteen circles on the

combined
times.

in one).

Some

These have been

estates

were

identified

initially

by a

Sixteen different estates

map (Evans and

Cassatt are

subdivided and developed at different

letter "a"

or "b."

the area north of

Montgomery Avenue,

the

more

scenic and unpopulated portion of

the township; of the nineteen development periods listed, fourteen

to

1945 or the end of World

new

tracts

Some were

lots

intentional:

the

initiated prior

between 1952 and 1966, only three completely

early subdivisions resulted in parcels that averaged

were smaller

larger (in Villanova and Gladwyne), others

Two

(Haverford and Bryn Mawr).

were

II;

Many

were developed.

three acres.

War

were

exceptions to this pattern, marked by asterisks,

Newbury and Glyntaff Company Houses, developed

using smedl

under special circumstances (see below).
Overall, the statistics

cannibalize the land for

show

maximum

that this

team of early developers did not

Instead,

profit.

by using large parcel

sizes for

high-quality, durable houses designed in classical modes, they protected the natural,

open landscape
significant

in the north

developments were

with Durham.

homes on spacious

practice

initiated

by 1945

in

Their most

conjunction with Irvine's tenure

After that date, land for development had begun to diminish, and cost,

availability of materials,

large

of the township for future generations.

and new housing
parcels.

what might be termed

On

styles precluded the construction

the whole, thereafter,

"in-fill"

development.^^

Durham was

The Durham

&

of such

forced to

Irvine team

^Two recent studies documenting Lower Merion estates and available land should be noted: Stephanie
A History and
Hetos Cocke, "The Gilded Age Estates of Lower Merion Township, Pennsylvania:
Cocke tracks the
Preservation Plan," (M.S. thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1987), and the TPL.
demise
Gilded

of twenty-one estates of one hundred acres or more that preexisted 1908 through 1948 ("The

Age

Estates," 35).

Five of these estates were subdivided by

Durham

&

Irvine.

She also

identifies

of five acres or more that remaiaed as of 1984 (Table 4, pp. 37-39). Lower Merion's TPL
contained one hundred parcels in 1990. This disparity in numbers appears to be from the sources used to
count the estates. Cocke used atlases because she was not trying to be comprehensive; the township relied
fifty-six estates

on

tax parcels for completeness.

In actuality, the

number of parcels of

not increased.
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five acres or

more has diminished,

was clever and proud, and they knew
quality of the

Glyntaff

Lower Merion

their clients, the market,

landscape.

Company houses and

Their unique handling of the

James Crosby Brown Estate

the

and the saleable

Newbury and

verifies their

development practices.

Newbury and Glyntaff Company Houses

Among Durham's
Houses" located

They were

in

drawings and building

Haverford

that

were two

were not counted among

his

sets

of

were

1-6 (only five

built).

Initially

a

"Company

numbered residences.

Newbury Company Houses No.

referred to separately as

Company Houses No.

lists

1-6

and Glyntaff

number of mysteries

surrounded their name, location, and existence, but gradually a rationale became
clear.

The

subdivision

the developments

to the

maps and

were on small

locations of the houses

pcU"cels

name "Company House" was

had worked with Durham and now

by

street address

near the Merion Cricket Club.

showed

The

final clue

shared by Frank Sagendorph, an architect

lives across

reputation of builders of custom-built

to

built, neither

he

Reportedly, to avoid damaging their

homes on sumptuous suburban

an associate by the name of Paul Saville

who

from the Newbury development.

Because these houses were smaller than the usual structure Durham
nor Irvine wanted to be associated with them.

that

land, they hired

handle and oversee the construction of the

homes. ^* By the standards of the time (1938-41), and place

(the

Main

Line), these

^Frank Sagendorph, interview with author, Haverford, December 8, 1991. This was verified further
in the Newbury Company House files that had "Newbury Company" letterhead but

by finding stationery
with the address

at

Durham

& Irvine's office.
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homes were considered

As

"tract housing.

"^^

small developments, these two actually typify

Each development was named

practice in miniature.

the property, which, in both cases

home on

B. Stephenson's

estate

house reused

was subdivided

Although

privacy and

is

built

on

Durham
of

lots

The

built.

1939 into seven parcels, with brick from the main

One
home

converted into the

less than

uniquely individual.

Edward

Only a garage was salvaged for

of the six new stmctures.^*^

in certain

stable of the estate that

7).^'

in

built at

acres belonging to Mrs.

conversion into a house (Glyntaff No. 5) and four new homes were

Newbury

name of W.

the

comer of Grays and Elbow Lane

comer of Booth and Glynwynne Lanes on 3.219

P. Flannery until subdivided in 1940-41.^'

house on

after the original estate

The "Glyntaff Houses" were

adjoining the fifty-four acre Cassatt estate.^^

the

architectural

"Newbury" was

was demolished.

a 2.4 acre plot at the

Durham's

The

lot retained the original

at 141

Gray's Lane (No.

an acre, each structure maintains a sense of
types

Durham used

in the

Newbury complex

^'Peggy Barclay of 151 Booth Lane, Haverford (Glyntaff Company House No. 3) related the story that
a

member of the Pew

family

who

"Remember

Pearl Harbor"

on a neighboring
Durham's rationale.

lived

as "tract housing," thus confirming

was carved

Whittacker, the architect working on the house for

^Franklin Atlas

I

wood

She also shared the information

into an historic mantel in her

the probable year of construction of the house as

carved these words into the

once referred to the Glyntaff development

estate,

1941.

home.

that the phrase

She assumed

this identified

Frank Sagendorph confirmed

Durham on

the day of the Pearl

that Charles

Harbor

attack,

had

as a memorial to the loss of life (Sagendorph interview).

1937, plate 13.

''Bromley Atlas 1926, plate 14.
'"Notes to this effect are found with Glyntaff

roof

tile

on

this

House No.

house was from the demolished Cassatt

3.

estate

Frank Sagendorph reported also

"Information kindly shared by Nancy Bregstein, present owner of

Company House No.
Subsequent

that the

house (Sagendorph interview).
this property.

A

file

for

Newbury

7 provides a dated drawing from January 17, 1939 labeled "Alteration to Stable."

to the date, the

drawing has been labeled "void drawing."
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include colonial (No.

1,

(No. 3 and 6, stone), and

and half-timber

No. 2 and No.

stone;

New

4, brick;)

British

Tudor or picturesque

Orleans (No. 5, painted brick), plus the original brick

stable conversion (see also

Chapter

6).

These small developments are

a pastiche of color, texture, and regional revival typologies that avoid the mass

production of typical developments disdained by architectural
as

critics

of the time, such

Lewis Mumford.^^

James Crosby Brown Estate
In contrast to the small

"Company House" developments,

of James Crosby Brown known as "Clifton Wynyates"

Ardmore) was the
(see

Appendix

largest acreage that

10, History of the

of the original land holdings

show

that

magnificent
State

site

Road on

hill

&

Gladwyne (formerly

Irvine undertook in

The

Maps

5-7).

time of Brown's sudden death on April

1,

1930,

with an elevation to 400' above sea level~a

along the north side of Mill Creek with a slope

the east."

Lower Merion

James Crosby Brown Estate, and Maps

at the

he owned an entire

Durham

in

the 192 acre estate

estate house, built in

timber sections by William Price (1861-1916) and

down

to

Conshohoken

1903 of masonry with half-

M. Hawley McLanahan (1865-

1929) as the "Dipple" for William C. Scott, looked east toward the Schuylkill in

'^For example, Lewis

Mumford, "Mass Production and

the

Modem

House," Architectural Record 67

(January and February 1930): 13-20 and 110-116.

''The

full

holding of James Crosby Brown's property before his death

Atlas 1926, plates 8 and 17.
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may be

seen in the Bromley

baronial, English Gothic splendor. ''*

Brown's purchase
chapel.

A

large

in

It

was

altered

by the original

architects

1914 and included such luxuries as banquet and

bam, garage,

subsequent division of

this

in 1930.

(Durham

house into two properties

is

&

rooms and a

and several mill workers

stables, small outbuildings,

houses also existed on the property

ball

upon

Irvine alterations and

discussed further in Chapter 6

under the section "Remodeled Residential Structures.")
Deeds, maps, and documents show

that

between 1932 and 1945 Durham

&

Irvine collaborated with James Crosby Brown's brother and estate executor, Thatcher

Brown of New York

(Aurelia Gladys Brown, Crosby's wife

was a co-executor

her death on April 24, 1937), to subdivide the estate into large parcels.

until

Their

protective and collaborative agreements meant that any property sales incorporated

deed

restrictions.

These included a minimum

lot size

of three acres and building

restrictions limiting structures to residential use, a specific

locations of structures.

A

final restriction

was

the use of Walter K.

architect, or the approval of an alternate builder

by Durham

within a five-year period from the date of purchase.

approximately twenty large potential

tracts (see

number per

Map

Maps
6).^''

&

Durham

and

as

Irvine or the executors

dated 1934

By

size of lot,

show

1948, however, at

'"For information and illustrations on Price's design of the original Scott mansion see

George E.

of Men and of Buildings (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Pennsylvania, 1975), 81, 137, 370-372, Carl E. Doebley, Lower Merion A Portrait (Montgomery
County, PA: Lower Merion Historical Society, 1976), 53-54 and Town and Country (May 8, 1909).

Thomas, William

L. Price (1861-1916), Builder

map defining another subdivision plan was found in the Brown Estate file of Yerkes
Mawr, titled "Map of 'Clifton Wynyates' Property of the Estate of James Crosby Brown,
Lower Merion Township, Montgomery Co., PA, 1934: Durham & Irvine." In the same file is a larger
map (but in poor condition) of the estate showing alternate subdivision plans with many pencil inscriptions.
'^A small

Associates, Bryn
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least fourty-three parcels

Durham had

had been sold (see

built houses;

Map

7).'*

On

twenty-four parcels

on three he had altered or adapted pre-existing structures

(see Table 4.3).

Attempts were made
this estate,

who was

in

to

determine

how Durham

charge of the development, and

&

Irvine

how

became involved with

they arrived at their plan.

Discussions with members of the Brown family established that they had no

knowledge of the development process. ^^
loved the property and cherished
stabled for riding and hunting.

it

for

its

They agreed, however,
natural beauty

and

that the family

to enjoy the horses they

Crosby Brown's large financial holdings had been

drastically reduced in the stock market crash of 1929, leaving mainly property as his

principal asset. ^*

The

profitable dissolution of the estate

was

a critical step in

creating capital to establish trust funds for his second wife and their eight children.

Despite this need, the land was not plundered for profit by creating a high density

development with as many as four

to five

houses per acre, which technically would

''Franklin Atlas 1948, plate 19.

December 27, 1991. Allston Jenkins is
Germantown. Locke Brown, interview with the
widow of James Crosby Brown 111 (d. July 10,

^'Allston Jenkins, interview with the author, Philadelphia,

the stepson of James Crosby

Brown and

currently lives in

author, Radnor, January 12, 1992.

Locke Brown

1990), son of James Crosby Brown,

Jr.,

•'*The

$200,000;

James Crosby Brown
real estate at Mill

estate initially

M. Brown

the

New

York.

had personal property estimated

at

a value of upwards of

Creek Road, Ardmore, had an estimated value of $250,000 according

Petition of Executorship dated April 7,

brother, Thatcher

is

formerly of

to a

Brown and his
Montgomery County,

1930, signed by Brown's wife, Aurelia Gladys

(Estate No. 45459, microfiche 0-2, Register of Wills,

Court House, Norristown, PA). After the final inventory of his estate made on July 14, 1941, tax records
show that he owned 192 acres in Lower Merion with a fair market value of $600,000. The gross value
of his estate reached $1,465,374 but the net

No. 45459,

estate for tax

ibid.).
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purposes was $366,372 (IRS tax forms. Estate

have been allowed under zoning regulations of the time.^'

The

why

question of

theorized, not answered.

and slope of the

hill,

a three-acre

First,

lot

became the magic minimum can only be

geographically and topographically, the ruggedness

the bed of Mill Creek, and other smaller waterways on the

property precluded portions of the land from development, necessitating larger lots
than the zoned

minimum. Second, Durham

&

Irvine had already subdivided and built

successfully on Villanova tracts in the three-acre proportion; a prototype

was thus

Third, the family's appreciation of the land and

Durham

available for marketing.

Irvine's respect for the property in addition to their understanding of

Main Line

&

taste,

created a gentleman's agreement to establish spacious lots that afforded privacy, open

space, and the

image of a prosperous landowner of a suburban

estate.

Anything

less

than three acres would have demeaned the property values and cheapened the land

surrounding the original estate house.

One

letter

found

& Irvine not only
agreement:
years

Durham's "Fanfare"

commends

"May

I

say that

Brown

it

Brown

from Thatcher Brown

to

Durham

has been a pleasure to deal with your firm during the

out this difficult real estate problem for

then states that as soon as a final

Plan for Lower Merion Township, 103.

fi"om the sale of the

file

the firm on their success, but also mentions a specific

when you have been working

brother's estate?"''"

"/4

in

No

attempt has been

payment

made

is

my

made

the

to determine the profit

made

acreage for the estate, though by checking each deed or the estate records

The question also arises as to what percentage Durham &
The account for DHN 201 at 901 Mill Creek Road indicates that
the construction cost was $27,034.87, the land cost $2303.57 and the real estate commission was $1875.
The total cost of house and property amounted to $33,577.58.
maintained by the bank

this

might be

feasible.

Irvine received for handling the sales.

'"Letter

Durham

from Thatcher Brown to Durham & Irvine,
of Richard Durham, Bryn Mawr).

in possession
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May

17,

1944 ("Fanfare"

file

of Walter K.

"agreement between your firm, the Estate of James Crosby Brown, and the Estate of
Aurelia Gladys Brown, dated December 23, 1942 and expiring December 30, 1945,
will

While

be canceled.'""

show a

the deeds

full details

of

this

agreement have not been established,

strong desire to protect the land as well as gain profit using the

methods defined below.

As

in other

and then sold

Durham

The

lot

Three types of

They

deed.'*^

was

Irvine developments, property

from the

directly

through Durham, Irvine, or
owner.''^

&

estate to the

Alma Evenson,

restrictions

were

new owner. Sometimes

properties went

before transferral to the ultimate

typically

added for the

dealt with lot usage, placement of outbuildings,

to

was subdivided on paper

be used exclusively for private

final grantee's

and approval of plans.

residential purposes; only

one private

detached residence for occupancy by a single family with necessary outbuildings was
allowed.

Outbuildings were to be located one hundred feet from property lines, and

any construction or improvements on the property within
approved by Durham

'"Ibid.

This

&

letter also

Irvine or the trustees of the

five years

had to be

James Crosby Brown

mentions a Mr. Drinker of Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.

Estate.

who was handling
Durham & Irvine

the real estate transactions for the estate. If one wished to pursue this agreement between

and the executor, the

estate papers

might provide information.

No

attempt was

made

to access this

material.

•^This

was

established by checking the Grantor Indexes at the

Court House, Norristown, PA.
properties transferred from the

Montgomery County Register of Deeds,

Grantor Index 1920-1946, Volume B, F-J, pages 357-60

Brown

Estate to the different grantees.

lists all

The quick turnover of the

the

properties

can be followed by tracking the grantee as a grantor within the same period of time.
""Consistency of restrictions in the Brown Estate deeds were verified both through the Montgomery
County Register of Deeds, Court House, Norristown, or through copies maintained by the Planning
Department, Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, PA. The most complete deeds with full restrictions are
in

Norristown.
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The use of

restrictions

and the three acre

entire estate is confirmed through an

Restriction" that had to be

twenty-one acre

tract

later the

4, 1942.'"

A

year prior to

J.

Edward

acreage was transferred to

Ritter with the three-acre restriction.

Durham

lot

&

Irvine,

who

the contour of the

All initial deed holders of this

Durham

subdivided twenty-one acre tract signed the agreement cited above.''^

group of buildings as a subset of the

on the seven

1941.

DHN 204

lots

to

of

Three

subdivided the tract

number 201, which, because of

ground, could only be divided as 2.624 acres.

built

a

After the parcels had been sold, a waiver of the three-acre

had to be written for

treated this

this,

of the Brown estate on the east side of Righters Mill Road, Penn

into seven three-acre lots.

restriction

and other restrictions for the

"Agreement of Modification and Release of

drawn up on March

Valley, had been conveyed to

days

lot size

this tract

full

Brown

acreage, for the houses

were numbered 201-207 and were

207 may have been

built speculatively, for they

all started in

were give names

such as The Oaks, Sycamore House, The Rickets, and Catedpa House,
respectively.'**

A

review of

estate provides a

all

the structures built or modified

summary of

by Durham on the Brown

the firm's construction and design practice between

1933 and 1948 (Table 4.3).

''^"

Agreement of Modification and Release of Restriction," Deed Book 1452, pp. 290-298, Register of

Deeds, Montgomery County, Court House, Norristown, PA.
''^The properties involved were owned by Emory and Peyton
Agnes Morris, and Provident Mutual Life Insurance.

'^Information from

Durham AB

I

(DHN

22-223), AP.
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Burnett, Charles and Jacqueline Ernst,

porthole (see Fig.

Durham's

A

6.29).'*^

recent renovation to

original design, disqualifying this house

Three pre-existing structures on the

Brown

estate

house

(DHN

house on Mill Creek
Qualitatively

181)

many of

known

149 has destroyed

from association with Durham.

Durham merely

174), the garage

(DHN

finely detailed structures

estate

DHN

(DHN

adapted:

the

Crosby

212), and an 18th- or 19th-century

as the "Morris

House" (see Chapter

the houses built before 1940 are well designed

Those

worthy of the land they occupy.

after

1940

Six).

and
that

attempt to modernize the Pennsylvania farmhouse pattern become neither original nor
traditional, incorporate lesser quality materials,

Some have even been

design and construction.

and thus qualitatively are weaker

referred to as "tear downs"~structures

not worthy of the value of the land on which they were

every structure built by

worth preserving

is

Durham

&

Irvine

on the Brown

left

the township

is

sensitivity to the natural environment, the Mill

residents and the travelers

who

was

modeme
135).

that quality

The message

that this

development and

Creek Valley, and the

lot restriction

Durham

site lines

of the

per one residential

&

Irvine, Philadelphia,

May

10, 1934."

The

Specified finish

was

to

be a colored lime and cement wash

(file for

In 1991-92 alterations to the house added a three car garage to the east.

^The houses

at

775 Mill Creek

(DHN

186) and 901 Mill Creek

(DHN

201) were for sale for neady

DHN 201 was called a "tear down" by Charles Maiming, a contractor
Durham. DHN 186 was renovated in 1992, including replacement of the metal

a year.

roof,

home

version had a stone foundation, four inch brick veneer on the second floor, steel sash, and

a two car garage in the basement.

DHN

estate qualifies as a

originally designed as a square-cornered structure, according to a sketch enscribed

"Small Country House, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
final

Whether or not

use the roads of the Mill Creek corridor could be

accomplished by using a minimum three-acre

"'This house

built.'**

not the issue in this chapter, however.

team and the Brown family

in

The latter had been badly repointed and finally painted with multiple
The renovation brings the building back to the quality Durham would have wanted.

and restuccoing the stone.

layers of latex pamt.

who once worked with
window sash, a shingle
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dwelling.

These men must be credited with foresight and land conservancy goals

their subdivision

of the Brown

tract.

The measures they used over

have helped retain these 192 acres as undeveloped, wooded
Valley.

years ago

hillsides in the Mill

Today, only a few new houses blight the landscape, which

dependent upon a gentlemen's agreement

fifty

is

in

Creek

once again

deed restrictions and avoid

to retain the

subdivisions of these premiere tracts of three acres or more."*'

^The James Crosby Brown estate house,
by Price for Brown in 1914, was later

altered
at the

built in

The

north end and the main house to the south.

property of Eugene Houdry, a French chemist, for

(DHN

174).

latter

Durham, the carriage house
was on 9.8 acres and in 1937 became the

whom Durham provided alterations in a French style
whom Durham carried out alterations,

Subsequent owners have been Frank Goodyear, for

Mike Douglas, a

talk

show

three acre tract in 1980

the time.

1903 by William Price for William Scott and then

divided into two residences by

host,

and Teddy Pendergrass, a black soul singer.

on which a new home was

built, despite

much

(See the Peimsylvania Historical Resource Survey Form,

Township Planning Office and also Chapter
information on the history of this house.)

Six,
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Pendergrass subdivided a

opposition from local residents at

LMT

091-4000, Lower Merion

"Remodeled Residential Structures"

for

further

Chapter Five

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLES

Design Principles

Between 1925 and 1928 four datable occurences took place
significant in shaping Walter

Durham's

October 14, 1925, Durham dated,

initialed,

Merion Township on the Griscom Tract
No.

1."

at

and

in the

Delaware Valley

titled

that

series

ended

Lower

of projected or completed
in

1968 with "House No. 398."'

Durham

title

block of a drawing

as the financial negotiator

for land development, a partnership that lasted until Irvine's call to

May

On

on the Main Line.

a plan for a residence in

January 24, 1926, James Irvine's name was added to the

for the first time, establishing his association with

In

were

351 Laurel Lane, Haverford, as "House

commenced Durham's numbered

This

custom residences

On

architectural practice

that

World War

11.^

of 1926 the Sesquicentennial, commemorating the independence of America

and a resurgence for

history, patriotism,

and American culture, opened

in

Philadelphia with the most successful exhibit being an architectural reconstruction of
the city's 18th-century

'DHN
owners

417

is

for their

High

numerically the

home

at

Street.

last

The influence of

number

in

Durham's

list,

this exhibit as

but this

well as the

number was

new

selected by the

117 Cheswold L-ane, Haverford, in 1967 and does not represent chronological

placement (Mrs. Clarence Lewis, interview with author, Haverford, February 18, 1992).

^The

was

the

title

block occurs on elevations and floor plans for

home of N. Myer

Fitler at

DHN

411 Mulberry Lane, Haverford.

Ill

3,

dated January 24, 1926.

This

awareness of the historic houses of the
revival

movement. For

who were

the

new

generation of locally trained Philadelphia architects

available after the First

historic architectural

city strengthened the established colonial

World War

idiom became a new design focus.

18th-century structures that

came

architect

last influential

The area was

filled

with

to serve as prototypes for comfortable, honest

homes of simple design with indigenous

The

to develop the suburbs, the existing

materials.

event took place between 1927 and June 21, 1928:

Aaron Hofstetter Spencer joined

the firm of

Durham

&

Irvine.

He

the

had

studied architecture at the University of Pennsylvania and apparently apprenticed with

the firm of

Edmund

Gilchrist,

known

for

its

Beaux-Arts traditions.

Spencer's

academic design experience complemented and expanded Durham's image-based
architectural ideas to create structures that could emulate high-style Beaux-Arts

mansions or simple vernacular Pennsylvania farmhouses.
architectural trends

were fashionable, land was

housing was great,

this trio

imprint on the landscape of

plentiful,

Thus, while local revival

and the need for suburban

of Durham, Irvine, and Spencer began to leave their

Lower Merion Township. They

created large stone

residences that imitated 18th-century patterns but accommodated

conveniences.

modem

needs and

Understanding the local precedents they worked from provides insight

into the characteristics

and designs of

their final achievements.
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Historical Prototypes in the Philadelphia Environs

As an

architect

and builder, Walter Durham can be classified as a

representative of the Philadelphia School.

He

spent his childhood in

German town and

then boarded at Girard College where he obtained his primary and secondary
education.

Architectural training at Drexel Institute and with a Pottstown firm

also local.

When

in the

he established

Quaker Welsh

Tract.

his architectural practice,

Aaron Spencer,

architects, re-creating the buildings of the 18th century

from

his architectural staff provide

and building elements

to gain ideas

that

and inspirations for

in

settlers.

For these two

meant merely studying the

Durham's photograph
ample indication

grew up

Amish and Mennonite farm

communities and rural stone farmhouses of early German

structures outside their front doors.

he lived on the Main Line

his principal draftsman,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where he was surrounded by

was

collection

and comments

he used local historic homes

his designs.

But

little

evidence exists to indicate that he spent hours measuring old houses to create
drawings, as Chandler suggested every good revival architect should.^

On

the other hand, physically, the historic structures that provided precedent

were often not

fully extant

when they were photographed or

studied.

This meant that

what Durham and Spencer often reproduced was a weathered 18th-century house
rather than a complete one.

Their newly designed structures looked like the old ones

they saw, but no analysis or research of the earlier buildings was ever undertaken to

determine their original features or true authentic appearance.

^Joseph Everett Chandler, The Colonial House

Authenticity, however.

(New York: Robert McBride,
113

1916), 6.

was not

the issue.

These

architects sought a general effect

and style that represented

the simple ideals of quality workmanship and materials, lasting value, and a
traditional,

the

domestic pattern.

They could achieve

Quaker or German founders of

modem

by re-creating the architecture of

the Philadelphia area

materials, massing, proportions, and elements.

training and had

it

construction materials.

by using the same design,

They had been educated with
It

was not

classical

difficult to alter the scale

of the model created by the 18th-century carpenter-builders and incorporate new space

arrangements on the inside while retaining the vernacular architectural image on the

For the 20th-century landowner of large acreage, the building could be

outside.

enlarged to compensate for garages, servants, and affluent living standards.
small

lot,

the dimensions were merely reduced or a

Interests in early

For a

wing could be omitted.

American architecture during the

first

three decades of the

20th century caused architecture of Pennsylvania to be well documented at that time."

Today,

this literature

provides a

and 1933 of many important

summary of

the state and condition between 1913

historic structures that

have since been restored.

It

also

describes less well-known vernacular buildings that probably no longer stand.

Revival architects would have been familiar with certain of these publications.

""See in particular

About

If they

Herbert C. Wise and H. Ferdinand Beidleman, Colonial Architecture for Those

to Build (Philadelphia:

Lippincott, 1913), A.

Lawrence Kocher "Early Architecture of

Record 48 and 49 (December 1920 and January 1921):
513-529 and 30-47, and Harold Donaldson Eberlein, "Early Colonial Types and Their Lessons to
Pennsylvania" Part

I

and Part

II

in Architectural

Present-Day House-Builders," Arts and Decoration 9 (September 1919): 224-225, 246 for general

G. Edwin Brumbaugh, "Colonial Aichitecture of the Pennsylvania Germans" Proceedings
of the Pennsylvania German Society 41 (May 1933): 1-60 and plates 1-105 provides a detailed account
of German architecture in the Philadelphia environs. Robert Shackleton, The Book of Philadelphia
(Philadelphia, Penn Publishing: 1920) and John T. Paris, Old Roads Out of Philadelphia (Philadelphia:
Lippincott, 1917) are general history books that picture historic buildings as they existed at that time.
overviews.
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were

not, the local extant structures could

be

visited,

and then they spoke for

themselves.

An

examination of

this literature

shows

that

two basic building patterns

representing domestic dwellings built outside Center City remained from the 18th
century:

the Pennsylvania stone farmhouse and the Georgian brick mansion.^

Each

featured individual characteristics.

The Pennsylvania
historically,

stone farmhouse as understood today, authentically and

can best be described as an extended structure consisting of a primary

symmetrical or asymmetrical two-and-a-half story, gable roofed, rectangular, stone

mass of three

to five bays with high

end chimneys, roof dormers, and a boxed or

dentilated cornice (see Figs. 5.3-5.10).

Frequently two or more smaller masses of

one-and-a half or one story would be added to one or both sides or the back of the

main form for a kitchen wing or growing family, creating varying roof

window

heights.

A

levels

and

pent eave could extend across the gable end and a pent roof often

intersected the facade of the

main block between the

first

and second

stories.

A

small

few
upon settlement
during the last half of the 17th-century were usually log cabins. These were eventually abandoned for
more permanent stone homes or encapsulated in later stone cladding. Examples of this practice are
Rowland Ellis' original log cabin behind Harriton House, Bryn Mawr, and the purported original log
home of John Roberts at the comer of Mill Creek and Old Gulph Road, Gladwyne. Today this house
is known as the "1690 House," but no external vestiges of early architecture are visible. Merion
Meeting House dating from 1692, Montgomery Avenue, Merion, and the Thomas Massey House,
Lawrence Road, Broomall, are two extant 17th-century structures that have been maintained or
restored, respectively. In Philadelphia, just across the Lower Merion boundary still remains the home
of Dr. Thomas Wynne, "Wynnestay," built in 1689 at what is now 5125 Woodbine Avenue. Early
'The 18th-century

is

stressed as the period for establishing architectural precedent because so

17th-century structures remain in unaltered format.

pictures of this structure, prior to

its

The

residential buildings built

colonial revival restoration and additions of 1905

by Walter

Smedley, show an extant pent eave (west end), a missing pent roof, and the original roof lines (see
Figs. 5.9-5.10 and Dora Harvey Develin, Historic Lower Merion & Blockley [Philadelphia: Dora

Harvey Develin, 1922], 99 and Philadelphia and
[Philadelphia:

Its

Environs and the Railroad Scenery of Philadelphia

Lippincott, 1886, n.p]).
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central balcony and door at the second-story level might interrupt the pent roof/

Windows were double-hung,
movable lower

multi-paned sash with a fixed upper

head openings.* Paneled shutters would have been used on

be simple, paneled doors

flat

at least the first floor.'

an ornate wooden frame boasting a triangular pediment or

inset with

in rectangular

openings flush to the facade.

hoods or bonnets over the entrance door were typical

on the main facade.

a

Segmental arched window openings might occur instead of

sash.^

Doors could be

window and

Date stones were often placed

Roofs were typically wood shingle.

if

Projecting

a pent roof was not included

in the

end wall

While a building with these

at the

traits

gable peak.

has been

'Extant buildings currently exhibiting this feature following restoration are: Harriton House (1704),
Bryn Mawr; Square Tavern (1742), Newtown Square, Delaware County; and the Peter Wentz
Farmstead (1750), Center Point, Worcester Township, Montgomery County. Glen Fern (ca. 1740),
Wissahickon Valley, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia and Grumblethorpe (1744), Germantown,
Philadelphia maintain their original pents and balconies. More recently, investigations at the ca. 1750
Henry Muhlenberg home in Trappe under John Milner Architects, Inc. have disclosed remnants of a

door, balcony, and a pent roof,

such balconies

on cottages

in

is

of which will

all

now be

restored.

The

precise historic precedent for

not yet conclusive, but reference to and illustration of the use of "spiiming galleries"

Cumbria, England, may provide some English precedent and rationale for the transmittal

of the architectural concept

to

America.

See R.

J.

Brown The English Country Cottage (London:

Robert Hale, 1979), Fig. 98.
Harriton House proved the original windows in the house were
Mawr, Pennsylvania n.p., The Harriton Association, 1988). The
section of the Thomas Massey House were also found to be casements

^Archaeological evidence found

at

leaded casements {Harriton of Bryn
original

windows of

the earliest

and were replaced as such during the restoration completed
^Examples of
second-story

this tradition are

windows

at

found

1974 by John Milner Architects.

Thomas Massey House, Broomall; in the end-wall
Mawr, and above the windows of Graeme Park (1721-

in the brick

Harriton House, Bryn

22; rebuilt 1739), Horsham,

in

Montgomery County.

'Darkly painted louvred shutters were added to second floor windows of
19th century that already had light colored panel shutters on the

of the

first

quarter of the century emulated this pattern as

if

it

first floor.

was

many

historic

homes

historically correct.

When

Robert

Shackelton discusses architecture in his chapter 'Some Distinguishing Traits" in The Book of
Philadelphia of 1920, he specifically states "The houses that are still the homes of the well-to-do

have

why

.

.

.

white shutters on the

first

floor

and green shutters on the second" (page 283).

was established has not been researched, but
on the Main Line.

this color pattern

the tradition
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in the

Colonial revival architects

as will be seen,

still

When and

Durham

followed

historically classified as a farmhouse, in truth,

Welsh

tract, these

and

in particular in the

Lower Merion

were formal, high-style homes of wealthy land owners of cultured

Welsh Quaker stock who imported from

Britain

what was not available

Philadelphia and paid master builders to create their needs locally.

in

Their meeting

houses represented similar architectural traditions and were constructed of the same
simple, durable, materials.

Correctly, or incorrectly, the interpretive architectural literature written

between 1900 and 1933 concludes,

in

summary,

farmhouse represents an amalgamation of

come

that the typical

attributes:

from Welsh building

the use of stone, gable roofs, and high chimneys; the

is

a feature carried over from the pioneer

traditions

Germans contributed

pent roof, the gambrel roof, and the segmental arched windows.
the pent roof

Pennsylvania stone

Kocher writes

the

that

settlers:

The use of the pent-roof, known today as the Germantownhood
was first used between the first and second story of the log-house, and
was intended to protect the chinking of the log walls from being
washed away by the beating rain. It is quite probable that this was a
German device, as it is to be found on many buildings of the
.

.

.

Germans. '°

Brumbaugh's discourse "Colonial Architecture of the Pennsylvania Germans"
agrees with Kocher and also associates segmental relieving arches over windows to a

'"Kocher, "Early Architecture of Pennsylvania, " 516. Brumbaugh, "Colonial Architecture of the

Pennsylvania Germans" discusses pent roofs

in

conjunction with houses in Oley Valley and other areas

outside Philadelphia, but identifies the fact that frequently they are missing. Outlookers have been cut

off and only the joist ends and flashing course protrude providing evidence of their earlier existence.

Where
"At many other places in the colony, German houses were characterized by this feature
motif occurs on the houses of Englishmen ... it was probably inspired by German influence." (p.
.

this

44).
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.

.

Germanic medieval

tradition."

Both attributions are questionable, however, for the

pent roof or "pentice" existed in Wales and has been found on buildings of the
southeastern area, though often only in remnant

state.

'^

A

recent survey of

vernacular housing in the Lake District of England describes pent roofs there as

Documentation of the derivation of the pent roof from Germanic European

well.'^

architecture has not yet been located by the present author.

Since the

maintained strong building traditions such as a central chimney plan,

lintels

German

tile

settlers

roofs, dated

over entrance doors, and ornamental painting—features not adopted by Quaker

builders—it seems unlikely that an aculturation of traditions isolating the pent roof and

segmental arches would have occurred.'"

As

construction elements in vernacular

dwellings, perhaps both features are best described as Anglo-Saxon-derived until

further historical research establishes their exact origins.

Nevertheless, the main

building features of these Quaker farmhouses clearly derived from traditional Welsh
stone construction patterns (particularly those of the northwest; Figs. 5.1-5.2)'^ and

"Brumbaugh, "Colonial Architecture of

the Pennsylvania

'^eter Smith, Houses of the Welsh Countryside: A Study
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1988), 509-509a.

Germans," 39.
in Historical

Geography, 2d

enl. ed.

(London:

"Susan Denyer, Traditional Buildings and Life in the Lake Distria (London: Gollancz, 1991).
book has not yet been examined, but information regarding its contents has been recently relayed

TTiis

by Tim Whittacker of England.
'''See

also Charles

Lang Bergengren, "The Cycle of Transformations

in the

Houses of

Schaefferstown, Pennsylvania," Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1988.

This architectural study of the changes in the homes of a German community provides excellent
information on Germanic architectural features. The use of pent roofs, however, is not dominant in the

town and thus not discussed
'^See Smith,

fully.

Houses of the Welsh Countryside. This

definitive

volume

classifies vernacular

architecture chronologically by house typologies and characteristics for each region of Wales.

Welsh

A

tour

through the Welsh countryside even today confirms the predominant use of stone in regional variations
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Fig. 5.

1

Gwynedd

A 470

Typical vernacular slone house of North Wales on route

north of Dolgeiau,

(formerly Menoneth).

frequently included a pent roof.'*

The

features of the Georgian brick mansion stem directly

century English Georgian building tradition.
single brick

Typical attributes are a symmetrical,

mass (nearly square) with hipped

dormers and dentilated cornice.

Three

for simple, three- to five-bay, gable peaked
similarity of materials and shape to the

from the 18th-

roof, interior

to five

chimneys, pedimented

symmetrically placed bays were typical

end-chimney houses with multi-paned wmdows.

Welsh

settlers"

homes

in

Lower Merion

'"Pent eaves at the rix>f line across a gable end or a pent roof on the facade

brick buildings, but

more frequently

residence that uses the pent eave

was

built about

1713-15

in Philadelphia proper.

at the ro<if line is the Letitia

Philadelphia Preserved [Philadelphia:
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The

significant.

were used equally on

A

gmxl example of an early brick
Penn House m Fairmount Park, which

and moved to Fairmount Park
Temple University, 1981], 235).

at 8 S. Letitia Street

is

in 188.3

(Richard Webster.

Gwynedd (formerly Merioneth), Wales.
Mawr" still exists on the outskirts of this

Fig. 5.2

Early vernacular stone house in Dolgelau,

Rowland

Ellis's 17th-century

farm named "Bryn

town.

with either a pedimented or simple entry and large multi-paned windows with or

without shutters.

options.

Palladian windows, a belt course or a roof railing were additional

Free-standing Georgian homes that derived from the Georgian Philadelphia

townhouse were more

typically located in Fairmount Park or the

They represented formal

the city during the 18th century.

gentlemen.

estates of the country

Examples may best be exemplified by homes such as "Stenton,"

between 1723 and 1730 by James Logan

"Woodford Mansion" of 1756
built

undeveloped areas of

between 1743 and 1748

in

in

in

built

Germantown, William Coleman's

Fairmount Park, or "Hope Lodge" of Samuel Morris

Whitemarsh.
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A

variation on this type in stone, with a

gable roof and central pediment

German town, completed

"Cliveden," the Benjamin

is

Although

in 1767.

built

elaborately detailed mansion that surpasses the

Chew home

by a Quaker,

it

in

represents an

more humble vernacular Quaker

homes.

From

these historic building patterns of the 18th century,

Durham and

his

architects developed regional revival buildings for 20th-century suburban family

living.

Their re-creation of the prototype— particularly the Pennsylvania stone

farmhouse, which would not have occurred
architects

depended on the

pattern, revival designs

in builders' pattern

historic structure to generate

were

realized.

one central block and were added

to

an image, and from

Early American houses usually

this

commenced

as

over time as families grew or ownership

Such additive structures with varying roof heights were recreated by 20th-

changed.

century revival architects by intent and design
practical

books— indicates these

and

historic

American dwelling

generations and need of

structures

new

space.

at

a single point in time as a solid,

type, not as earlier settlers through

Historical or analytical investigation of the

was not undertaken by Durham's team. The accuracy of the

weathered, 18th-century buildings was never questioned.
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extant,

:u

1.

Re-creation of Historic Prototypes

New

efforts to preserve historic buildings during the second half

of the 20th

century by on-site analysis, documentation, research, and reconstruction have helped
verify missing or spurious features of early

element

initially

the pent roof

One such

American homes.

architectural

overlooked by revival architects of the beginning of the century was

on the facade. Today,

this

roof element has been documented and

included in recent restorations of historic 18th-century Pennsylvania stone farmhouses
(see footnote 6).

When one

looks at the residences Durham's team designed and built

Lower Merion, however, only

using this particular pattern in

identified as incorporating pent roofs

end

(DHN

136, 148, and 170).

Street exhibit

Durham

three have been

on the main facade or pent eaves on the gable

R. Brognard Okie,

who

designed the 1926 High

and defined the Pennsylvania farmhouse revival structure before
of Philadelphia, also apparently neglected

in the outlying areas

the building.'''

The question

is

how and why

this

happened

if

this aspect

of

these architects

copied from an historic model.

The answer

Lower Merion

is

at the

quite simple.

time

Durham

If

one considers the 18th-century structures

focused on this form (between 1926 and 1940)

becomes evident most of them were missing
illustrate this point is Harriton

a Welsh Quaker and original

"Ronald

S.

Senseman

et al.,

House

settler

in

in

their pent roofs.

Bryn Mawr,

built in

of the Welsh Tract.

A

An example

it

to

1704 by Rowland

photograph taken

in

Ellis,

1887

The Residential Architecture of Richardson Brognard Okie of

Philadelphia (n.p., n.d. [1946?]) provides numerous photographs of Okie's buildings, none with pent
roofs. A few, however, maintain a band around the facade, as if this were an attempt to reconstruct a
vestige remaining from the missing roof.
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displays the facade lacking any remnant of a pent roof across the front, but showing a

protruding coursing of stone just below the second-story

window

level (Fig. 5.3).

By

1970, a colonial revival, gable-roofed entrance porch with Doric columns and two
small benches had been added to the facade (Fig. 5.4).

Harriton House, Bryn Mawr, PA, as photographed ca. 1887. This is the home built
by Rowland Ellis in 1704 and named "Bryn Mawr" after his home m Wales. The rear
extension was added by Charles Thomson at the end of the 18th century, by which time the
farm was known as Hamton. The stone coursing across the facade indicates where the
Fig. 5.3

origmal pent roof existed.

Mawr, PA: The Hamton

Reproduced from Harriton of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania (Bryn
Association, 1988), 21.
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Fig. 5.4

Harriton House, Bryn

Mawr, PA,

in

entrance porch but omission of the pent roof.

Pennsylvania (Bryn Mawr, PA:

1970 showing

a colonial revival, gable-roofed

Reproduced from Harriton of Bryn Mawr,

The Hamton Association, 1988),

22.

Restoration of the building in the 1970s provided proof that originally a pent roof

with a small balcony and door had existed on the main facade.'^
recreated, though

much

after

This has

now been

Okie and Durham were designing revival vernacular

structures (Fig. 5.5).

A
1920s

is

second example of an historic
the John Roberts house at 105

home

in

Lower Merion lacking pents

Old Gulph Road, Gladwyne.

in the

The

'^Robert L. Raley, A. I. A was the architect for the Harriton restoration. He worked in cooperation
with Bruce Gill, Curator/Director of The Harriton Association, Bryn Mawr, PA.
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Roberts house,

and

now shaped

earliest north

Under

as an

e!l,

originally consisted of

of the largest, which

is

dated 1752

in

two masses, the smallest

the south gable end wall.

the third-story windows, and in conjunction with the roofline, appears stone

work from a former pent-eave
remmants are

roof;

below the second story window additional

visible (Fig. 5.6).

:If!,v!

Fig. 5.5

Harriton House, Bryn

Mawr. PA.

in

roof, balcony, and door.
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1992.

->?••

*Mrr-».5-

South facade showing the restored pent

1^

Fig. 5.6

South end wall of the John Robert.s home, 105 Old Gulph Road, Gladwyne.

date .stone indicates this .section

was

built in 1752.

The

Stone coursing indicates where pent roofs

originally existed.

On

the main western facade stone coursing also protrudes

had occurred (Fig. 5.7).

The poorer

quality stone

repointing) supports the evidence (Fig. 5.8).

entrance porch

is

work

where an

in this

original pent roof

area (with attempted

Not surprisingly, the small shed roof

reminiscent of the colonial revival type formerly found at

Harriton.'"

''T'he Sorrel Hou.se Tavern, built in in 1762 on Old L.ancaster Avenue (now Conestoga Road,
Rosemont) and used today by Agnes Irwin School, shows stone coursing for missing roofs and a

colonial revival entrance porch similar to that of Harriton and the John Roberts Hou.se.
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Fig. 5.7

West facade of

the 1752 section of the

John Roberts home, Gladwyne. Stone
Note the

coursing and deteriorated masonry indicate where the pent roof had occurred.
colonial revival entrance porch.

While these two buildings and many others lacked
main facade

that

Durham and Okie

should have copied to recreate the true vernacular

structure, certain buildings such as the

Headquarters

at

Philadelphia,

all

on the

the roof element

Merion Meeting House. General Washington's

Valley Forge, Grumblethorpe, Glen Fern, and "Wynnestay"

retained versions of pent roofs.

and although Walter Smedley may have taken
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"Wynnestay" was restored

liberties with certain aspects

in

in

1905,

of the

Close up of repointed masonry where a pent roof had covered nibble stone on

Fig. 5.8

this

portion of the John Roberts residence, Gladwyne.

restoration that

the

first

would be frowned upon today, he did

and second

It

stories as an

seems evident

recreate what they

or authentic.

the earlier structures without questioning

14M-15M. See

still

Life in the 17th Century.

"

what was missing

in

a

Philadelphia hu/uircr (Sunday. June 16,

also WeKster, Philadelphia Preserved, 219.
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to

bore a naive, romantic

were using massing, proportions, and detailing

^"At Wynnestay, a Glimp.se of
1991):

Okie and Durham were content

In this regard their revival techniques

quality, though they

between

element to recapture (Fig. 5.9-5.10)^"

that architects such as

saw of

identify the pent roof

Fig. 5.9

was

"Wynnestay" the home of Dr. Thomas

built ca.

Wymie

the west facade.

The middle

section

Photo taken before the restoration of 1905 by Walter Smedley and

reproduced from Thomas Glenn, Merioii

in the

truer sense to the architectural period they

previous generation of architects.

They

Welsh Tract (Norristown:

seen on the facades of

DHN

did not overlook the stone coursing under

it

as a design element.

62, 124, 200, and Glyntaff

No. 2

Authentic, scientific methods of restoration such as that practiced by

Brumbaugh had begun, but mainly

Glenn, 1896), 776.

were re-creating than had been done by the

second-story windows, however, they interpreted

may be

in Philadelphia.

1689 and under the second-story window shows the remains of the pent roof on

in the context
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of historic

sites

Examples

(Fig. 5.11).

Edwin

such as Ephrata and

Fig. 5.10

West facade of "Wynnestay." Philadelphia, following 1905

by Smedley
below the stone

restoration

section placed
and as seen in 1991 with the restored pent roof on the 1689

coursing.

Pennsbury.^'

The concept of pure

dwellings was less important, and

Durham, however, was

historic imitation for

artistic license

new

construction of

prevailed over exactitude.

not content to use just the historic image or prototype

farther.
(accurate or not) for his houses; instead he went even

Whenever

possible, he

Anne Rose "Architecture as a Portrait ot
Edwin Brumbaugh" (M.S. thesis. Umversity ot
Manor: A Study m Colonial Revival
Penn.sylvania, 1990) and Carol G. Weener "Pennsbury
-'For information on the.se restorations see Cynthia

Circumstance:

The

Restoration Career of George

1986).
Preservation" (M.S. thesis. University of Pennsylvania.
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incorporated salvaged historic building fabric or materials
structure, a technique that provided an authentic touch of

in the

otherwise

new

American colonial history

and old world charm.

Fig. 5.11

Durham

North facade ot Glyntatf Company House No.

2. 145

Booth

Lxine,

Havertord.

has reproduced the stone coursing as a decorative element rather than mterpretmg

a structural

element for a pent roof.
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it

as

Reuse of Historic Building Material

The adoption of
the

old building materials for reuse in an addition or alteration of

same house, or from a demohshed outbuilding

economic technique
America.

that has prevailed since the start

Revealing the evidence that documents

skin of a structure

in a

is

removed

is

an

of building construction in

this

to unveil the skeleton.

new house or wing,

process occurs only

when

the

Anyone who has dismantled

old

buildings quickly learns to identify hidden recycled materials that were considered
out-of-date, deteriorated, or unwanted, and thus relegated to such areas as

framing,

finds

attic flooring

become

or cellar partitions.

new

For the historian or preservationist, these

archaeological treasures and bits of evidence to document the previous

They

structure or original design.

Communities also have

tell

the history of the building.

their architectural histories,

and as the colonial revival

period has undergone scrutiny, evidence has been established to show that
dismanteling old buildings from one area of town for reuse
other locations, has been practiced for a long time.

in

new

or old buildings in

William Rhoads documents
In

New

Seagrist family as Manhattan house wreckers

who

various occurrences of this process in Massachusetts as early as 1869.^^

York he

notes the Francis

W.

through 1892 installed building elements from
Street

all

over the city in their

and Grand Boulevard. ^^ In the Philadelphia area,

under the auspices of

architects.

this

Driven by the local revival

^^illiam B. Rhoads, The Colonial Revival (New York:
"Ibid, 50.
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was

home

at 141st

also occurring, but

spirit

of the time, the

Garland Publishing, 1977), 49-50.

•It nr

K-jngizab mr'

new emphasis on

crafts

and hand wrought materials, plus a return

to the

Americana

of the past, the architects sought and rebuilt old elements into contemporary buildings
patterned on historical architectural modes.

Suburban Architecture" of 1906

Thomas Nolan

in discussing a

home

at

verifies this in "Recent

810 Pine Street designed by

D. Knickerbacker Boyd:

One of

the interesting features of the house

the front

is

doorway, which was

taken bodily from an historic old house in Frankfort [Frankford], a northeast

suburb of Philadelphia.

.

.

.

The mantels throughout are old mantels removed

from the same old Frankfort house from which the front door was taken, and
with these fine old pieces in mind

and also

Mr. Boyd says, "it was but
conform as much as possible to them,

at the start, as

natural that the house should be built to

to the traditions of the locality."^"

Precedent thus existed within the colonial revival era for reuse of antique
materials in

new

construction well before Walter

Boyd's comment defines a design philosophy

that

Durham.

Durham

But more important,
apparently shared:

the

style or type of the historic building element often stimulated the design for the

structure in

which

it

was

to

be housed.

manager, specifically explained

that

Robert Ochs, Durham's construction

Durham designed

in this

way."

Durham's

salvage piles were both local and distant— 19th- and 20th-century country houses

demolished on the Main Line and 18th-century Center City homes destroyed for highrise construction

and highways.

Methods of procurement included auctions,

or by trucking materials himself directly from the demolition

^*rhomas Nolan, "Recent Suburban Architecture
Record 19 (March 1906): 189.

in Philadelphia

before they were

and Vicinity," Architectural

"Robert Ochs, interview with author, Radnor, January 23, 1992.
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site

dealers,

''

i')^Jiflnri

r^

rendered into ashes (see also Chapter

6).^*

The elements were not always genuine

antiques, not always American, but they were second-hand, usually handcrafted, and

less

expensive than anything new.

When

specifically

Durham

not been determined, but he

started recycling old elements into his buildings has

may have begun

Mrs. Clarence Lewis for a French farmhouse

Lewis was

be built

to

Haverford." Mrs.

in

France and kept sending Durham books and pictures of

visiting a sister in

French houses

with a 1928 commission from Mr. and

to help fashion

She eventually shipped home a French

a design.

mantel piece, statuary, and furniture to be built into the interior.

It

may

not have

been Americana, but these crafted French elements helped formulate the design.

Heavy, carved armoire doors mounted
in

Mrs. Lewis' second Durham-built home, an

residence

Durham

built in

house

is

"^*The

of the way

Durham used

home of Frank Sagendorph, an

DHN

242, built

eclectic design of

1968 and the

last

Lower Merion.^*

One prime example
seen in the

room-size doors were recycled again

to create

at

architect

local recycled materials

who worked

for

may be

Durham. His

225 Elbow Lane between 1946 and 1948 on a comer of

Schmidt Brewery demolition

Radnor apparently provided Durham a large resource of

in

materials (Ochs interview).

"This

is

DHN

42

at

Farmhouse

Set

on

A

Mrs. Lewis shared information on the

414 Rose Lane North, Haverford.

history of her former house and informed

Quaker Country

me

article on it: Llewellyn Price, "A French
Garden 59 (January 1931): 72-73, 92.

of a published

Hillside,"

House

&

(Lewis interview.)

^The second Lewis house was
417, started in 1967, was a

(DHN

DHN

398, completed in 1968 at 526

number and does not
The armoire doors and old hardware were removed from the DHN 42
fitted into the

client-selected

hallway of her present, smaller

home (Lewis
134

New Gulph

Road, Haverford

reflect chronological sequence).
at

interview and

414 Rose Lane North and
visit).

nil

oj q;p

The south edge of

the former Cassatt estate (see Fig. 6.7).

mound from

a jumping

Sagendorph as an

The house

the property

is

defined by

the Cassatt riding track, and has been carefully protected

by

historic feature of the landscape.^'

itself

derives from the Georgian brick pattern with a gable roof and

accommodates a two-car garage

in a set-back at the east end.

The entrance door

is

topped by a semicircular fanlight of leaded glass that was created to specification by

one of Durham's craftsmen for

The

fifteen dollars.

interior

immediately reflects a

sense of the past, defined by antique hardware, doors of different heights, randomwidth, pegged walnut flooring, unpainted

mantels.

Each room has

its

history,

wood

paneling, and beautifully detailed

which was fondly recounted by Frank

Sagendorph. ^° The living room to the west boasts a mantel with carved dentil work

and plaster

putti

and garlands.

spontaneously offered to

Sagendorph chose

all his

this one,

had been demolished

According

to

Sagendorph,

employees a free mantel from

in

friend.

Penn

The

Valley.^'

to create an access

hearth stones

The

his

warehouse.

which had been rescued from a Philadelphia house

ramp

to the

came from

that

Benjamin Franklin Bridge.

complemented by a black and white Pennsylvania marble
by a

Durham one day

the demolished

It is

fireplace surround donated

home of

Percival Roberts

study on the east side of the house incorporated unpainted

^'Frank Sagendorph, interview with author at his

home

in

Haverford, December

8,

1991.

'"Sagendorph interview.

"The Pennshurst

estate of Percival Roberts

was

part of the original

John Roberts family settlement

This had been expanded over eight generations into the Pencoyd Iron Works. Percival
Roberts, Sr., began Pennshurst in 1860 with a purchase of 160 acres. His son, Percival Roberts, Jr.,
added to it after his father's death in 1898 to accumulate 571 acres in the Penn Valley /Gladwyne area

of 1683.

along the Schuylkill.

In 1903 Roberts hired

Peabody and Steams of Boston
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to create a seventy-five-

wood

paneling the length of the fireplace wall from the James Crosby

property." The fireplace, centered

in the paneling, contains

surround rescued from the demolished Cassatt house.

Sagendorph's one house

are:

three

Main Line

a curved gray masonry

Thus, represented within

homes of

estate

Brown

the 19th

and 20th

century, a mantel from one Center City 18th-century house, and hardware, doors, and
flooring from other unidentified structures.

appealing to the eye, and

of

how Durham and

warm and

his architects

The

effect is both

charming, historic,

The house bespeaks a

comfortable.

fine rendition

employed used building materials of different time

periods and provenance in a coordinated fashion to achieve a revival building even as
late as 1946.

Durham

practiced the technique of recycling materials throughout his career

regardless of whether the eventual design was historic, contemporary, or merely

eclectic.

from

He

obviously took delight

in

conjuring up design and construction ideas

his repository of building elements

process.

A

document

and counted on his

that clearly explains

how he

staff to help

of

DHN

396, built for G. Morris Dorrance,

An-owmink Road,

Villanova.

in the

operated in planning a building

with his client and architects also discusses recycled materials.
files

him

It

was found

in the

between 1966 and 1967 on

Jr.,

Eight pages of typed notes from

Durham

listing

items

room mansion with spectacular gardens overlooking the river (estimated cost was well over $3 million).
To capture Elizabethan styling, woodwork and ornamental interior finishings were imported from
England.

A

gentleman's milk farm with pedigreed livestock was included on the property.

after a dispute with the

and furniture and
eds.,

architectural materials

were sold

at auction (Phyllis

Lower Merion—A History [Ardmore, PA: Lower Merion

^^Which building on the James Crosby Brown property

been paneling

that

In 1939

township over a visible incinerator stack, Roberts had the mansion demolished
C. Maier and

Mary M. Wood,

Historical Society, 1988], 90-91, 106).

this came from is not certain.
came from elsewhere and Durham was merely storing in the bam.
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It

could have

numbered 1-72

Durham, "not

are, according to

been thought of or spoken about."" The

was

list

in

planned order—just as they have

was copied

for

Aaron Spencer, and

clearly intended to serve as the format for designing the structure

specifics for each

6.

The

room.

The numbered items dealing with recycled

large overmantel type fireplace mantel which

shop floor was very much favored by Mr. Dorrance.

is

and detailing

material are:

now on

We

the

will get a

further expression on this.

7.

The

cast iron trough

Harrison stable garage

which has

is

to

just

been brought down from the old

be painted up red as discussed with Al

[Brunone, foreman] and made ready to be placed

in their

dining terrace

area.

8. There is also a mantel owned by Mr. Burlingame's daughter which
came from the Ridgeway Library, which I want to show them, and
Mr. Ned Rogers (Mrs. Dorrance' s father) has two old mantels which
'"*

he offered to present

to them.

These

will also

be considered.

11. If possible, secure and arrange how [to get (?)] the finished beams
from the stable building on the Hassrick property—Pennswood Road,
which you negotiated for with house wrecker, Barney Faggolie.

16.

We

must locate a

old abandoned

endeavoring to

com

tool

house somewhere on the property made of an

crib or chicken

house—something which we are

find.

[An omission occurs between 17 and 21, and the start of 21 is
Ask Al sometime when he can get the time to get
these all together in one place— what I call old Estate doors. Most of
them were mahogany. We could then choose openings in this Dorrance
house, such as living room, dining room, etc. and fit the openings to
21.

lost; it continues:]

" Typed
for

DHN

notes dated "June 20, 1966, Re:

'''Ridgeway Library

Hutton

to

House No. 396

-

G. Morris Dorrance," found

in the file

396.

was

located at 901 South Broad Street, Philadelphia and designed by Addison

house the circulating branch of the Library Company of Philadelphia.

It

was constructed

between 1873 and 1878 through funding from Dr. James Rush in honor of his wife, Phoebe Ridgeway.
The location of the building and maintenance problems forced the Library Company to sell the structure
to the city in

1964 for eventual use as a recreation center (Webster, Philadelphia Preserved, 185-86).

The assumption

is

that

Durham purchased

the fireplace after the sale of the structure.
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these doors and then get the doors cleaned up and refinished and get

hardware for them. It might make quite a feature in this house
have these nice big heavy doors on the coat closets and other
openings, even into their bedroom?
suitable

to

25.

The entrance platform

loggia-the recess at front door

is

to

be

laid

with old Philadelphia paving brick matching as nearly as possible those

used on the Hall Floor of House No. 240 and laid

herringbone pattern and in the same manner,

i.e.,

in exactly the

same

the joints being as

close as possible and then filled in with dry sand with a

little

cement

underneath.
Interior stair railings—Let's look in our supply from the old Breyer
house and other sources, possibly Gleba— for wrought iron balusters and

35.

possibly straight run railings.

62.

Look over

in the nursery

where

I

had gathered together from the

old Stotesbury house four or five large pieces of white marble.

going to line the sides of a tub or shower recess.

Maybe Al

I

was

I

think they are

still

Mr. Dorrance would get a kick out
of that if they were cleaned up in his shower recess. We could put a
piece of white marble [in] and put a seat at one end.^^
around.

can find them.

Each of these eight ideas mentions a

Durham had procured

materials.

money, and create

construction.

because he did

it

if

Durham enjoyed

His clients apparently appreciated
tastefully

from which

necessary, to achieve the correct aura of

interesting design.

collector of hardware and lanterns,

new

estate, or site

Everything from paving brick and Belgian block to

comcribs could be made available,
antiquity, save

different building,

As a

lover of antiques, a

incorporating old materials in

this aspect

of his architecture

and well, even when handling eclectic elements.

the most publically visible display of his penchant for old building parts

seen at his former offices

"Typed notes dated "June

at

124 Sibley Avenue

20, 1966, Re:

in

House No. 396

396.
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Ardmore.

-

may

Today,
still

be

Although the property

G. Morris Dorrance,"

file for

DHN

was

sold

by Durham

in 1974, the structures

and

site still retain the

hodge-podge of

sculpture, building elements, trellises, fountains, and greenery collected

by Durham

and playfully composed into apartments, a carpenters shop, and an architectural office
along the railroad tracks (Figs. 5.12-5.13; see also Figs. 3.1-3.2).^* For decades,

commuters who
Disneyesque
realized,

ride the Paoli line have been

fairytale structures visible

however,

is

awakened

from the

unlike Disneyland,

all

whole were authentic— only the design was

train.

into a smile

What

by the

they might not have

the building pieces that

made up

the

fantasy.

"^During the 1930s and while Durham's main office was in Center City, the large bam on the
James Crosby Brown estate served as a "country office" and storage facility for building parts. When
the Brown estate was fiilly developed and Durham had purchased his home in Gladwyne, the large
storage facilities were moved there.
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J

Fig. 5.13

Ornate structures remaining

Walter K. Durham

at

at the rear

of the office complex formerly

owned by

124 Sibley Ave., Ardmore.

Construction Principles and Methods

Builder-Architect Rationale

When Durham

designed for his clients as a revival architect, he was

customizing a designated dwelling pattern or prototype to cater to
family's existence.

He and

his designers learned to

know

all

aspects of the

the family intimately and

then personalized the hoine to include such details as specially appointed dressing

rooms

(neckties

were counted), drawers

to hold a precise
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number of placemats.

ventilated closets for riding habits,

hobby or collection spaces, flower arranging

rooms, or simply special areas for entertaining.

It

was

the custom design, distinctive

taste, interest in detail,

and fine craftsmanship mixed with historicizing elements

made Durham's homes

unique.

that

Generally they did not incorporate innovative

Once a house was

concepts of space or revolutionary theories of architecture.

planned and drafted, the building was built by Durham's
cabinetmakers and carpenters under the guidance of his

own

own

construction crew of

project manager.

Specialized skills were subcontracted to masons, plumbers, electricians, and

roofers."

Landscape architects were sometimes called

men would

in,

but frequently

The success of

carry out preliminary plantings.

the construction

through the devoted effort of a team that worked to please the

Durham emulated

Durham's

In

client.

was

some sense

the profession of the 18th-century Philadelphia master builders:

both obtained their ideas from vernacular or book patterns and carried out or oversaw
the design and construction themselves.

was the norm.^* For a
suburban homes,

it

was

For the 18th-century carpenter-builder

third generation, 20th-century architect

of distinctive

less usual.

In addition to the historic precedent established

Carpenters'

Company of

Philadelphia in the

first

by the builders of the

half of the 18th century,

dual role was also encouraged by promoters of the colonial revival.

'^The four

Durham

names of many of
^*See

this

Durham's

Joseph

account books in The Athenaeum of Philadelphia provide a resource for the

the contractors

Durham used throughout

Roger W. Moss, "The Origins of

the Carpenters'

Early America, ed. Charles E. Peterson (Radnor, PA:
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his architectural career.

Company of

Philadelphia," in Building

Chilton Books, 1976), 35-53.

•«>up

.JlKd K»

Chandler's book of 1916, The Colonial House, specifically discusses the virtues of the
"builder architect, " explaining that the best designs and craftsmanship will be

achieved by a cooperative venture
together.^'

America,

in

which the architect and

skilled craftsmen

work

Later in 1930, Douglas Haskell decries the architecture of "Middletown"

criticizing the lack

"maze of

attributes the

of

artistic design, jerry-building,

institutional devices" associated with

He

and poor quality.

middlemen,

subcontracting, and thus higher costs, to be the downfall of the architect's business.

He

prescribes "the minimal house" and "the straight line ... to a

sterility

and bring

Apparently,

oversee his

it

it

art

back

was exactly

own

and architecture

to architecture

this

type of concern that caused

construction crew.

What

home"

to avoid

to the people.""

Durham

precipitated this pattern

to maintain

is

and

not known, but

appears to have been mainly Durham's individuality, thriftyness, and efficiency; his

desire for control to create the quality product that he promised his client; and

unwillingness to conform to a standard established by the American Institute of
Architects that he found irrational.

To

assure quality construction and maintain a

review of a building's progress, Durham hired Percival Sax, a consulting engineer

who

reported directly to him, thus diffusing the conflict-of-interest problem created by

an architect constructing his

own

projects.'*'

''Chandler, Colonial House, 289-90.

"Douglas Haskell, "The Houses

in

Which Middletown

Lives," Architectural Record 67 (January

1930): 46-47.

"A

full file

of

between October

letters

3,

from Percival Sax verifying construction progress

1939 and April 1940 remains extant

in the

Lippincott, at 1235 Conshohocken State Road, Villanova.

April 27, 1937

(DHN

162) and in

DHN

172 and 179

files.
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DHN

189

to

Durham

file built

&

Irvine

for Walter H.

Letters have also been noted as early as

f,V

•i)

Ji.

,Jni

Robert Ochs, construction manager for Durham from 1955-73, quoted Durham
as explaining that the firm

stool fell over.*^

The

legs

was

like a three-legged stool, without

were kept

to a

The

leg, the

were Durham, who conceived the ideas, Spencer, who

drew them on paper, and Ochs
construction.

any single

(or earlier,

thrust of the

Ted Hudson), who oversaw

team was "Design and Build."

minimum (Durham

their

This meant drawings

considered them a waste of time).

Illustrative

sketches of exteriors and interiors (sometimes in color), floor plans and elevations

remain extant, but few construction plans.

Detail drawings and full-scale shop

drawings exist for elements designed from scratch and crafted

in

Durham's own

These include, for example, doors, bookcases,

carpentry shop or elsewhere.

cornices, newell posts, staircases, paneling, mantels, and lanterns.

customized or altered on the
team.

Durham showed

site

to

great respect for his

be understood, for

often

through verbal consultation with members of the

listened to their suggestions and ideas.

him was

Work was

shutters,

this

He

meant

through the drawings of Spencer and the

workmen and craftsmen and always

in turn felt the greatest gift

that his designs

final rendition

construction team."*^

"^Ochs interview.

"'Ibid.
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one could give

and ideas could be realized

brought to

life

through his

10

I'll

Siting

and Landscaping

Durham chose
many

evidence from

the site of a dwelling with care and puq)ose, according to

topographical plans found in the

files,

comments from firm

members, and a survey of the Lower Merion houses. He and
that

house and garden had to be treated as one composition.

natural beauty of the

Main Line landscape, and he

his

team had learned

Durham

protected as

much

appreciated the

as he could in

Final locations were chosen to ensure appropriate access,

the construction process.

seculsion, sight lines, garden areas, and protection of trees.

Sun, wind direction,

waterways, ponds, neighboring property and other structures on or near the
all

Ochs reported

carefully evaluated.

on paper every
location.**

area, such as the

numerous plans showing
drives remain in the

were

on many occasions he was required to plot

tree of a property in order to

For a small

sight lines or a

that

site

work out an appropriate house

Newbury or Glyntaff Company homes,

variations of subdivision, dwelling location, and access

files, attesting to

view were

critical,

to the height of the first floor or a

For a large property where

these concerns.

Ochs explained

that

bedroom window

a platform was frequently built

to perfect the interaction

of the

dwelling and the landscape."^
If the ideal site

demolished,

Durham

properties are

"Ochs

was one

built

on

now becoming

it

that

had been used for a mansion that had been

anyway.

The consequences of building on

evident forty to

interview,

'nbid.
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fifty

backfilled

year later and indicate that such a

practice

Law

may have been

estate in

inappropriate.

Haverford

in

1949 and used a

The former foundation became an
of the

fill

DHN

280 was
site

built

on the former Edward

contiguous to an earlier foundation.

asphalt driveway for the

new

building, but settling

has occurred, causing depressions in the drive and revealing the location of

DHN 283,

the foundation walls.

constructed in the

same year on the

site

of the

Cassatt mansion, "Cheswold," has developed internal cracks and structural

problems.**

As a
automobile,

revival architect of vernacular structures that existed before the

Durham

respected the local historic patterns and designed garages to be

as unobtrusive as possible in conjunction with the

size,

however, for homes from the

DHN

5, 47, 59, 80).

When

thirties

site.

(He seldom skimped on

sometimes accommodated four cars,

their

e.g.,

necessary due to topography, garages were treated as

separate outbuildings with an artistic link to the main structure (e.g.,

DHN

48, 95,

219, 254).

The same
historic

consideration was given to porches, which were never used in the

models Durham copied.

indeed his houses have
clients

many

Durham

did not consider himself a purist, and

idiosyncratic features, but clearly the

and for the community was expected

vernacular or revival traditions.

to

conform

to acceptable

October 24, 1992,

for his

Main Line

Thus, the primary facade complies with the historic

image, but the back or garden side deviates from the tradition.

''*0n

image

this information

Patio's, porches,

and a tour of the home originally built for the Russell

Thayer's was kindly provided by Frank and Eugenia Thomas, present owners of

Cheswold Lane, Haverford. This house

is

also discussed in Chapter 6.
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DHN

283

at

220

larger

windows

for a garden view, trellises,

swimming pools

the street facade or behind a wall to hide the

modem

are located

away from

and maintain the appearance of

an early structure.

When

a

site

warranted extensive landscaping to accommodate a distinctive

architectural idiom, a landscape architect joined the team.

Gladwyne

is

a

name

Thomas

that Sears

was often responsible

who worked

landscape architect was not used, Jim Farquar,
Others

who

of Moore Nursery, and on

Webel, landscape

assisted

at least

architects of

Durham

When

''^For

^^

a professional

with Durham, completed

at different times

were Owen Schmidt

one occasion, Umberto Innocenti and Richard K.

New

who

York,

designed the drive and French allee to

the Warburton's French Renaissance residence in Gladwyne.**

paving blocks provide

files.

for choosing the site and

determining the plantings, gardens, drainage, and driveways.

the landscaping.

Durham

frequently found on landscape plans in the

Frank Sagendorph reported

Sears of

this drive as well as

Walter Annenberg's

Recycled granite

(DHN

225) with a

views of Thomas Sears gardens see Architecture and Design 5 (September 1941):
The inscription on the first pages states: "This issue devoted to the work of Thomas

unpaginated.

W.

Sears, Landscape Architect, Girard Trust Building, Philadelphia,

PA," but no biographical information
Pennsylvania State College; the Washington

is provided.
He was responsible for landscapes at
Memorial Cemetery, Valley Forge; estates in Florida, Winston-Salem, N.C., Chestertown,
locally on the Main Line (South Ardmore Park) and outside Philadelphia.

""Major Barclay H. and

Mary (Minnie) Wanamaker Warburton commissioned Durham

replica of a French Hotel at 1131

Green Valley Road, Gladwyne, between 1938 and 1942

(Limestone was replicated by using cement or cinder block coated with stucco.) The

site

MD,

and

to design a

(DHN

179).

of the

Road and the Schuylkill Valley. Access to
from Green Valley Road in order to approach the facade through gates and an
allee of trees. Plans exist from both Thomas Sears and Innocenti, but Innocenti's appears to have been
executed (DHN 179 file).
structure
it is

is

a promontory overlooking Conshohocken State

via an "S" driveway
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distinctive character/'

Durham was aware of
of the owner and

realtors.

the importance of plantings and appearance for the sake

To make new

construction appear finished and well-

would order shrubbery or vines

established, he

to

be planted early

in the construction

schedule so they were advanced or even blooming upon completion of the house.

Other

intrinsic

elements to Durham's overall plan for the

gates, gate-posts

and statuary.

site

^°

included fences, walls,

His photograph collection details

many

historical

patterns for walls and fencing, which he then replicates in conjunction with the house

type.

Especially pleasing examples

Glyntaff No. 3 (Figs. 5.14-5.15).

whimsical and

may be found

DHN

136, 160, 367, and

Statues on posts or walls

may have depended upon

site (Fig. 5.16).^'

at

were often dramatic or

availability rather than appropriateness to the

Iron fencing, gates, or other reusable garden materials were

incorporated dependent upon supply or client request, e.g.,

DHN

326."

"The Walter Annenberg home known as "Inwood" at 312 Llanfair Road, Wynnewood, was altered
and expanded by Durham in at least 1945 and 1966 (see also Chapter 10, DHN 225). The original
structure had been built by Frank Seeburger and Charles F. Rabenold, Architects of Philadelphia, for
N. Myer
all

Fitler

sometime

in the 1920s.

Annenberg explained

in an interview that

Durham had

told

him

the Belgian block used in his entrance driveway and courtyard had originally been located in the

Independence Hall area of Philadelphia (Walter Annenberg, telephone interview with the author,

December

5, 1991).

^Charles and Peggy Roach, interview with author, Gladwyne, February 17, 1992.

"Robert Ochs remembers the
a

difficult installation

Durham house on Oak Lane, Radnor, merely

house for the

real estate

'^According to

market as being built

letters in the file for

DHN

in "Irish Palladian style"

Durham

also described the

(Ochs interview).

326, the owners, Frank and Ethel McFaden, sought

mantels and fencing for their house on their own.

two pieces of iron fencing and a gate

of a large eagle with wings spread on the roof of

as a lure to sell the house.

A

note to Aaron Spencer identifies the availability of

for use at their car parking area.
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Today

the fencing

is in

place.

Fig. 5.14

Entrance gate to

DHN

1.16,

Waller Rebmann Residence,

Mawr.

149

1

1

16 Barberry

Une, Bryn

Fig. 5.15 Wooden fence
Booth Lane, Haverford.

for Glyniaff

Company House No.

150

3,

Walter Wickes Residence, 151

Fig. 5.16

Entrance posts of

DHN

175, Louis Madeira IV, Residence, 1600

Monk

Road,

Gladwyne.

Framing
Little

has been

left

on paper regarding

this construction aspect

of Durham's

houses with the exception of specifications for forging of "I" beams by the Belmont
Iron

Works.

These occur

1930s and appear

&

specifically for the larger houses

in files for

DHN

46, 47, 59, 135, and 145,

Warner, contemporaries of Durham, were also known for

during

this period.

evidently

more

The

strength, availability,

practical than

from the decade of the

wooden

joists.
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and cost of

among
steel

others.

beam

Wallace

construction

steel for large projects

was

Masonry
The

natural, honest qualities of stone,

endurance, abundance, and ease of

its

shaping by craftsmen are reasons both the early
their buildings.

Durham

& Irvihe

settlers

and revivalist chose

it

for

most typically employed local gray stone or a

mixture of gray and brown for their renditions of the vernacular Pennsylvania

farmhouse.

Browner tones with beige mortar

regional pattern often emulated.

his specifications:

"local stone

Durham

typified the picturesque English

frequently identified

unearthed in plowing or pulled from creek beds.
to obtain used stone, but records in the account

from Cut Stone Company, Quaker

Two
Durham's

in

and fieldstone."" Local quarried stone was usually

a micaceous schist, referred to locally as Wissahickon schist.

directly

two types of stone

Fieldstone was

Durham may have had

opportunities

books indicate much was purchased

City.

types of quarried stone appear to have been used most frequently in

structures:

random rubble

(uncut) laid in a coursed fashion with

mortar joints (Figs. 5.17-5.18) or roughly squared stones for laying

in a

wide

coursed

pattern and with quoins and thinner mortar joints (Fig. 5.19).

"The

file for

DHN

282 contains a

sheet entitled

"House No. 282

the different types of stone.

152

-

Stone Work," which specifies

Fig. 5.17

Wissahickon schist ma.sonry using random rubble
Hiram B. Gay Residence, 345 Laurel Lane,
The date stone seen here on the west gable reads "L B G D & 1925 (Louise

West facade gable showing

stones in a coursed pattern for

Haverford.

Burton Gay

DHN

typical

2,

1

Durham

&

Irvine 1925

1.
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Wide pointing for random rubble stone laid in a relatively coursed
Anna A. Droop Residence, 351 Laurel Lane, Haverford.

Fig. 5.18
1,

154

pattern on

DHN

Fig. 5. 19

Roughly

appearance on

si|uare«J

DHN

more formal
Wolstenholme Residence, 853 Mt. Pleasant Road, Bryn

stone and quoins with thinner pointing used tor a

150, Alfred

Mavvr.

Uncut quarried stone and
appearance.

(Fig.

For

this

fieldstone

randomly

laid

provided the most informal

combination, pointing might be broader and lighter

.S.2{)).
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in

color

Uncut stone and

Fig. 5.20

pointing

a.s

found on

DHN

field.stone u.sed together

and randomly

160, Jo.seph Holt Residence,

laid

with broad white

650 Carisbrooke Lane, Bryn Mawr.

Often only the most convex area of the stone protruded (Pig. 5.21).

Mixed

stones

could also be laid as facing stone with thinner pointing for large patterns of colors and
shapes (Fig. 5.22).

To

depict a different image,

stones for a house

door.'*"'

named "The

Durham

Irish

called for whitewashed, large, squarish

House"

(DHN

191) that featured a painted green

Shear pointed, whitewashed stone was specified

in the files for

DHN

172

and 209.

'"'The

house today appears

to

have been repointed and painted white: the entrance

window trim is now painted
windows and door (see Fig. 6.30),

architectural surround, and

facade outlines the

156

a color that looks black.

d(xir,

Trained ivy on the

Fig. 5.21

Leaving only the most convex area of a stone visible provided anotlier technique

vary color and texture, as seen on

DHN

25, John B.

Havertt)rd.

157

Huhn Residence, 357

Laurel Lane,

to

Fig. 5.22

A

mixture of stones using the bedding plane of the stone as facing stone in
in their bedding position creates an alternate type of patterning and

combination with stones
color.

Here they are bonded with

thin mortar joints.

DHN

281, James

S.

Maier Residence,

1415 Old Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr.

Mortar for masonry joints and methods of pointing were clearly defined from
architect to

mason, but specifications are not always extant.

pointing technique on Durham's structures

stone edges as seen

in Fig.

5.18.

is

been found.

158

typical

a wide, smooth, pointing that overlaps

Pointing that

evenly to the stones also occurs (Fig. 5.23).

The most

was brushed smooth and blended

No

evidence of

V

or ribbon pointing has

Fiji.

3.23

randomly

Brushed and smooth mortar
laid field stone, as seen

on

joints,

blended to the depths and curves of the

a garage attached to

DHN

123,

Warwick

Potter Scott

Residence, 760 Conshohocken State Road, Bryn Mawr.

The mortar mixtures might have
fine sand to create a

smooth

finish.

specific sand or aggregate chosen.

such as a

''^Mrs.

warm

rose,

was required

a course aggregate, providing texture, or a

Color was important and was established by the
Grayish tan was typical but often a special color,
for a given house design."

Clarence Lewis reported the difficulty

fannhouse" (Lewis interview).
desired result

was

Premeasurmg

in

obtaining the

warm

the correct colors for the

often the responsibility of the construction

159

rose for pomting her "French

mason

m

order to en.sure the

manager (Ochs mterview).

The combination of

different stones in

one section of a house with one mortar

color and a variation on these in another, differentiated the blocks and provided tones

An

of shading and contrast.

example, reproduced below, of

how Durham

thought

through the patterning of stone type, color, and mortar color and texture, and
referenced earlier construction by house number was found in the
built

file

for

DHN 282

between 1950 and 1952 for William Wykoff Smith:
1.
Covered entrance gallery: Field stone, narrow joints, white mortar
with small dark chink stones (like Breyer bathhouse, ladies dressing

side).

Back wall

be dashed with mortar showing some stone

to

(like

#246) whitewashed.

Same

2.

Garage:

3.

Kitchen Wing:

rough aggregate

as entrance gallery except mortar color grayish tan.

Local stone, mostly brown; wider mortar joint,

lots

of pebble; yellow sand to give

warm

tannish gray

color (both gable end and south wall).

4.

Pantry Wing:

5.

Main Mass:

(cornerstones).

Same

as kitchen wing.

Local and

Stone

field stone

mixed.

laid fairly well coursed.

Use extra large stones as quoins
Keep all the stones fairly

level, but not in continuous horizontal lines.

Keep mortar back of

face of stones from a half to an inch deep.

Mortar joint average width one

inch.

Grayish tan,

little

more gray with

pebble aggregate.
6.

Rear Servants Hall section: Local stone with some
wider joint, same color.

field laid

with

slightly

7.

Use

large stones on

all

comers

in all cases,

except

in

main mass

to

be extra large stones.^*

The

intricacy and detail of such specifications to define an overall effect provides

'^yped notes
Road,

file for

entitled

DHN

"House No. 282

-

Stone Work" and dated "4-18-50" for 700 Old Gulph

282.

160

|)^6

\lB<

M

fTimt

/

Jjh'

ti-

evidence of Durham's use of color, texture, and patterning of architectural fabric to

produce a distinctive

artistic picture.

Brick

As has been

noted, brick

was frequently recycled from demolished

or from paving brick brought from Philadelphia.

unpattemed random colors occurred

(DHN

337).

When mixed

sorts

structures

were employed,

Special effects could be obtained by

using a mixture of black and red brick in random formation (Glyntaff No.

1

and

Glyntaff No. 3) or laid up in Flemish bond with glazed headers (Newbury No. 4).
Details

on the mortar and

joints for the

Newbury Company House No.

3

show how

each house was individualized:

Chimneys use

Brickwork:

face brick from old

inch mortar joint, raked out a

rough coarse sand as possible.

Mortar

Newbury house;

half

be 10 color, using as
Chimney pots to be as tall as

little.

to

possible."

Joints

were usually

flat

and jointed creating a horizontal line

the effect of regularizing used or rough brick (Fig. 5.24).

chimneys on
joints

were

DHN

to

387

be cut

call for

burnt

off, finished,

common

had

Notes regarding brick

brick with yellow ochre in the mortar,

and struck with a

nail.^*

timbering was laid in various patterns for special effects

coursed (Newbury No.

in the pointing that

Brick used with half-

(DHN

24 and 60) or merely

3).

"File for Newbury Company House No. 3. Specifications typed on letterhead that reads Newbury
Company, 1713 Rittenhouse Street, Philadelphia, dated February 23, 1939. See also Chapter 6.

''Notes in

file

3 for

DHN

397.
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Old, used brick sometimes needed a protective coating or a concealing

Fig. 5.24

Old brick with beige mortar and flat pointing jointed to provide a horizontal line
Glyntaff Company House No. 3, Walter F. Wickes Residence, 151

for

a regularizing effect.

Booth Lane, Haverford.

finish to

cover old mortar or

paint.

In such instances

Durham

surfaces were to be painted with a cement paint (references to

Cement Company

in

all

brick

Medusa Portland

paint have been found).'*'

'^''Building data sections

item

specified that

regard to at least

of articles on Durham's houses described

DHN

Garden 99 (March 1951): 167;

249 and

DHN

DHN

278.

278-- House

in

House

For further information

&

<$

see:

Garden reference

this

DHN

&

Garden 102 (October 1952): 202.
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249-House

Stucco and Cement finishes
Residences built after about 1940 begin to use stucco over block as a
conventional finish.

Durham

frequently colored these stuccos to add character to a

house, and extant formulas provide a clear indication of what

owner expected
in

to see in the final rendering.

The

Durham and

stucco formula for

the original

DHN

326

built

1955 shows the method employed by Durham to achieve an effect that could be

referenced at a later date for a future house:
Plaster Formula No.

1

32^

mixer batch:
8 (10 quart) buckets white sand
2 (10 quart) buckets super lime
2 (10 quart) buckets white cement
1

pound yellow ochre

4 ounces red

The house today

is

a pinkish-yellow as one would expect from the formula.

The most

prevelant stucco colors that have been noted are pink, yellow, or beige.

Complementary trim color was
No.

5,

often part of the pattern.

Specifications for Glyntaff

an adapted garage, called for pink plaster (similar to

stonework

to

be painted a matching color.

French gray on the sash and doors.

The

formula in

file for

DHN

206) with

Cornice trim was oyster white and a

entire

326.
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warm

house has recently been painted white

with blue trim and has added blue shutters (Fig. 5.25).

'"Piaster

DHN

Company House No. 5. Walter Mclnncs ResuJence. 1.S7 Booth Lane,
Durham's origmal color scheme when he adapted this garage to a residence was
pink stucco with a matching paint on the stone, oyster white cornice trim, and French gray on
Fig. 5.25

Glyntatf

Haverf'ord.

the sash and doors.

But pink and gray was a frequent combination of

for

Newbury No.

5,

methods

for covering

.sand, as

noted

''This house

this era

and Durham chose

which had brick painted pink and gray ironwork.'^'

it

also

Other

cement block were the use of heavy cement paint mixed with

in the file for

DHN

222.

was pictured in its original color scheme in the
Home A Garden 99 (February 1951): 92-93.

Space-wise Plan,"

164

article

"A Pennsylvania House with

a

Chimneys

Durham used chimney

height as his symbol, just as the British had employed a

chimney's omateness and height

For Durham the choice was

to signify status.

associated with and justified by his selection of British architectural patterns.
Differently shaped and ornate brick chimneys with protruding pots

found

in conjunction with the picturesque British stone house, but the

farmhouse generally featured stone chimneys.

The

latter

designing

in

often be

Pennsylvania

were usually roof-ridge,

flush end-wall, or protruding end-wall chimneys, but roof slope

When

may

chimneys do occur.

other regional or eclectic modes, the chimney might be

more

restrained but could be built of stone, brick, stuccoed brick, or have brick facing.

Roofing Materials
Original roofing materials can only be determined by examining plans for each

Of

house, a process that was not undertaken.

from the 1920s

many houses

still

designed with
barrel

home

tile,

to 1930s,

tile

wood

retain the

shingles and slate

Durham

roofs, all of

(DHN

which are

119).

were very typical specifications and

specified material.

still

Newbury Company No. 3— flat

features a tin roof

those that were examined, especially

extant

tile,

At

(DHN 3— barrel

down

In general,

DHN

80—

Durham's choice of roofing
was

depicting.

spouts were also intrinsic to the overall design.
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tile,

were

recycled from the Cassatt estate); one

material coordinated with the historic or regional pattern he

systems and

least three buildings

Gutter

O
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Windows
Durham

maintained two idiosyncracies about windows that became

characteristic of his

and

full-size

homes:

windows

in

the use of

tall,

multi-paned windows whenever possible

Durham employed double hung

bathrooms.

with panes of 6/9; 6/6 and 8/12 were variations.
the larger paned windows.

to the full facade, but

According

to

Externally the

from the

Georgian structures often featured

window

windows

inside,

sash usually

size usually

appeared

in

proportion

often descended nearly to the floor.

Robert Ochs, Durham disliked the idea of announcing the

location of a bathroom on the exterior of a house by the presence of a smaller

window

He

or the use of opaque glass.

windows of

consistent with the main

wall space for fixtures or cabinetry,

cabinet or vanity black to negate

its

thus insisted that any bathroom

the house.

If this

Durham's

solution

posed a problem

was

to paint the

window be
in

regard to

back of the

appearance externally.*^

Fenestration patterns were determined by the design of the structure.

Pennsylvania farmhouse types were often irregular, asymmetrical, and featured a

combination of window
front door.

incoiporate

sizes.

Georgian designed homes had symmetrical placement, but could

windows of more than one

bays were usually placed
view.

Small windows frequently appeared adjacent to the

at the

Large, multi-pane bulk

back of a structure or

In the latter part of his career,

Casement windows

size.

(steel)

Durham used

were

fitted into

'^Ochs interview.

166

in association

windows and
with a garden

plate glass for such locations.

residences that emulated the English

iiiinu'

w ^wob.^•w rO'

picturesque home, the

modem,

international style house, or later eclectic patterns.

Early casements were constructed to specification by the manufacturer Thorn of
Philadelphia.

Initially insulated or

accommodate

weatherproof glass required heavy window muntins to
Apparently

the glass thickness.

Durham

disliked the appearance of the

thick muntins, but for thermal control agreed to use the glass.

(Durham's

choice was the use of storm panels installed on the interior of the house.)

alternate

To

detract

one's eye from the muntins on the interior, he painted them a light gray-green

("Durham green")
found
itself

to

make them

in association with

was painted

white.

less visible."

DHN

two houses:

By

at least

Specifications for this have been

175 and 191.

In both cases the sash

1941 Anderson windows were specified

when

thermal windows were desired.^

Shutters
Shutters, like roofs, are replaced or altered over time.

Durham's homes, however, has shown

The survey of

that those fashioned after the

Pennsylvania

farmhouse and Georgian models most frequently include white panel shutters on the

ground

floor,

dark louvered shutters on the second floor-a tradition that appears to

The information from Ochs was confirmed by finding specifications in the files
From Ochs's description, a sample of this green is visible on the
shutters and cornice of the rear building in Durham's office complex (Fig. 3.2) and on the shutters of
DHN 150 (Fig. 5. 19). Ochs uses this green today as the background color for his advertising sign.

"Ochs

for at least

interview.

DHN

175 and 191.

^'Specification found in file for

DHN

209.

167

have developed

in the 19th century

and been carried on as a colonial revival scheme

without historic precedent." Robert Ochs provided the important information that
the color on the second floor shutters

to as "Cadillac green," a very

(Fig. 5.26).^*

172:

was not

black.

Durham used what he

dark green that from a distance might appear black

Final evidence of the color scheme

construction details for both panel

was found

(first floor)

in the file for

'^See footnote 9 of this chapter.
It

No

DHN

and fixed-louver shutters (second

floor) indicate the first floor shutters are white, the second floor green.

cursory pursuit.

referred

*^

explanation for the color combination has been found after

also appears to be indigenous to the Philadelphia area.

This deserves further

research by historians and paint analysts.

'^Ochs interview.
''Shutter detail dated July 30, 1937 in file for

for

DHN

DHN

209.
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172.

"Shutter green"

is

also found in the file

Fig. ^'.20

black.

Second-floor, fixed-louver, "Cadillac green" shutters that appear to be painted

DHN

4, Paul

Loder Residence, 405 Mulberry Lane, Haverford.

Entrance Ways and Doors
Entrance ways and doors dep>end upon the overall design of the house and vary
extensively with the house type.

Many

surrounds were salvaged and recycled.
revival

mode

doors and the architectural detail work of

Homes

built after

1946

that are not in a

but exhibit contemporary, eclectic designing frequently

"doorway from the

past."

make

use of a

Such archaeological elements may often add the only

interest to a plain, stuccoed facade.

In certain instances,

Durham would

specify the

use of a strong color on the front door to draw once's attention to the entry, e.g., a

169

green door on the "Irish House,"

DHN

191 (see Fig. 6.30).

Evidence of colored

doors for traditional, historic house patterns has not been found.

Interiors

Neither the interior plan of these homes nor their interior features have been
studied, but

for:

Durham had two

construction concepts that he fostered and

A

"see-through" houses and high ceilings.^*

was known

"see-through" house basically

implies a central hall plan, a typical pattern for a Georgian home.

Apparently the

concept of being able to "see through" meant to have a ready view of gardens at the

back of the house.

There seems

to

be a myth among residents of the Main Line that

Durham's homes are only one room deep. This does not appear
pattern, but a

wing could be a

narrow shape, as employed for

single

DHN

room deep,

second were Durham's normal requests.

first

ceiling

Additionally,

it is

on the

and

tall

apparent

in the files that, prior to 1946, the

staircases, cabinetry,

was a very important

^Ochs and Lewis

floor and seven and a half feet

elegant spread of space and light.

woodwork, paneling,

detailing

especially if topography required a

The combination of a high

from the numerous woodwork shop drawings
interior

be a typical

172.*'

Ceiling heights of nine feet on the

windows provided an

to

and bookcases finished

part of every house.

in classical

These features were often

interviews.

''Such a construction pattern was not exceptionally unique.

Edmond

Gilchrist's "Standen," a house

Day's in Chestnut Hill, was designed in an L shape of one room depth for
topographical reasons. Margaret Lathrop Law, "Standen" House Beautiful 66 (September 1929): 259-

built for the Charles

263, 308.

170
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complemented by

original but refurbished mantels, doors, paneling, flooring,

hardware from the past
finishing

was

to

provide character and profile to a room.

either completed

by the

client,

or

Final interior

Durham recommended an

designer such as Walter Johnson of Philadelphia.

He was known

and

interior

for classic,

traditional interiors that established a sense of belonging. ^°

The two

areas of a

were the bathroom and

The

were thus

that

Durham

Most of

kitchen.

servants and chauffeurs.
servants, and

home

apparently never placed great stress on

the houses of the 1930s had living space for

kitchens were not for the

routine.

Instead,

home owner

Durham focused on

entertainment areas for these affluent Main Line families.

the living and

After 1945 family

dwelling spaces took on different functions, and in these homes
placed on the kitchen and family area (see Chapter

Ornamental

life

and

new importance was

6).

Details

Three features stand out
and ornamental ironwork.
tradition

but for the

in

Durham's houses

as special:

date stones, lanterns,

Date stones stem from the revival of the vernacular Welsh

and appear frequently

in

an end wall under a gable

roof peak or even on a facade (Figs. 5.17 and 5.27).^'

Initials are usually

of the

™Sagendorph interview. Two interior designers from New York have also been referred to in the
R. de Veyrac who redid the interior of the James Crosby Brown home for Eugene Houdry in a
French style (DHN 174) and Ruby Ross Wood who completed the interior of the Warburton home
files:

(DHN
"A

179).

discussion of date inscriptions in Welsh

homes may be found

Countryside, 271, 275, 278.

171

in

Smith, Houses of the Welsh

Date stone on

Fig. 5.27

&

I

1925 IDurham

home owner and
Sometimes a

&

DHN

1,

Anna A. Droop Residence, 351 Laurel Lane, Havertord:

the architectural firm and the date of the structure's

client

D

Irvine 1925|.

would make

a specific request for a date stone.

construction.

While the date

stone construction and usage followed historic tradition, the type of information

conveyed was often
unravel.

different,

and future historians may have some puzzles to

^^

Lanterns were a favorite collectible of Durham's and either
version or designed anew, they

'-Putnam Stowe explained

815 Waverly Road
Villanova,

(DHN

December

become

a feature of

that the date stone for his

172

facades.

an antique

Working

James River colonial house

270) represents his three daughters.

7, 1991.

many

in

huilt

hy Durham

Putnam Stowe, interview with author,

at

drawings for new or replicated designs remain

mounted over or adjacent

to the front

In sum,

specific

manners

surface finish.

417 and Figs 5.29

Durham

Typically they are

Balconies or railings reminiscent of

Orleans establish a southern revival typology
170, 291,

files.

probably more often

to specification but

reused or purchased from stock materials.

DHN

numerous

door (Fig. 5.28).

Ironwork was sometimes made

(e.g.,

in

&

in

New

various structures from the 1930s on

6.34).

used a combination of traditional materials and colors in very

to create both variations in fabric, color, shade, texture, profile,

The juxtaposition of

the various options he

and

worked with, combined

with his a sense of style and palette, created distinctive, durable houses pleasing to the
eye.

None followed

variation prevailed.

a completely set formula, so that even in the farmhouse pattern
Retaining Durham's special characteristics and features by

appropriate architectural preservation standards for maintenance or modifications to

his buildings will protect his ideals

and designs for the future.

In

Thomas Nolan's

discussion on the "choice of procedures in methods of design" that architects of the

time had open to them, he

said:

"it is

interesting to note

how

often the temperament

and disposition and character of the man, aside from any conventional architectural
training, are impressed

Walter Durham and

upon

his work."^^

And

so

it

was with the architecture of

his design staff.

''Thomas Nolan, "Recent Suburban Architecture
Record 19 (March 1906): 179.

in Philadelphia

173

and Vicinity," Architectural

Fig. 5.28

Lantern over the front entrance of

Hillbrook Lane, Haverford.

174

DHN

167, John S.

Makiver Residence, 419

'

":=:^;*

Fig. 5.29

f-.

5®i '14 Sfc

SS

'""'.

Ironwork on the gallery of Newbury Company House No.

Residence, 218

Elbow Lane. The

original

Durham pamt scheme was

ironwork rather than the present yellow.

175

5.

^.-'

Adam Ross

pink brick and gray

Chapter Six

TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of

Durham

Residences Built in

Lower Merion

Between 1925 and 1946

Background
Using the Durham

list

of residences numbered from

Newbury and Glyntaff Company house
Athenaeum of

Of

these buildings

were pre-existent
for a client.

supplied with

Philadelphia, 235 residences in

identified as structures built or altered

1968.'

lists

220 appear

structures that

Such information

through the survey.
included below.

A summary

Table

6.

1

to

available at

Durham's materials

have been newly constructed;

not included on the

to

classifies the buildings in

The Athenaeum

The

list,

at least fifteen

for residential use or altered

but has been determined

of the authenticated buildings for this analysis

and by the category under which Durham

list is

417 and the

by Durham between 1925 and approximately

Lower Merion

chronological divisions (1925-1946 and 1947-1968), as

'This

to

Lower Merion Township have been

Durham merely adapted

is

1

in the

classified

Durham

new

them on

biographical

in

is

two

or adapted construction,

his lists.

file.

It

was prepared

in three

Durham's numerical order listing the street address (house
numbers are often omitted), usually the name of the community, and the name of the client. The start of
a new calendar year is usually indicated in the margin. Some numbers are completely omitted, others are
buildings built outside Lower Merion Township. (The latter have been listed in Appendix 9.) The second
section lists two categories of buildings: The Newbury Company Houses and the Glyntaff Company
Houses. The third section lists clients alphabetically by last name with a cross reference to house number.
sections:

the first section contains the houses in
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Table 6.1

DURHAM'S RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION IN LOWER MERION TOWNSHIP

/a.'iijz

developments of twelve small houses so as not

who

to

demean

built large, low-profile but elegant, traditional,

his

image of

customized homes.

an architect

The small

houses were catalogued separately and an associate oversaw their construction.
analyzing Durham's architecture,

been considered separately.
principally on

The

the

Newbury and Glyntaff

structures have thus

typological analysis presented here focuses

new Lower Merion dwellings

The procedure

In

included on the numbered

for undertaking the analysis of these

Durham

list.

223 homes—new or adapted— is

detailed below.

Method
After completing research to locate the buildings, a photographic survey of the
exteriors of

all

Durham's buildings

certain drawings

completed

in

in the

township was made.

and the account books provided further

two phases.

career was evaluated.

First, a

sampling of

List" (see Chapter 7) plus a

throughout his career.

A

built through

1946 had the most consist

were usually

smaller,

these findings, the

fifty structures

more

analysis

eclectic,

specific,

and

was

from Durham's

full

Durham homes on over

on the township's "Threatened Properties

random sampling of twenty-nine other homes

study of these

more

The

data.

Included were the twenty-two extant

five acres of land that have been identified

Examination of

fifty structures

showed

built

that the residences

characteristics; those constructed after

less distinctive architecturally.

1946

Based on

second phase of the analysis was limited to those

buildings built through 1946, ending with the houses

178

Durham designed

for himself

-1

.qu'

(DHN

240) and the architect Frank Sagendorph

The terminal

(DHN

Durham

Lower Merion Township

date of 1946 provided 124 houses in

DHN

(Of these eleven,

altered.

242).

242) of which eleven were pre-existent structures that

to

1

(DHN

(DHN

list

1

to 124)

144 had burned down.)

were scrutinized

The

Durham had

first fifty

homes on

the

to evaluate the following:

Shape

Number
Number

of blocks
of stories

Roof (shape and
Dormers

material)

Construction materials (type and color)

Chimneys

Windows and

shutters

Entrance doors

&

accompanying roofs

Three primary types of dwellings and variations were
type was designated by a

letter, e.g.,

A =

Once

(DHN

letter;

basic type;

variations on a type

AA =

first

identified in this group.

were

Each

by a double

classified

variation.

three primary types were established, the remaining sixty-three structures

125 to 242) were examined to see

occurred.

Within

emerged.

In addition, a fifth category

this last

interspersed throughout the

if

they

fit

these patterns or if

sequence of buildings, a fourth type and

full

was

its

new

types

variation

established to include six structures

sequence with idiosyncratic features.

In sum, a

typological analysis of 113 extant commissioned residences designed and built in

Lx>wer Merion by Walter K.

Durham

during the twenty-year period from 1925

through 1946 identifies the following categories:

179

Table 6.2

TYPOLOGY

Table 6.3

\

IVj

Certain limitations of the analytical process must be mentioned before further

Due

discussion of the findings.
Architectural Archives of

to

time constraints and restricted access to the

The Athenaeum

in 1991-92, plans

buildings were not systematically examined.

thus not included in this assessment.

what was

The

and elevations for these

Durham's treatment of

interior space is

typological analysis relates principally to

visible in the field survey.

Because the appearance of a building

is

affected by normal weathering,

maintenance, and additions and alterations, the homes photographed between 1991

and 1992 may no longer

Even

if

reflect the original intention

a direct comparison had been made between the drawings and the extant

structure, attributions for deviations to an

show.

of Durham's architectural team.

Significant alterations to

owner or Durham could be

some buildings were immediately

the survey because they appeared out of character with what

designed.

discernible during

Durham would have

Other additions have been handled sympathetically and are

except to a discerning eye.

difficult to

less noticeable

Despite the limitations of the analysis, historical

precedent, combinations of architectural

traits,

the use of local materials, harmonious

proportion to the surrounding environment, and clear, honest details combined to

produce Walter Durham's
and-a-half- story suburban

typical

Main Line

home from

architectural pattern for a two- or two-

the second quarter of the 20th century.

183

Analysis

Type A and Type

AA

Buildings

^-

Type A:

Table 6.4

TYPE A BUILDINGS LISTED BY DATE

Fij;.

6.1

may be

DHN

2 (1925), George B.

Gay Residence, 345

seen in gable peak.

185

Laurel Lane.

Type A.

Date stone

Fig. 6.2

DHN

73 (1929),

J.

Douglas Darby Residence, 1100 Barberry Road.

186

Type A.

Fig. 6.3

DHN

Date stone

is

240 (1946), Walter K. Durham Residence, 134 Maplehill Road. Type A.
above entrance hood.

visible

187

£

D—

Type AA:
D-

Fig. 6.4

Road.

DHN

59 (1929), Tristam C. Colket

Type AA.

189

11,

Residence, "Mt. Moro," 835 Mt.

Moro

Fig. 6. 3

DUN no

(1935). Waller

(strecl/gHrcJcn) lacadc.

Kchmann RcMilcncc,

Type AA.

190

I

I

\(>

llHrhcrry

K(.:icl.

soiilli

DHN

Fig. 6.6

136 (1935), Waiter Rebmann Residence,

i

I

i6 Barberry Road, north (entrance)

Type AA.

facade.

Houses

in the

A/AA

pattern stem directly from colonia!

Welsh building

traditions as manifested in the 18th-century Pennsylvania stone farmhouse.

represented by

Type

AA

group.

DHN

2,

73 and 240 for A (Figs.

(Figs. 6.4-6.6).

The

basic

image

They

total fifty-six in

that applies to both

A

6.1-6..3)

and

number and

and

AA

is

DHN

59 and

These are
1.^6 for

represent the largest

an asymmetrical, stone,

gable roof house consisting of multiple rectangular blocks of varying structural depth

and roof height
create an

L

set in

an extended rectangular format.

or added to form a T.

or asymmetrically placed.

The

Openings

in

Sometimes a block

is

turned to

a block can be either symmetrically

use of both dispersemenis of openings can occur in

191

more panes are

typical (Fig. 6.7).

occur, especially

windows

in a

Irregularity ot wiiulow

placement and

secondary block or an end wall of Type

A

houses.

si/.e

can

Two

often tiank an entrance door (Fig. 6.8).

Fiji.

6.7

L^rye multi-pane window.s on the garden side of

Sagendorph Residence. 225 Elbow Lane.

Type

193

AA

DHN

242 (1946), Frank E.

(in brick, not stone).

small

Fig. 6.8

Small windows flanking Type

A

entrance of

DHN

4 (1926), Paul Loder Resiucn.

405 Mulberry Lane.

Louvered shutters
floor,

in a

dark green color

(it

appears black) are typical on the second

paneled shutters painted white are used on the

first floor.

Gable roofed or

segmentally arched roof dormers or wall dormers protruding into the roof occur with
relative consistency.

The main entrance door,
block,

is

usually centered but sometimes set to the side in a

protected by a small gable, pent, or

flat

projecting hood or bonnet hangs from the facade.

entrances (Fig 6.8 and 6.9), Type

AA

feature

ornamentation (Figs. 6.10-6.12).

194

roofed porch.

Sometimes only a

Type A buildings have simple

more

elaborate, Georgian detailing and

Fig. 6.9

Type A entrance porch with small benches,

Re.sidence, 351 Laurel Lane.

195

DHN

1

(I92.S),

Anna A. Droop

i

ij;.

0.10 Type

AA

entrance

poah and doorway, DHiN

Residence, 410 Mulberry Lane.

196

121' (l^'<i),

Morton Howard

Fig. 6.11

Type A A doorway, Newbury Company House No.

Residence, 222 Elbow Lane.

197

4 (1941). Lloyd

Dunham

Fig. 6.12

Type

AA

entrance porch,

DUN

5 (1926),

Loward Cullen Residence, 401 Mulberry

Lane.

The

strongest differentiating characteristics of

Type

AA

buildings are the use

of coursed, square-cut stone, symmetrical window and door placement, and finely
crafted classical architectural features such as dentilated cornices, Palladian or fanlight

windows, and pedimented entrances with ornate moldings or columns.
buildings

Type

AA

(Fig. 6.7

may
is

also be larger in scale than those of

the last house surveyed,

and Appendix

DHN

Type A.

A

242, built of brick

1).

198

These

single variation on

in

a compact design

Type B Buildings and Type

BB

Buildings

Type B:

Table 6.6

TYPE B BUILDINGS LISTED BY DATE

Fig. 6.13

DHN

23 (1926), Albert Zimmerman Residence, 400 Rose Lane North.

200

Type

B.

Fig. 6.14

DHN

44 (1929). Thomas

J.

Roche,

201

Jr.,

Residence, 301 Laurel Lane.

Type

B.

1*

Fig. 6.15

DHN

131 (1934), A. B. Roberts Residence, 611 Shipton

202

Une. Type

B.

Type BB:

Fig. 6.17

DHN

46 (1929), Lucien L. Looram Residence, 825 Ml. Moro Road. Type BB.

Buildings of the

BB

variation

B and BB

shows medieval

type evolved from English or

traits

not expressed in

Type

B.

Norman

images.

The

These homes are

fashioned after picturesque, English stone manor houses that became popular in

America

after

development

World War

in

I.

the Cotswolds

A

prototype

from the

may be

first

seen in a British housing

quarter of the 20th century (Fig. 6.18).

204

Fig. 6.18

Stone house

in the villajje of

Stoke on Wold. Cotswolds. England.

Dale stones

placed this development between 1913 and 1920.

Durham himself
for

DHN

cla.s.sificd his

166 (see

AB

I).

designs as "English"

The main

in

a notation

in his

account book

characteristics are an asymmetrical,

two or two-

and-a-half story rectangular or irregular shaped stone mass of different heights and

depths.

levels.

This causes the facade to undulate with projections and roofing

The main roof

Dormers can be

Chimneys

is

at different

frequently gable, but hipped or curved sections can occur.

gable, hipped, or eyebrow.

Rooting material

is

usually slate.

arc irregularly placed and can be external on the main facade, internal and

protruding through the roof slope, or

at

a gable end.

105

They are usually constructed of

brick to allow tor shapes ranging from diagonal to rectangular with ornate capping

the top.

Windows

Window

Height

is

frequently emphasized, especially with added

chimney

at

pots.

are always casements or small-paned, vertically-oriented, llxed opcnmgs.

sash and muntins are usually painted

brown or

a blue-green (Fig. 6.19).

Shutters are not usually included, though sometimes ihcy occur or have been added.

ifc*^**!*-'--^**

Fig. 6.19

Type B or BB casement window of steel sash.
Mayer Residence, 226 Elbow l^ne.

Newbury Company

Hou.sc No. ^

(1938), Henry C.

The color of

the stone used in these buildings

a distinguishing factor from Type A.
additional distinctive

traits.

ks

more

often

brown than gray—

Three buildings should be identified for

Two show

I-rcnch

Norman

influence:

DHN

42 was

designed after Trench prototypes, and a rose colored mortar was chosen to achieve a

206

special effect with the

brown

architect uses a cylindrical tower

other time in

DHN

DHN

stone (see Chapter 5); in

Lower Merlon (on

on the main facade, a

DHN

158 from 1936 represents Type

86, a

A

Type C

44 (Fig. 6.14) the

detail

he repeats only one

building).

The

construction of

more than Type B by consisting of two

rectangular, gable roofed blocks, but a second-floor projection overhanging the

entrance, provides a medieval effect. (The color scheme of stone painted

cream and

turquoise blue sash and trim has not been verified as Durham's.)

Type BB

represents a

Tudor

variation of

Type B by

featuring a section of half-

timbering combined with brick or stucco in an otherwise stone house (Figs. 6.16-

6.17).

Only

five buildings fall in this category,

showing Durham's very brief use of

beams

in three buildings

(DHN

this

and

all

were designed before 1930,

idiom. ^ Patterned brick offsets the exposed

24, 46, 60); one employs stucco with half-timbering

throughout the main sections of the building

(DHN

43).^

The

fifth

building

(DHN

51) was constructed totally of used brick and does not feature half-timbering.

^Newbury Company House No.

3 built of stone with a section of half timbering with brick in

1938 has

not been included in this group.
'Alterations to this building in 1991 enclosed the open, stone porch

on

the west end,

which

is

1992 additions are currently affecting the northeast side. This house
exemplifies Durham's use of a one-room deep wing extended at an angle from the main block, a technique
used also for a wing added to DHN 203 (see below) and for a garage on DHN 47.
aesthetically less pleasing.
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Fig. 6.21

DHN

87 (1930), George

W. Curran

(hipped rooO-

209

Residence, iOOl Rock Creek Road.

Type C

Fig. 6.22

DHN

197 (1939), Charles Carpenter Residence, 61

1

Carisbrooke Road.

Type C

(mansard rooO-

The

distinguishing features of

Type C buildings

are the use of a hipped roof

(eleven buildings) or mansard roof (two buildings) over a large main block that
treated with symmetrical placement of

detailing.

The

windows and doors and

historical precedent for the

is

classical architectural

hipped roof houses was

the pattern

established by the 18th-century Georgian mansion of affluent Philadelphia Quakers.

As discussed

in

Chapter

5, these

were usually constructed of brick, but Durham

substituted stone, possibly inspired by "Cliveden."

Each of the eleven has a distmct
design features link buildings together

individuality, but certain combinations of

in still

;io

smaller groups.

Gray stone and

slate

^

roofing

is

employed

(Fig. 6.21)

and

four houses,

in

DHN

window over

influence and medieval

traits:

Of

these,

details:

the pedimented entrance, 6/9

DHN

87

dentilated

windows,

Houses numbered 58 and 86 show European

central chimneys, and shutters."

a cylindrical tower occurs on

entrance ways and exceptionally

tall

DHN

86; recessed stone

chimneys with protruding pots characterize

DHN

Both houses have 4/4 windows plus louvered shutters throughout.

(Fig. 6.20).

These are painted subtle colors

Durham

58, 86, 87, and 150.

150 feature high-style colonial Georgian

cornice, tri-partite central

58

DHN

that blend with the stone (the color attribution to

has not been verified).

In contrast, houses

numbered 62, 81, and 194, through stone and mortar

brown appearance.

colors, present a

They maintain

a few casements, but sash and shutter colors

The

final four buildings in

Type C

the 4/4

all differ

from house

too

may be

size

and include

to house.

currently exhibit a white finish.

and 217 are painted stone (but probably not by Durham's

(DHN 129— this

window

intentions),

one

DHN
is

161

stuccoed

a later alteration), and one uses cream colored stucco

over block to imitate limestone

(DHN

179;

Durham designed

this specifically to

mimic a French limestone mansion).
There are two buildings

in

Type C with mansard roofs which are unique

The shutters on both houses have all been painted a single consistent color, which does not conform
Durham's usual tradition. Verification of color authenticity may be possible through The Athenaeum.
The shade of green on the shutters of DHN 150 appears to be "Durham green," the architect's favorite
to

color.

^DHN

81 has apparently been altered since the designs of 1930, which specified green shutters on

windows; today none appear. DHN 62 has black
blue trim on sash and shutters.

shutters with sash painted white;

211

DHN

all

194 uses dark

.i>

boUif.n -J .u

<(J

babiviblrxn biunRoi

'jrti

.a&TUrn

r

type has not been documented.

The

considered experimental, which

is

Why Durham

Lower Merion.

within Durham's early production in

chose

this

roof

buildings are early enough in his opus to be

DHN

what they may be.

The

197, constructed in 1939,

of the

mansard

is

a basic rectangle of five bays (Fig. 6.22).

is

punctuated by five 12/12 windows on the second floor; the brown and gray toned

stone facade of the

painted taupe.

first

floor has four,

The main

slate

4/4 windows flanked by louvered shutters

entrance, painted a dark color, draws ones attention to the

The

center of the facade.

tall,

vertical portion

full effect is

more contemporary than

traditional or revival.

In contrast, the mansard roof divided

by three gabled dormers on a compact

DHN 232,

Various additions added

house built

in

1946,

appears top heavy.

rear of this structure destroy the integrity of

Durham's

at the

original design, though adding

necessary space.*

'According to Mrs.

J.

Denegan who owned

Swartz on the garden of his home
the Second

World War.

A

letter

by requesting construction cost
after the

DHN

war."

to the

this building in

from A. Wakekee Swartz

for the

Durham responded

1992, the house was built by Alfred

W.

west for his daughter Clara, after her husband had been killed in

house

that the

at

322 Grays

to

Durham

house had been constructed

322).

212

dated April 15, 1963, verifies this

L.ane, Haverford, that his
in

mother

"built shortly

1946 for $27,264.68

(files for

Type

D

and

DD

Buildings

Type

DD

Buildings

that

manipulated and used historical architectural elements eclectically to achieve a

non-historic,

more

individualistic,

Second World War

were coming
speculative

that

at

a time

built

Durham had been

when

Many were

built during the

were scarce and new products

materials and labor

With the exception of one building, they also represent

to the fore.

homes

contemporary design.

on the

last

Brown property

twenty acres of the James Crosby

developing since the early 1930s (see Chapter 4).

Durham

even provided descriptive names as a marketing device for some of these houses (see
Tables 6.9-6.10).

As

D

eclectic structures, the buildings

buildings feature

A

Type

combines Type A, B, and
stems from 1939

(DHN

C

and Type

B

have been categorized

is

not on the

story rectangular stone blocks with three

pattern topped by a gable roof.

show

that

elements under a gable roof; Type

The

motifs with a hipped roof.

188), but

to

Brown

A

Type

land (Fig. 6.23).

chimneys (two

These Type

earliest

at

Type

DD
D

house

Three two-

gable ends) link in an

features are dissipated

of the roof and the use of widely-spaced casement windows of Type

L

by the low pitch

B

buildings.

Additionally, a simple square frame for the central door provides a contemporary,

neutral, detail.

DHN 201
painted white.

windows.
abstractly

is

similar in size and shape to

Windows

DHN

188 but

is

constructed of brick,

are either 2/2 (metal sash) or large multi-pane fixed picture

Ironwork supporting the porch roof and ornamental

on the facade (both painted a rose-buff) verify the
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trellises

eclectic

mounted

approach and

o sninrsrn'n

oo ZS".

t

contrast with the traditional Pennsylvania farmhouse pattern.'

DHN 206,
present

characteristic of

Like

state.

DHN

Type D, poses questions of design

201, the building

is set

high on a

including a stream adjacent to the winding driveway.

seems unequal

to

its

five)

Upon

files indicate the

and the garage was

building

to the left.

Durham designed

was conceived

The

first

floor

to

be

color.

light olive green.*

The

design-one

its

here

view, the building
Indeed, the

The

blocks (not the present

was finished

bam

in red brick; the

red,

and quoins of the

Sash was to be buff, the segmental arched entryway and front door were

Today

smooth white stucco except
color.

hill,

(Fig. 6.25).

in three

second floor of the main block had weatherboard, painted

same

initial

elegant setting overlooking Mill Creek Valley.

building that exists today, was not what

Athenaeum

wooded

quality in

latter

that

the weatherboard is

for the quoins

gone and the

entire building

and entranceway, highlighted

in

is

a buff

two elements are the only ones remaining of Durham's original

had a

distinct shape,

symmetry of openings,

color,

and texture,

although a rather brash pastiche of architectural ideas, materials, and colors.

'This house was known as "Fhnt Hill" and is perched on a two-and-a-half acre plot high above Mill
Creek Valley with a spectacular view. The house was started on July 7, 1941 and sold that year for
$33,577.58. It was sold in 1962 for $75,000, and resold at a sherriffs sale for $1027.75 in 1989. A real
estate advertisement for the property in the Main Line Times of December 12, 1991 listed it for $795,000

"Gladwyne $795,000. Flint Hill. A Walter Durham classic. New Orleans
acres of woods. Lots of privacy. Possible office suite off KIT.
When it did not sell through realtors, it was put
home. 6BRs, 4 1/2 baths. 527-6400."

with the following wording:

Col. of whitewashed brick on 2 1/2

Grand, stylish

-I-

up for auction. No sale appears to have occurred, but the house is apparently rented. In discussing
Durham's houses with Charles Maiming, once a member of Durham's construction team, Maiming talked
of this house as a "tear down." One would have to inspect the building and interior to justify this comment
fiirther, but on quick observation and in comparison with Durham's earlier traditional homes, the character
and materials of the house hardly seem worthy of the quality of the land upon which it sits today.
*A colored sketch of Durham's

ideas verifies the original intentions of this design (file for

216

DHN

206).

f;

'torn

Wf^'tC^,:

Fig. 6.25

DHN

i

206 (1941). Agnes and Edwin O. Lewis Residence. "The Pickets." 33

Righters Mill Road.

Buildings of the

Type D.

DD

and show Durham's ideas

type

in

a

make

use of the hipped roof as part of their design

more free-form combination

any elements of the architectural language
that are not defined

Durham

design.

A

by

(see Fig. 6.24).

is

DHN

222,

named by Durham

uses

compact houses

to create less expensive,

local tradition but fulfill an abstract regional

case in point

He

image or

just

as a "Channel

Coast Country House" that features a unique vertical picture window with a roof

overhang (Fig. 6.26).

The

advertising description from

reproduced here (Fig. 6.27).

217

Durham's

office

is

a

Fig. 6.26

DHN

222 (1942), John

Coast." 36 Crosby

Frit.sche. Jr.,

Brown Road. Type DD.

218

Residence, "Country House from the Channel

A Country House from the Channel Coast.
In the LUll Creek Valley of Lov/e:

Crosby Brovm Road, Ardnore, Pennsylvania.
merlon 'rovmshlp.

- Recessed Entrance, Entrance Hall, Living room v.lth large picture
and ceiling to roof, Dining room, Pov/der roora. Kitchen, Service porch,
room and bath. 'rwo car stone garage connected to house by court wall and

First Floor
v/indov/
liald' &

arbor.

Second Floor - Three Master Sedroons and
attic storage space.

tv;o

baths. Linen closet, and access to

The house is desirned for the future addition of a Library, a C-uest room
and bath, a pantry and a second -.aid' s rocr. v/hen the present emergency has passec
Air conditioning heating system with
The house is Insulated 'vith rock '.700I.
House complete with range, screens, weatheroil burner r-nd domestic hot water.
Etripoing, electric fix.tures, v/allpaper, etc.

Land - Four acres cf Hilltop '-ith superb view to east and south of the Hill Cree>
Long v;lnding drive, Lilac hedged forecourt, flagstone dining terrace,
Valley
hedged flower garden,' and lawn 'vith garden shelter and old brick charcoal grille,
vegetable garden. G-arden and landscaping established.
.

$15,000.00

-

15-year Mortgage.

Carrying charges y 4j> plus a.mortl;ation
3350.00 ner vear.
Taxes aocrox.

-

Monthly
"

$114.70
27 50
.

$142.20

Aoprox. heating $200.00
"
25.00
"

r)p.T
"

year
"

domestic hot water.
Sales Price

$34,000.00

Fig. 6.27

(DHN

222;

1942).

DHN

222.

Durham's descnption of a "Country House from the Channel Coast"
Reproduced with permission of The Athenaeum of Philadelphia, file for

Specifications on the drawings request the use of large square stones at the comers.^

Exterior plaster surfaces are to be rough

'See

file for

DHN

in

a gray-brown tone similar to the stone.

222.
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A

photo of the house taken

in

1991 shows that the stone was once painted and

is

weathered, but the second-story stucco does not match in color (see Appendix

now
1).

Again, Durham's well conceived intentions have been altered, detracting from the
continuity of an unusual design.

DHN 202

("Quarry Hill"), 204 ("The Oaks"), and 207 ("Catalpa House")

show other samples of

eclectic designs

combining various

architectural elements to create a non-traditional structure.

provided

in these cases

stem from the

site,

modem

and

classical

The names Durham has

not the design of the building.

Type E Buildings

.f

r.Iq 3(1'

roofs.

They

Durham

in

The

represent the only use of a Mediterranean design and materials

by

Lower Merion.'"
third

and fourth stuccoed structures represent houses designed with

intentions toward modernity.

The

of the two,

earliest

DHN

118,

was

built

on the

former squash court and garden area of the Nicolas Ludington family property for C.

Townsend Ludington

in

The

1933 (Fig. 6.28).

building consists of a central, five-

bay, two-and-a-half story block flanked by two shorter blocks with one or two bays.

At the
the

east

end stands an additional block

same plane and linked by a

Their simplicity

is

at

belt course

a

still

lower height.

between the

and second

stories.

punctuated by the large paned casement windows in a four-plus-

Sash

is

painted a dark blue

central entrance

is

accented with a

four pattern that nearly span a floor to ceiling height.

which contrasts

first

All facades are on

starkly with the white.

The

hanging hood featuring a typical Durham lantern.
a glistening gray color.

All roofs are raised

seam metal

This anachronistic use of metal (probably originally

residential roof in 1933 in conjunction with conventional materials

evidently intended to achieve a special effect.

The smooth

in

tin) for

a

and forms was

unarticulated stucco finish,

broken only by the large glass windows (shutters are shown

in

one early elevation but

are not included now), and the shimmering expanse of the metal roof create a very

streamlined

'"DHN 80 was

built in

1930 with a four car garage

and the new owners commissioned Durham

Thomas W.

Sears

was

to

make

at the cost

the landscape architect involved at that

indicated the property sold that year for $1,200,000.

221

of $81,433.

In 1961

it

sold for $87,500

and add a swimming pool and pool house.
time. A transfer of ownership in 1987

alterations

km^^:
Fig. 6.28

DHN

1

18 (1933), C.

Town.send Ludington Residence, 649 Dodds Une. Type E.

An

appearance, one atypical of Durham's traditional Main Line buildings.
opportunity to see the interior of the

ornamentation and

detail

"My

DHN

floor confirmed that the

frankly

modern home within Durham's output before

135 built on the James Crosby

Brown property

thanks to the present owners. Edward and Emily Silverman,

see the mside of their house

same omission of

had been intentionally maintained inside."

The second and more
1946 was

first

They have added an <irnamentai cornice

starkness.

222

who

(Fig. 6.29).

offered

in the

dining

me

the opportunity to

room

to relieve the

Fig. 6.29

DHN

W. Morgan Churchman

135 (1934),

Residence, 62 Righters Mill Road.

Type

E (modeme).

This Streamlined, moderne structure, devoid of traditional ornament, evolved from
both a blueprint plan and sketch labeled "Small Country House. Ardmore.

Pennsylvania,

Durham

&

Irvine, Philadelphia,

compactly designed two-story, rectangular

which

is

documented through a

''These materials are in

tiles for

tissue

DHN

May

structure.

10, 1934."'^

To

These show a

create the final rendition,

drawing labeled "House No. 135, Ardmore,

135.

223

July 17, 1934,"

Durham merely rounded

the

comers of the

and second

first

added a circular window and ornamental bands, and flattened the roof.
for the final product indicate the foundation

was

floors,

Speciflcations

stone, the second floor used a four-

inch brick veneer, and the outside was coated with a lime and cement wash.'^

structure

is

not only unique for

homes he designed

traditional

The

final

Durham, but a

in the

two buildings

stark contrast to the surrounding

1930s to develop the Brown

in this

named

after a dark green

door

estate.

group represent Durham's method for naming a

building after a specific feature incorporated in the house.

is

This

"Irish

(DHN

House"

191)

that contrasts with a structure

of "large, squarish

The house

represents a multi-

stones covered by a tinted whitewash" (Fig. 6.30)'"

block rectangular format similar to the Pennsylvania farmhouse pattern of Type A.
contrast,

and a

however, Durham used only two
white

totally

finish.

pedimented doorway

Even

if

is

The windows

with four or less bays per block

are irregular types and sizes, and the

nearly centered for the overall mass, but not in

one eliminates the trained ivy

"DHN

stories,

that

In

block.

its

frames the windows and door,

main

Durham

has

numerous plans for "I" beams from the Belmont Iron Works. W.
owner of the property and contracted with Durham for the house at a
final cost of $15,657 in 1934. A property transfer in July of 1989 listed the sale price as $840,000. In
1992 a three car garage was added at the east end. This probably allowed the the original two car garage
in the basement to be converted to living area.
135

file

also contains

Morgan Churchman was

'''Specifications

the initial

found

in

DHN

191

file.

The stonework today appears
would have been found

painted, causing a different texture and finish than

used.

In addition, the door and

all

It is

have been repointed and
only whitewash had been

trim appears closer to a black paint rather than green.

Durham

called

Nov. 6, 1939, which would have made the green door stand out more
not known whether a new owner or Durham requested the use of a dark color on all

for white sash in a revised plan of

dramatically.

to
if

the sash.
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^^^•-x^^'*

Fif.

DHN

6.30

I'M (I'^W).

"Irish

House.' Warren Milne Residence.

MO

Canshro.ikc l^ne.

I'ype E.

has created a building easily distinguishable from his typical Welsh pattern."

The name "La

Brown

tract, identities

6.31).'"

It

DHN

203

built in

1*^41

on the Jaincs Crosby

what has become known as a "Monterey-style" house (Fig.

features an open second floor balcony of

centurv homes

"II

Galerie," used for

in IVIonterev, California.

In the 18th

wood,

traditional in

Nth

century, however, balconies of

has not hteen aseertainecl whether the ivy was part of Durham's design or a later addition.

"This nomenclature

Old House

is

used

Today.'"" Hoii.u- <«

in

an article written ahout the house entitled "Does

Ganlcn

HB

(I-et^ruary 105."?): 53.

architectural writings ot the time, such as iVIartha Darhyshire"s article "Old

Modern Homes'"
McBride.

m

Tlic Arts cQ

Dcamition

Ihick of Smrcssfiil

I<)40). n.p.
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it

Pay

to

Remodel an

The style has also been identified

Houses ed.

in

other

Monterey Houses Influence
E. D.

Wangner (New York:

this type

Wayne

had been incorporated

Inn,

begun

Fig. 6.31

Road.

in

DHN

Merion

in structures in

ca.

Lower Merion, such

as the General

1704 (Fig. 6.32).

203 (1941) "La Galerie," Charles A. Ernst Residence, 45 Righters Mill
the gallery. Durham's 1953 addition is visible to the right.

West facade with

226

^t^^^:

The General Wayne Inn, Montgomery Ave., Menon, PA, a building extant since
about 1704 that has served as an inn, voting place, post office, and currently a restaurant.
Reproduced horn A Plan for Lower Merion Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.

Fig. 6.32

April,

1937 (Lower Merion Planning Commission: Ardmore, PA, 1937),

Durham may

well have been imitating this structure, which

mile from "La Galerie."
century inns, or

New

Whether

it

was

distinctive balconies of

on

5,

DHN

this particular

stands less than a

Monterey, 18th-

Orleans galleries, exterior, open, second-floor space provided

regional character to at least five other eclectic

House No.

still

Fig. 5.

291, 296, 311, and 417).

homes

Among

built

by Durham (Newbury

the seven

homes Durham

twenty-one acre portion of the James Crosby Brown

tract in

built

1941,

second-floor
the two-story "La Galerie," featunng recycled brick painted green and a

227

balcony,

is

Analytical

probably

still

home of

the most interesting

this later, eclectic

group."

Summary

The

results

of the analysis of Durham's buildings constructed in Lower Merion

Of

through 1946 can be synthesized as follows:

examined externally, three
structures or

62%

types.

the 113 buildings surveyed and

Type A, Type AA, and Type C,

percent, emulated the 18th-century

totaling seventy

masonry or brick patterns

existent in the

Delaware Valley and the surrounding counties where Durham was

bom,

and apprenticed.

studied,

Nineteen buildings imitated patterns of 19th- to 20th-

century English or French domestic architecture favoring free- form, picturesque stone
construction; five others featured

Tudor

traits,

influences to twenty-four buildings or nearly

American

bringing the total affected by European

21%. Durham's

contribution to Euro-

revival architecture during the first half of his career thus totaled 83

his output in

Lower Merion Township

%

of

alone, a significant percentage.

Further, four of the six buildings classified under

Type E, though not

representational of pure Anglo-American architectural precedents, used regional

Combined with

revival characteristics.

number of

revival buildings to ninety-eight structures or nearly

thirteen buildings that

indeed,

the other revival statistic,

still

were handled

eclectically

by Durham (Type

of the

D

and

total.

The

DD)-

using historicizing architectural elements but mixing the

"Durham remodeled "La
Garden

brings the total

87%

Pennsylvania/Welsh farm vernacular with the British picturesque

&

it

article discussed

Galerie" in 1953, and the story of the alterations

below.
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in various

is

documented

in a

House

f\0

!)"•

•

rectangular shapes to create a more contemporary whole-represent approximately

12% of
nearly

the sum.

87% were

12% were a
showed

The

final statistics

show

that

of Durham's buildings built by 1946:

distinct

Euro-American or regional revival buildings, approximately

later eclectic

combination of the above, and two buildings, less than 1%,

modem

initiatives.

These figures confirm Durham's position

as a revival architect

the local historical traditions of the township or the British patterns

the revival trends of the time.

Modernity was

rare,

and when

it

who

favored

made modish by

was used, Durham

merely rounded the comers on a previously conceived rectanguar stmcture.
eclectic usage of design features

1940s, a trend that for

The

and architectural elements began to appear in the

Durham became

characteristic of the second half of his career.

Small Houses and Post-war Construction
Although an in-depth analysis of the smaller Newbury and Glyntaff Company
houses and the ninety-seven buildings built after 1946 has not been included here,
buildings from these group were highlighted in articles in popular periodicals during
the late 1940s and early 1950s.'*

The review of

this literature

sample of Durham's designs for smaller, compact houses,
the

modem

family, and his use of post-war materials.

below

will provide a

his treatment of space for

Additionally, a brief

examination of the types of structures Durham remodeled into residences and the

changes he made

to existing

'^See also Chapter

homes

built

by other

architects, gives insight into his

4 for a discussion of the Newbury and Glyntaff Company homes.
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71

iT

adaptive use practices.

Between 1951 and 1952 three

homes

small

in

House

Company House No.

&

articles

were published on Durham's designs for

Garden magazine. The

first

5 of 1938-39, located at 218

one featured Newbury

Elbow Lane

in

Haverford as "A

Pennsylvania House with a Space-wise Plan."'* The simple, two-story rectangular
structure in dimensions of 59.5 feet

by 25

feet is lauded for a

compact arrangement

and "good apportioning of space. "^° As a three-bay, central-entrance home,
includes four main bedrooms, a maid's

and a library
large

room above

in addition to kitchen, dining

bowed window

the dining room.

is

it

the two-car garage, four baths,

room and

living

room

(Fig. 6.33).

A

centered in the rear facade for a terrace and garden view from

The main

feature of the street facade

is

a caste iron gallery that

offers a regional architectural detail as well as an extension of living space.

Originally the ironwork

was painted gray

to contrast with

6.34).

^'^House

&

Garden 99 (February 1951): 92-93.

=»Ibid., 92.
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pink brick walls (Fig.

Scale

in

tee[

_=_=_
i

Fig. 6.33

Plan of

Lane, Haverford.

10

IS

20

25

5 (1938), Adam Ross Residence, 218 Elbow
Garden (February 1951): 92.

Newbury Company House No.
Reprinted from House

&
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Newbury Company House No.

Fig. 6.34

The

5 (1938),

Adam Ross

Residence, 218 Elbow Lane.

plan demonstrate.s one of Durham's compact designs for an elegant but small,

functional house with

tall,

multi-paned windows to provide exceptional

light.

Using the established typological analysis, Newbury Company House No. 5
fits

Type E and

The other

revival ideas.

earlier,

more

six structures in this

Durham's move toward regional

development, however, represent his

traditional building designs but simply

of types shown

home unto

represents classical treatment of

in the

itself

on a small

scale.

The

diversity

following table exemplifies Durham's aim to individualize each

and within

its

setting, especially within a

(Table 6.12).
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compact development

Table 6.12

NEUBURY CGMPANY HOUSES LISTED BY NUMBER

'V/

P'.*'

hud

Following the war, as land became

less available

and more expensive, the
in cost, well-designed

need for housing increased, and building materials escalated

and finely detailed small houses became more fashionable than the large suburban
estate

for

home. Variations on the

became a new challenge

Durham.

A
in

high-style, small-house plan

deviation from the plan featured in the article cited above

one published a month

Today's

Way

more space

later entitled

Durham

of Living".^'

in the

Dorrance) built

in

home
1947

for Mrs.

(DHN

(Fig. 6.35):

"What

is

249).

its

garage

The

article

in

this

Georgian House Fits

an extended

L

much more

dimensions are moderate. "^^

is

to achieve

(formerly Mrs. Arthur C.

claims Mrs. Wheelock requested

and convenient structure, which

notable about the house

character excellently and includes

although

sets the

Ward Wheelock

styling, but used in a small

Georgian

"Small and New,

becomes evident

that

it

Durham

created

achieves that architectural

than usual small house amenities inside,

Durham achieved

this in

two ways:

he

raised the first floor above ground level to provide a fenestrated basement for a

game

room; by extending the garage wing as an L, he could accommodate two maids'
rooms, leaving space

in the

Durham

L

designed the

dormers.

^'House

&

^^Ibid.,

133.

sitting

room

off the master bedroom.

with a hipped, mansard roof punctuated by round-headed

This articulated

was painted pink with

main block for a

it

strongly from the gable-roofed Georgian house, which

contrasting green shutters and a white doorframe with broken

Garden 99 (March 1951): 132-33, 167.
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Today

pediment.

the garage

wing has been

and two windows on both the

first

altered to living space using a gable roof

and second

floors. All brick surfaces are painted

white and the trim, shutters, and elegant Georgian doorframe are dark blue (Fig.
6.36).

r
III

Sitting

^

Master
III

bedroom

1—^=^

-^_j
_

>-

1

Bedroom

ji;

ggdroom

if

ir.isj-

*

t
Second

Fig. 6.35

Floor

Second floor plan and photo showing original garage wing

Arthur Dorrance Residence, 223 Cheswold Hill Road, Haverford.

for

DHN

249 (1947),

Reprinted from House

&

Garden (March 1951): 132-133.

Durham's

original design and color

scheme

for this

his playful, eclectic, architectural treatments with revival

his career.

The

1947 house exemplified

idioms during

this portion

of

present renovation— with the exception of the blue and white paints—

reclassifies the building as a

more

sincere revival structure but with

proportion.
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little

regard for

Fig. 6.36

The
emphasizes

final

DHN

249 (1947), Arthur Dorrance Residence, 223 Che.swold

House

& Garden

its flexibility

and

article that cites a

livability.^'

The

Durham house

article

Hill

Road.

for

its

size also

provides a rule-of-thumb for

designers during the years immediately following the Second World War:

^'"Lxirge Living in Small Space:

Changing Family Needs," House

&

15 Small

Hoases

that

Act

Lxirge.

Garden. 102 (August 1952):
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No.

14,

22-23. 80-81.

This Hou.se Meets

Fig. 6.37

DHN

283 (1949), Russell Thayer Residence, 220 Cheswold Lane, looking southeast

with the garage wing to the right.

and landscaping improvements.

238

The measure of a house today is not how large but how livable. Changing
ways of living, high construction costs, vanishing servants-all play a role in
limiting the size of today's new houses. But it does not necessarily follow that
a small house means cramped living.^"

Methods used

at the

time and featured in the houses of fifteen different

flexible plans, glass walls,

architects include:

combined rooms,

partial partitions

and

freestanding fireplaces, terraces for living space, plantings to ensure outdoor privacy,

arrangements for informal dining and entertaining, materials with easy maintenance.

The Durham house chosen
built in

1949

at

end

that

exemplify a family's changing needs

in

main feature

Durham used an L

Haverford (Fig. 6.37-6.38).

is

a self-sufficient

first

floor with

floor, with

two rooms

at the north

two additional bedrooms, baths, and a maid's room,

designed to be shut off or used as a separate apartment

if

tall

gable windows and roof overhang that

walkway

are

two new features used by Durham.

creates a covered

Durham

is

the family size diminishes.

steeply sloped roof with

for

No. 283,

can double as bedrooms rather than the designated library and guest room.

The second

A

is

220 Cheswold Lane over the foundations of "Cheswold," the former

Alexander Cassatt mansion
pattern, but the

to

are a recycled Georgian chimney piece in the living

Routine inclusions

room and

large,

multi-pane windows on the east and south garden facades for light and garden views
(see Fig. 6.38)."

^Ibid., 22.

"The

me to photograph their home and
Thayer family had supplied the mantel from another

present owners, Frank and Eugenia Thomas, kindly allowed

visit the interior.

They

also shared the fact that the

While they are not fond of the awkwardness of the east facade (Fig. 6.38), they appreciate the
and spaciousness of the second floor rooms. Overall, few alterations have been made in Durham's
original design to the house, though the Thomas' have altered the driveway and added a swimming pool

building.
light
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Fig. 6.37

DHN

283 (1949),

Ru.s.sell

Thayer Residence, 220 Cheswold Lane, looking southeast

with the garage wing to the right.

and landscaping improvements

238

Fig. 6.38

DHN

Three further
identify

238 (1949),

Thayer Residence, 220 Cheswold Lane, east facade.

articles published in

Durham houses

yesterday's charm"-''

Rus.sell

in three other

(DHN

and modern planning

past and present"

(DHN

•'"'This

ways:

&

Garden between 1952 and 1954

as "combining today's comfort with

278); as "transitional houses"--those that feature

traditional design

1952):

House

(DHN

"Pembroke"

296).^"

292)" or

(DHN

that

278),

"combine the best of

when

it

House Combines Today's Comfort with Yesterday's Charm." House

was completed

&

in

Gcmlen 102 (October

176-77. 202-204.

-'"Today's Transitional Houses;

106 (October 1954):

1.

Modern Version of Romantic Colonial Design," House

to a

Garden

2.
A Romantic Colonial
Garden 104 (September 1953): 118, 120-22,

-""The 1953 Transitional House Combines the Best of Past and Present:

House Opens Out

&

174-178, 187.

Modem

Walled-in Patio."

House

124, 150.
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<4

Bryn

Mawr

in

1950

(a dated

plaque hangs under the gable peak), used gray

New

Orleans ironwork to support the entrance loggia of a brick house painted pink (gray
not seen today).

irregularly-shaped house, with a garage at one end

The extended,

and a guest extension
large central living

at the other, encloses a patio facing the

room

In

(Fig. 6.39).

indoor-outdoor living space for

all

many of

A

seasons.

his traditional built-in

window

wall of the

one area, removable glass panels create an
pink brick wall surrounding the

property ensures garden privacy from the main road.
features

is

Inside the house,

Durham

conveniences (pass-throughs, cabinets,

The

bookshelves) and recycled architectural elements (paneling and a chimney piece).

asymmetrical shape of the house, the openings to patios and gardens, the gable-roofed

main brick block, and ornate ironwork represent new,
and materials formulated into an

number 292,

Mawr

was

actually

As

homes

DNH 296,

begun

belongs to the same development and

to

outdoor privacy.

in

1951

Bryn

in

The 1953

is

located

two

lots

homes are surrounded by brick or

the previous house, both of these

to achieve

historical ideas

Durham's house

as an adaptation of the pool house of the former Potts Estate.^*

masonry walls
the

and

non-conforming structure.

original,

cited as a transitional house in 1954,

transitional house,

away.

traditional,

This allows the immediate areas around

be used as living space on a regular

basis.

DHN

292 employs an

L

shape structure only one-room deep for constant exposure to the outside and
proximity to the swimming pool.

^'I

am

grateful to Richard Wesley,

University of Pennsylvania
the above cited

House

&

who was

Garden

A

two-story covered entrance, purportedly

AIA, a

faculty

member

in the

Department of Architecture

involved with renovations for this house, in bringing

article to

my

attention.

43, below.
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For further

details

on

its

its

at the

history and

former use, see footnote

vri

J)/

.noqo

^^H

^

\T1-J^
Fir.i./luor iilun sliuws basic rcclanpular
(lesipn Kill, jiiiling service area

f ufM

Fig. 6.39

Plan for

Bryn Mawr.

DHN

King

wliicli l.elps

l<>

and ihe

enclofc a palio.

278 (1949), Edward B. Leisenring Residence, 320 Fishers Road,
& Gardens (October 1952): 177.

Reprinted from House

copied from a Fairmount Park house achieves an historic link to the past.^°

By

contrast,

DHN

296

is

a simple rectangle, but features an open, second-floor,

"Monterey-style" gallery off the bedrooms on the west side (Fig. 6.40).
floor interior includes contemporary space planning:

the entrance hall from the

outdoors.

combined living/dining

The

first

a storage wall divider separates

area,

and the

latter

opens

to the

Again, built-ins achieve efficient use of space and provide convenience and

a contemporary, clean look in a house that can

architectural history.

'"Ibid., 174.
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still

be identified with regional

i

ig.

6.40

DUN 2%

(1952), Richard Ziesing.

Jr.

Residence, 400 Potts Lane.

West facade

with gallery.

The most
House

&

significant article on a

Garden.

The

patio of

the feature story the "3rd

&

DHN

Durham house appeared

July 1953

302 was pictured on the cover as a lead-in

House of Ideas.""

Garden's editor-in-chief, the house

in the

at

According

to Albert Kornfeld,

410 Colebrook Lane, Bryn Mawr,

to

House

built in

120-23. These
""House of Ideas." House & Garden 104 (July 1953): 46-73. 102-107. 114-15. 117,
as follows: "Here's How It
page numbers include separate sections of the main article that are subtitled
How It Plays: Recreation Room
Looks: A Traditional House that Crosses All Date Lines"; "Here's
Generations to be Good Mixers";
Two
Encourages
It
Entertains:
It
How
"Here's
Caters to Family Fun";
Modem
Grows: Three Terraces Multiply the Living Space"; Here's How It Cooks:

"Here's

How

Mawr,"

pp. 75-79, 101, 107.

It

"Here's How it Sleeps:
Equipment. Gay Colors Make it Eftlcient. Inviting"; "Here's How It Works;"
pictures and identities Walter Durham
Each Bedroom is a Place to Roost as Well as Rest." This issue also
Bryn Mawr entitled "This is Bryn
on the table of contents and includes an article about life in Main Line

242

1952 also on the former Potts

estate, is featured

has a Regency look about

because

it

is not wrapped up in the past.
It is up to
Designed for a typical American family in a
typical American suburb, it stands for a way of life demanded by thousands of
families who like the look of tradition but insist on living in modem

but

it,

it

date in planning and equipment.

comfort.

The
a

^^

applauds the house for the following features:

article

combined system

occupants in their
living

and

that cools, heats,

and cleans the

own bedroom/ sitting

full air

conditioning, using

individual privacy for all

air;

spaces but a contemporary, open plan for

and dining; multiple terraces and patios for outside living space;

modem

kitchen conveniences.

came from Swanswick Manor, a

Durham's

mechanized

inspiration for the house apparently

19th-century Delaware home.

In keeping with his

custom of combining old and new and recycling materials, the bricks, wrought-iron
railing, trellis, front door,

buildings."

An open

and living room mantel

floor plan provides

modem

all

came from previous

styling for a

house containing ten

rooms, four baths, a two-car garage, and three terraces achieved by

on a slope

(Figs. 6.41-6.42).

interior fixtures, doors,

Throughout the

article, specific details

modem
homes

now

eliminated from plans and a

and

new

kitchens or outdoor areas for family cooking.

in the

house

on landscaping,

and the mechanical system provide ideas for everything from

rotational tub plantings to efficient, space-saving devices

Maids' rooms were

siting the

modem

light fixtures.

focus was placed on

When

Walter Durham built

1950s he adapted his architecture to meet the needs of a changing

"Albert Komfeld, "Live and Let Live," House

""The House of

&

Ideas," 105.

243

Garden 104

(July 1953): 45.

society and contemporary living patterns.

Fig. 6.41

DUN

302 (1951), Howard Morgan Residente, 410 Cosehrook Road, north tacade

and west end.

244

Cutaway

floor plan shows

how

three-stor>'

lower terrace are for the children.
open, flexible area for adults; study

house works.

First floor living-dining
is

Basement recreation room and

room and

a quiet oasis off by itself.

terrace together

make an

Upstairs, master suite

is

secluded from the children's rooms.

Fig. 6.42

Plan for

DHN

302 (1952), Howard Morgan Residence, 410 Colebrook Road, Bryn
& Garden (July 1953): 66.

Mawr. Reprinted from House

Two

of three homes built between 1962 and 1966 on large parcels of land in

Villanova provide examples of Durham's

last isolated

245

attempts at modernism,

DHN

384 (see Chapter
efforts to

7)

compete

nor accomplished.

Durham

stream.

and

DHN

396.

As

final

products of his career, they represent

architecturally using a style in

which Durham was neither versed

Both structures are located on a

uses the naturally

proportions of the houses are

wooded

awkward and

site to

rise

overlooking either a pond or

best advantage, but the designs and

the materials routine.

In

DHN

396, the

Dorrance home, Durham used contemporary glass window walls and large geometric
shapes in the main facade, but he

still

incorporated recycled architectural elements in

the design, as described in Chapter 5.

he had taken on modernism.

He had

not abandoned historic design, but he

Nonetheless, these last major structures indicate

Durham was more accomplished

in his traditional, revival

modes.

Additions, Adaptive Use, and Remodeling

Durham was always

consciously aware of architectural trends, the needs of

and changing economic

society,

factors.

He

recognized that families grew and then

diminished and houses had to be adapted accordingly.

improve

When

his

own

also willing to alter or

designs to accommodate different desires of a client or a

new owner.

necessary, he was prepared to economize and alter a garage or stable into a

residence or remodel an old house to incorporate a

alterations

are

He was

and additions are not as well documented as

numerous and may be worth a study

articles

modem

in the future.

provide some insight into Durham's practice in

246

his

interior.

new

His records of

construction, but they

Meanwhile, two published
this area,

and major

ir:i

r-iTn 3T)K-0'rTfft

fmr'^

alterations to pre-existent houses

on

understanding of the principles he

&

The House

Garden

describes the 1953 additions

numbered

"Does

Durham made

Pay

It

to

The prelude

The

findings

showed

to

Remodel an Old House Today?"

"La Galerie,"

DHN

203, originally

established landscaping.^*

The

accommodate

new

houses were usually structurally sound

ceilings,

and generous grounds with well-

decision for the Charles Ernst family of

add a living room wing and breakfast area

1952

to the discussion indicates that in

that older

and comfortable, had big rooms and high

Twenty

can provide further

dollars had been spent modernizing old houses in lieu of

construction.

to

list

used.^"*

article

built in 1941 (see Fig. 9.31).^^

700 million

his

to their relatively

Penn Valley

new home

to

was thus reasonable.

the family activities of three lively children

acres of land added to their original three-acre plot meant space

was no

issue

Durham. ^^

for

To provide

for the family's needs,

Durham added

from the northeast comer or the original house.
space with a built-in bar and accessories on the

a two-story

wing

at

an angle

This created additional entertaining
first floor.

Added above were a

home in Haverford, Delaware County for the Henry Breyer,
among homes of Durham's in Lower Merion it will not be discussed in detail.
The addition, however, was a room to hold a collection of Staffordshire mugs and to provide a fullyequipped bar/soda fountain—not inappropriate for a member of the Breyer ice cream family. For further
information see: "Adding A Family Room Gave This House Adequate Play Space," House & Garden 106
'"One

article refers to

Jr., family.

Since

it is

an addition on a

not

(August 1954): 50-51.

""Does

It

Pay

to

Remodel An Old House Today?" House

123.

'*Ibid.,

53

"Ibid., 123.
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&

Garden 103 (February 1953): 52-55, 119,

..'J

jiitv-TT ?yr. "'r Ion

oh

bedroom and bath plus customized

storage space.

French doors gave access and a view
floor;

new

terrace

As was

windowed octagonal room

typical of

uniquely incorporated for

modem

The adaptive use of
other architects involved

may have been

existing buildings

Durham on

responsible for

in all the

at least fifteen different

more than have been
file

his alterations, so external appearances

new rooms were

to residences built

commissions.

by

Durham

identified at the present, but

or comparing

maps of properties and deeds

Durham was

also accomplished at

do not always provide the necessary

fifteen buildings listed as pre-existent structures in

Durham's normal

Enlarging the

newly extended terrace

and modifications

can converted pre-existent structures be verified.

a variety of methods:

floor.

first

living.

today, only by reviewing each house

The

into the

Durham, customized needs

windows and

and swimming pool on the

an exterior staircase linked the terrace to the second

kitchen meant adding a

area.

to a

Floor-to-ceiling

clues.

Table 6.14 were identified by

suspicion due to outward appearance and non-conformity with

architectural designs; information

Durham's team, and secondary
previous building on the

site

discussed in two categories:

literature

from owners or members of

on the township or accidental discovery of a

through documentary evidence.

These buildings will be

adapted non-residential outbuildings and adapted

residences.
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Crosby Brown
Records

estate

Durham's

in

house when
files for

it

DHN

was accessed from

the top of

Dodds Lane.

212 provide an original heating plan for the

garage from P. Gormly Co., Engineers and Contractors, dated March 17, 1928.

When

constructed, the structure straddled the entrance drive to the estate and housed

a two-story apartment and garage on each

second floor that ran over the driveway.
circular staircase,

matched the main

Sleeping quarters were on the

side.^'

The Tudor

estate house.

conjunction with the subdivision of the

Brown

alteration of this garage into a ten to eleven

design, including an exterior

On September

estate

by Durham

room house was

structure reflects the substance of these plans.

Knowing

24, 1941, in

&

Irvine, a

devised. "*"

The

proposed
present

the building's history today

accounts for the unusual shape and design of the present residence.

The

stables that

One was

Haverford.

became
stable,

its

now

at 141

to residential structures

"Newbury"

estate of

Newbury Company Houses

in

W.

were both

1939-40.

The converted

Grays Lane, was known as Newbury House No.

The outward appearance of
marks

in the

in

B. Stephenson that

use as a stable has been documented in atlases and in Durham's

horses' teeth

the building and retention of

7.

Evidence of

file for this

windows

that

show

muntins provide further evidence (Fig. 6.43).

lowered living room featuring a recycled mantel piece and a dining room that

''Railroad property

1937, for

Brown
the

located on the

the land for the

building.

A

were converted

it

maps

verify the construction of the original garage

does not appear on plates

8, 9,

sometime between 1926 and
show the James Crosby

or 17 of the Bromley Atlas 1926 that

property, but the Franklin Atlas 1937 indicates the entrance to the estate runs under a structure at

end of Dodds Lane
*File for

DHN

(plates 18

and

19).

212.
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The second
acre estate of

W.

Its

was a stone building located on the 5.75

Plunkett Stewart in Haverford at the east end of the Cassatt property

off Grays Lane/^

Bishop.

stable or carriage house

It

was

altered

by Durham as

DHN

192 in 1939 for Dr. Paul A.

present half-timber and stucco construction, cupola, and irregular shape

alludes to a building originally intended for a different use.

altered

by Durham was a bank bam converted

Ludington adjacent

to a studio

The

third

(DHN

to the family estate "Clovelly" in 1933.

farm building

119) for C. Wright

Subsequent changes were

carried out in 1968.''^

The home

that

developed from a pool house

"transitional house" in the

of Carrie Potts in Bryn

House

&

Garden

Mawr was known

gothic revival mansion built by

Cope

&

article

is

DHN 292,

of 1954.

The

discussed above as a

fifty-one acre estate

as "Colebrook" and featured a large, stone,

Stewardson prior

of the property showed six stone buildings on the

site.'*^

to 1906.'*^

Durham

In 1919 a

map

subdivided and

developed the land between 1945 and 1952 with fourteen new homes after most of the
earlier buildings

had been demolished.

"-The Stewart property and building footprints are documented in Mueller Atlas 1913, plate 9.

"'This house

was

recently described (but with

Simply Special" by Doris

Yocum Markley

no reference

in the "At

Home"

to

Durham) in an article titled "Quite
Main Line (October 1992): 10-16.

section of

"^Four photographs of the original stone structure exist in The American Architect and Building
89, illustrations no. 1572 (February 10, 1906).

"'Mueller Atlas 1919, plate 16.
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News

Remodeled Residential Structures

Durham

(Nine)

altered four pre-existent residences

from the 18th and 19th centuries

and five country houses plus one outbuilding from the

The two

century.

complex

in

18th-century structures are Stoke Poges

latter is located at the

Brown development

in

interior,

Durham

(DHN

called the "Morris

House"

Durham's changes and

The

preservation attitudes.

alterations appear to

earliest

for assessing

Cadwalader and

his wife in 1925.

distinctive because

it is

finished in

and features

more

Durham's

of the two structures

Greek revival mansion on a nearly ten-acre

tin,

181).

have been

though they have not been closely evaluated.**

documented and provide an opportunity

painted

(DHN

Both retain certain historical architectural

Alterations to the two 19th-century buildings have been

92), a

137), a farm

"S" curve and bridge over Mill Creek in the James Crosby

Gladwyne.

characteristics externally.

mainly

quarter of the 20th

Villanova with a main house that contains an 18th-century section and

multiple additions, and a building

The

first

is

closely

restoration

and

"Mount Pleasant"

plot purchased

For Lower Merion the house

by Lambert
is

particularly

cream stucco, has a hipped roof covered

half-size, third-story

"^For published information on Stoke Poges see

windows under

(DHN

the roof eaves.

in red

The

Bemice Mcllhenny Wintersteen, "Paintings and
Lower Merion Township maintains an Historic

Antiques," Antiques, 88 (November 1965): 644-649.

Resource Survey form on

this site

with a review of the history of the structure (Planning Department,

Lower Merion Township Building, Ardmore, PA). Not all the information is up-to-date and accurate,
however (see also the discussion of this building in Chapter 7). Historically the Morris House was part
of a mill complex of Evan G. Jones (Mueller Atlas 1896, plate 16). Durham's files indicates it was on
lot no. 30 of the James Crosby Brown tract and underwent plans for revision in 1938-39. Porches are
shown on one sketch from June 21, 1938 and site plans by Thomas Sears exist from July 8, 1938. Details
for a bridge, interior wood paneling, and stencil patterns also remain. Major structural changes apparently
were not part of the

alterations.
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configuration of the house originally was a five-bay central entrance plan.

bedroom and bath on

additions in 1931 involved a first-floor library and second-floor

the east side; a porch on the west side

casement windows on the second
Unfortunately, the added and

was open
Today

floor.

now

at the

bottom but enclosed by

the lower porch

is

also enclosed.

wings do not conform well

altered

Durham's

to the original

symmetrical structure.

The house
«& Irvine addition

thesis

at

from 1937, has a history

by ElizaBeth

surely a

home of

636 Black Rocks Road

Bede.'*^

In addition to

in

Gladwyne

(DHN

that has only recently

showing

that "Black

replaced large stone

later alterations

Fumess

architectural elements.

fireplaces with colonial mantels

it

Fumess

The popular

is

in a

most

Durham

Indeed,

Durham

his stock pile of

represented an earlier generation of architects and

Durham never chose

trend at the time

to suit Dr. Everett

that although

Rocks"

from

to share.

appreciation of Fumess' s style was apparently minimal and he

provided

been unraveled

and additions by Durham.

Victorian and individualistic ideas-ones

historically.

Durham

the mid- 19th century rather than the 18th, she verifies an addition

by Frank Fumess plus

it

176), with a

was

was too close

colonial revival, and

Bamard, the owner.

It is

His
to assess

Durham

interesting to note,

however,

maintained revival traditions of the Pennsylvania farmhouse

sympathetic to the 19th-century building and Fumess' s wing (the middle block), even

"^ElizaBeth Anne Bede, "The Site Development of 'Black Rocks' Located in Lx)wer Merion Township,
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania," M.S. thesis. University of Pennsylvania, 1990. A full description
of the origins of this building and alterations to it by Frank Fumess are contained in this thesis.

Additionally, elevations and plans of Durham's alterations to Fumess' designs are verified on pp. 145-155.

The biographical information on Durham, his development methods, and his work as a colonial revival
architect in Lower Merion presented herewith is now more current than that found in Bede's work.
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on

Durham

this facade,

did not continue the pent roof incorporated by Fumess.

now

Instead, under the ivy

seen on the facade, a band of stone has been integrated

purely as a design element/*

The

suburban estate houses that

six

"golden era. "

As an

architect

due

became valued

for architectural alterations by the

new owner.

James Crosby Brown

in

estate

house

1914.

With the

and

changed and

tradition

dissolution of the

and servant populations meant cause

in

(DHN

1903

in

174), built originally for

an English Gothic mode,

by the same architects

Brown

Wynyates," the

In the case of "Clifton

Gladwyne

William C. Scott by Price and McLanahan

more Tudor

as lavish living styles

War

became unnecessary or unaffordable. Transfers of ownership

to death, bankruptcy, or dwindling family

altered to a

products of the

on the Main Line following the First World

the Great Depression, his services

large formal residences

Durham remodeled were

estate, in

after

it

Brown's purchase

was

in

1937 Durham created two

residences from the mansion, separating the main house (57 Crosby

Brown Road)

from the carriage house (56 Crosby Brown Road) for Sun Oil's French chemist,

Eugene Houdry, who

Most

called

it

"Le Mesnil" (see also Chapter 4 and Appendix

recently, local real estate advertisements indicate that Robert A.

lO)."*'

M. Stem

restored and modernized the carriage house, even including a lap pool.

"^Ibid,

148-151.

Drawings and early photographs on these pages

identify the band.

Alterations to the

north facade did require continuing Fumess' pent eave, and this was carefully matched by
Irvine.

Durham

&

Ibid., 158.

"Lower Merion Township Planning Department
building under the
carriage house

is

number

LMT

091-4000.

Not

all

maintains an Historic Resource Survey form for this
the information

not listed as part of the original structure).
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is

complete or correct

(e.g., the

Conversely, an estate house in

expanded for

social

Wynnewood

of 1921 was modernized and

and business purposes, security forces, at-home leisure

such as an indoor pool, a nine-hole golf course, gardens, and greenhouses
see also Appendix 11).

structure into

one

that

In a third house,

it

225;

would compete mechanically and fashionably with the

one house, however, standard living

at least

(DHN

meant modernizing a tum-of-the-century

architecture of the last quarter of the 20th century

For

facilities

single family for over a quarter of a century:

(DHN

393; see also Appendix 11).

situations

were maintained by a

Durham's records

for

DHN

125 of the

Ludington family document various alterations caused by changing living patterns on
the

Main Line between 1913 and

estate

house

at

was

altered

known

make new

as "Clovelly."

and added

to in

1913 by the architect Horace Well

Thirty years later, Nicolas Ludington commissioned

Sellers of Philadelphia.^"

to

After Charles H. Ludington bought his

25 Old Gulph Road, Ardmore (now 35 Old Gulph Road, Gladwyne),

the existent house

Durham

1970.

alterations to this massive, colonial revival mansion,

Plans from July 7, 1933 show the significant change was

the kitchen to the location of the dining room, apparently for

moving

access.^'

by then

Servant living spaces and a

new

servant dining

room were

more prominant
still

incorporated in the house.

After nearly a decade, additional drawings show an alteration to the master

*See drawings dated
^'File

number 2

for

May

DHN

21, 1913 by Horace Well Sellers in

125.
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file for

DHN

125.

bedroom, dressing room, and
remodeling the

first floor.

This

October 27, 1950, plans for the
(file

number

The

3).

simultaneously offers suggestions for

not pursued until over five years later.

is

first

the first floor.

Durham moved

the master

The kitchen becomes a bedroom

becomes the dining room. Durham had thus created a
in

1950 within a pre- 19 13

becoming rare by
servants'

area.

this

second floor

bedroom

estate house.

The

and daughter
library

single-level, ranch-style living

While

live-in servants

decade, one concession to affluent living

rooms were reconfigured on

is

to the dining

for both a son

and a new kitchen and plant room are created from a patio space.

arrangement

On

radical shifting of the use of space

show a

floor

typical jurisdiction of sleeping quarters to the

suddenly abandoned, and instead,

room on

Durham

bath.^^

still

were

existed-three

the second floor into the former family living

These architectural changes between 1933 and 1950 show Durham's

ability to

adjust household space to not only the needs of the family, but also to the

architectural

and

social patterns

family architect, for he built

prominent

DHN

at the time.

Moreover Durham became the

118 for C. Townsend Ludington on the former

squash courts of the "Clovelly" estate in 1933 and as discussed, adapted a bank
for C.

Durham's use of
throughout the
served.

(DHN

Wright Ludington

His

technology,

first

119).

revival styles with historic materials for customized buildings

part of his career

was

stabile

ability to alter his architectural

new

bam

and well calculated for the clients he

idiom

to

compete with fashion,

materials and a family's changing social pattern provided

"Plan dated June 30, 1944

in file

number

3 for

DHN
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125.

modem

him

continual favor.

After the Second

World War

his individualism, use

of historic or

adaptive materials, and a strongly eclectic design approach in either small or large

homes continued

his popularity as an architect.

The

pleasing to the eye as his traditional patterns, but

and seek well-crafted and individualized homes.
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results

were not always as

homeowners continued

to appreciate

Chapter Seven

CONCLUSION: EVALUATION AND CONSERVATION GUIDELINES FOR

DURHAM RESIDENCES

The

typological analysis of

Durham's residences

presented in the previous chapter clarifies

and regional building elements.

The

how

Lower Merion Township

the architect

combined various

resulting types establish both a

evaluating his architectural contribution to the

one Durham structure with another.

in

historic

framework

community and a means

for

for

comparing

Additionally, the analysis provides an

understanding of Durham's design intentions, craftsmanship, and materialsinformation that facilitates proper maintenance, alterations, and sympathetic additions.

Lower Merion Township's

recent assessment of remaining open space and a listing of

one-hundred remaining residential properties of five acres or more—the "Threatened
Properties List" (TPL)-includes twenty-three Durham-built or altered houses (see

Map

8).'

Any

plans promoted by the township, property owners, or citizen groups

'The "Threatened Properties List" was established by the Planning Department of Lower Merion
in 1990 in preparation for a township assessment of open space and greenways. The list was

Township

after J. Parker & Associates of Philadelphia and the Brandywine Conservancy compiled
"The Lower Merion Township Open Space Study" in 1989. Fourteen priority open space areas and
natural features were identified for the township in this study. These two reports were part of the
material offered to an Open Space Task Force convened by the township to compile recommendations
on open space during the summer of 1990. As a member of this task force, the author had access to

completed

the

TPL

DHN

and used

it

to research the

Durham

144, a pre-existent building altered by

properties.

Durham

Today only 22 Durham buildings remain;
was demolished by fire in the 1950's.

in 1935,
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1

to protect the land

and the buildings of these properties can only be accomplished

with appropriate facts and information regarding the

This chapter will place Durham's architecture
contemporaries

in

Lower Merion Township and

evaluation and ranking of the twenty-three

sites

in the context

method

offer a

Durham

and structures.

structures

of his

for a qualitative

now on

the

descriptions and the resulting rankings of the buildings are provided in

for prioritizing protection.

The

evaluation method

buildings in a group or individually,

if the

wishes.

Because the properties on the

for their

open land,

TPL

home owner,

&

Durham

or a realtor

trees, views, wetlands, or significant architecture, efforts to

critical.

Methods

avoid

that derive

Irvine's aesthetic of subdividing in large parcels, protecting nature,

and limiting structural density are discussed and proposed.
"Guidelines for Protecting Properties of Five Acres or
Altered Houses and for

Use of both

1

are considered valuable to the township

development of the land or demolition of a building are

from Durham

Full

Appendix

applicable to other

is is

township, a

TPL.

New

They are

More

finalized as

with Durham-built or

Limited-Development Construction"

in

Appendix

13.

the evaluative rankings and the protective guidelines should enable

preservation of distinctive

Durham

residences for future generations.

Evaluation

Background

One would hope
1925 and 1968

in

an

to easily place

artistic

and

Durham's

architectural achievements

historic perspective within the township.
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between

Unfortunately, this

is

No

not easily accomplished.

the architecture in the township after

World War

I

systematic survey or analysis of

has been undertaken, leaving a

void for contextual evaluation of Durham's residences against those of his
contemporaries.

Through the Pennsylvania

Lower Merion has
(Harriton, Bryn

Gladwyne

historic district law.

Act 167 of 1961,

established three local and National Register Historic Districts

Mawr

in 1980).

Merion Square, Gladwyne, and Mill Creek,

in 1962;

Additionally, the township has undertaken an Inventory of

Historic Resources (1985), an Historic Building Survey (1988) that ranked 282

buildings and thirty-five neighborhoods extant before 1908, and completed an
"Historic Sites Comprehensive

Mapping

Project" in 1989-90.^

resources that provide broad overviews and highlight the

and exceptional buildings
is

a specific

this period.^

in the

township also

The

few standard

work of notable

What remains

exist.

architects

lacking, however,

resource associating buildings with individual architects or firms from

While research on Durham has brought

prominent Main Line architects of

^

A

"Historic Sites

Mapping

Corporation in January 1990.

A

his time,

Project"

to light information

no evidence has yet shown

on other

that

any single

was completed by Philadelphia Historic Preservation

windshield survey identified eighty-five neighborhoods and thousands

of buildings that were classified for architectural

interest.

documentation beyond the survey has been undertaken.

No

specific architectural or historic

This project and information on the local and

National Register properties, districts, inventories, and other surveys are available through the Planning
Department of Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
'Available literature includes: Carl E. Doebley,

Lower Merion, A

Portrait (Philadelphia:

Lower

Merion Historical Society, 1976), Phyllis C. Maier & Mary Mendenhall Wood, eds., Lower Merion--A
History (Ardmore, PA: Lower Merion Historical Society, 1988) and the inventory lists available
through the Planning Department, Lower Merion Township, Ardmore.
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architect designed as

many

exclusive custom

largest competitor before 1945

was

quality and style, not necessarily

post- World

War

Durham's place
will

be

clearer.

I

volume

list

in

TPL showed

that

direct

land

was

who

have been explained.

that

No

monopoly on

included one-hundred

(as of 1991 this

now

other architect

that

commodity

homeowner— a

Anglo-American patterns

initially

number

Durham was

available, and he supplied a

conservative, but stylish

held the

number was
list

of the ninety-nine identified parcels twenty-three (23%)

large proportion, an understandable fact

clientele

in

further research on

comparison of the Durham house and address

included a Durham-built or altered home.

and

though mainly

confirmed by examination of the township's

parcels identified by street address and parcel

with the

Irvine's

for at least twenty years.

of land parcels of five acres or more

A

When

&

Lower Merion has been completed,

Main Line

prolific output is further

reduced to ninety-nine).^

& Warner,

(see Chapter 3).

Until then, he stands as the architect

Durham's

Durham/ Durham

development of the architectural history of the township

building exclusive residences on the

TPL. This

as

the firm of Wallace

domestic architecture

in the overall

homes

became

is

represented in such a

Durham's development practices

the architect of the affluent

that

appealed to the traditional,

large, simple, solid, stone

the

when

home

in classic

symbol of the Quaker oriented Main Line

community.

While Lower Merion Township has merely

"Tract developments in such areas as Overbrook Hills,

1920s have not been included
'Parcel

number 158 was

identified the tracts

Wynnewood, by

in these estimates.

deleted due to subdivision in 1991.
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on the

TPL

to

architect-developers of the

monitor changes

in

ownership, and

if

necessary, to encourage open space or land

conservation rather than subdivision, the built structures on the land have not been
addressed.

The momentary assessment of

the parcels consists of a basic check

list

for characteristics such as zoning, woodlands, steep slopes, floodplain/wetlands,

public sewer, views, uniqueness,

Landmark or National Register

status, inclusion in

the priority areas established by the Brandywine report, historic studies or inventories,

Bridlewild Trails circuit, and road corridors or potential greenway links.

zoning and public sewers, a

total

township regarding these parcels.
following three categories:

of twelve criteria have been categorized by the

Recognition of structures occurs only through the

Landmark/National Register Property, Historic Study

Area, or Historic Inventory.
(four of which have

Excluding

Durham

Of

the total

number of

parcels, thirty-two properties

houses) are recognized as being included on township or

The

national historic building inventories.

structures, if they exist,

sixty-seven parcels are essentially unclassified.

on the remaining

Because these large parcels are

potential subdivisions for a developer, documentation or information

on the structures'

historical or architectural importance within their settings is critical to

protection from demolition or incompatible development.

promote

If these lands contribute to

the township's open space plans, greenway links, nature preserves, the Mill

Conservancy, and wet lands protection
evaluation.

altered

It is

efforts, the structures built

under these circumstances

by Durham on land parcels of

test guidelines for

that the twenty-three

five acres or

ranking Durham's buildings.
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more

Creek

on them deserve

homes

built or

will create a case study to

In turn, these rankings could

eventually be compared with evaluations for structures on the remaining parcels.

Method
Generally, the qualitative systematic ranking of buildings

urban or preservation planning.

In this regard,

is

a tool used for

Lower Merion has already

established

The Lower Merion Township

a terminology for ranking historic structures.

Historic

Building Survey of 1988 used the qualitative categories of Outstanding, Significant,

and Notable

For consistency, these same

to classify significant buildings.*

designations will be adopted here.

Since this thesis does not specifically address

landscape preservation, no additional analysis or survey work on the land of these
parcels has been undertaken beyond what the township has completed.

has been established that these large tracts are

retention

is

of prime importance.

Whether the

important and should be protected as well,

homes

built

is

now

scarce, valued

structures

open space;

the question being addressed for the

relevant to the building's rating, however, and

built or altered houses

'This survey

is

their

on them are equally

by Walter K. Durham. The correlation of the structure

The procedures

The premise

is

to the site is

included in the consideration.

for evaluating the twenty-three properties that include

Durham-

have been established as follows:

available through the Planning Office of

has not been publically distributed.
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Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, but

I.

Define the Groups for Evaluation
Initially,

1.

adapted by

eliminate properties containing buildings merely altered or

Durham

(buildings classified as

PE) and

set these aside for separate

evaluation.

Divide the remaining buildings into two groups: those built before 1947
and those built from 1947 on. Buildings should be compared only to other
structures from the same time period.
2.

3.

Identify the buildings according to one of the types defined in Chapter 6

(A,

AA, B, BB, C, D, DD, E) so that a building can be compared
same type within the proper chronological category.

the

II.

to others

of

Apply the Following Criteria for Evaluation
Evaluate each parcel of land in

1.

relation to topography,

2.

to

lots.

and density
by

criteria assessed

Assess the siting of the building on the parcel, with special attention given
views and the quality of the surrounding parcels (these may have undergone

development since the Durham structure was
3.

street patterns,

The number of landscape
township study should be enumerated, when possible.

of housing on neighboring
the

surrounding context, especially in

its

woods, waterways, current

built).

Assess the architectural quality of the building and the construction

materials used for the type being depicted.

4.

Quantify the present integrity of the building, with special attention given

to the fabric, additions, or alterations.

5.

Determine the significance of the

site historically

or the prominence of the

original or current owner.

6.

Ascribe the ranking of Outstanding, Significant or Notable to each building

based on the positive attributes defined above.

The complete

list

of Durham structures on the

TPL

is

provided below in the

chronological order in which they were built or altered by Durham.
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Table 7.1

THREATENED PROPERTIES UITH DURHAM HOUSES

Table 7.3

DURHAM HOUSES BUILT BEFORE 1947 ON THE TPL

Map

8.

Durham

The following

table provides only data

buildings on the

are listed

last).

TPL

and the rankings of the twenty-three

(the pre-existent structures that

Durham merely

altered

Regardless, these structures are under scrutiny for their existence on critical land, and
for these reasons their evaluation

is

included.

buildings represents a different type.

chronological order.

These rankings and

where

ten

One

As can be seen above, each of

They are thus simply considered

the five

in

has been rated as Significant, four qualify as Notable.

ratios are considerably different

were Outstanding,

three Significant, and

from those

built before 1947,

one Notable.

In all cases, the

post-war structures represent buildings constructed of lesser quality or imitative
materials and with weaker design concepts.

They do not conform

to a specific

typology; they rarely illustrate a local or national architectural trend, and do not

reflect

Durham

a strongly individualized post-war

style.

They show, on

the whole,

an eclectic usage of contemporary architectural materials (block and stucco, plate
glass or

Anderson windows, metal doors,

siding, paneling, etc.), historic elements

(new or replicated multi-pane double hung

sash, small-paned casements, recycled

doors, frames, and brick), or fashionable, modish characteristics (Regency door

hoods, mansard roofs, and the

elements

like).

in traditional floor plans

combined with contemporary
ornamentation.

However,

To

and patterns

image,

Durham

have been altered only

uses these

slightly or

Innovative contemporary design ideas are not strongly evident.

and individuality of

mixture of the new, the traditional, the

all

that

modem

structural concepts such as a flat roof or lack or

sensitivity to the site

building such as

achieve a

DHN 281

historic,

on the Maier

styling,

achieved through a

and Durham's

estate to

frivolity,

can cause a

be more significant than others.

cases, however, these five buildings rank with less architectural importance than
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In

the quality and value of the land on which they have been built—a critical factor in
situations of

development or subdivision.

The four houses
must be relegated
today.

altered

that

were constructed by

to a separate category of appraisal,

Durham may have

their plan

by Durham

though only three remain extant

incorporated significant changes in these buildings, but

and scale usually

standard typologies.

earlier architects

reflect a different architectural

The one exception

is

DHN

mode

not typical of his

137, a structure that

shows

expansion over time and includes portions dating back to the 18th century.
fulfills

alterations.

full architectural history

is

it

image of the Pennsylvania farmhouse type while including colonial revival

the

and contemporary

task

Today

Any

evaluation of these four buildings should take the

Such a

of each into account and assess integrity accordingly.

not attempted in this thesis, but the brief summaries in Appendix

1 1

of the

construction history of these houses should help define their importance to their sites

and identify Durham's architectural role
have been placed

in their

The evaluation

development.

in brackets, as these buildings are not solely

Durham

criteria

structures.

Additionally, they are suggestions based on the context of architecture in Lx)wer

Merion Township as a whole, not merely

The
shows

full

in the context

of Walter Durham.

assessment of the twenty-two remaining

Durham houses on

that ten residences or

structures

means

that ten

45%

are Outstanding.

of nineteen or 52.6% are Outstanding.

Among

All Outstanding

Durham's most productive and

the pre- 1947 buildings alone, ten of the fourteen
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TPL

Eliminating the pre-existent

buildings were initiated before 1947, further reflecting

successful period.

the

homes or

71%

21%

rank as Outstanding, three or
In the future, if choices

Notable.

Durham

are Significant, and one

(7%)

rates as

must be made regarding the survival of these

buildings or their contiguous properties, the rankings should enable

made more

appropriate judgments to be

For example, Outstanding

systematically.

buildings should be fully protected, limiting alterations; Significant buildings should

be retained and only minor, appropriate changes or additions should be permitted.

For these two categories the Secretary of the

and

Interior's Standards

for Rehabilitation

Illustrated Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1992) should

observed, and

should be reviewed by the

all alterations

Historic Architectural Review.

treated as a "tear

down"

to

Lower Merion Board of

Buildings classified as Notable or less should only be

make room

architectural significance and

be

when

for

new

construction after further review for

other financial arrangements

fail.

Conservation

Background

The twenty-three
one-hundred

Township.
and

tracts

likely.

of large, private, residential open space

As generations

real estate

more

properties just discussed have been identified

in

among

the last

Lower Merion

die, families change, populations shift,

and the economy

market fluctuate, the development of such valuable parcels becomes

To be prepared

for any potential change, a process to

implement

protective methods for the properties has been developing in the township.

conservation options exist for land and buildings, but
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all

Various

have different consequences

for both the property and the owner.

Usually the owner, estate executor, or

developer seeks the most financially rewarding solution.

community,

this is not

that the properties

always the

best.

and related structures

For the land, building, or

The

ideal, for the

will

remain

intact,

sake of the community,

is

or that change will be

appropriately regulated for positive effects.

In 1900

Lower Merion

qualified as a first-class township.

Since then

regulatory and conservation processes have developed continuously to control land use

and development as open space has diminished and the density of population and
traffic

has increased.

automatically

come

Through planning and

into play

when a

legal procedures, these established forces

subdivision plan of township property

submitted to the Planning Department.

Historically,

when Durham

&

is

Irvine

subdivided large tracts of Lower Merion Township between 1925 and the early 1940s,
the parcels

were designed, by gentleman's agreement and the requirements of the

prospective client, to exceed the

owners

later

minimum zoning

requirement.*

In

some

cases,

purchased additional adjacent land to create the large tracts extant today.

*The township established zoning on March 16, 1927 with five residential districts and one business
and one commercial district. Lot size was established by front, rear, and side-yard measurements for
"District A," the zoning area Durham & Irvine were developing (Ordinance No. 244, The Lower

Merion Zoning Ordinance of 1927, Lower Merion Township, Montgomery Co., PA, 1927). In 1992
seven residential and five commercial/industrial districts exist (see Chapter 155, "Zoning," from the
Code of the Township of Lower Merion, as amended 10-16-1991 and reprinted by General Code
Minimum lot area for R AA = 90,000 square feet; R A = 45,000
Publishers, Rochester, NY, 1992).
square feet; R 1 =30,000 square feet. The township's first regulation of subdivision by control was
established by Ordinance No. 360 approved June 18, 1930, requiring a permit to construct roads,
streets, lanes or alleys or drainage facilities. A Plan for Lower Merion Township, Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania, April, 1937 ([n.p., Ardmore, PA, 1937]) by the commissioners of the township reported
that one of the most effective methods of control at the time, used specifically in early stages of design
and layout, was "regulation by persuasion" (pp. 97-98). L.and Subdivision Regulations, Ordinance No.
921, were approved for the township on June 16, 1948. See Chapter 4 for further discussion of

Durham

&

Irvine's

development methods.
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It is

such land holdings that are

repetitive cycle of history

is

now new

thus evident:

parcels from golden-age estates that

acre parcels are

now

the large eighty- to one-hundred-acre

Durham

&

Irvine subdivided into three- to five-

new

potential properties for subdivision into smaller lots as a

Unlike many developers of today, however,

century approaches.

were progressive

A

territory for today's developers.

in their protection

of the tracts they divided.

Durham

&

Irvine

They appreciated

the

beauty of the Schuylkill Valley, valued the land, and understood the demure but
elegant life-style of their clientele.

to sustain

maximum open

space.

They

On

also recognized the need for a legal process

the James Crosby

Brown

estate, in particular,

they used deed restrictions regarding the number and locations of
required approval rights of

all

plans, specifications,

new

structures

and

and locations of buildings and

roads constructed on properties within a five-year period after purchase.^

It is

such

forethought and aspects of control that have retained the original configurations of this

Mill Creek development cind protected the beauty of the

hills

and

their

homes.

Today, continuing or modifying such practices with contemporary processes should be
possible and advantageous for both aesthetic reasons and conservation of the
architecture and land.

they are smaller and

For Durham's residences,

more

this

should be relatively easy, for

practical than the large country estates

19th and early 20th century that were merely demolished.

and mansions of the

Additionally, they blend

with the historic structures of the township and represent an architectural

'Such restrictions occur in many deeds from the Brown
indenture of Thatcher

Deed Book 1242,

M. Brown,

p. 81, Register

Surviving Executer,

estate.

et al, to

An example may be

Alma

B. Evenson, dated

mode

seen in the

24 June, 1937,

of Deeds, Montgomery County Court House, Norristown, PA.
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many

repeated by

should be

other builders during the development of the suburbs.

made through

the following methods to protect

Durham

All efforts

dwellings rated as

Outstanding and Significant contributions to the architectural history and development

of the township.

Methods
The most

effectual and protective

method

to save large tracts

of land

still

appears to be "regulation by persuasion," the practice advocated by the commissioners
in their

township plan of 1937."' But unlike the past, when persuasive measures

were carried out
implemented

in the design or planning stages

earlier in the process.

of a subdivision, today, they must be

Full protection of a large property will not derive

from any form of subdivision, thus persuasive negotiation must be employed
the

owner toward land conservation easements or deed

protection.

be asked

The present owner who knows,

to initiate the protective measures

exchange for the knowledge

by a

legal

residents.

it

that they

have

agreement for the benefit of

The owner must become

restrictions for

maximum

appreciates, and treasures the land

and sacrifice financial remuneration
left their

of family members

°A Plan for

who had

their children, neighbors, or the

the private steward of his

management and a choice

own

that

may
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in

township

property or convey

This

is

a

not be to the liking

expected to inherit the land and resell

Lower Merion Township, 97-98.

must

property protected in perpetuity

to another person or organization to carry out the process appropriately.

philanthropic act of curatorial

to attract

it

at

maximum

The persuasive

value.

negotiations to arrange for protective measures such as

conservation easements and deed restrictions must, therefore, be carried out in a
timely manner and through the proper channels well before today's developers

an enticing financial offer

to settle

a family

estate.

Conservation easements have been used
isolated properties in recent years."

the "urgent recommendations" by the

Township

More

in their "Report

and private open space

in

Lower Merion Township

for

Furthermore, they were advocated as part of

Open Space Task Force of Lower Merion

and Recommendations"

critically, the establishment

make

to the

commissioners

in 1990.'^

of a not-for-profit foundation to coordinate public

efforts, raise funds,

and offer education and public relations

within the community regarding such easements was listed as the primary township

concern.

To accomplish

these open space preservation missions, the

Preservation Trust was incorporated in

presence of

this organization

May

1991 as a charitable organization.

The

today provides an opportunity for a landowner of

significant property to seek direction in protecting the land

agency beyond the township

Lower Merion

to

and provides an additional

monitor the extant open space.

available through the Trust, they

may

When

funds become

help compensate a landowner to ensure limited

"Three conservation easements in Lower Merion Township are now held by Natural Lands Trust:
Woods and Idlewild Farms in Gladwyne, and Rocky Crest in Villanova. For proper
protection, especially of built structures on the land, easements must be carefully written to avoid
unwanted changes to buildings, such as occurred at Idlewild Farms (see footnote 15). For further
Saunders

A Guide to
Brandywine Conservancy, 1984), 95-118 and Appendix

information on easements in Pennsylvania, see specifically Protecting Historic Properties,

Research and Preservation (Chadds Ford, PA:
12.

'^Open Space Task Force, "Report and Recommendations of
Merion Township, Ardmore, PA: typescript, 1990): 11.
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the

Open Space Task Force" (Lower

development, fund maintenance endowments for conserved land,

assist to

procure

consultants, or be used in a revolving fund to acquire property temporarily until long

term protection can be arranged.

Lower Merion Preservation Trust works with

Brandywine Conservancy and Natural Lands Trust, two

management organizations
easements.

protected in perpetuity and

and

gift tax benefits (see

may

to the

not-for-profit land

and oversee conservation

that are eligible to hold

Easements provide assurance

the

landowner

that the property is

allow opportunities for federal income tax, estate tax,

Appendix

12).

Simultaneously, the public and community

reap the benefit of a natural, protected resource.

The drawback of an easement
this reason, usually

easement
estate

in

is

For

the diminution of optimal financial gain.

only a portion of a large parcel

is

placed under a conservation

order to allow the remaining land to be sold for subdivision and real

development

at

maximum

subdivision regulations.

value.

Potential

development immediately triggers

Conscious of the need to control development of the precious

remaining open space and urged on by the report of the Open Space Task Force, the

commissioners of Lower Merion Township passed Ordinance No. 3222 establishing
an Open Space Preservation District

in 1990.

This

district is

parcels five acres or larger within a residential district on the

map.''

According

to the ordinance, such parcels

it

all

Lower Merion zoning

would be affected by limited

development or cluster housing standards, provide
preservation area within

defined to include

common open

space and a

ranging from 50-65 % with restrictions in perpetuity from

'^Code of the Township, paragraph 155-143.
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"

development, and establishment of a Homeowners Association for maintenance and

common

operation of any

facilities.'"

Development standards for the

lots

and

dwellings are specific but adjusted to accommodate greater density in less space,
define access to

common

cultural landscapes

erected are:

space, and provide for preservation of historic sites or

and viewsheds.'^ Further, the types of buildings

that

can be

single-family detached, single- family semi-detached, two-family

detached, townhouses, and conversions of buildings on the Inventory of Historic

Resources to apartments or multifamily dwellings.'*
the protection of open space; the concession

is

The value of

this

ordinance

is

a cluster of dwellings that create

higher density than usual zoning would allow and a smaller unit yield or financial
gain.

In addition to regulations of the

in

Lower Merion

features:

Open Space Preservation

District, subdivision

requires adherence to regulations regarding the following land

flood plain districts, steep slopes, and

wooded

lots.

Conservation Agreement of 1941 also imposes restrictions

The

private Mill

in certain areas.

'^

If

Creek
a

property owner or land management organization combines the standard regulatory

'"Conventional development provisions may be granted as a conditional use upon application to the
Commissioners, Code of the Township, paragraph 155-144.

'^Code of the Township, paragraph 155-146.

^^Code of the Township, paragraph 155-145.
alteration or restoration of historic structures shall

Item (5) of section A. specifies that "Reconstruction,
conform to the current requirements of the United

States Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.

"The Mill Creek Conservation Agreement
The Natural Lands Conservation Ordinance of
this earlier

agreement

to

identifies

and protects the floodplain along Mill Creek.
now overlaps and exceed many aspects of

the township

provide additional protective measures.
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processes for subdivision of parcels of five acres or more with deed restrictions and a

conservation easement on land featuring

open space and
but

it

special buildings can be protected.

can be limited.

materials,

new

critical structures

With a properly

or landscape, large areas of

Development may not be avoided,

selected site, sensitive design,

and sympathetic

dwellings can be unobtrusive or blend with the existing environment.

Development on a subdivided property poses two new problems:
maintenance of the existing buildings and the

style

the use and

and materials of new construction.

Based on the survey and analysis of the Durham residences involved

in the current

twenty-three properties, conclusions indicate that structures built before 1947 rated as

Outstanding or Significant deserve to be protected.

Notable ranked structures should

be more closely assessed for architectural significance and

Durham's

original intentions

maintaining

all

may determine

these

a

homes

may improve

such a building.

as single- family dwellings

final usage.

quality; restoration

When

would be

back to

possible,

ideal, but the size

For exceptionally large structures, conversion

to a

conference center for a corporation, not-for-profit institution, or educational institution
could be explored.

If alterations are necessary (modifications to

kitchens, and baths

may be

necessary to meet current codes) a qualified preservation

architect should be consulted and the Secretary

used as

if

mechanical systems,

of the

Interior's Standards should be

these structures were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

Since the

new Open Space

Preservation District zoning code allows

conversions of existent dwellings to multi-family dwellings, consideration must be

given to adapting large homes for multi-family use.
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Many Durham homes were

built

with three- and four-car garages, five to six baths,
first-floor living areas in addition to a suite

minimal

interior modifications

Any changes

ease.

six

or more bedrooms, and large

of servants quarters.

For large

structures,

might suffice to accommodate two small families with

should be sympathetic to the original design with appropriate

consideration to Durham's intentions.

Structural additions should

conform

in

mass

and follow patterns of height or setback already established by the present building.
Construction materials should be carefully matched or

at least

compatible with the

original.

New
home

construction in a cluster development on a site adjacent to a

should be fashioned in accordance with Durham's goals for compact structures.

Durham
homes

respected space, privacy, and siting.

Small, free-standing, single-family

creatively positioned using different levels of the terrain and natural landscape

for buffering should be paramount.

The Newbury and Glyntaff Houses

are ideal examples of compact designs on small
into the environment

its

new.

AA,

The

in

Haverford

Durham's buildings blended
slate; variations

materials of the existent

often employed

Durham house

typology should provide ideas for the design and construction materials of the

For instance,

if

the original house

is

B, BB, C) use only these types in the

eclectic

lots.

by customarily using stone and

portions of timber framing and brick.

and

Durham

Types D,

DD

or E.

Create

new

based on an historic pattern (Types A,

new

construction;

do not involve the

designs in smaller, compact shapes and

maintain individuality for each structure to assure a customized appearance.

is

later

If stone

not economical, stone facing should be considered, but with proper compatibility of
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Garages and f)orches should be unobtrusive.

type.

Proportion, symmetry or

asymmetry, mass, height, number of blocks, roof type,
materials and colors should respect

A
parcel"

Bryn
and

is

presented using

(parcel

DHN

number

87, located

112).

on 9.3 acres

The house was

The lowest

is

at

built in

changed for the the second owner, Roger

Rubber Company. The parcel of land
roads.

established traits.

case study example of the combined process of protecting a "threatened

Mawr

later

Durham's

fenestration, chimneys,

1001 Rock Creek Road,

1930 for George

S. Firestone

W. Curran

of Firestone Tire and

rectangular and bordered on three sides by

portion of the site includes a stream and pond with contiguous

wetlands and a buffer of small trees that runs parallel to Rock Creek Road on the

east.

The west

side contains a

located in the southwest

comer

more densely wooded area and a 19th-century house
facing Muirfield Road.

south, the impressive aspect of the site

is

approached from the

the expanse of open, manicured

an undulating topography (see Fig. App. 11.10).

looms a large stone mansion on what appears
qualifies as an Outstanding

When

Durham Type C

to

lawn with

Seated at an angle at the north end

be a natural stage.

The

structure

building with a hipped roof, symmetrical

format, and Georgian detailing (see Figs. 6.21, App. 11.11, and Chapter Six).

A

purely visual survey of this property can provide one potential

Development Plan
cluster

to protect the structures

development for some

profit.

Open Space

and the landscape but provide a modest

Alternate versions could be expected following

precise land, topographical, and natural features surveys.

This rudimentary plan

however, shows the property could be divided into four basic parcels:
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a one-acre lot

for the Victorian house (Parcel A); a three acre parcel containing the

Durham house

and contiguous outbuildings (Parcel B); one-and-a-half acres under a conservation
easement, and three-and-a-half acres for a limited development of single-family
dwellings with

common open

space and a preservation area (Fig. 7.1).

CASE STUDY:

Threatened Property List, Parcel Number 112
87 (1930), 1001 Rock Creek Road, Bryn Mawr
Residence of George W. Curran

DHN

Parcel A:

One

acre of land at the southwest

house with deed

comer containing

the Victorian

on subdivision or demolition and right of review
of exterior changes by the Board of Historic Architectural Review of Lower
restrictions

Merion Township.

Access

to this structure

would be from Muirfield Road

with a driveway added along the western property line leading to the rear of
the house for parking or a garage.

Parcel B:

Three acres of land surrounding the main house at the north end of
would be placed under a conservation easement with deed

the property

restrictions as above.

A on
would be placed under a
conservation easement with full development restrictions as open space in
perpetuity. This parcel would be sold with Parcel B and maintained by the
owners thereof.
Parcel C:

One-and-a-half acres south of Parcel

the east side of

Parcel D:

Rock Creek Road along

B

and north of Parcel

the stream

Three-and-a-half acres of limited development property on the

northwest side using a

total

of one-and-a-quarter acres to accommodate five
sites, leaving one-and-three-

single-family dwellings placed on perimeter

accommodate the fifty-percent common open space
and fifty-percent preservation area requirements. The wooded land would
qualify as the preservation area, the remainder the common open space. All
trees of maximum growth would be protected in determining the development
quarters acres of land to

Design of the new construction would have to meet the approval of the
sites.
Board of Historic Architectural Review in addition to all other regulations.
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Fig. 7.1

Hypothetical limited-development subdivision plan for the 9.3 acre "threatened

property" (PN 112)

W.

at

1001 Rock Creek Road, Bryn Mawr, featuring

Curran Residence, subsequently owned by Roger

DHN

87 (1930), George

S. Firestone.

Refinements of such a plan would be necessary, but even

this

preliminary

sketch preserves critical features such as the open vista, the two houses, the wetlands,

and the wooded areas.

Careful fmancial analysis of the size and value of the land

parcels to be conveyed as easements would also be necessary and dependent upon the

market value

Many

at the

time of projected

factors affect such land

sale.

management

plans, but forethought, preparation,

family cooperation, and the efforts of the township.
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Lower Merion Preservation

Trust, and land

management organizations should enable

families to develop

financially lucrative options for preserving quality

open space and domestic dwellings

of architectural significance for the 21st century.

Durham

methods of the past— three-acre
structures,

lots,

and design review— can

«&,

Irvine's

development

deed restrictions on the number and placement of

all

be implemented using today's regulatory

processes of zoning, historic preservation and land conservation ordinances, and
persuasive encouragement through

Lower Merion

to foster conservation easements.

Finally, if the township choses to create additional

Preservation Trust and the township

local historic districts that incorporate design review,

developments should receive high

Farm, and Brown

tracts in

the

Map

5).

The

Mawr

Pew, Griscom, and Wheeler developments

designs.

highly

As

tracts

still

Irvine's

open space,

residential architecture

more densely developed, but

are

feature

Soapstone

retain important

some of Durham's Outstanding

Tracts in Haverford and Bryn

&

Phillips, Winter, Barr,

Villanova and Gladwyne

natural features, views, and

(see

priority.

Durham

Durham's

earliest, classic

with significant local 20th-century architecture, these areas are

recommended

for consideration as local historic districts with design review.

Until such efforts are undertaken, "Guidelines for Protecting Properties of Five Acres

or

More With Durham-built

or Altered Houses and for

Construction" are included as Appendix 13.
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New

Limited-Development

Conclusions

As

the 21st century approaches and metropolitan areas continue to spread into

the suburbs, the need to examine and classify suburban housing of the 20th century

becomes a stronger

necessity.

philosophies and methods of

Durham's

The present assessment of

Durham

&

the development

Irvine, plus the analysis

and evaluation of

residential suburban architecture, should partly fulfill such a

Lower Merion Township. This

need for

study can serve as a framework to which further

inventories of the township's architectural development in the first half of the century

are appended.

In the broader context,

Durham

&

Irvine represent the typical design-

and-build team that developed land outside metropolitan hubs after the First World

War— a

time when the demand for housing prevailed, and expanding railroad and

highway systems encouraged suburban growth.'* Today, every major
with such suburbs, and Philadelphia

is

not unique in this pattern.

But

city is ringed

in

few suburbs

have the developments been examined or has the housing stock been analyzed for
architectural merit.

This thesis confirms that identification and analysis of the product of a
developer/architect team that has worked consistently and prolifically in a suburb can

may

produce insight into an area's architectural growth.

The

renowned beyond

community, the impact of

her work

may be

the local region, but for the given

great.

When

in

not be

his or

the buildings are evaluated chronologically, not only

A Social History (Cambridge, MA:
on page 196, the suburban housing market reached a high

'^According to Gwendolyn Wright in Building the Dream:

MIT

architect

Press, 1981) page 199 and footnote 12

1925 after nearly tripling between 1920 and 1922.
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the architect's

own manner be

architecture of the region

ascertained, but external influences affecting all

become

apparent.

architect's production establishes a

when

typological assessment of the

to classify dwellings

In the case of Walter

preservation decisions are necessary.

architectural archive of his accomplishments remains extant

to evaluate

235 of

his buildings

architect of the suburbs

become a prime

and identify unique

Buildings within a typology can then be ranked or judged for

design elements.
quality

means

A

from the

may have

left

target for evaluation.

first

the

and provided the impetus

half of the 20th century.

such a concise legacy, but any

For suburbs

Durham,

Not every

who

did, should

that witnessed significant land

development and the construction of quality residences,

historic atlases, subdivision

maps, and municipal records may help identify the most prominent developers and
architects faster than tedious windshield surveys that later have to be researched.

Once

architects or builders are identified, chronological listings of their houses and

photo surveys can provide the data from which

to

draw

architectural typologies

and

ascertain potential properties for local protection or historic districts.

The

analysis of

Durham

&

Irvine's

development practices and

architectural achievements in the first half of the century in

that they created the

"Main Line look"

monochrome

tones.

They offered

Lower Merion

for this Philadelphia suburb:

American houses with well-proportioned massing

built

their

verifies

classic

Anglo-

of simple masonry in Quaker,

upper-class, custom-built suburban houses

constructed by sensitive, skilled, architect-builders after large-scale, eclectic,

showcase country homes of the

first

quarter of the century had
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become

passe.

Houses

now

could

were

appear unpretentious on the outside

in

proper Quaker tradition, but within

high-style, elegant, and comfortably luxurious.

Durham and

his design team,

headed by Aaron Spencer, captured the fashion of the township's founding 17thcentury Welsh settlers in their similarly patterned 20th-century suburban residences.

The

colonial revival

mood

of the time, the Sesquicentennial's promotion of

Philadelphia's historic architecture, awareness of artisanry and craft as a counter to

and

industrial products, a penchant for antiquity,

materials for reuse influenced

architects of the country

wealthy clients

Durham

who combined
Beaux-Arts

who

who

availability of historic building

Durham's designs. He epitomized the regional
flourished during the 1920s and 1930s, serving local

sought homes that reflected the historical "sense of place."

did not represent the "gentleman architect" of earlier decades— one
ivy league education, American architectural schooling, Parisian

atelier instruction,

European

travel experience, social standing,

and

conservative tastes and aesthetics to produce houses for clients of the same class.

lacked

full architectural training, wealth,

by family

lineage.

and he and

He

did,

and the strong social connections established

however, understand the role of the gentleman architect,

his partner cultivated the elite

by joining the proper Philadelphia and Main

Line clubs; he hired draftsmen into his firm
training,

and he studied the

photographed globally.

He

who had Beaux-Arts

local vernacular architecture

architectural

and traveled and

designed suburban homes that reflected the aesthetics and

codes of the socially prominent Philadelphia lawyers, financiers, and business

who were accustomed

He

to British

men

and American traditions and images stemming from a
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strongly colonial

Quaker

past.

Between 1925 and 1942 Durham

&

Irvine carried out land purchasing,

design, and construction, shaping the landscape and structures on major tracts of

Haverford, Bryn Mawr, Gladwyne, and Villanova.

Their houses of this period reflect

three basic traditional patterns fostered by imitative design rather than documented

renditions:

gray, stone, Pennsylvania farmhouses derived from

Welsh precedent with

gable roofs, added sections, and multi-pane windows and shutters; large, symmetrical,

hipped roof mansions with Georgian detailing, and 19th- to 20th-century picturesque,
stone British manner houses featuring casement windows.

micaceous
stylized

schist with blended pointing, reused brick,

benchmarks.

local

and large windows became

Other architects and developers throughout the Main Line,

Germantown, and Chestnut
residential genre as

High chimneys,

Hill contributed similar structures to this

members of

this "Philadelphia

Durham's houses produced by 1946, however, and

School."

suburban

The sheer number of

the prominence of the

Pennsylvania farmhouse type, markedly shaped the architectural pattern in Lower

Merion Township with an

historically based design that continues to

be replicated

today.

After Irvine had

left

the firm and

World War

II

ended, the economy, society,

the taste and needs of clients, the construction materials, and the availability and use

of the land affected the designs and construction of Durham's architecture.
caused a more eclectic, diversely regional,

less traditional,

approach to interior space and exterior design.
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and sometimes

This

modem

Employment of French house

patterns

with mansard roofs, window-wall facades, and unusual combinations of contemporary

and antique elements appear
243-417).

Some

clearly focused

designs

and

work more

rational.

between 1947 and 1968

in buildings constructed

(DHN

successfully than others, but typologies are less

Certain formative influences held throughout

career, however, and these surface in structures built both before

and

Durham's

after 1946:

his

respect for the land on which he built and the historical precedents and materials of

American

the

past; reuse of architectural materials; traits of regional vernacular

buildings seen during worldwide travels; avoidance of Victorianizing elements; a free-

form

eclectic synthesis of architectural elements; sensitivity to craftsmemship,

and a

harmonious combination of the texture and color of materials.
Within every generation, past history, developing technology, economics,
society, politics,

and education maintain different

How

expression.

affects

on mankind and

artistic

the artist accepts the past or looks forward to the future in his or

her creative achievements makes the resultant product either significant or routine.

The judgement of work by
house,

when

built, is

or stashed in an

by

all

who

architect, a

critics further establishes the

a large-scale

attic as

artistic

reflect the taste

site

first

and

society.

Over

When

built

The house

is

time, the surrounding property

occupants will pass the structure to a new owner.
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It is

A

in a closet

also public art-visible

anew, and designed by an

and standards of the

builder, and often a landscape architect.

artist.

endeavor— one not easily hidden

a painting or sculpture might be.

pass by the facade or setting.

house can

success of the

client, the designer, the

originally designed for a given

may undergo change and
To

the

survive and meet the needs

of changing generations, or
site

must

years.

to

be marketable by

retain proper appeal, pleasing design,

He

and function as an abode for many

devoted his

individualized, custom suburban dwellings for

more

and

Walter Durham considered one's home the most important and valuable

possession a person could own.''

mind.

real estate agents, the structure

life to

creating new,

Main Line

clients with this aspect in

His local success as an architect and builder may be measured by the 400 or
buildings he built and sold in the Delaware Valley alone.

Today, during the

last

decade of the 20th century, Durham's houses remain valued and popular, a testament
to his talent, taste,

and understanding of the Main Line clientele for

whom

he

built.

Protection of the outstanding examples of Durham's 20th-century, Welsh, Quakerinspired dwelling tradition and the remaining open land of

become a

Lower Merion should

strong priority for this Philadelphia suburb in the forthcoming century.

"Charles Roach, a realtor and builder from Gladwyne who knew Durham, provided this comment
Gladwyne on February 17, 1992.

in an interview with the author in
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Appendix

1

PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTORY OF DURHAM HOUSES
TOWNSHIP

IN

LOWER MERION

The following inventory

contains a contact print made from a slide of the street or
driveway facade of each house on Durham's list located in Lower Merion Township.
Houses 1 through 417 are followed by the Newbury Company and Glyntaff Company
Houses. Additions or alterations to Durham's original design are noted when known,
but all alterations have not yet been identified. An explanation of a sample of the
information under each photograph follows:

DHN

1

(1925)

Durham's chronological house number.
Year of inception as indicated

in

Durham's

list

or on

available documentation.

Name

The name of

the person for

commissioned or
the first owner.
Letters

The

in the case

whom

the house

was

of speculative construction,

A, AA, B, BB, C, D, DD, or E,
indicates the house type
buildings 1 to 242, the Newbury and

capital letters

located under the

ascribed to

Glyntaff

more.

Company homes, and

TPL

indicates the site

Properties List.

Durham

DHN

PE

is

those on five acres or

on the Threatened

identifies pre-existing structures that

has merely altered.

House typologies are

discussed in Chapter 6, threatened properties in Chapter

7 and Appendix 11.

Address

The

current street address of the photographed structure

using the following abbreviations:

B

DHN
A

1

(1925) Anna A. Droop
351 Laurel Lane, H

DHN 4 (1926) Paul Loder
A
405 Mulberry Lane,

H

DHM 2 (1926) Mrs. George B. Gay
A

3A5 Laurel Lane,

H

DHN 5 (1926) Edward Cull en
AA 401 Mulberry Lane, H

DHN 3 (1926) N. Myers
E

411 Laurel Lane,

Filler
H

DHN 8 (1926) Witney Wright
A
521 Rose Lane North,

H

u
^^DHN 9 (1926) Kate P. Downing
A
"By-the-Wood"
330 Quarry Road, H

DHN 22 (1926) William C. Allison
"Whispering Winds"
A
526 Rose Lane North, H

DHN 23 (1926) Albert Zitmierman
B
400 Rose Lane North, H

DHN 25 (1926) John B. Huhn
357 Laurel Lane, H
A

DHN 40 (1926) Donald. Creswetl
414 Hillbrook Road, H
A

— ,_Zv>
DHN 24 (1926) Lewis A. Belmont
320 Quarry Lane, H
BB
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i
DHN 42 (1926) Clarence J. Lewis
414 Rose Lane North, H
B

DHN 43 (1926) Edwin H. Dale
BB
418 Rose Lane North,

DHN 45 (1929) Lee H. Clark
829 Mt. Moro Road, V
B

DHN 46 (1929) Lucien L. Looram
BB
825 Mt. Moro Road, V

DHN
H

B

U

(1929) Thomas J. Roche
301 Laurel Lane, H

DHN 47 (1929) Samuel C. Finnel
AA
810 Mt. Moro Road, V

'^r

fcl«i

'i

'1

M^^^

i
DHN 48 (1929) Holstein D.
A
418 Hillbrook, H

DHN 49 (1929) George Barrie,
A
511 Fishers Road, B

DHN 51 (1929) Meade L. Barr
BB
420 Rose Lane North,

DHN 53 (1929) Spencer Wright
A
303 Ingeborg Road, W

DHN 55 (1929) Barclay Warburton
411 Rose Lane North, H
A

DHN 58 (1929) Harold 0. Downes
409 Hillbrook Road, H
C
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H

^m4
DHN 59 (1929) Tristram C. Co
AA
"Mt. Moro"
835 Mt. Horo Road, V

DHN 60 (1929) Harold T. Connett
BB
416 Rose Lane North, H

DHN 62 (1929) George Bartol
C
201 Old Gutph Road, U

DHN 64 (1929) Kane S. Green
A
1029 Morris Ave., B

DHN 72 (1929) H. R. Landis
A
418 Mulberry Lane,

DHN 73 (1929)
H

A
TPL

J.

D. Darby

1100 Barberry Road, B

^--^

^^3i*^^
OHH 75 (1929) Clarence H. Clark
AA
1000 Green Valley Road, B

DHN 80 (1930) Joseph Hutchinson
E
922 Mt. Pleasant Road, B

DHN 84 (1930) Mrs. Edgar T. Scott DHN 86 (1930) Joseph Shryock
814 Conshohocken SR, G
AA
1030 Green Valley Road, B
C
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DHN 81 (1930) Samuel G. Stem
C
"Boxwood Hill"
1031 Barberry Road, B

DHN 87 (1930) George W. Curran
C
"Rock Creek"
TPL
1001 Rock Creek Road, B

DHN 90 (1930) Earl G. Uagner
A
6U Righters Mill Rd., PV

DHH 92 (1930) Lambert Cadwalader
PE
"Ht. Pleasant"
1200 Spring Mill Road, V

DHN 95 (1930) Robert U. Steel
A
928 Bryn Mawr Ave., PV

DHN 109 (1931) Charles L. Stovell
A
4*8 Glynwynne Road, H

DHN 112 (1932) Ethel W. Morris

DHN 115 (1933) Walter T. Bremer
534 Rose Lane North, H
B

B

401 Gatecofflbe Lane, B

K^
II!?

;jii»/K>'
DHN 117 (1932) Robert A. Franks
419 Garden Lane, B
A

DHN 118 (1933) C. T. Ludington
649 Dodds Lane, G
E

DHN 120 (1933) Morton Howard
410 Mulberry Lane, H
A

DHN 121 (1933) Charles Bromley
DHN 122 (1933) Charles Humpton
851 Merion Square Rd., G
B
306 Brentford, H
A
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DHN 119 (1933) W. S. Ludington
PE
1
Old Gulph West, G

OHM 123 (1933) Warwick P. Scott
B
760 Conshohocken SR, G

DHN 126 (1934) Henry B. Robb, Jr.
A
"Brook Hollow"
20 Righters Mill Rd., PV

DHN 133 (1934) Henry W. Farnum
A
56 Righters Mill Rd., PV

OHM 124 (1933) Harrison McMichael
A
"Journey's End"
TPL
124 Righters Mill Road, G

DHN 129 (1934) Jay Gates
C
"Fowl ie House"
612 Shipton Lane,

DHN 135 (1934) Morgan Churchman
E
62 Righters Mill Rd., PV

DHN 125 (1933) N. Ludington
PE
"Clovelly"
35 Old Gulph Rd. W.,

DHN 131 (1934) A. B. Roberts
611 Shipton Lane, B
B

DHN 136 (1935) Walter Rebmann
1116 Barberry Road, B
AA
TPL

DHN 137 (1935) Benjamin Eshleman
PE
"Stokes Poges"
1425/45 Mt. Pleasant Rd.,
TPL

DHN 139 (1935) Charles Richardson DHN
340 Fishers Road, B
AA
AA
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HO

(1935) Richard RoUins
Barberry Road, B

1 1 1 1

DHN 159 (1936) Christian ZoUer
A
531 Mulberry Lane, H

DHN 160 (1936) Joseph Holt
A
650 Carisbrooke Road, B

DHN 161 (1936) Ethel HcCul lough
"Invercauld"
C
828 Conshohocken SR, B

DHN 163 (1936) Lewis Parsons
AA
410 Hillbrook, H

DHN 164 (1936) Thomas Barnes
1510 Monk Road, G
A

K

U^Sm
DHN 162 (1936) Howard Cunmings
"Braemere"
B
TPL
1233 Meadowbank Road, V

DHN 165 (1936) William C. Elliot
100 Maptehill Road, G
AA

DHN 166 (1937) John
43 Righters
B

J.

Mitchell
Road, G

Mil".

DHN 167 (1937) John S. Makiver
419 Hillbrook, H
AA

r'5

DHN 170 (1937) A, A. Corey, Jr
406 Gatecombe Lane, B
AA

DHN 173 (1937) J. Mahlon Buck
DHN 172 (1937) John N. DuBarry
409 Garden Lane, B
B
1701 Mt. Pleasant Road, V
A
TPL
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DHN 174a (1937) Eugene Houdry
PE
"Le Hesnil" (House)
57 Crosby Brown Road, G

DHN 174b (1937) Eugene Houdry
DHN 175 (1937) Louis Madeira IV
PE
"Le Hesnil" (Carriage)
1600 Monk Road, G
B
56 Crosby Brown Road, G TPL

1^^

I>

OHN 191 (1939) Warren Milne
E
"Irish House"
6A0 Carisbrooke Road, B

DHN 192 (1939) Paul A. Bishop
PE
151 Cheswold Valley Rd.,

H

DHN 193 (1939) Alfred Geary
A
330 Fishers Road, B

iRIIffiSPffiSISii

DHN 205 (1941) John H. Slater
"Sycamore House"
D
21 Righters Mill Road, PV

DHN 206 (1941) A. & E. Leuis
DHN 207 (1941) James S. Yates
D
"The Pickets"
"Catalpa House"
DO
33 Righters Mill Road, PV
39 Righters Mill, PV

DHN 209 (1941) T. Uistar Broun
D
841 Merion Square Road, G

DHN 212 (1941) Donald B. Barrows
701 Dodds Lane, G
PE

DHN 217 (1942) Gordon Snyder
315 Gatecombe Lane, B
C

TPL

*^"-^5ii
DHN 219 (1942) Anthony Imbesi
32 Conshohocken SR, G

DHN 223 (1942) William C. Uillits
22 Conshohocken SR, G
DD

DHN 222 (1942) John Fritsche
DHN 220 (1942) Harold Van Doren
"Channel Coast C. H."
"New Hampshire Farm House" DD
D
36 Crosby Brown Rd., G
34 Crosby Brown Road, G

DHN 225 (1944) Walter Annenberg
"Inwood"
PE
312 Llant'air Road, W
TPL

301

DHN 230 (1945) Willinm U. Smith
D
423 Colebrook Lane, B

DHN Z51 (1945) Thomas J. Costello
B
"Woodbrook"
1038 Rock Creek Road, B

DHM 232 (19A5) Frank Gerald
C
322 Grays Lane, H

DHN 242 (1946) Frank E. Sagendorph DHN 246 (1947) Richard Rollins
AA
225 Elbow Lane, H
214 Chesuold Lane, H

DHN 240 (19A6) Walter K. Durham
A
TPL

134

MaplehiU Road,

DHN 247 (1947) C. E. Olson
427 Old Gulph Road, B

DHN 248 (1947) (Catherine A. Wear
"Bermuda House"
237 ChesHold Hill Road, H

DHN 251 (1947) Francis Lewis
DHN 249 (1947) Arthur Oorrance
439 Garden Lane, B
223 Cheswold Hill Road, H

DHN 252 (1947) Watson Malone
431 Mulberry Lane, H

DHN 253 (1948) Phillip Staples
129 Cherry Lane, W

III
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G

DHN 254 (1948) Witney Wright
410 Fishers Road, B

DHN 259 (1948) Renwick S. Mclver
148 Grays Lane, H

DHN 261 (1948) Maxwell Forbes
435 Mulberry Lane, H

DHN 264 (1948) Dorothy Settle
315 Old Gulph Road, H

'^'-

^-

A

I

DHN 265 (1948) Alfred Swartz
715 Oodds Lane, G

DHN 270 (1948) Putnam B. Stowe
815 Uaverly Road, B

DHN 271 (1949) F. Hopkinson
1125 Ginko Lane, G

DHN 274 (1949) John B. King
1138 Stoney Lane, G

DHN 275 (1949) John H. Locke
"Ivy House"
109 Avon Road, H

DHN 276 (1949) N. Myer Fitler
300 Llanfair Road, W
(Rebuilt 1990)

4
DHN 278 (1949) Edward B. Leisenring DHN 27V (1949) Walter C. Pew, Jr. DHN 280 (1949) Edward Rakestraw
1105 Rose Glen Road, G
414 Rose Lane, H
"Pembroke"
320 Fishers Road, B
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DHN 281 (1949) James S. Maier
D
U15 Old Gulph Road, V

DNN 282 (1949) Willi am W. Smith
700 Old Gulph Road, B

DHN 283 (1949) Russell Thayer
220 ChesMold Lane, H

TPL

i
'LU^^ ,

i
i

H

DHN 284 (1949) Mortimer Pratt
456 Colebrook Lane, B

DHN 285 (1949) John H. Stephens
100 Evans Lane, H

DHN 287 (1949) L. Singmaster
272 Chesuold Lane, H

DHN 290 (1951) Joseph DuBarry IV
422 Caversham Road, B

DHN 291 (i951) hale Holden
447 Colebrook Lane, B

DHN 292 (1951) William Wassell
PE
412 Caversham Road, B

mm -A
DHN 293 (1952) David E. Williams
401 Caversham Road, B

igl

DHN 294 (1952) G. D. Coleman
415 Caversham Road, B
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DHN 295 (1952) Dorothy Wagner
606 Righters Mill, PV

DHN 296 (1952) Richard Ziesing
400 Potts Lane, B

DHN 297 (1952) Robert Jefferys
206 Maplehill Road, G

DHN 298 (1952) Prentice McNealy
809 Potts Lane, B

DHN 300 (1952) William G. Pierce
800 Potts Lane, B

DHN 302 (1952) Howard Morgan
"House of Ideas"
410 Colebrook Lane, B

DHN 303 (1952) Harris Luse
915 Potts Lane, B

DHN 304 (1952) Robert F. Beard
710 Dixon Lane, G

DHN 305 (1952) John Leake
1113 Brynllawn, V

DHN 306 (1954) Franklin O'Olier
DO
1320 Mt. Pleasant,
TPL

DHN 307 (1954) George Scudder
1121 Brynllawn Road, V

DHN 308 (1954) J. Morgan Denison
A
1401 Montgomery Ave., 6
TPL
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V

DHN 310 (1954) Arthur Uheeler
1125 Brynllawn Road, V

DHN 311 (195A) Thorpe Goodfellow
1130 Brynllawn Road, V

DHN 316 (1954) Richard Pocock
1147 Brynllawn Road, V

DHN

3U

(1954) Oavid R. Riggs
219 Conshohocken SR, G

DHN 317 (1955) Thomas W. Huber
225 Conshohocken SR, G

4UU>

DHN 319 (1955) Morton Howard
1222 Meadowbank Road, V

DHN 320 (1955) Eliot Dalton
1114 Brynllawn Road, V

DHN 315 (1954) Benjamin Chew
1127 Brynllawn, V

DHN 318 (1955) John Grange
135 Conshohocken SR, G

'UU 1^

I

:M>^'i^^m
DHN 327 (1956) Victor Sheronas
1K2 BrynllBun Road, V

DHN 329 (1956) UiUiam Uurster
1450 Ht. Pleasant Rd., V

DHN 330 (1956) Ezra Nicholson
1121 Barberry Road, B

^-^.M
Mdt^*
DHN 331 (1956) Charles N. Welsh
214 Elbow Lane, H

534 (1956) Samuel K. Phillips
1127 Red Rose Lane, V

DHN 339 (1957) Laird U. Park
1432 Mt. Pleasant Road, V

DHN 332 (1956) Russell Thayer
210 Elbow Lane, H

DHN 335 (1956) W. W. Tomlinson
140 Cheswold Lane, H

DHN 340 (1957) Clifton West
45 Conshohocken SR, G
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DHN 333 (1956) Donald Darby
143 Conshohocken SR, G

DHN 337 (1957) Carroll Wright
206 Elbow Lane, H

DHN 341 (1957) Arthur Spell issy
1001 Barberry Road, B

4.

./

:UM
3U

DHN 342 (1957) Thomas Fisher, Jr.
1131 Brynllawn Road, V

DHM 343 (1958) Horace Powell
1137 Red Rose Lane, V

DHN

DHN 345 (1958) Channing Way, Jr.
1116 Red Rose Lane, V

DHN 346 (1958) Henry B. Keep
1122 Brynllaun Road, V

DHM 347 (1958) Henry P. Royster
1320 Beaumont Drive, G

DHN 348 (1959) John Harkle, II
134 ChesHold Lane, H

DHN 350 (1959) Charles B. Humpton DHN 355 (1959) George D. Fowle
269 Booth Lane, H
1524 Old Gulph Road, V

DHN 357 (1959) Frank Roberts, Jr.
31 Old Gulph Road West, G

DHN 358 (1959) John B. Reddy
1620 Montgomery Ave., V
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(1958) Willi am White
135 Chesuold Lane, H

DHN 359 (1959) Earl Shaffer
1624 Montgomery Ave., V

DHN 361 (1959) Paul U. Seller
350 Grays Lane, H

DHN 362 (1959) Richard Rollins
227 Uinsor Lane, H

DHH 363 (1959) M. H. McLaughlin
232 Uinsor Lane, H

DHN 366 (1959) Harold A. Faisst
230 Uinsor Lane, H

DHN 367 (1959) Edward H. Vick
223 Uinsor Lane, H

DHN 368 (1959) Douglas Lawrason
233 Uinsor Lane, H

DHN 369 (1959) Charles B. Humpton
226 Uinsor Lane, H

DHN 370 (1962) J. Uilliam Cotter
315 Grays Lane, H

DHN 371 (1962) T. E. Uebster
249 Cheswold Lane, H

DHN 376 (1962) U. Beverly Murphy
110 Maplehill Road, G

DHN 378 (1962) 0. S. English
449 Righters Mill, PV

DHN 384 (1962) John H. Uood
1201 Meadowbank Road, V
E
TPL
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DHH 391 (1962) Henry W. Breyer III DHN 393 (1966) John Tyson
PE
1326 Arrowmink Road, V
726 Williamson Road, B
C
TPL

DHN 397 (1966) Courtlandt S. Gross DHN 398 (1968) Clarence J. Lewis
1230 Arrowmink Road, V
526 New Gulph Road, H

DHN "Faimnmt" (ca. 1958) Cuthbert
429 Morris Ave., B

DHN 396 (1966)

G.

H. Dorrance

1240 ArroMdiink Road, V

TPL

H.
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DHH 417 (1967) Uilliam Shaw
117 Cheswold Lane, H

NEUBURY & GLYHTAFF COMPANY HOUSES

NCHH

1

C

(1938) UiUiam H. Jeffreys
K3 Grays Lane, H

(stone)

NCHN 2 (1938) Wirt L. Thompson
147 Grays Lane, H
AA
(brick)

NCHH 3 (1938) Mrs. Henry Mayer
BB
226 Elbow Lane, H
(stone & brick)

K^V?

NCHN 4 (1938) Mrs. Lloyd Dunham
AA
222 Elbow Lane, H
(brick)

NCHN 5 (1938) Mrs. Adam Ross
E
218 Elbow Lane, H

NCHN 6 (1938) Blossom Brazier
216 Elbow Lane, H
B
(stone)

NCHN 7 (1940) Thomas P. Stovell
141 Grays Lane, H
PE

GCHN 1 (1940) W. U. Robinson
431 Glynwynne Road, H
AA
(brick)

GCHN 2 (1940) Meade L. Barr
145 Booth Lane, H
AA
(stone)

GCHN 3 (1940) Walter F. Wickes
AA
151 Booth Lane, H
(brick)

GCHN 5 (1940) Mrs. Walter Mclnnes GCHN 6 (1940) Howard Ellison
155 Booth Lane, H
C
PE
157 Booth Lane, H
(painted brick)

311

Appendix 2
ALPHABETICAL STREET LIST OF DURHAM HOUSES WITH DURHAM HOUSE NUMBER, NAME, & OUNER

1230
1240
1326
109
1001
1022
1031

1100
1111

1116
1121

1320
1110
1111

636
801
145
151

155

157
269
306
928
1113
1114
1121

1122
1125
1127
1130
1131

1142
1147
611
622
640
650
401
412
415
422
129
223
231

237
117
134
135
140
214
220
249
272
151

410
423
447
456
22
32
45
135

Arrowmink Road
Arrowmink Road
Arrowmink Road
Avon Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Barberry Road
Beaumont Drive
Beech Road
Beech Road
Black Rock Road
Black Rock Road
Booth Lane
Booth Lane
Booth Lane
Booth Lane
Booth Lane
Brentford Road
Bryn Mawr Ave.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Brynllawn Rd.
Carisbrooke Road
Carisbrooke Road
Carisbrooke Road
Carisbrooke Road
Caversham Road
Caversham Road
Caversham Road
Caversham Road
Cherry Lane
Cheswold Hill Road
Cheswold Hill Road
Cheswold Hill Road
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Lane
Cheswold Valley Road
Colebrook Lane
Colebrook Lane
Colebrook Lane
Colebrook Lane
Conshohocken State Road
Conshohocken State Road
Conshohocken State Road
Conshohocken State Road

COWUNITY

DHN YEAR

Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Haverford
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Gladwyne
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Gladwyne
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Penn Valley
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Uynnewood
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne

397 1966
396 1966
393 1966
275 1949
341 1957
142 1935
81 1930
73 1929
140 1935
136 1935
330 1956
347 1958
152 1936
151 1936
176 1937
326 1956
1940
1940
1940
1940
350 1959
122 1933
95 1930
305 1952
320 1955
307 1954
346 1958
310 1954
315 1954
311 1954
342 1957
327 1956
316 1954
197 1939
146 1935
191 1939
160 1936
293 1952
292 1951
294 1952
290 1951
253 1947
249 1947
194 1939
248 1947
417 1967
348 1959
344 1958
335 1956
246 1947
283 1949
371 1962
287 1949
192 1939
302 1952
230 1945
291

1951

284
223
219
340
318

1949
1942
1942
1957
1955

312

FIRST OUNER

NAME OF HOUSE

Gross
Dorrance, Jr.
Tyson
Locke
Spel lissy
Bookmeyer
Stem
Darby

"Innwood"
"Ivy House"

"Boxwood Hill'

Rol lins

Rebmann
Nicholson
Royster
"New Place"
"Ardevan"
"Black Rocks"

F i nch
Lee
Bernard

McFaden
Glyntaff
Glyntaff
Glyntaff
Glyntaff

Company
Company
Company
Company

House
House
House
House

#2 Barr
#3 Wickes
#6 E 1 1 i son
#5 Hclnnes

Humpton
Humpton
Steel
Leake, Esq.

Dalton
Scudder
Keep
Wheeler
Chew
Goodfel low
Fisher, Jr.

Sheronas
Pocock
Carpenter
Gow, Jr.
'Irish House"

Milne
Holt
I liams

Wi

"Bermuda House"

Uassell
Coleman
DuBarry IV
Staples
Dorrance
Pew
Wear
Shaw
Markle II
White
Tomlinson
Rol lins

"House of Ideas"

Thayer
Webster
Singmaster
Bishop
Morgan
Smi th

Holden
Pratt
Willits
mbes
West
Grange
I

i

STREET

NAME OF HOUSE
100

FIRST OUNER

NANE OF HOUSE
31

FIRST OUNER

Appendix 3
LISTS OF OWNERS ALPHABETICALLY WITH DURHAH HOUSE NUMBERS

LAST NiWE

LAST NiWE

LAST NAME

LAST NAHE

Appendix 4
DURHAM RESIDENCES BY DURHAM NUMBER SHOUING DEVELOPMENT TRACT AND HOUSE TYPE
DHN YEAR
1
1925
2 1926
3 1926
4 1926
5 1926
8 1926
9 1926
22 1926
23 1926
24 1926
25 1926
40 1926
42 1926
43 1926
44 1929
45 1929
46 1929
47 1929
48 1929
49 1929
51 1929
53 1929
55 1929
58 1929
59 1929
60 1929
62 1929
64 1929
72 1929
73 1929
75 1929
80 1930
81 1930
84 1930
86 1930
87 1930
90 1930
92 1930
95 1930
109 1931
112 1932
115 1933
117 1932
118 1933
119 1933
120 1933
121 1933
122 1933
123 1933
124 1933
125 1933
126 1934
129 1934
131 1934
133 1934
135 1934
136 1935
137 1935
139 1935
140 1935
141 1935

STREET ADDRESS
351
345
411

405
401
521

330
526
400
320
357
414
414
418
301

829
825
810
418
511

420
303
411

409
835
416
201

1029
418
1100
1000
922
1031

1030
814
1001
614
1200
928
448
401
534
419
649
1

410
851

306
760
124
35
20

612
611

56
62
1116
1445
340
1111

440

Laurel Lane
Laurel Lane
Mulberry Lane
Mulberry Lane
Mulberry Lane
Rose Lane North
Quarry Lane
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Quarry Lane
Laurel Lane
Hillbrook Road
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Laurel Lane
Mt. Mono Road
Mt. Moro Road
Mt. Moro Road
Hillbrook Road
Fishers Road
Rose Lane North
Ingeborg Road
Rose Lane North
Hillbrook Road
Mt. Moro Road
Rose Lane North
Old Gulph Road
Morris Ave.
Mulberry Lane
Barberry Road
Green Valley Road
Mt. Pleasant Road
Barberry Road
Green Valley Road
Conshohocken State Road
Rock Creek Road
Righters Mill Road
Spring Mill Road
Bryn Mawr Ave.
Glynwynne Road
Gatecombe Lane
Rose Lane North
Garden Lane
Dodds Lane
Old Gulph Road West
Mulberry Lane
Merion Square Road
Brentford Road
Conshohocken State Road
Righters Mill Road
Old Gulph Road Uest
Righters Mill Road
Shipton Lane
Shipton Lane
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Barberry Road
Mt. Pleasant Road
Fishers Road
Barberry Road
Garden Lane

DEVELOPMENT

DHN YEAR

DHN

DHN YEAR

Appendix 5
DURHAM DEVELOPMENTS LISTED WITH DURHAM HOUSE NUMBER. STREET ADDRESS
& TYPE
DEVELOPMENT

"Colebrook'VSmith
"Colebrook"/Sn)ith

"Colebrook'VSmith
"Colebrook'VSmith
"Cotebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smi th
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Colebrook"/Smith
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pentbroke"/Wheeler

"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Penibroke"/Wheeler

"Pembroke"/Whee er
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Uheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Penbroke"/Uheeler
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
"Pembroke"/Whee er
"Pembroke"/Wheeler
Alberta Pew
I

I

COMMUNITY

DHN YEAR

Haverford
Penn Valley
Gladwyne
Gladuyne
Gladwyne
G I adwyne
Gladwyne
Haverford
Haverford
Haverford
Vi llanova
Villanova
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Haverford
Wynnewood
Villanova
Vi llanova
Gladwyne
G I adwyne
Penn Valley
Penn Va 1 1 ey
Penn Valley
Bryn Mawr
Haverford
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Haverford

350 1959

STREET

TYPE

DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPHENT

DEVELOPMENT
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell

PhiUips/Hitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell
Phillips/Mitchell

PhiUips/Hitchell
lips/Schmidt
I lips/Schmidt
Phillips/Schmidt
Phillips/Schmidt
Roberts/Barker/Pew
Roy F. Spreter
S. Elizabeth Winter
S. Elizabeth Winter
S. Elizabeth Winter
S. Elizabeth Winter
Samuel Dixon
Simpson
Soapstone Farm
Soapstone Farm
Stand
Thomas D. Cuyler
Wayne MacVeagh
Wayne MacVeagh
Wi lliam B. Reed
Wi lliam L. Austin
Wi lliam L. Austin
Winsor
Winsor
Winsor
Winsor
Winsor
Winsor

Phi
Phi

I

COMUNITY

Appendix 6
ALPHABETICAL COtMIITY LIST & ZIP CODE UITH ALPHABETICAL STREET ADDRESS & FIRST OUNER

COMUNITY
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr
G I adwyne
G adwyne
G adwyne
I

I

ZIP

CGWtJNITY

COItlUHITV

COWUNITY

Appendix 7
CONCORDANCE OF OLD STREET ADDRESS AND COftUNITY WITH CURRENT ADDRESS
This list includes only those addresses found in Durham's house number list that did not agree with the
current address for the particular house.

DHN

OLD STREET ADDRESS

64
276

397
396
275

1240
1300
209

86

7

142
152

1022
1110

151

1111
301

326
320

Brynl lawn Rd.

225

417
291

393
340

145

123

760

222
220
212
118

649

265
242
145
179
75
3
165

715
275
1001

376

110
134

240
148
198
297
384
174
126

7

1000

141

205
206

1425

922
7

150
23
55

853
400

280
42
43
51

414
416
418
420

411

8

521

22
115

526
534

296
202

11

205
155

Caversham & Morris Ave.
Cherry Lane
Cheswold Lane
Colebrook
Conshohocken & Arrowmink
Conshohocken State Road
Conshohocken State Road
Crosby Brown Road
Crosby Brown Road
Dodds Lane
Dodds Lane
Dodds Lane
Elbow Lane
Greaves Lane
Green Valley & Consh. St.
Green Val ley Road
Laurel Lane
Maple Hill Road
Maple Hill Road
Maple Hill Road
Maple Hill Road
Maple Hill Road
Maple Hill Road
Meadowbank Road
Mill Creek Road
Creek Road
Mi
Mill Creek & Righters Mil
Montgomery Ave.
Morris Ave. & Old Gulph
Mt. Pleasant Road
Mt. Pleasant Road
Mt. Pleasant & Brynl lawn
Mt. Pleasant Road
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
N. Rose Lane
Potts Lane & Caversham
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
1 1

201

308
282
137
80
339

Anton & Llanfair Roads
Arroumink Road
Arrowmink Road
Avon Road
Barberry & Conshohocken
Barberry Road
Beech Road
Beech Road
Black Rock Road
Booth Lane

7

21

30

OLD COMMUNITY

DHN

OLD STREET ADDRESS

206
207
203
204

33
39

135

50
120

200
149
166

45

47

131

143

144
271

?

274

138

?

125

25

357

31

119
124

35
124

Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Hill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
"Rolling Hill Farm"
Spring Mill Road
Stoney Lane
W. Old Gulph Road
W. Old Gulph
U. Old Gulph Road
W. Righters Mill Road

CURRENT STREET ADDRESS

OLD COMMUNITY

Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
Vi

33

39
45

47
62
120
31

43
?

1125
1138
35

Uanova

Ardmore
Gladwyne
Ardmore

31
1

124

334

Righters Mi II Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Rose Glen Road
Ginko Lane
Stoney Lane
Old Gulph Road West
Old Gulph Road West
Old Gulph Road West
Righters Mi II Road

COWUNITY
Penn Val ley
Penn Valley
Penn Valley
Penn Valley
Penn Valley
Gladwyne
G I adwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
G I adwyne
G I adwyne
Gladwyne
Gladwyne
G I adwyne
Gladwyne

Appendix 8
CONCORDANCE OF CURRENT STREET ADDRESS UITH OLD DURHAM ADDRESS
This list includes only current addresses for houses in Durham's house number list that did not agree
with the old address.

DHN

397

YEAR

CURRENT STREET

DHN
135

YEAR

CURRENT STREET
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mill Road
Righters Mi U Road
Rose Glen Road
Rose Lane
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Rose Lane North
Stoney Lane

I

I

Appendix 9
NUMERICAL LIST OF DURHAM HOUSES BUILT OUTSIDE LOUER MERION TOUNSHIP
It
The following listing is excerpted from the Durham House List in The Athenaeum of Philadelphia.
includes buildings outside Lower Merion Township not discussed in this thesis nor included in other
appendices. No attempt has been made to verify this information. Correct or current community
names that were identified in the course of completing the research on Lower Merion Township have
been included in brackets for clarification of where these houses are presently located.

DHN

YEAR

ADDRESS

36

1926
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930

Lancaster Ave.
Waterman Ave.,
"Happy Hollow
"Mill Hollow"

61

63
66

67
79
88
91

93
96
98
99
101
111

134
138
154
157
168
183
190
196
210

227
235

236
237
238
239
241

243
244
245
255
262
267
268
269
272
277
288
289
301
321

328
336
349
352
353
354
356
360
365
372
373

1931
1931
1931

1932
1934
1935
1936
1936
1937
1938
1939
1939
1941

1944
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1947
1947
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1949
1949
1949
1949
1952
1955
1956
1957
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1962
1962

FIRST OUNER

Frank Baker Harris
& Cushman Road, Rosemont [Radnor]
William B. Franklin
Chestnut Hill
Wi II iam C. Hunneman
Farm" (Goshen Rd.), Malvern
(off West Chester Pike), Newtown Sq .Frederick M. Thayer
A. D. Warnock
Le BoutiUier Road, Paoli
Edward B. Leisenring
Leopard Road, Berwyn
John S. Stewart
925 King of Prussia Road, Radnor

Grubbs Mill Road, Berwyn
Twinbrook Road, Berywn
Leopard Road, Berwyn
Andover Road, Haverford [Havertown]
820 S. Valley Road, Devon
Wayne
Mill Road, Paoli (near Grubbs Mill)
White Horse
3951 N. Providence Road, Edgemont
2144 Buttonwood Road, Berwyn
4700 Lancaster Pike, Wilmington
Upland Farm, Chester Springs
Berkeley & Sugartown Roads, Devon
Boot & Middletown Roads, East Goshen Township
"Kimberton Hills," Kimberton
Godfrey Road [Sproul Road], Bryn Mawr [Radnor T.]
40 W. Ardmore Ave., Ardmore [Haverford Twnshp]
Tunbridge Road, Bryn Mawr [Radnor Township]
101 Sproul Road, Bryn Mawr [Radnor Township]
"Apple Lane Farm," Grubb Road, Paoli
40 W. Ardmore Ave., Ardmore [Haverford Twnshp]
458 Boxwood Road, Rosemont [Radnor Twnhp]
"Pokety Farms," Le Campte's Bay, Cambridge, MD
1368 Morstein Road, West Chester
Eagle School Road, Strafford
102 Burnside Road, Villanova [Radnor Township]
12 Welwyn Road, Wayne
8 Welwyn Lane, Wayne
743 Parkes Run Lane, Villanova [Radnor Township]
227 At lee Road, Wayne
241 At lee Road, Wayne
130 Radnor Ave., Villanova [Radnor Township]
649 Dorset Road, Devon
924 Lesley Road, Radnor
85 Crestline Road, Strafford
Grubb Mill Road, Berwyn
Twinbrook Road, Berwyn
Morehall Road, Malvern
625 Dorset Road, Devon
Cooperstown Road, Haverford [Havertown Township]
101 Sproul Road, Villanova [Radnor Township]
Coppertown Road, Haverford [Havertown Township]
Coppertown Road, Haverford [Havertown Township]
Coppertown Road, Haverford [Havertown Township]
11

Greenbrier Lane, Paoli

10 Welwyn Road, Wayne

Mine Road, Malvern
Valley Road, Paoli

337

2ND OWNER
G.

Strawbridge

Stanley Stokes
Charles G. Berwind
Edward B. Leisenring
Crawford C. Madeira
C. Emory McMichael
Julian B. DuPuy
John C. Chaffe
C. Alexander DaCosta
C. Frederick Brice
John W. Brock
James S. Meek in
Mary A. B. duPont Laird
Andrew Porter
F. Hutchinson Galloney
A. Roy Robson
H. A. Myrin
Van Horn Ely
Henry W. Breyer, Jr.
Arthur Kaufmann
Charles C. Harrison
Col. Charles K. Rockwell
Henry W. Breyer, Jr.
George W. Justice
Col. Edgard W. Garbisch
Herbert F. Schiffer
Arthur E. Carpenter
William Shaw
John G. Pew, Jr.
Percy Clark
Andrew Porter, Jr.
Charles LeB. Homer, Jr.
Edward S. Page
Edmund Thayer
Charles Dickey
Dr. Alexander Rush
Dr. Joseph P. Reath
Benjamin Emlen
John Bartol, Esq.
James Morton Caldwell
Alfred H. Geary
Nicholas Stephanoff
C. C. Harrison IV
Francis I. Gowen
Richard B. Goodal
John J. Serrel
William C. Park
Richard Norris Williams II
G. Stevenson Smith
Edward A. Reed

W.

OMER

2ND

DHN

YEAR

ADDRESS

FIRST

375

1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1966
1966
1968

479 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor
501 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
505 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
515 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
510 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
522 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
518 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
502 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
505 County Line Road [Radnor]
507 County Line Road [Radnor]
519 Oak Grove Lane [Radnor]
Newtown Square
Merlin & Pikeland Road, Chester Springs

Charles H. Howe
Thomas E. Spence
Richard Custer
Vaughn L. Ashenbrenner
John L. Sbarbaro, Jr.
William G. Pierce
Dr. John W. Appet
Paul D. Somers
Dr. William B. Shelley
Mrs. John G. Pew
Don 0. Wilson
John duPont
Mark R. Herr

379
380
381

382
383
385
387
388
389
394
395
399

338

i

Appendix 10

HISTORY OF THE JAMES CROSBY BROWN ESTATE
On April 1, 1930, less than six months after the stock market crash of October
1929, James Crosby Brown, a member of the Philadelphia office of Brown Brothers
Company and owner of the 192 acre estate of Clifton Wynyates, Ardmore (now

&

Gladwyne), died of a heart

His financial investments had been radically

attack.'

diminished by the sudden change

economy, and the family believes Brown was

in the

returning from an attempt to borrow funds from a business associate and neighbor,

Pew

when he was stricken.^ Concern for both his health and
economic status had evidently become an immediate priority after the
Crash, for on November 18, 1929, James Crosby Brown wrote a will defining the
eventual distribution of his estate and naming his executors.^ Land was then his
recognizable asset, and he crafted a testament that allowed his holdings to be
cultivated into trusts to support his second wife and eight children. Twenty-five acres
of his property with buildings and improvements, referred to as "Coates Farm" in
Gladwyne, was bequeathed to his wife for a period not to exceed two years. Beyond
this, how the land was to be sold and subdivided was not detailed.
Historically, the land of the Brown tract bears significance, for it was part of
the original Penn patent of 1682 settled by the first Welsh Quakers in Lower Merion.
The Welsh farmers who lived along Mill Creek quickly manipulated its clear running
water to power grain and papermills, establishing a livelihood that continued through
the 19th century in the form of industrialized manufacturing mills. As the population
grew, small, stone, tenant-worker homes were built along the road and into the
hillsides of the creek. The late- 19th-century development of the Main Line by the
wealthy railroad magnets and industrialists from the city brought a new golden-age
the

family of Sun Oil,

his altered

'James Crosby

Brown was

the son of John Crosby

established itself in Liverpool, Baltimore,

confirmed

in the Petition

New

Brown of

the merchant banking family that

York, and Philadelphia.

of Aurelia Gladys Brown and Thatcher

had

His death date has been

M. Brown,

signed April 7, 1930 and

No. 45459 (Microfiche 0-2), Register of Wills, Montgomery County, Norristown, PA.
Information on the firm may be found in John Crosby Brown, A Hundred Years of Merchant Banking

part of Estate

(New York: private printing, 1909). Chapter 10 titled "Philadelphia" (pages 165-183) describes the
opening of the Brown house for the sale of Irish Linens in 1818 under John A. Brown at No. 174
Market Street (page 167). James Crosby Brown is pictured on a plate following page 178 and is
mentioned on page 180.
^Allston Jenkins, interview with the author, Philadelphia,
is

the stepson of James Crosby Brown.

He

still

PA, December 29, 1991. Allston Jenkins

maintains an office with the family firm in

Philadelphia.
'Last Will and Testament of James Crosby Brown, November 18, 1929. Register of Wills,
Montgomery County, Court House, Norristown, PA, Book 72, page 176, proved April 10, 1930.

Recorded

May

10, 1968.

Estate No. 45459.

339

by architecture of a new proportion and resplendence. As the
became the site of large estates with formal gardens,
carriage houses, and stables. The small millworkers' homes became the residences of
the more humble class who served the new generation of wealthy land owners-the
life-style characterized

mills

became

barons of

obsolete, the land

steel, iron, oil, railroads,

Thus

it

was

that in 1914,

and

finance."*

when James Crosby Brown moved

into the

Main

Line area, he purchased the home called "Dipple" of William C. Scott, built in 1903
by Price and McLanahan.^ The original architects altered the structure for the
Browns to meet specifications of an English homestead reminiscent of their British
family seat, Clifton Wynyates. Sited high on a hill created by a curve of the creek
and facing east toward the Schuylkill, the structure commanded a view over the hills
of Mill Creek Valley. Seclusion was provided by the topography of the hill and the
density of the woods, but the staff was always near at-hand in the tenant housing.*
James Crosby Brown had established his own small hamlet in the Ardmore/Gladwyne
area.

Brown's

initial

land holdings were fewer than one hundred acres, but he kept
to eliminate the smoke from burning leaves that affected

purchasing adjacent property

the serious asthma condition of his wife, Jean Wilson of Hartford.^

complement was 192 acres valued during
of $600,000.*

His

final

the year of his death at a fair market figure

Despite these protective measures, during a

trip to St.

Paul's school in

New

England to visit a son, Mrs. Brown was stricken with an asthma attack and
died.^ She left two sons, James Crosby Brown, Jr. and Alexander Brown. They
lived with their father on an estate that contained a twenty-or-more bedroom mansion
with a carriage house and ballroom, a mill house, two bams, stables, a green house, a

''Phyllis

C. Maier

Lower Merion
architecture,

&

Mary Mendenhall Wood,

eds.

Lower Merion—A History (Ardmore, PA:

Historical Society, 1988) provides an overview of the township's history,

and biographies of prominent

its

residents.

^Lower Merion—A History, 93. Chapters Four and Six of
on the changes to the main house (DHN 174).

this thesis

provide additional information

^Jenkins interview.

^Locke Brown, interview with the author, Radnor, December 21, 1991.
^Inheritance tax appraisement for the IRS. Gross Estate, Schedule A, Real Estate (James Crosby
Brown, Date of Death, April 1, 1930). Register of Wills, Montgomery County, Court House,
Norristown, PA, Estate No. 45459. Railroad atlases of the Main Line from the period of 1926-1933
show Brown owning approximately 150+ acres.

'Locke Brown interview.
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garage, and various smaller outbuildings. '°

Crosby Brown's status as a widower was short-lived, however. A Yale
college classmate, James Sinclair Jenkins had died at about the same time, leaving a
wife, Aurelia Gladys Jenkins, and five children in Stamford, Connecticut, with

minimum income.

Initially Brown and his Yale fraternity brothers offered financial
support for the children's education, but Brown soon became enamoured of Aurelia
and they married." She moved to Clifton Wynyates with her five children in 1921.

Four years

who

is

later

known

providing

life

Crosby and Aurelia had

as Thistle.

and

their

own

child,

Alexandra Clifton Brown,

The Brown family had grown from two

spirit to the baronial halls

children to eight,

of the mansion and equestrians to ride

many horses during hunting trips in Radnor and Whitemarsh.'^
As a widow, Aurelia Gladys Brown eventually moved her family to a home in
Sugartown, PA, leaving Coates Farm or "Clifton Wynyates" to be subdivided. On
April 27, 1937, Aurelia died. The profits from any subsequent sales of the Lower
Merion estate served to support Aurelia's children, and especially Thistle, who today
their

lives in

Manhattan and Maine.

'"On April 14, 1930, Samuel T. Freeman and Company, Auctioneers and Appraisers prepared a

complete inventory of the James Crosby Brown Estate.
pages long and shows a

total

value of $23,075. 15.

House, Norristown, PA, Estate No. 45459.

"Locke Brown

The room-by-room inventory is forty-nine
Montgomery County, Court

Register of Wills,

interview.

'^Jenkins interview.
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Appendix 11

DESCRIPTIONS AND RANKINGS OF DURHAM-BUILT OR ALTERED
BUILDINGS LOCATED ON THREATENED PROPERTIES

OF FIVE OR MORE ACRES
The twenty-three properties on the TPL described here and located on Map 8
have been divided into three groups: buildings built before 1947, buildings built after
1946, and pre-existent buildings altered by Durham. Buildings built before 1947 are
discussed

first in

the order of their architectural typology as identified using the

definitions in Chapter Six, and second, in descending order

Outstanding, Significant or Notable.

by category of ranking:

Buildings built after 1946 and pre-existent

buildings are discussed simply in chronological order.

The rankings

for the pre-

existent buildings are listed in brackets, because the structures are not

because they have been evaluated

in the context

whole, not in relation to Durham's architecture.

summary of

all

Durham's and

of Lower Merion architecture as a

The following

table provides a

rankings and the order in which the buildings are discussed.

Table

BUILDINGS BUILT BEFORE

1947

TYPE A BUILDINGS: OUTSTANDING

DHN

73 (1929): J. Douglas Darby Residence at 1100 Barberry Road
PN 124, 5.9 acres Landscape Criteria: 3 Zoning: RA
(see Fig. 6.2)

This house is built on the 76.57 acre Barr Tract in Bryn Mawr between
Mt. Pleasant and Conshohocken State Roads. The tract became a Durham &
Irvine's subdivision in 1929.'
The original plan for lots of three acres or
more has been retained with very few subdivisions. Additional acreage added
to the northwest expanded this site's original 3.155 acre parcel. The building

Durham's simple, but large,
The house is set deeply back off
north and sensitively placed on a small rise articulated by

represents an Outstanding example of

Pennsylvania farmhouse revival pattern.
Barberry Road

to the

a low stone wall.

A

from the land to the rear enhances its
woods. The structure consists of
five blocks set in a rectangular format. Two blocks feature "T" gable
projections, a trait found mainly on Durham's early buildings. A small pent
roof porch supported by simple posts adds to the vernacular Quaker
impression. End chimneys and typical Durham shutter and window treatment
in original colors indicate that the building fabric has not been altered. The
backdrop of

trees

framing and the sense of a farmhouse

house and

site illustrate the ideals

in the

Durham

&

Irvine respected and sought in

creating an affluent but low-profile historically reflective custom

'Map of

the "Barr Tract," Milton R. Yerkes, C.E.,
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home.

Bryn Mawr, PA, November 27, 1929.

DHN

148 (1935):

PN

Granville Worrell

(Fig.

App.

The

11

Residence

Landscape Criteria: 5

75, 9 acres

at 141

HS

Maplehill

Zoning:

Road

RAA

11.1)

present owners of this parcel possess an adjacent tract at

Maplehill Road.

Their

total

of

wooded

land

is

17.2 acres.

The

217

parcels are

significant because they adjoin four other threatened parcels on this hillside

between Mill Creek and Rose Glen Road that include the Pew estate.
Durham's rendition of a Pennsylvania farmhouse is portrayed with particular
accuracy in this home, because a pent roof is included across the full facade-a
rare inclusion for Durham. The coursed stonework, regular fenestration, and
gabled dormers are also traditional, both historically and for Durham. Missing
shutters

on the

deviations from

first

fioor and white rather than black on the second are

Durham's norm, but otherwise

the house fulfills

Durham

&

Irvine's ideals for this decade.

Fig.

App.

Durhams

1

1.1

DHN

148(1935) Granville Worrell

rare use of a pent roof.
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1!

Re.sidence.

North facade showing

i

DHN 240

Walter K. Durham Residence at 134 Maplehill Road
Landscape Criteria: 5 HS/HI Zoning: R2 &
Fig. 6.3 and Fig. App. 11.2)

(1946):

PN
(see

74, 7.5 acres

RAA

This acreage, often known as the "Castle Hill" area of Gladwyne,
hill between Mill Creek and

adjoins other major threatened parcels on the

Rose Glen Roads. It is otherwise noteworthy because it backs into the old
Har-Hasetim Jewish Cemetery off Conshohocken State Road. On this site of
both sloping and level land with various ponds, Walter

second family

home between 1946 and

1949.

Durham

built his

Not only did Durham take up

residency in Gladwyne, the fashionable locale of

many of

his wealthy clients,

but the land provided him property to store the architectural salvage collection
for his business. His wife maintained a formal garden north of the house,

much of which

is still intact,

uninterrupted open space.
reflects the traditions

and terraces

to the south

The Durham home

Durham

is

still

it

practiced in the custom-designed structures he

built for his clients while simultaneously incorporating his

desires and idiosyncracies.

provide views of

particularly unique because

Originally on the property

own

personal

were two

tool houses, a

smokehouse, root cellar, apple storage house, guest or playhouse (now
destroyed), a pigeon house, two greenhouses, and four or five chicken
houses.^ The main block is only three bays, but particularly tall. Two
shorter blocks of differing height and depth sit to the east where the
outbuildings adjoin at a right angle. Extra tall brick chimneys accent the
height of the main block. Large multi-paned windows occur on the first floor
of the entrance facade, but shutters are omitted to accommodate the compact
design. Other typical Durham elements include a gable hood over the entrance
door and a date stone. To view the beauty of nature, the southern facade
features numerous large, multi-paned windows. The fieldstone smoke house is
detached and exhibits a third type of masonry and pointing for the complex, a

common
The

technique used by

Durham

to provide a variety

interior features reused materials

from

all

of texture and color.

over the Philadelphia area-

doors, paneling, mantels, hearths, hardware, and flooring (see also Chapter 5).
is likewise still adorned with used bricks, railings, stonework and
While some of the sheds and outbuildings of Durham's day are
gone, large masonry building elements are scattered in the northern field.
Together the building epitomizes the additive Welsh farmhouse image so used
by Durham throughout his early architectural career and his utilization of

The garden
trellises.

archeaological building elements.

*rhe description of Durham's property and these outbuildings was found in an article entitled "Rocket
Durham, Main Line Architect" published in the magazine Oldsmobile
Rocket Circle Vol. 2, No. 2 (1957) in Chicago. Richard Durham shared a copy with the author.
Circle Picture Profile: Walter K.
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App. 11.2

Fig.

architect's

DHN

home and

240 (1946) Walter K. Durham Residence.

A Type A

adjoining outbuildings.

North facade of the

structure rated Outstanding.

TYPE A BUILDINGS: SIGNIFICANT

DHN

124 (1933): Harrison McMichael Residence, 124 Righters Mill Road West

PN

62, 12.1 acres

(Fig.

App.

Landscape Criteria: 3

HS

Zoning:

RAA

11.3)

This twelve acre property stemmed from purchases of land made by
Harrison McMichael from the James Crosby Brown Estate following the

Durham

&

Irvine subdivision plan of 1934.'

Access

to the parcel is

from a

Road across from Greaves Lane.
209 at 841 Merion Square Road (PN

private lane on the west side of Righters Mill

The

parcel backs into property of

63) and adjoins threatened

remaining large

Brown

'Map of

Estate,

lots

PN

DHN

203.

These three parcels are the only

of undeveloped land from the original James Crosby

and Durham houses exist on two of them.

This wooded hillside

"Clifton Wynyates" Property of the estate of James Crosby Brown, Milton R. Yerkes, C.E.

Bryn Mawr. 1934.
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has been partially protected through the deed restrictions established by
Durham & Irvine and the executors of the James Crosby Brown Estate and
should be placed in a high priority category for continued conservation of
these Mill Creek Valley lands.

The house consists of a main block facing west
with a typical gable-roofed porch entrance on the east facade. A small, twostory extension, probably added at a later date, exists to the north. A larger
block creates an
created by

L

to the south.

A

certain discontinuity of the facade

two types of whitewashed

is

stone, irregular fenestration patterns,,

inconsistent shutter usage and color, and particularly small dormers.

The
Wanton Balis family on October 18, 1943.
whom Durham also carried out work, may explain this wing.' Further
research may determine Durham's original intentions.
transfer of ownership to the C.

for

jr»
Fig.

App.

1

1.3

DHN

124 (1933) Harn.son McMichael Residence.

Ea.st

facade of a

Type A

structure rated Significant due to a routine facade and an addition with less compatible
fenestration.

"C.

Wanton

Balis,

.Ir.

died on February 4, 1993

wife, Deborah Butler Balis, two daughters from his
his

own re-msurance Firm, Balis & Co.
He was mo.st well-known in the

retirint'.

in

February

(I9.').S-68)

home

at the

age of 86.

He

marriage, and grandchildren.

1942, which he conlmued to

nm

is

survived by his

Mr. Balis founded

even after selling

it

and

Philadelphia area for his patronage and strong leadership of the

Philadelphia Orchestra as both President of the

Orchestra Association

at his
first

Academy of Music

(I95I-.S5) and of the Philadelphia

and Chairman of the Board (1968-1980).

18, p. 31; PhiUulclphia liKjuirer, Saturday,

February 6, 1993,
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p.

Main Line Times. Thursday,

A

8.

TYPE A BUILDINGS: NOTABLE

DHN

172 (1937): John N. DuBarry Residence at 1701 Mt. Pleasant Road
PN 185, 5.3 acres Landscape Criteria: 2 HS/HI Zoning: RAA
(Fig.

App.

11.4)

wooded parcel of the former
one of seven adjoining threatened parcels.
Maintaining this remaining pocket of natural lands as a complete entity should
be a primary township goal, despite recent development on the neighboring
This house

is

located on a beautiful steep

Phillips property in Villanova and

hill.

is

The Durham house has undergone

integrity of design.

In

1937

it

significant alterations, diminishing its

was planned as an

principally one- room deep, aligned to

fit

irregular series of rectangles,

into the side of the hill.

design called for "shear pointed stonework,

all

The

original

whitewashed," a chimney of

second-hand brick veneer, and flush siding on the garden

side.^

Specific

shutter details designate paneled and louvered patterns in white and green,

Durham made

interior changes in 1956 and added a pool house
shows a contemporary addition to the entrance bay
unsympathetic to the original design. Window and shutter treatments have
also lost their classical styling. Although Durham himself may have been

respectively.*
in 1977.

Today

responsible for

the facade

some changes,

farmhouse pattern

is

the integrity of the original Pennsylvania

now compromised.

Further research on the alterations

warranted.

^File for

The

DHN

172.

plans and specifications are

all in

Durham

File
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No. 172.

is

Fig.

Type

App.

A

1

1.4

DUN

172 (1937) John N. DuBarry Residence.

A

threatened property with

structure that has been rated Notable due to the contemporary addition to this south

facade.
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TYPE AA BUILDINGS: OUTSTANDING

DHN

136 Walter

PN

Rebmann

Residence at 1116 Barberry Road
Landscape Criteria: 4 Zoning: RA

125, 5.3 acres

(see Figs. 6.5-6.6)

This parcel flanks
original three-acre lots of

DHN

73

at

Durham

&

1

100 Barberry Road and

is

one of the

Irvine's subdivision of the Barr tract, but

with an addition of 2.3 acres to the north.

Durham used the same type of
house as on the neighboring property. The house is deeply set
back from the road and approached by a long driveway. Set on a rise of
ground, the main facade overlooks a broad expanse of lawn. The rear features
siting for this

more wooded area. The formal, classical detailing that qualifies this
Type AA structure becomes immediately apparent at the entrance
to the driveway: simple, square stone posts topped by white wooden caps hold
gracefully curved white wooden gates made of rounded spindles (Fig. 5.14).
a

building as a

Smaller versions of the gates are fastened in fixed positions from the posts to a
curved stone wall as a mirrored image. The stone house of three main blocks

of differing heights

in

a rectangular format uses both large and small windows

and a large multi-pane window
the

first floor;

multiple lights and a transom.

gable slope in the
blocks.

The

in a

bay projection.

Shutters are found only on

here, additionally, they flank the entrance door that features

tallest

Typical

tall

stone chimneys project from the

block and from the end wall in the two shorter

north facade and main entrance from the parking area features an

ornate triangular pedimented entrance portal with lavish detail.

An

"L"

is

formed by a two-story rear wing.
Three recent additions to this property by the architect Peter Archer of
Bryn Mawr have been awarded third prize for a Sympathetic Addition in the
National Trust for Historic Preservation's annual Great American Home
Awards competition of 1992. Archer added a greenhouse addition to a tool
shed, a new three-bay garage and service court, and a pool house. He
recognized Durham's intention of creating a building that had been added to
over time by using different mortar joints and stone coursing.^ Wissahickon
schist and multi-pane windows were also used to coordinate with the original
structures.*

^Michael

J.

Crosbie, "Awards Great American

Home,"

Historic Preservation (January/February 1993)

45: 58.

*Ibid.

The ranking of

this site

was completed before

the evaluation.
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the recent additions,

which were not included

in

DHN

William C.

165 (1936):

PN

70

(Figs.

&

App. 11.5-App.
This

is

Elliot

is

Residence

at

100 Maplehill Road

Landscape Criteria: 6 HS/HI Zoning

72, 31.8 acres

RAA

11.6)

one of the

six largest parcels

particularly critical because

it

of the ninety-nine on the

TPL

and

follows the Mill Creek corridor and flanks

other threatened properties south of Rose Glen Road.

Seclusion

is

established

below the peak of the hillside that faces south and
placing the entrance driveway above it, topographically, at the north end of
Maplehill Road. One enters through a gateway designed nearly identically to

by locating the house

the

wooden

gate for

just

DHN

136, above, but here the square stone posts are

topped by lanterns and the gates are black wrought iron.

The

stone house and

main blocks features Georgian details and a circular entrance
court. Terraces and patios open to the Mill Creek Valley on the south
elevation. A closer survey of the house or drawings should be completed for
gcirage of three

full

pjg

evaluation.

App

]

1.5

DHN

16.S

(1936) William C. Elliot Residence.

rated Outstanding on a threatened property.
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North facade of a building

DHN

Fig. App. 11.6
165 (1936) William C. Elliot Residence. Wrought iron gates for the
entrance of 100 Mapiehill Road that use a pattern similar to that of
165. The open space

DHN

of Mill Creek Valley

DHN

184 (1938)

PN

is

seen to the south.

Laurence H. Eldridge Residence at 1021 Green Valley Road
Landscape Criteria: 3 Zoning: RA

117, 5 acres

(Fig.

App.

11.7)

Green Valley Road

links Mt. Pleasant

and Conshohocken State as a
This particular "L"

private thoroughfare south in the Barr development.

shaped property on the south side
the threatened

list.

The land of

is

between

this parcel

small stream running east to west flanking

DHN

150 and

DHN

179, both on

commences below road level with a
the road. The stone house is set at

the west end of the property in a north/south alignment, enabling the back or
east facade to

open on the expanse of a long green lawn and wetlands. A
backdrop for the

wooded

incline to the south provides privacy and a natural

parcel.

The entrance facade, facing west off a driveway, is not visible from
The garden facade, however, exemplifies Durham's use of a "U"

the road.

formation as a variation and extension of the Pennsylvania farmhouse pattern.
large multi-pane window-walls for an enclosed porch area

The incorporation of
and

tall

floor-to-ceiling

windows

in the

353

end walls of the "U" protrusions are

Durham's typical means for viewing a nature. The house on this parcel was
clearly designed for the vistas to the east. Loosing any part of this property
would destroy

the focus of the house's design. Closer inspection of the west
facade or the drawings for this building would be appropriate.

•nt^.

?5^f!>'.

Fig. 11.7

DHN

at the east

facade from Green Valley Road.

184(1938) Laurence H. Eldridge Residence.

Looking west

TYPE B BUILDINGS: OUTSTANDING

DHN

175 (1937):

PN

Louis Madeira IV, Residence at 1600

Landscape
App. 11.8 and 5.16)

152, 21 acres

(Fig.

The twenty-one

criteria:

6

down

Monk Road
Zoning

RA & RAA

acres that constitute this parcel belonged to the 19th-

century Soapstone Farm Corporation along
to the east

HS

Monk Road. The

property extends

a steep slope to the Schuylkill Expressway and River.
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This

land belongs to one of the largest undeveloped tracts in the township, including

various parcels formerly
public

is

Expressway
built in

owned by

the Dorrance family.

Visibility to the

mainly from the Philadelphia side of the Schuylkill and from the

The

itself.

1937 appears

Madeira IV, family.

to

majestic and large English

remain unaltered and

still

manor house
in the

Multiple blocks and roof types

that

Durham

hands of the Louis

make up an

irregular,

Coursed brown
and gray stone bound with tan mortar, casement windows and bays with brown
trim, and a slate roof provide subtle textures and colors that harmonize with
the landscape. The grand scale and formality of the home is established at the
entrance drive off of Monk Road by two large stone posts topped by massive
eagles with outstretched wings (see Fig. 5.16). While the latter may be
angled plan to

fit

the site of the

hill

facing east to the river.

unnecessarily imposing for a secluded property, the residence itself befits the

dramatic

site.

175 (1937). Louis Madeira IV, Residence. A threatened prup(.ny with
Fig. App. 11.8
a large, extended, asymmetrical structure buill to replicate an English manor house on an
elegant site overlooking the Schuylkill. A Type B structure rated Outstanding.

DHN
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TYPE B BUILDINGS: SIGNIFICANT

DHN

162 (1936): Howard C. Cummings Residence, "Braemare" at
1233 Meadowbank Road

PN

172, 6.7 acres

App.

(Fig.

Landscape Criteria: 5

Zoning

RA

11.9)

This land parcel stems from an early subdivision of the Phillips
farmland to the Dunlop family, but has remained intact since the 1930s. The
property extends from the north at Meadowbank Road down a slope and across
the wetlands of Arrowmink Creek to Arrowmink Road. It adjoins PN 173
with
384 located to the west, and is closely allied to PN 171 and PN 176
with

DHN
DHN

sits in

306 and 393,

respectively.

The house

at

the side of a hill on the south side of the road.

prevail.

The house

represents a smaller two-story

1233

Meadowbank Road

Seclusion and privacy

manor home

in

an

L

formation using three compact blocks in stone. Large multi-pane casements

windows, a broad exterior chimney protruding on the north facade and an inset
entrance door exhibit standard features. A date stone appears in the west gable
peak below the slate roof. The south facade features doors that open onto
terraces and patios overlooking the natural wooded slope to the creek. In 1991
the house underwent interior renovations for a new owner. For the land and
site, the scale and routine design have caused this structure to be ranked below
outstanding.
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Fig.

App. 11.9

DHN

162 (1936)

A

Howard C. Cummings Residence, "Braemare.

threatened

property with Type B hiiilding rated Significant.

TYPE C BUILDINGS: OUTSTANDING

DHN

87 (1930): George

PN

W. Curran

Residence at 1001 Rock Creek

Landscape criteria: 5 Zoning
6.21 and App. 11.10 and App. 11.11)

112, 9.3 acres

(Figs.

The impressive

Road

RA

aspects of this 9.3 acre parcel are the rolling.

manicured lawns and cultivated garden areas. Natural vegetation borders the
western edge of the property and adjoins the creek bed to the east. The
particularly visible along

Rock Creek Road from

complete parcel

is

of land where

connects with Muirfield Road (see Fig. App.

it

this parcel to the north

1

extend ten other large threatened parcels

1.

the height

10).

in

Beyond

a pattern

running east and west, thus making PN 112 a portion of a larger, important,
undeveloped tract of open space. In the southwest corner on Muirtlekl Road,
the parcel contains a stucco residence exhibiting Victorian architectural
characteristics.

Two

Rock Creek Road

flat lots

of grass behind the main house to the west on

are also included (see site plan Fig. 7.1).
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The Durham

&

Irvine house that presides on a rise of land facing
east imitates Georgian
architectural patterns

combining a large, symmetrical, hipped roof main block
with adjoining smaller gable-peaked blocks, all of coursed stone,
Georgian
detailmg such as a tripartite window over a broken pcdimented
doorframe and
a dentilated cornice illustrate the architects classical design intentions.
Windows with conventional shutters and multiple lights are symmetrically

placed and finished

grandeur of

making

this

in

white.

home remains

Tall

chimneys complete the

an early Outstanding example of a Type

it

historic effect.

The

with few apparent alterations or changes,

C

residence on a distinctive

parcel of land.

Fig.

App.

nine-acre

1

1.10

site

of

DHN
this

87 (1930) George W. Curran Residence.
Type C huilding rated Outstanding.
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Looking north along the

Fig.

App. 11.11

DHN

87 (1930) George

W. Curran

We.stem entrance facade

Residence.

and driveway.

DHN

150 (1936): Alfred Wolstenholm Residence at 853 Mt. Pleasant Road
PN 116, 5.8 acres Landscape Criteria: 4 Zoning RA
(see Fig. 5.19)

Located prominently
with Green Valley, this

Road.

bend

at the

in

Mt. Pleasant Road where

it

links

one of three on the south side of Green Valley
The large formal house features a triangular pediment in its main
site is

hipped-roof block and has flanking wings, similarly roofed.

A

dentilated

cornice, symmetrical fenestration with light green shutters (not the usual
shutter green, but probably

Durham's favored green), a

tri-partite

window

over a central entrance, and a rounded pediment complete the Georgian
pattern.

The coursed gray

dividing the

C

first

stone

and second

is

floors.

square cut and includes a belt course

The house

typology.
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fulfills

a strong design

in the

DHN

179 (1938): Barclay Warburton Residence at 1131 Green Valley Road
PN 126, 5.8 acres Landscape Criteria: 5 Zoning RA
(Figs. App. 11.12-App. 11.13)
At the comer of Green Valley and Conshohocken State Roads a high
promontory of land shadows the winding highway. Here, Major Barclay
Warburton and Minnie Wanamaker Warburton challenged Durham & Irvine to
produce a small French palace. The topography of the site forced the entrance
to be placed on Green Valley Road. The clever use of a curving driveway by
the landscape architect,

Umberto

Innocenti, provides a long approach and

allows the house to be placed on the highest portion of land to overlook the
Schuylkill Valley to the east. An allee leading to the entrance gate and
courtyard is created by closely planted trees and recycled granite paving
blocks.

A

courtyard.

The house

low wall and

tall masonry gate posts topped by urns set off the
Ornate iron scrollwork links the posts above the large iron gates.

exemplifies the typical

Type C

structural plan of a large, hipped-

roof, symmetrical block, here with seven bays.

Durham merely

varied the

materials, architectural elements, and details to effect a French mansion.

simulate limestone he used scored, buff-colored stucco over block.
articulation of the roof pediment (decorated with a relief cartouche)

To

The
is

carried

which are imitated at the comers of
the building. Fenestration consists of large casements of three-plus-three lights
and two types of omate framing. Small iron balconies under the second-floor
windows carry out a French impression. The central entrance under the roof
pediment has a white frame decorated at the top with a relief. A dark painted
vertically through the facade with quoins,

door with oval windows is a strong contrast to the otherwise light facade.
One-story flanking wings provide extra width to the residence, which is then
further extended in depth. Tall, door-size windows characterize these wings.
For Durham this house is unique on the Main Line in the 1930s, for it strayed
from the usual Anglo-American profile to a French pattem. The house
appears to retain

its

original finishes

and designs, with the exception of metal

sculptures of female figures with extended, whirling metal
to the stone fence posts.
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work now

attached

Fig.

App. 11.12

featuring

DHN

179 (1938) Barclay Warburton Residence.

Type C building

rated Outstanding.
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Looking

east

down

Threatened property
the allee.

I

Fig.

App. 11.13

DHN

179 (1938) Barclay Warburton Residence.

View of

the west entrance

facade.

TYPE D BUILDINGS: SIGNIFICANT

DHN

209 (1941): T. Wistar Brown Residence at 841 Merion Square Road
PN 63, 7.3 acres Landscape criteria: 4 Zoning RAA
(Fig. App. 11.14)
This

is

the second of the three remaining large, naturally

parcels of the former James Crosby

124 on Righters Mill Road.

Brown

The narrowest

Square Road, diminishing the

visibility

Estate and adjoins

portion of the lot

of the parcels' depth.

wooded

PN
is

62,

DHN

on Merion

The home

is

a

good example of Durham's eclectic use of a mixture of building elements and
patterns as he moved away from his more rigid treatment of the Type A and
Type B modes and mixed features to create what has been defined as a Type D
structure. A "T" projection to the rectangular block is one of four gable peaks
visible on the facade. The irregular sized windows placed asyinmetrically are
both double hung sash and steel casements specified as Thorn and Anderson
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windows.

The

plans call for whitewashed, shear pointed stonework which
Exterior woodwork was to be painted white and blinds

appears unaltered.

The shutters are either no longer extant or were never used.
established structure trys to achieve a more contemporary version of the
stone farmhouse, but lacks definition and a strong focus. It has thus
"shutter green."

The

been

ranked only as Significant.

Fiy.

Type

App.

D

I

1.14

DHN

209 (1941) T.

Wi.star

stmcture rated Significant.

.•^63

Brown Residence. Threatened property showing

BUILDINGS BUILT AFTER

1946

(Listed chronologically rather than by type or ranking)

DHN 281

James

(1949)

Maier Residence

S.

TypeD SIGNIFICANT
PN 101, 54.9 acres Landscape

at

1415 Old Gulph

criteria:

National Register Property Zoning
(Figs. App. 11.15-App. 11.16)

HS/HI,

8

originally as "Harriton" and

estates remaining in

Lower Merion

LMT

091-3010

&

Rl

This estate of Anna Shinn Maier (daughter of

known

Road

now

as "Harriton

Emma

Morris Shinn)
Farm," is one of three

more than

that total

fifty acres. ^

It is

not

only the largest on the western side of the township, but also the largest
located in an area zoned Rl. Additionally, no other properties on the list
qualify with as

many

as eleven landscape criteria.

The land adjoins

three well-

traveled and historic roads (Old Gulph, Spring Mill, and Ithan) and at the
present, township school property to the east (Harriton

High School).

It

features a stream and pond, continually used pastures and woodlands, and

seven buildings.

The

large main house,

was commenced

in

about 1840 as a

rubble stone, central hall structure for the Quaker Morris family.'"

It

has

major change under Levi
Morris, who placed a two-story portico with massive columns on the west
facade and a two-story bay in the northwest comer to expand the building into
a noble, Quaker estate. Anna Shinn, granddaughter of Morris, and her
husband Paul Maier, had Walter Price complete interior changes and add a

been added

over generations, with the

to

gable in 1923.

The gray

first

stucco structure with

its

imposing Federal portico has

remained principally unchanged since then. A massive, Victorian bank bam,
with twin pyramidal cupolas and a slate roof is the largest farm building. This
Other residential structures on
is flanked by a smaller stable, and a com crib.

*The present estate remains from what was formerly nearly a 600 acre tract emassed by at least 1858
by Levi Morris, founder of the Morris Iron Works. His holdings included the 1704 home of Rowland
Specific
Ellis, known today as "Harriton House," the property from which the farm assumed its name.
information on the reduction of the size of Lower Merion estates is discussed by Stephanie Cocke in her
thesis "The Gilded Age Estates of Lower Merion Township, Pennsylvania: A History and Preservation
Plan," (M.S. thesis. University of Pennsylvania, 1987).
estates

of more than

fifty acres are

number: John Dorrance,
77,

&

78).

"The

As of

Jr.

On

page 34, in particular the three remaining

mentioned. The township recently identified them by owner and parcel

(Parcels 79, 149, 150, 153, 154,

this writing, certain

dates, historical information,

&

155) and Walter C.

Pew

(Parcels 71, 72,

of the Dorrance parcels have been sold.

and descriptive material on the buildings other than

that

by Durham,

has been taken from the National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form completed by
George E. Thomas, July 15, 1985, and made available at the Planning Department, Lower Merion

Township, Ardmore, PA.
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the site include:

the earliest building, "Lane's End," a three-and-a-half story
stuccoed house with a central chimney, the whole being built over a spring; a
Gothic cottage, with board and batten siding erected about 1860 as a gate

house; a bungalow constructed by a cousin, architect William S.
for the Maier's and their first child, James Shinn Maier; and the

Vaux in 1908
Durham

building built of local stone and gray siding for James Maier and his family in

1949.

The

natural and built elements on this tract are historically

interconnected and maintain a unique agricultural homestead in an otherwise

populated residential portion of the township.
value, every effort should be

made

Despite

to protect this

its

potential real estate

open space and

its

relevant

buildings."

For the
small

site

hills at the

of the Maier house,

grades to provide access to the structure

main property

Durham used

north end of the property.
at

He

the vale between

two

house across all three
different levels and a view of the
built the

App. 11.15). In the context of Durham's house types,
the building qualifies as Type D~eclectically derived.
In what appears to be
a one-story structure, Durham modernizes elements of the Pennsylvania farm
pattern (Type A), but uses windows of Type A and B in various sizes and
(see Fig.

siding and materials of the 20th century. The plan is two crossing rectangles.
The wider, set in the dale, runs east-west with a large, low-pitched gable roof.
The narrower runs north-south atop the hills and intersects the first off-center,

providing a gable-end entrance.

A

one-and-a-half story garage extension cuts

into the north hill and parallels and imitates the

smaller scale as an L.

The

main rectangle and roof

at

stone slab steps leading to a storage-area door at

the roof peak are not only unique, but artistically placed in a colorful facade of
fieldstone used in vertical plane as tessura in a mosaic (see Fig. 5.22).

house Durham made no

In this

effort to build a structure sympathetic to either the

Federal residence, the early farm buildings, the Gothic cottage, or the large,
19th-century, shingled bank

bam.

Perhaps he actually intended to produce a

from the road appears modest and secondary
on the property. Indeed, this is what has been created.
examination, the gray and brown tones of the materials
complex form nestling into the hills and dales produces
whole. The building maintains solid, Quaker tradition,
house

that

must be given due

to the other structures

Upon

closer

and the unadorned but
a clever organic
for

which Durham

credit.

"For information on the other buildings on this site see the Historic Resource Survey
property maintained by the Planning Department of Lxjwer Merion Township.
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Form

for this

Fig.

Type

App.

D

1

1.15

DHN

S. Maier Residence. Threatened property with a
Looking west, showing how the structure is sited.

281 (1949), James

building rated Significant.
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•''=^^^«-^jis&ia

Fig.

App. 11.16

DHN

281 (1949), James

S.

Maier Residence.

North facade of house looking

southeast.

DHN

306 (1954) Franklin D'OIier Residence

at

1320 Mt. Pleasant Road

TypeDD NOTABLE
PN

176, 7.7 acres

(Figs.

App.

Landscape

11 .17- App.

criteria:

5

HS

Zoning

RA

11.18)

features the large
This parcel stems from the former Phillips estate and
threatened parcels running
three
of
one
is
It
Creek.
Arrowmink
pond from
on the west side of Mt. Pleasant Road.
east to west north of Spring Mill Road
seven others on the east side of Mt.
as
line
same
the
Additionally it falls in
of
this is Durham development territory: north

More importantly,
Durham built houses along Brynllawn and Red Rose Lane and to
are all built on spacious
on Arromink and Meadowbank. The homes

Pleasant.

this parcel

the east

predominant
many tucked into secluded areas, making nature more
to full
pond
the
used
has
Durham
site,
particular
than residences. On this
the house on the north shore with a
places
He
residents.
the
for
advantage
one must take a driveway west off
southern exposure. To reach the house,

lots

with

Mt

wall (in deteriorating condition).
Pleasant and follow a beige stuccoed
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The house,

finished in the

same medium and

color, appears

conventional, and less inventive than the Maier home.

It

modest and

contains three

blocks, the central one with a gable roof and three bays of two stories.

A

wing attaches to the east; a smaller gable wing to the
west. Durham places tall brick chimneys with protruding pots in the slope of
the south roof. Windows are double-hung, multi-pane sash (small on the
second floor, larger on the first), with black louvered shutters on both floors
on the entrance facade. A gable-peaked hood over the entrance, boxed
single-story hipped roof

downspout fittings, creates the illusion of an
pond side, however, the fenestration consists of
large, plate glass windows flanked by narrower panes both to the sides and
above. A central door with large lights provides access to the terrace. The
simplicity of Durham's structure places the importance on the site itself— an
intention which could have derived from the architect, owner, or the economy.

gutters, and probably recycled

18th-century building.

On

the

Whichever, externally the residence offers no distinctive architectural features-a negative that becomes an asset to the site. For this effect it is worth saving,
especially if it were to be replaced by an out-of-scale. obtrusive structure.

Fig.

Type

App. 11.17

DD

DHN

306 (1954). Franklin D'Olier Residence.

building rated Notatile.

The

site

Threatened property with

provides the real interest to this property.
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Fig.

App. 11.18

DHN

306 (1954), Franklin D'Olier Residence.

The north facade looking

toward the west.

DHN

308 (1954) Morgan

J.

Denison Residence at 1401 Montgomery Ave.

TYPE A NOTABLE
PN

97, 5.7 acres

(Fig.

Landscape

criteria

5

HS

Zoning Rl

App. 11.19)

No privately owned tracts of land larger than five acres exist along
Montgomery Avenue southeast of this site, making the property unique. The
shape of the parcel causes only a small pan-handle for the driveway to be

Montgomery Ave. The consequences are that the public remains
The land, nevertheless, is
picturesque and worth protection. The house, on the other hand, reflects the
tone of DHN 306, above, initiated during the same year. It inaintains all the
characteristics of a Type A structure, but is finished primarily in stucco.
Stone protrudes only sporadically. The additive Pennsylvania farmhouse
pattern is treated with a slightly more modern aspect: at each end of the gable
visible along

unaware

that five acres exist off the avenue.

roof main block (featuring a fiush end-wall chimney and six bays), exists a
one-story wing with a steeply sloped roof.
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This

is

uncharacteristic of the

historic house pattern and may be Durham's attempt at modernity. On the
west side, an additional two-story gable-roofed block has been added

perpendicular to the one-story wing, creating a
rather than the usual descending pattern.

A

fall

and

rise to the

visit to the interior

of

roof lines,
this

structure might confirm the feel of routine, unadorned construction.

value of this building might not deserve

Fig.

App.

Type A

1

1.19

DHN

308 (1954), Morgan

J.

building rated Notable.
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this

prime

If so, the

real estate.

Denison Residence.

Threatened property with

DHN

384 (1962) John H.

Type E

PN

173, 6.6 acres

(Fig.

Wood

Residence at 1201

Meadowbank Road

NOTABLE
Landscape

criteria:

5

Zoning

RA

App. 11.20)

The beauty of this parcel from the S. Ehzabeth Winter estate is its
combination of the elements of nature: a significant hill above the pond of
Arrowmink Creek, the creek and pond, and the surrounding flat wetlands. The
remainder of the former estate includes two other threatened parcels (PN 171
and 172) and four Durham houses (DHN 162, 393, 396, and 397). A fifth
(DHN 319) is on a neighboring tract. Additionally, the hill provides a view of
land to the west, where a second pond and DHN 306 may be found. Durham
chose the ideal location for the house on this site, elevating it on the hill above
the pond and angling it to view both the waterway directly below it as well as
the pond and horizon to the west. The building is set into the side of the hill
and accessed from Meadowbank Road at the north of the tract. The
it is only one of two that Durham
As a contemporary design, however,

significance of the house lies in the fact

designed using a

modem

vocabulary.

it

weak. Durham's forte was the vernacular revival pattern he studied in the
classroom and field. His lack of training in the contemporary idiom is apparent
is

when

the building

is

viewed from the south.

The

structure can

be analyzed

in

four blocks of different height and depth set in a rectangular pattern in the side

of the

The shape

hill.

but the difference

is

not unlike

lies in the roof.

Durham's Pennsylvania farmhouse pattern,
the two eastern sections Durham has

On

minimum

pitch on a gable roof to create the appearance of a sloped
two western blocks, sloped roofs with irregular profiles achieve
decor. As a concession to a different chimney style, a broad, stone
a
structure sits overtly behind the main block. Durham's tall, brick chimney has
not been forgotten, however, and one occurs in the smaller adjacent block.
Only the three main blocks make extensive use of wide picture windows,
especially on the second floor. These openings are flanked by narrow
windows at each side, which diminishes the streamlined effect of horizontal

used a

On
modem

roof.

banding.

garage

the

The

is at

fourth block only has openings at the first floor level (the

the second level). This detracts

pattem and creates a

solid section of the

in the horizontal lines of this elevation

natural

on the

wood deck
first

at

from the expected fenestration

mustard color stucco

comes from

finish.

A

second floor level on the west end.

Sliding glass doors

floor lead to a terrace created by the deck overhang.

This house

a simple attempt at modemity with little creative design. The choice of
location, materials, and color that blend well with the landscape show

Durham's continued

sensitivity to the
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environment.

break

the railing and posts of the

is

V '--^JS^
Pig.

App.

Type E

DHN

1

391 (1962)

Type C

PN

1.20

DHN

.lohn H.

Wood

Residence.

One of Durham's few

Henry W. Breyer HI Residence

Threatened properly with a

buildings in a contemporary mode.

at

726 Williamson Road

NOTABLE

107, 15 acres

(Fig.

384 (1962),

structure rated Notable.

Landscape

criteria:

6

Zoning

RA

App. 11.21)
This property represents one of four

provide significant undeveloped land

in

tracts

on Williamson Road

Bryn Mawr.

It

is

that

contiguous to

PN

108 and 109 and northeast of the twenty-six acre Idlewild Farm property,

now

under a conservation easement.'^ The house was originally built for Henry

Farm was establi.shed with Natural Ljinds
December 20, 1990. Two hou.ses on the
properly were sold to create an endowment fund. Subdivision resulted in three lots, two with conservation
ea.semenls re.stricting development, a third retained as a preserve. Funds from the sale will renovate the
19th-century bam for use as artists' studios and for ecological maintenance of the pre.serve. The main
'"The conservation easement on the 18th-century Idlewild

Trust by the owner, Dorothy Saunders

18th-century house (ca.

m

a conveyance of

1717, but with added wings from

all

centuries)

on one of the

lots sold

included

facade easements on the north and west facades for protection of the historic farm image and original

372

W.

Breyer

whose

was director of Breyer's Ice Cream. Durham had
two other properties.'^ The house is set way off
the road in a secluded area on high land. One
approaches through a delicate
wrought iron gate mounted in tall masonry posts finished in a cream colored
stucco and scored to imitate limestone blocks. Replicas of large acorns sit
on
III,

worked with

father

the Breyers on

The main house is a large, hipped roof structure not visible without
The plans of the buildling or the structure itself should
be examined more carefully for conclusive evaluation and ranking of the
the top.

entry to the property.

building.

materials. Unfortunately, the large-scale renovation of this structure has, however, obliterated
fabric without proper investigation or documentation prior to intervention.

most

historic

Simultaneously, an early 20th-

new restoration and additions
Welsh farmhouse facades and alter the ambience of the site. This building
does not provide an appropriate example of the use of a facade easement for protection of a National
century wing, purportedly added by R. Brognard Okie was demolished. The

now overpower

the small-scale,

Register property.

"The Henry W. Breyer, Jr. family owned a home at Marple and Darby Roads, Haverford, Havertown
Township off the Merion Golf course, to which Durham added a swimming pool and pool house (DHN
238) and a family room (see "Adding a Family Room Gave This House Adequate Play Space," House &
Garden [August 1954]: 50-51). Durham built the office building for the Breyer Ice Cream Company
,

located at 1600 Locust Street, Philadelphia

(DHN

266) in approximately 1948.

number of times. In
I'utnam Stowe pointed out

revival building has since changed hands a

the 1980's

it

This brick, Georgian
housed the restaurant Le

that the carved wood paneling in the
holds law offices.
from the street, was rescued from the former Percival Roberts estate in Penn Valley.
Purportedly, Grinling Gibbons (1648-1721) had carved the woodwork, which Roberts had acquired from
Queen Victoria in England. On the exterior, white wrought iron balconies feature the leaf of the Breyer

Panetier; today

it

interior, visible

ice

cream logo. (Putnam Stowe, interview with

the author, Villanova,
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December

7, 1991.)

Fig.

App. 11.21

with a Type

C

DHN

391 (1962)

Henry W. Breyer

III.

Residence.

PRE-EXISTENT BUILDINGS ALTERED BY

DHN

Threatened property

structure rated Notable.

DURHAM

137 (1935), "Stoke Poges," Benjamin Eshleman Residence at 1445 [1425]

Mt. Pleasant Road

[OUTSTANDING]
PN 174, 7.5 acres Landscape
Zoning:

RAA

(Fig.

criteria: 5

HS/HI LMT-091-8005

App. 11.22)

This seven-and-a-half acre parcel

in

Villanova was the residence of

Frederick Phillips, a relative of Moro Phillips, the chemical manufacturer from
Poland who by 1890 had acquired 800 acres of land in this area. The naine

"Stoke Poges" (sometimes also spelled Stoke Pogis) has been associated with
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"

different structures in Villanova, including the

"Red Rose Inn" in 1896.'" In
addition to the main residence, the acreage contains a bank bam converted to a
home, a garage with a residence above, a row of stables, and a small spring
house and pond.'^

The

earliest

documented owner of the

residence was Joseph Broades,

who

called

it

first portion of this large
"Prospect Hill" in 1822.'*

According to an article on the house, a cornerstone dated 1780 and a bake
oven have been found in the earliest, western, two-bay stone section.''' The
stone section to the east, built on slightly higher ground, stems from 1830, as
ascertained by the

name of

the carpenter and this date found behind the

original mantelpiece replaced by

The

1960s.'*

Bemice Wintersteen,

large, white stuccoed section at the east

the owner, in the early
end was added under

who made additions and changes in 1924.'' The property
by Florence Wagner Phillips on August 24, 1934, and eventually
reached Benjamin Eshleman, who used Walter Durham for major alterations
both in September of that year and in 1946.^° Durham also served the next
owner, Bemice Wintersteen, for additions to the chauffer's quarters in 1966
Frederick Phillips,

was

sold

'"Mueller Atlas 1896 shows holdings of the "Phillips Co. Limited" to be 800 acres.
a house labeled "Stoke Poges"

at the location

of "Red Rose Inn."

By

"Stoke Poges" does not appear and the Frederick Phillips property identical to that of
"Brookside," a

title

consistent in 1926 as well.

Slough, west of London, but

why

this

name was

Plate 13 identifies

the Mueller Atlas 1913 the

DHN

137

is

name

labeled

Stoke Poges has been identified as a small town near
transferred to Villanova or

is

now

associated with 1445

Mt. Pleasant Road has not been determined.
"Stoke Poges was included on the Lx)wer Merion Township Historic Resource Inventory compiled in
1985. Historic Resource Survey Forms were prepared for the property in 1988 and are filed under number

LMT 091-8005
now

in the

Planning Office, Lower Merion Township. The information included in this thesis

supercedes some of the details on that card.

'%id.
''Bemice Mcllhenny Wintersteen, "Paintings and Antiques: Stoke Poges on the Main Line," Antiques
88 (November 1965): 644-649. The early part of the house is discussed on page 644. At the time this
article was written, Bemice Wintersteen was President of the Philadelphia Museum of Art and lived in
"Stoke Poges.

'%id., 647.
'^Vintersteen says this addition was completed for Benjamin Eshleman in approximately 1924. Ibid.
BasseU of
was still owned by Frederick Phillips, not Eshleman. Phillips used Bailey

&

In 1924 the house

421 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, to

make

grading changes dated June 16, 1924 found

alterations
in the

and additions according

Durham

files for

DHN

137.

their plans, elevations

A

site

plan of

and

March 1931

also identifies the structures.

^Durham AB

I

indicates a contract

was signed with Eshleman on September

&

10,

1934 for $41,565.

Irvine of $2305.19.
Final costs totalled $39,259.81, showing a profit for Durham
information on alterations and additions carried out on June 11, 1946.
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AB

II

contains

and a bathroom

alteration

and changes to the entrance court the following

year.^'

Today

this building is

again under

new ownership and a

finished in white has been added at the east end.

A

section

narrow, contemporary,

greenhouse protrusion (see to the right of the red car in Fig. 11.22) on the
main facade links the old and new sections. The photograph of the facade in
Antiques in 1965 shows traditional use of shutters on all windows of both
floors. ^^ Today, however, shutters are missing on the earliest sections of the
building, causing lack of contenuity. Inclusion of the greenhouse section on the

main facade is more disturbing. The parcel as a whole is an Outstanding
example of an early complex of farm buildings on a tract of land that has
remained intact since the township's founding. Furthermore it represents the
last parcel and residence owned by Frank Phillips, whose family was one of
the largest landholders of the 19th century in Lower Merion. The main
building epitomizes the Pennsylvania farm type that Durham and many revival
architects of the 20th century emulated.
is

This, however,

is

not an imitation,

it

the historic prototype representing sections from the late- 18th century, the

early- 19th century, the colonial revival period of the 20th,
features.

The

historic entity.

undertaken.

and contemporary

land and out buildings deserve protection as a significant
Full documentation of the evolution of

The property deserves

to

all

structures should be

be considered for nomination to the

National Register of Historic Places.

-'Information on these changes have not been investigated fully, but
137.

^^intersteen, Antiques, 648.
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may be found

in file 3 of

DHN

Fig.

App. 11.22

DHN

137 (1935), "Stoke Poge.s," Beniamin E.shleman Residence.

Threatened property containing an 18th-century farm.
additions and alterations,

DHN

144 (1935) Rose Glen Road

[No structure extant]
PN 73 & 77 33+ acres
These parcels belong

(PN

71

&

The main house includes various

some by Durham.

"Rolling Hill

Landscape
to the

Farm"

criteria:

Walter C.

7

Pew

HS

Zoning

estate

RAA

and with two others

78) create the second largest private land holding

in

Lower Merion

Township.^' The parcels contribute extensively to the Mill Creek corridor,

and with the fonner Dorrance

undeveloped land
acre plot where

^'Walter C.

in the

Pew

Pew (1901-1989)

of Joseph Newton Pew,

Sr.

estate provide the largest

township.

Parcel

inaintained his

ot

Sun Oil was

number 73 of

home, "Rolling

the son of Arthur

(1848-1912), founder of Sun Oil.
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Hill

Pew,

expanse of
this group is a 42.76
Farm." until it was

Sr.

(

1

875- 19 16) and grand.son

destroyed by a

fire in the 1950s^^ The estate and house had been the home
of C. Paul Hagenlocher as early as 1913, where it is identified on a railroad
atlas as "Pen-y-Bryn."'^ Between 1926 and 1935 the Pew family purchased
the property, and in 1935 Durham was called upon to make alterations and

What

changes.

consumed by

they were has not been researched, but since the house was
nothing is extant. The land has become a valuable open

fire,

space resource, and all efforts should be made
development as possible.

DHN 225

(1944)

to retain

Walter Annenberg Residence "Inwood"

at

it

with as

little

312 Llanfair Road

[NOTABLE]

PN

Landscape
App. 11.23-24)

33, 13 acres

(Figs.

This property

is

noteworthy because

Rl

Zoning:

criteria: [3?]

it is

thick vegetation in a densely populated area.

an undeveloped pocket with

it is the home of
Walter and Lenore Annenberg. Walter Annenberg is the former Ambassador
to the Court of St. James, owner of a communications empire, an art collector,

and a philanthropist.

Additionally

Although the Annenbergs retain a winter home in Palm
Wynnewood, approached from a private road north of

Springs, their tract in

Lower Merion High School complex, is a self-sufficient estate equipped
with everything from greenhouses to a nine-hole golf course. The property
the

was purchased by Annenberg in 1944, at which time it featured the home of
N. Myer Fitler, built by Frank Seeburger and Charles F. Rabenold,
Architects, of 1524 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia in 1921.^^

engaged

to design alterations

and additions

Durham was

1944 and 1966 that included
everything from an outdoor grill to a recycled granite paving block courtyard.
An extensive garden plan with an outdoor pool designed in 1947 remains

^Research on the year and cause of the

fire

in

has not been carried out.

Township rumor

is that

the

property was unoccupied and Walter Pew, Junior, was attempting to remove copper gutters from the
structure with a

blow torch when he

"Mueller Atlas 1913,

plate 17.

inadvertently set

it

on

fire.

Mueller Atlas 1908 shows the property under the same name, but
Atlas 1900 documents "Folly Farm" on this site.

owned by Irwin N. Megargee. The Smith
^*The

title

block on elevations and plans of the original Fitler residence provide the ascription to the

original architects, though

no date

is

included

(DHN

225,

file 2;

the date

comes from Tatman and Moss,

Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects, 706). Durham must have used these plans to generate
the twelve folders of drawings on this house. Durham's second account book shows a contract dated

October 11, 1944 for

Durham's

profit

alterations, repairs

and landscaping.

was $24,016.34.
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The

cost to

Annenberg was $207,429.71,

extant. ^^

The

building today represents a painted, stone colonial revival

structure that has undergone

many changes. The courtyard facade

is

and boasts a classically detailed entrance. The western facade,
overlooking the gardens and the main hillside below the house, shows all the
traditional

enclosures and additions (including an indoor

swimming pool) added

since

While the architectural integrity of the original colonial revival
structure is compromised by the many additions, the open space for this
1945.

particular area of the township

is

precious.

All efforts should be

through the Annenbergs to assure the conservation of

this

made

property as open

space through private land stewardship.

Fig.

App.

1

1.23

DHN

originally built for N.
for

Annenberg

in

225

Myer

1944.

(I')44),

Fitler

Walter Annentierg Residence. "Inwood." This hou.se was
& RahenoJd in 1921 and altered by Durham

hy Seehurger

East facade with entry courtyard of granite paving block brought

from Philadelphia.

-'This plan contains

Durham's

title

block and was dated August 19, 1947
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(file

2 for

DHN

225).

Fig.

App.

1

1.24

DHN

225 (1944), Walter Annenberg Residence, "Inw(M>d." Wesl facade

with large, multi-pane window.s that overlook the gardens.

DHN

393 (1966) John Tyson Residence, "Innwood" at 1326 Arrowmink Road.
PN 171, 6 acres Landscape criteria: 4 Zoning RA
[SIGNIFICANT]
(Fig.

App. 11.25)
This beautiful property, featuring a pond, waterfall, and bridge, adjoins

other large tracts north of
that also boast

Durham

Arrowmink Road

houses.

currently on the threatened

Because the land

creek that flows parallel to Arrowmink Road,
to all travelers

on

this

it

is

particularly

open and visible

road and Conshohocken State Road, Route 23. By 1900

the site had been subdivided from Phillips' land and

property belonging to Dr. S. Elizabeth Winter.
to

list

starts as a flat plain for the

It

became a 29.38 acre

extended from Mt. Pleasant

Conshohoken State Road and contained a structure labeled "Sanitarium
Arrowmink Creek flowed through the parcel creating a pond

Innwood."^**

-"Mueller Atlas 1900, plate 19.

h\ Mrs. C. Moorhead.

When

Plate 13 of Mueller Atlas 1896

this structure

was

first huilt

380

shows the building extant and owned

has not heen determined.

and waterfall south of the house. By 1937 the tract was broken into three
parcels with Pope Yeatman owning the eastern most eight-acre tract where the
Winter house was located.^' The pond by this time was smaller, and the
house has a different footprint and location, but is still north of the waterway.
Photostats of house plans in the files for DHN 393 indicate that they were

drawn

architect.

March 1934 by Georgina P. Yeatman, daughter of the owners and an
The specific details of whether this was new construction or

alteration

must be examined

in

The

present building

further.

on a high grade and is approached by a long,
curving driveway that crosses a bridge in a picturesque manner. In 1965 the
sits

property was purchased by Elise B. Paumgarten (Mrs. John Tyson). She
signed a contract on January 8, 1966, with Durham to complete alterations and
additions to the house that included a sitting room, pool, and granite block

paving. ^° Today the building

is

a massive, double-pile, hipped-roof, brick

structure painted beige with a garage extension to the northeast.
story, hipped-roof unit with a rounded, multi-pane

main facade.

An

A

single-

window protrudes

south off

chimney extends high above the roof on the east
side. Windows have green-gray shutters (some have only one). The bay
window, hipped roofs, and tall chimney may all be Durham's intervention—
though they do not result in one of his better efforts.^' This tract provides
many picturesque aspects of the natural landscape and practically beckons for
well-designed, organic architecture. The building located on this property
today shows few quality attributes of architectural design externally and may
not have long term value. All aspects of the building and site should be closely
the

exterior

evaluated.

^Tranklin Atlas 1937, plate 23.

'"Durham's AB IV (1964-73) shows a "purchase price" of $167,495.46 and a cost to
$134,825.92. His profit was thus $32,669.54.

"A

full

Durham of

comparison must be made between the Durham alterations and the original Yeatman structure
Additionally, the question arises as to what became

in order to provide a proper critique of this residence.

of the

home

well?

In addition to

that Elizabeth

information on the

Winter owned. Has some of it been incorporated into the present structure as
files, township building permits and registered plans may provide critical

Durham's

full history

of

this site

and

its

buildings.
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Fig.

App.

1

1.25

DHN

393 (1966), John Tyson Residence, "Innwood." Threatened property

with a pre-existent building altered by Durham.
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Appendix 12

CONSERVATION EASEMENTS
The following

description of conservation easements has been copied from the
brochure entitled The Land Stewardship Program and Conservation Easements
published by the Environmental Management Center of Brandywine Conservancy,

PA through a grant from Fidelity Bank. The brochure also includes
information on benefits to the landowner, financial considerations, the planning
Chadds Ford,

process, and estimated costs to the landowner.

A conservation easement is a recorded land-use agreement by
which a property owner voluntarily conveys to a qualified recipient
certain specified rigiits to be enforced by the recipient for public
The conservation easement can

benefit.

scenic, natural, agricultural, and/or

assure that significant historic,

open space values are

fully

and protected from intentional or inadvertent destruction.
Once established, an easement obligates current and fiitureowners to
adhere to its terms. These terms typically involve restrictions on the
identified

number, type, and location of dwellings or other buildings, the
prohibition of quarrying or excavation, the disposal of solid or liquid

wastes, the removal of trees without an approved (woodlot)

management plan and

the

engagement

in industrial or

commercial

activities other than agriculture.

Easements may be designed

to

cover

all

or a portion of a

property, depending upon the property's specific resource values,

its

relationship to adjacent properties, and the particular desires of the

landowner.

Easements need not permit public access
unless desired by the landowner or

when

to protected areas,

essential to the establishment

of certain types of easements.

The donation of an easement does not change actual ownership
The landowner retains the right of ownership and donates

of the land.

those rights stipulated by the terms of the easement or the recipient

The landowner can continue to use and enjoy the land,
and the property can be sold or transferred subject to the terms of the
organization.

agreement.
Federal regulations require that an easement must be donated to
a qualified organization which must hold the easement solely for
conservation purposes. It also requires that the recipient of an

easement be able to enforce the terms of the agreement in perpetuity.
Thus, the Brandywine Conservancy inspects all properties subject to its
easements at least once each year and is obligated to take legal action,

when

necessary, to uphold the terms of an easement.
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Appendix 13

GUroELINES FOR PROTECTING PROPERTIES OF FIVE ACRES OR
WITH DURHAM-BUILT OR ALTERED HOUSES AND FOR
NEW LIMITED-DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION

MORE

1
Consider the origins of the house, the year built, the type, and the ranking
as suggested in this thesis (Chapter Seven and relevant appendices) to determine

whether the structure should be

Outstanding suggests

fully protected in conjunction

full protection,

with the land:

allowing minimal approved external

alterations;

Signlilcant suggests protection with approved external alterations;

Notable suggests possible protection following further architectural review.
2.

listed

If the building is

ranked as Outstanding or Significant, make sure

on the Inventory of Historic Structures (HI)

in

it is

Lower Merion Township

to

be

eligible for conversion to a multifamily dwelling.'

3. Through the Lower Merion Township Planning Department (LMTPD) and
Lower Merion Preservation Trust (LMPT), notify the present owners of Durham-built
homes of the community's interest in protecting some or all of their property in

perpetuity as an open space and historic resource.
4. Through the LMTPD and LMPT, supply owners with information on land
management organizations that encourage, persuade, and assist in planning for the

future of their property by using conservation easements that could supply tax
benefits.

Have homeowners

list

the important aspects of the property for protection

deed restrictions can be included in any property
Encourage appropriate legal and financial estate planning to avoid property

in perpetuity so that appropriate

transfers.

sale to

pay inheritance
5.

The

tax.

LMTPD

and

LMPT

should monitor closely the valued properties and

continue persuasive tactics to work out compatible solutions with owners before

developers intervene.

6.

LMTPD

or

LMPT

should compile survey cards identifying steep slopes,

'Code of the Township, paragraph 155-145.
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.

floodplains, wetlands, storm water

necessary a

homeowner can

management

areas,

and wooded

lots so that

when

quickly assess the proportion of land available for

conservation or development.
7.

Using the Open Space Preservation

management plans

District zoning,^ draft potential land

examples for an owner. Assume
main house will remain on a minimum tract of approximately three acres
(Durham's usual subdivision for large tracts). Develop deed restrictions to control
development and require that any exterior alterations to the building be approved by
the Historic Architectural Review Board (HARB). Define this parcel on a site map.
Using the remaining land, select the most appropriate areas for conservation
easements, open space, or preservation, taking into consideration the information
obtained in number six above, as well as other features such as views and structures.
Determine the area most suitable for construction based on township regulations and
subdivide it to accommodate single-family detached dwellings (the type Durham
would have preferred). Define a 50% common open space and 50% preservation
area so that the two combine to equal the development acreage, i.e., a 1:1 ratio. Use
for critical properties to provide

the

appropriate deed restrictions in any property or conservation conveyances.

Using standard architectural characteristics related to the typology of the
8.
main house, prepare optional sketches of compact dwellings that conform to this or
other related types built by Durham. Types A, AA, B, BB, and C reflect AngloAmerican historic precedent and can be used together if the main building falls in this
category. If the original home reflects Types D, DD, or E, these or other types may
be used in the neighboring structures to reflect Durham's more eclectic period. Refer
to the Newbury or Glyntaff homes for compact design ideas using Types A-C (see
Chapter

6).

9.

Siting should ensure privacy

from neighboring

lots

and protection of

all

Compatability with the natural environment and common open space
areas should remain a priority. Seclude garages, porches, or patios from the street or
neighbors, but porches or patios should take full advantage of views or garden access.

mature

trees.

Design each structure in a smaller scale than the original house and with
Let proportion and mass conform to
it from all others.
the original; achieve distinction through shape, roof, chimneys, materials,
fenestration, color, texture, and detail. Refer to Durham's design and construction
principles in Chapter Five and specifications on typology as defined in Chapter Six.
10.

individuality to differentiate

1 1

Salvage

all quality architectural fabric for

should any structures on the

site

be demolished or

reuse in

^Code of the Township, Article XXVI, Open Space Preservation
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new

construction

altered.

District, paragraphs 142-148.
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MAP2
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